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Summary
This thesis is about `naturalness' in the translation of novels from English into
Persian. It

studies, describes and explains the cultural

and linguistic

factors

determining naturalness.
This thesis consists of eight main chapters, as well as Introduction

and

Conclusions Chapters. The Introduction Chapter sets the problem, its significance, the
hypotheses
held.
Chapters 1 to 4
be
in
the
the
thesis
to
addressed
and
questions
discuss theoretical matters: a review of translation theories, different approaches to
naturalness, analysis of possible features involved

in naturalness leading to a

is,
definition
that
the
the
study,
of
of
naturalness,
methodology
comprehensive
and
different methods and the procedure followed in this research.

The next four chapters,i. e. chaptersfive to eight, have looked at the problem
from different perspectives. Chapter 5 analyses the historical situation and relations
within and between the Persian literary and socio-political systems that gave rise to
the need for translation and establishment of the new genre of the novel in Iran.
Chapter 6 deals with the norms and models constraining the Persian translators'
behaviour, through an analysis of norms and their roots within the Persian literary
polysystem. Chapter 7 is a cultural analysis of the period after the Islamic Revolution
and compares this period with a 15-year period before the revolution. The Islamic
Revolution is a very important turning point according to the cultural viewpoint and
provides a very interesting opportunity for the comparison of cultural activities before
and after the revolution, given the fact that this revolution is often considered to have
a more cultural nature than a political one. Chapter 8 is a linguistic analysis that deals
with the micro-structural

level of the study, it studies the cohesive devices of

reference and ellipsis and the relevant features that determine their naturalness or
unnaturalness.
Finally, the Conclusions Chapter gives a summary of the conclusions reached
in the previous chapters, discusses the limitations of the present study and suggests
some relevant topics for further studies.
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Transliteration
have
been
Turkish)
transliterated
Arabic
(as
Persian
words
The
"
and
well as
(as
All
Persian
Dictionary.
Oxford
in
the
the
according to the standard system used
in
have
been
(except
the
written
Turkish)
Arabic
names)
proper
words
and
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proper
names)
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i
(ou
transcription
the
of proper names.
and
or
oo)
a,
u
with
replaced
" The signs gh, q, and kh represent Persian letters `a.', 'j'

English alphabetdoesnot have such letters.
" In quotations the original forms have been preserved.

h

and `t'

respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

A. Statement of the Problem
The natural way of expression is the way native speakers use their language. It is

described as `well-formedness" in linguistics, `acceptability' in pragmatics and
'
its
`naturalness'
`acceptability'
in
translation
and
or
studies,
sociolinguistics, and
violation

is divided into `grammatical',

`structural',

`semantic'

and `pragmatic'

`collocational'

and `cultural'

clashes). Interference

from

(or
clashes'
the source

language(SL) is said to be the main causeof this phenomenonin translated texts.4

1 `Well-formedness'
grammaticality,

in linguistics

is divided into syntactic, semantic and pragmatic which are called

meaningfulness and acceptability respectively.

2 In this thesis, the expression `translation

studies' with small letters refers to the field in general.
capital letters, whether modified by some attributes such as

However, `Translation Studies' with
Empirical, Cultural, Descriptive, Systemic and so on or not, refers to the target-oriented approach to
translation which will be discussed in detail in the thesis. This distinction does not apply to
been
forms
have
in
the
preserved.
original
which
quotations,
3 See, John Beckman and John Callow, Translating
Corporation,

the Word of God (USA: The Zondervan

1974), pp. 161-162.

" For example, see
B. A. Gutt, Translation and Relevance: Cognition and Context (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991), p. 116.
J. C. Sager, Language Engineering and Translation: Consequences of Automation (Amsterdam: John

Benjamins, 1993), pp. 238-9.
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Translators as well as teachersand critics of translation consider naturalness
(or acceptability)

in
(or
two
as
major
criteria
assessing
adequacy)
and accuracy

translation.

This thesis intendsto study, describeand explain cultural and linguistic factors
involved in the naturalness in the translation of novels from English into Persian as

devices
lead
for
(inappropriate
that
textual
to
cohesive
use) of
well as reasons clashes
is
descriptive
does
English-to-Persian
literary
This
translation.
and
study
unnatural
i.
linguistic
intend
`accuracy'
`correctness'
the
to
equivalents,
e. of
evaluate
of
or
not
translated cohesivedevices.
B. Significance

of the Problem

Translation features prominently as a means of social, cultural and literary
communication between Iran and the rest of the world. It has been a lively cultural
5
both
before
Islamic
Revolution.
The revolution has undoubtedly
the
and aller
activity
boosted translating in Iran, 6 and there is certainly a need for scholarly research to shed
light on this phenomenon from different perspectives.
As Beekman and Callow put it, `each language has its own inventory of

linguistic forms which serve as a vehicle for any messageconveyed in that language.
The point being stressedhere is that there is a natural use of those forms common to
"
language.
the native speakersof each

5 SeeChapter 5 on the translation and the rise of the novel in Iran.
6 SeeChapter 7 on the impact of the Islamic Revolution on translation.
7 Backman

and Callow, p. 40.
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The violation of naturalness creates `translationese'. The study of this
improve
help
language'
`third
us
will
or

`interlanguage'
translation

Some

processes.

case

studies

our understanding

been

have

carried

out

of
on

in
in
both
Iran
linguistic
other countries.
and
elements
naturalness/unnaturalness of
One of the topics studied in Iran is the `collocational
`acceptability'

deals
with
which
clash',

'
`acceptability
Similar
the
level.
on
the
analysis
at
sentence

of

9
in
has
been
translated texts'
other countries as well.
undertaken
In Iran there has been some research undertaken that is related specifically to
`cohesive devices' in Persian. Lotfollah YarMuhammadi

is the pioneer in making

from
devices
English
Persian
a contrastive
of
and
cohesive
analyses
contrastive
linguistics point of view. 10His students and followers have adopted his model of

'I lussein Mollanazar, `The Role of Collocation in Translationesc' (Unpublished master's thesis,
Tarbiat Modarres University, 1990).
Mahdi NOwruzi
journal

Khiabani,

`Sources of Collocational

Clashes',

in Language

and Literature:

the

of the College of Persian Literature and Foreign Languagesof Allame Tabataba'i University,
7&8(1999),

1-11.

9 Some examplesof relevant studies on the `acceptability' of translated texts are as follows:
Martin Gcllcrstam,
Studies

'Translationese

in Swedish Novels Translated

from English',

in Translation

in Scandinavia, cd. by L. Wollin and H. Linquist (Lund: Liber Förlag Malmö, 1986), pp. 8895.
"Tina I'uurtinen, `Dynamic Style as a Parameterof Acceptability in Translated Children's Books', in
Translation Studies: An Interdiscipline, Translation Studies Congress(1992: Vienna;
Austria), cd. by M. Snell-Hornby ct at. (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1992), pp. 83-90.
Inkeri Vehmas-Lehto, `Identifying Translated and Authentic Texts: an Experiment', F. I. T., 3 (1989),
131-143.
10Someof his publications in this field are as follows:
Lotfollah YarMuhammadi, `Lexical Cohesion in English and Persian in Contrast', in his collcction of
Grammar,
Persian:
Structure
Linguistics
Contrastive
Articles
the
Fifteen
in
of
and
papers,
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done
have
and
some studies on one or more of the cohesive ties
contrastive analysis
"
in
Hasan.
by
They
Halliday
contrastive linguistics, and intend
work
and
as proposed
to apply their findings to the teaching of English as a foreign language (TEFL).
Although they use translation as their basis of study, they do not usually use a large
look
do
texts
they
translated
of
nor
corpus

at the problem

as a translation

devices
They
Halliday
Hasan's
taxonomy
cohesive
of
all
as the
phenomenon.
use
and
model for their studies.

Other studies have been done from a non-contrastive linguistic point of view.
For example, Miremadi has studied referenceand ellipsis mainly at the sentencelevel
in Persian.12My contribution, however, will be the investigation of reference and
level
in
the
text
translatednovels.
on
of
ellipsis

Text and Discourse ('T'ehran: Rahnama, 1995), pp. 125-138.
L. YarMuhammadi, 'Barrest ye Afoqübele-'i ye 'Erjd'-e Sarih va Zemni dar Motzen-e Engilisi va
Farsi' ('Explicit and Implicit Reference in English and Persian Texts'), in Proceedings
the
Third Linguistics Conference, Feb. 24-25,1996, held by Allame Tabataba'i University and
Institute for Ilumanities and Cultural Studies, cd. by Muhammad Dabir-Moghaddam and
Yahya Modarresi (Tehran: Allamt Tabataba'i University, 1998), pp. 1-19.

For example,
R. Sahragard, `Lexical Cohesion in English and Persian', paper presented at Tabriz-Baku
Conference on Language Teaching Issues (Tabriz, Iran: 1991).

I st

Patitnch Seddigh, `Lexical Cohesion in English and PersianJournalistic Texts: A Contrastive
Approach' (Unpublished master's thesis, Shiraz University, 1991).
Sorour Javaherian, `Elliptical Structures in English and Persian' (Unpublished
Islamic Azad University, 1996).
12Seyed-Ali Miremadi,

doctoral dissertation,

'Hazf-e be Qarine dar Labdn-e Farsi bar Pdye ye Nazariye-ye HnkemFyat

('Ellipsis in Persian on the Basis of Government and Binding Theory'),
va Marja gozini
in Language and Literature: the journal of the College of Persian Literature and Foreign
Languages of Allame Tabataba'i University, 3 (1998), 37-85.
YekMaqüle ye Farsi va Bayän-e YekMoshkel' ('The
S. A. Miremadi, `Nazarfye ye Marja'-gozinl,
Binding Theory, a Persian Case and the Statement of a Problem'), in Proceedings of the
Third Linguistics Conference, Feb. 24-25,1996, held by Allame Tabataba'i University
and Institute for I lumanities and Cultural Studies, cd. by Muhammad Dabir-Moghaddam
and Yahya Modarresi (Tehran: Allamc Tabataba'i University, 1998), pp. 105-126.

of
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In other countries, cohesivedevicesattract increasinglymore attention. Some
"
devices,
different
have
done
been
textual
cohesive
aspectsof
and many
on
studies
14
in
translation.
to
translation theorists put emphasison the need study cohesion

C. Questions
The issue of naturalness is a complicated one but my aim is to address the following
language
dependent
Is
the
or on the
source
on
on
naturalness.
naturalness
questions
target language? Is naturalness different in translated texts and original writings (in
the same language)? Is there a binary or non-binary distinction between naturalness
and unnaturalness? Is there a borderline between naturalness and unnaturalness or a

degree and continuum of naturalness/unnaturalness?What are the causes of
unnaturalness? Can

they

be

predicted, formulated

and

avoided? What

shifts/adjustments are needed so that a natural text is produced?
I also intend to address a set of questions on contextual and historical siting of

translationsor uncover the position of translatedtext within the socio-cultural context
of modern Iran. Some of the following questions can be illuminating. For instance,
what were the socio-cultural conditions that led to, and governed, the emergence and

13Inkcri Vclunas-Lehto,

`Cohesion Flaws in Translations',

in Empirical

Research in Translation

and Intercultural Studies: Selected Papers of TRANSIFSeminar, Savonlinna
S. Tirkkonen-Condit (Tübingen: Gunter Narr Verlag, 1991), pp. 171-182.

1988, ed. by

Bart Papegaaijand Klaus Schubert, Text Coherence in Translation. Dordrecht (I lolland: Foris, 1988).
Shoshana Blum-Kulka, `Shifts of Cohesion and Coherence in Translation', in Interlingual and
Intercultural Communication: Discourse and Cognition in Translation and Second
Language Acquisition Studies, cd. by Juliane House and Shoshana Blum-Kulka (Tübingen,
Germany: Narr, 1980), pp. 17-35. Reprinted in The Translation Studies Reader, cd. by
Lawrence Vcnuti (London and New York: Routledge, 2000), pp. 298-313.
14For example, sec Peter Newmark, About Translation
and Peter Fawcett, Translation
Jerome, 1997), p. 91.

and Language:

(Clevedon: Multilingual

Linguistic

Matters, 1991), p. 69;

Theories Explained

(Manchester:

St.
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is/was
What
the position of translated novels within the
translation
activity?
spread of
literary

Persian

polysystem?

What

was

translated

and

why?

Who

patronised/commissioned translation? What influences and effects have the translated
has
introduced
into
had
literary
What
translation
Persian
the
shifts
novels
on
system?
the Persian literary system? What impacts has the socio-cultural context of the Iranian
society had on the translation activity? Is there a relationship between the position of
translated novels and the norms they developed?
The Islamic Revolution in Iran (1978-9) is a significant turning point in the
socio-political,

and cultural context that has had a great impact on the literary

15
including
The position of translation after the
translation
polysystem,
activity.
revolution

will be explored and the impact of the revolution on the translation of

novels will be investigated and compared with the role of translation before the
Islamic Revolution.

D. Hypotheses
My main hypotheses can be summarized in the following way:
1- Naturalness has a positive correlation with regularities in micro-level shifts
'6
interference.
SL
and a negative correlation with
2- Naturalness/acceptability

may depend on/vary according to changes in

socio-cultural context, and major social changes and turning points in a culture may
have significant influence on the norm of acceptability.

15Sec Chapter 7 on the impact of the Islamic Revolution on translation.

16'lhat is, naturalness is reflected in regularities in shifts and an improvement in either of them will
have a positive effect on the other. On the other hand, unnaturalnesscan be attributed to interference
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3- As translation is a human activity, a translator's performance in respect to
conforming

to TL

norms or the superordinate

homogeneous throughout

norm

of acceptability

is not

his translation. That is, different states of mind, e.g.,

tiredness, annoyance, drowsiness, stress, worries,

etc. may affect his or her

homogeneous
behaviour
A
during
translation.
the
completely
of
process
performance
leans
Sometimes,
from
too
be
translator
translator.
much on
a
a
not
expected
should
the SL text and forgets his or her duty towards the readers.

E. Method, Material and Subjects
This thesis adopts a descriptive method. It proceeds in a top-down manner, that is,

from historical background and socio-cultural context to norms and conditioning
factors, and finally to textual cohesive devices. Wherever possible or available,
statistics and quantitative data will be provided in addition to qualitative analysis.
This study can be categorised as a product-oriented
descriptive translation

study (DTS)

and function-oriented

according to James Holmes's

paradigm of

translation studies, proposed in `The Name and Nature of Translation Studies"'.
JamesHolmes divides the discipline of translation studies into two main branches:the
`pure' and the `applied' one. The pure branch is also divided into `theoretical' and

interference
increase
in
(negative)
from
in
the
the source text
transfer;
words,
any
other
or negative
will decreasethe degreeof naturalnessof the translated text.
17The early version of this paper was read at the Third International Congress of Applied Linguistics
in Copenhagen as early as 1972. Later the full English text of the paper became available as a small
brochure published by the University of Amsterdam (Holmes 1975). This seminal paper has been
journals
in
For
then.
in
translation
since
example,
papers
and
of
selected
many collections
published
Translation across Cultures, cd. by Gideon Toury (New Delhi: Bahri, 1987), pp. 9-24, James
Holmes, T ranslated. " Papers on Literary Translation and Translation Studies (Amsterdam: Rodopi,
1988), The Translation Studies Reader, cd. by Lawrence Venuti (London and New York: Routledge,
2000), 172-185, and in the Iranian Journal of translation, Motarjem, 1 (1991), 5-14 (trans. by
Fiolmes's extensive presentation is invaluable as a systematic
Reza Ilashemi).
Muhammad
introduction to the structure that translation studies should eventually have. It crystallises translation
studies as a scientific discipline in its own right.
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`descriptive' studies. The concept of `descriptive' implies that this study does not
intend to be `prescriptive', i. e. provide practical guidelines for translators, nor does it
want to make value judgements as its primary aim.

This thesis blends empirical description, with polysystem theory and norm
conceptsas well as cultural studiesand socio-political analysis.
1. Context analysis
My purpose is to check the use of cohesive devices in translation and survey their role
in the naturalness of translated novels. It is a textual analysis. However, this certainly
necessitates siting within a wider context of situation, i. e. socio-cultural conditions
into which the translation is received. Translation is a cultural and historical as well as
linguistic phenomenon. Therefore, it is imperative to explore its context and its
conditioning factors, and to look for grounds that have shaped and can explain the
for
the overall product of translation. As Theo Hermans puts it, `discussions
reasons
of translation issues should therefore take into account the interplay between a whole
set of factors
"'
situation.

comprising

language, literary

In other words,

tradition,

[... ] and socio-cultural

a phenomenon should be studied in its natural

environment, a culture that includes its historical background. This study not only
inevitably
involves socio-cultural factors, but also it
that
translation
as
an
event
claims
attempts to integrate the cultural dimension into translation. It presupposes that
translation does not occur in a vacuum, it happens in a certain culture, environment,
with the translator as an active agent aware of the position of translation in the target
cultural/literary

system and of the models, norms and constraints that the society

18'Ihco I Icrmans, Translation

in Systems: Descriptive and Systemic Approaches Explained
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imposeson him or her. The emphasisis put on the integration of cultural factors into
this study for better understanding, description, and explanation of the translation
phenomenon. In this way, translation studies can benefit from (applied) linguistics,
sociolinguistics, linguistic anthropology, literary theories, cultural studies, and many
other disciplines.

Therefore, the translation of novels, a most prominent subsystem of
translation in Iran, will be studied as part of the modem Persianliterary polysystern.
This text-type will be studied in its historical and socio-cultural context in order to
shed light on the notion and norm of naturalness.
The theoretical frame of reference of the contextual analysis of this study is

the cultural-semiotic framework formulated by Itamar Even-Zohar in his seminal
'9
`The
Position
Translated
Literature
Literary
Polysystem'.
This
the
of
paper,
within

for
literature
the
translated
of
considering
argues
necessity
as a system rather
paper
than treating

individual

translated texts on an individual

basis. It furthermore

discusses the conditions under which translated literature may maintain a central or a

peripheral position in the target literature and the dependenceof the norms that
govern the act of translating and its product on that position. It provides a systemic
framework to study the function of translation of novels.

(Manchester: St. Jerome, 1999), p. 26.
19This paper was first
presented to the pioneering colloquium

on "Literature

and Tr nslation", held in

Louvain in 1976 and published in its proceedings: Literature and Translation: New Perspectives in
Literary Studies, ed. by James S. Holmes, J. Lambert, and R. van den Brocck (Leuven: Acco, 1978),
pp. 117-127. It was also published in revised versions in Translation Across Cultures, ed. by Gideon
'Toury (New Delhi: Bahrt, 1987), pp. 107-115, in Poetics Today, 11: 1 (Spring 1990), 45-51, in
Translation Studies Reader, ed. by Lawrence Venuti (London: Routledge, 2000), pp. 192-197.
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2. Text analysis
Two textual relations or `cohesive devices', i. e. inter-sentential pronouns and ellipsis,
They
in
be
this
constitute the micro-structural
research.
studied
will

level of this

in
devices'
`cohesive
in
this
framework
to
The
research
used
theoretical
regard
study.
(1976)20.
I
in
Cohesion
English
in
Hasan
by
developed
Halliday
is
the
and
one
study
English
in
Persian,
these
then
and
compare
their
paradigms
counterpart
will provide
Persian cohesive devices in translated novels.

The theoretical framework to be used in this study with regard to checking the
`naturalness' or `acceptability' of the literary translations is the one formulated by
Gideon Toury in his book, Descriptive Translation Studies and Beyond21. As
target
is
to,
other
or
subsuming,
related
norm
or
superordinate
a
primary
acceptability
languagenorms, Toury's discussionof norms are also taken into consideration.
On the micro-structural

level, data were collected from (segments of) a few

from
these segments,
`unnatural
typical
selected
translated novels, some
cases' were
the
native speakers'
against
these
checked
cases
were
assumed
unnatural
and
intended
to
These
by
elicit
were
questionnaires
means of questionnaires.
competence
judgement.
It
intuitive
based
their
was assumed that
on
the ordinary readers' response
be
the common readers of such a text
to
the native speakers who were considered
it.
judge
`acceptability'
text
translated
of
or
segments
the
of a
could

20Michael A. K. Ilalliday and Ruqaiya 1-Iasan,Cohesion in English (London: Longman, 1976).
2t Gideon Toury, Descriptive Translation Studies and Beyond (Amsterdam: Benjamins Library,

1995).
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Some 70 BA and MA students at the faculties of Foreign Languagesof two
These
in
Tehran22
to
these
questionnaires.
answer
asked
were
state universities
be
18
30,
to
between
to
the
part of ordinary
assumed
were
ages of
students,
in
Tehran
in
Students
Iran.
come
translated
at
state
universities
novels
readership of
from different geographical areas of Iran, and hence represent various ethnic groups
from
be
dialects.
A
such a group of
expected
wide range of competence can
and
dialect.
`Tehran'
language
Persian
in
`standard'
to
the
and
relation
subjects

The number of novels studied in this study was limited. The books that were
devices,
i.
in
their
are
of
cohesive
textual
use
the
natural
analysis, e. checking
covered
as follows:
(1) Two translations of Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness into Persian

before
and after the revolution,
rendered
(2) Three translations of William Golding's Lord of the Flies into Persian
renderedbefore and after the Islamic Revolution.
However, other books have been reviewed so as to provide a wider socio-

Islamic
illustrate
the
in
background
the
to
of
effects
cultural
attempt
an
political
Revolution on the translation of novels.
The Islamic Revolution (1978-9) is a turning point in the Iranian culture;
in
have
been
different
the
translations
chosen
order to see
novels
therefore,
same
of

the difference between the ones translated before and those translated after the
revolution.

22I. e. Universities of Tehran and Allame Tabataba'i
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and Limitations

Most key terms used in this thesis are defined in Chapter 3. The key terms that will be
discussed and defined in detail include `naturalness' or `acceptability', `shift',
`interference', `translationese',and `hybridity'. In Chapter 8 `cohesion', `ellipsis', and
`reference' will also be defined.
As it is not practical to analyse the whole translated novels in full in this study

(on the micro-structural level), some samplesor segmentsof the novels are selected
for study so as to represent23the whole texts. These segmentscover both dialogue
and description sectionsof the novels, that have distinctive featuresin respect to their
register and level of formality.
Out of five cohesive devices (reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, and

lexical cohesion) discussedby Halliday and Hasan, two of them, i.e. reference and
ellipsis, have been chosen. Only personal pronouns in the `reference' category are

23`Luc van Doorslaer (1995) has proposed that we distinguish between quantitative and qualitative
aspects of representativeness. The quantitative aspect strikes a balance between economy and
credibility: the sample should be large enough to be credible in light of the purpose of the exercise, but
small enough to permit appropriate depth. The qualitative aspect is a matter of interpretation and
judgement. Extra-textual information can help here. ' (llcrmans, Translation in Systems, p. 70. )
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be
the
Moreover,
translated
studied,
not
whole
novel
will
of
each
samples
explored.

translation.
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CHAPTER ONE
TRANSLATION APPROACHES

Translation has always been consideredas a crucial activity. However, it has gained
much more status in the twentieth century due to several causes, some of which are

the needs for closer communicationand mutual understandingamong nations, higher
degrees of literacy, and developments in economy and technology.

Traditionally, literary scholars,poets, religious figures, and philosophershave
expresseddifferent views on translation, which they gained mainly through personal
experience.The main topic of discussionfor them was whether the translator should
be faithful to the source text or free from it. As Mary Snell-Homby puts it,
For 2000 years translation theory (some call it `traditional', others now
dismiss it as `pre-scientific') was primarily concerned with outstanding
works of art. The focus was therefore on literary translation, and at the
centre of the debate was that age-old dichotomy of word and sense, of
`faithful' versus `free' translation. 24

24 Mary Snell-Homby,

`Linguistic

Transcoding or Cultural Transfer? A Critique of Translation Theory

in Germany', in Translation, History and Culture,
(London: Printer, 1990), pp. 79-S6 (p. 79).

cd. by Susan Bassnett and Andre

Lefevcre
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Theories

With the rapid growth of translation in the twentieth century, mainly regarding nonliterary texts, a great need was felt to fill the gap between the theory and practice of
translation and to expand and clarify the discussions on the translation action. 25

In the 1950's and 1960's, with the boom in linguistics, a feeling arose among
translation scholars that they could use the findings of modem linguistics (e.g.
Saussure's,Chomsky's, or Halliday's) for the study of translation. They tried to give
a scientific nature to their discussions and assigned names such as `theory'
Linguistic

(A

Theory of Translation, Catford 1965) and `science' (Toward a Science of

Translating, Nida 1964) and the like. John Catford based his translation theory on the
systemic grammar concept of the British linguist Michael A. K Halliday, and Eugene
Nida developed a translation theory that included concepts from transformational
grammar.
These scholars tried to introduce the linguistic concepts and models into
translation

theory. They have been successful in expanding the discussion on

translation. For example, a controversy has been added regarding the nature of
translation; i. e., whether translation is an `art', a `craft' or a `science'. They could also
further

expand and clarify to some extent the traditional

controversy

between

faithfulness and freedom of the translator by changing this binary distinction into
`equivalence' as their main concern.

25 Snell-I-Iomby says, `The picture changed suddenly after the Second World War, along with the
euphoria that hailed machine translation in the early 1950s, when there was a call for scientific rigour
within the field of translation, to replace what was felt to be hazy speculation. This gave rise to the
"science of translating" as understood by Nida (1964) and to the school of Ubcrsctzungswissenschaf
that developed in Germany.' (Ibid., pp. 79-110.)
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In `scientific' approaches, attempt has been made to get detached from
in
following
issue
Bamstone
the
Willis
the
way:
theories.
puts
traditional
Theory does not properly describe commentary on translation before our
time. What is closely called theory is strictly speaking not theory but rather
]
[...
later
leading
to
theory.
principles
Before the twentieth century all those who wrote most eloquently
it
(though
],
[...
theory
translation
call
we
translation
produced not
about
that) but history of translation principles and practice as applied to
literature. [... ]

So, more accurately, before our century theory is the history of
is
Or,
literary
theory
in
translation.
early
the
practice of
prescriptive goals
26
literary
translation.
the history of the prescription and practice of
By detaching themselves from the past `pre-scientific' period, they also
from
literary
texts
their analysis.
excluded
Comparing Chomsky's and Nida's theories, Edwin Gentzler describes the
in
`a
their theories,
entity'
of
unified
concept
Although the two theories evolved for different reasons, they both assume
behind
deep,
whatever
entity
that there exists a
coherent, and unified
"
"deep
"
"kernel,
"
"core,
the
language
the
structure,
the
takes:
manifestation
derive
by
Nida,
"spirit"
"
terms
"essence,
many
of
which
the
used
the
are all
from Chomsky. [... I The two approaches attempt to demonstrate different
kinds of objects at the centre - one arguing the existence of universal rules
forms;
lexical
the other making metaphysical
of grammar and universal
27
divine
message.
claims about an original
The linguistics-based translation theorists believe that the translator should try

in
by
intended
`message'
the original
the
the
author
to understandand translate
single
text. Gentzler relatesNida's belief in the single messageof the original text,

2GWillis

Barnstone, The Poetics of Translation:

History, Theory, Practice (London: Yale University

Press, 1993), pp. 221-222.
27Edwin Gentzier, Contemporary

Translation

Theories (London: Routlcdgc,

1993), pp. 46-47.
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Nida argues that the deep structure of the language - composed of the sign
in context - can be inferred through study of the language and culture and
through exegesis of these signs over the years. Only then can the appropriate
response to that structure be determined and universalized. Nida builds his
theory on the premise that the message of the original text not only can be
determined, but also that it can be translated so that its reception will be the
28
by
that
the
perceived
original receptors.
same as

One of the central issues in linguistics-basedtheories is equivalence. In her
book, Translation Studies: An Integrated Approach, Snell-Homby describes the role
of the concept of equivalence in linguistics-based

translation

theories and its

29
`unit
relationship with the
of translation'. Then she proceeds to claim that the
concept of equivalenceis `highly controversial' and vaguely defined:
The concept of equivalence was basic to any linguistically oriented
translation theory, whether the scholars concerned wrote in English
(Catford, 1965; Nida and Taber, 1969) or German (Kade, 1968; Reiss,
1971; Wilss, 1977). It is however a highly controversial concept, and despite
a heated debate of over twenty years, it was never satisfactorily defined in its
'('
relevance to translation.

Nida and Taber propose

equivalence 'dynamic'

the translated text

had
its
the
the
the
on
audience audience
original
same
effect
on
as
producing

as

opposed to `formal' equivalence and observe, `Translating consists in reproducing in
the receptor

language the closest natural

equivalent

of the source-language

message.'31

28Ibid., p. 54.
Z9 Mary Snell-Hornby,

Translation

Studies: An Integrated Approach

(Amsterdam:

John Bcnjamins,

1988), p. 16.
30Snell-Hocnby, in Translation,

History and Culture,

1990, p. 80.

31 Eugene A. Nida and Charles R. Taber, The Theory and Practice
Netherlands: Brill, for the United Bible Society, 1969), p. 12.

of Translation

(Leiden,

the
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Henry G. Widdowson, an influential applied linguist, distinguishesthree kinds
32
kinds
Other
of equivalence may
and
pragmatic
of equivalence: structural, semantic
be encountered in the linguistically

oriented approaches to translation, such as

`formal', `functional', `communicative', `idiomatic', and `textual', making the concept
rather complicated, vague and useless.
Andre Lefevere proposesto abandonthe concept of equivalencealtogether33
fall
the
Hermans
Theo
the
concept of equivalenceand
of
rise
and
on
comments
while
34
is
suggeststhat the notion of `norm' a much more useful concept.
As we can see, this new approach (i. e. the linguistics-based approach to
translation), which has been successful in the study of translation to some extent, has

its own drawbacks.

32 `We should distinguish between three kinds of cqui%alcnce.The first of these, which I will call
by
forms
involves
the
the
of
sentences
reference to some
surface
correlation
of
structural equivalence,
involves
I
The
formal
hoc
call
equivalence,
will
semantic
second,
which
similarity.
measure of
ad
ideational
basic
deep
forms
their
different
to
and
which
represents
structure
a common
surface
relating
interpersonal elements. The third kind of equivalence is one which involves relating surface forms to
their communicative function as utterances and this I will call pragmatic equivalence. ' (Henry G.
Widdowson, Explorations in Applied Linguistics (Oxford: OUP, 1979), p. 105. )

B 'The main problem with equivalence is, of course, that translators and translation scholars cannot
It
degree
kind
to
therefore
the
the
real
equivalence.
constitute
needed
of
equivalence
or
agree on either
seems that it's time to abandon the concept altogether, as more and more contemporary writers on
translation (such as Mary Snell-Ilornby) are doing, since equivalence, they claim, has become so
it
denotes
'
things
it
denotes
to
hardly
that
all
all
that
or,
conversely,
people.
anymore
anything
vague
(Andre Lefevcre, Translating Literature: Practice and Theory in a Comparative Literature Context
(New York: The Modern Language Association of America, 1992a), p. 10. )
34 `Although

translation

studies today constitutes anything but a unified field of study, some of its

larger disciplinary shifts have been felt more or less across the entire range of the subject. At an early
was replaced by "equivalence" as a theoretical and methodological
stage, for example, "fidelity"
In
last
in
descriptive
to
translation.
the
ten
in
theoretical
approaches
and
as
as
well
applied
concept
in
hollowed
largely
favour
been
has
"equivalence"
too
out,
of
and
questioned
progressively
years or so,
the concept of "norms". ' (Theo Hermans, `Norms and the Determination of Translation: A Theoretical
Alvarez
by
Roman
Subversion,
Power,
in
Translation,
Framework',
and M. Carmen-Africa Vidal
cd.
(Cleveland: Multilingual Matters, 1996), pp. 25-51 (p. 25). )
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the tenets of the traditional approaches to translation, due to a

didactic preference or in Toury's words, `an overriding orientation towards practical
35
the linguistic approaches remained mainly prescriptive and normative
applications',

in nature. They have issued criteria that were supposedto be used by translators in
their practice and by critics in judging translators' works. Instead of reflecting and
describing the real phenomenon of translation, they have based their theories on
abstract models developed in linguistics. Consequently the gap between practical
translators and theoreticianshas widened. Translators have continued to do their job
ignoring such calls for order and discipline; and critics have continued to apply
Gideon
No
Toury puts
discussing
texts.
translated
as
wonder,
criteria
subjective
while
it, `in real-life situations, priority has often been given to quite different options. Not

without reason,to be sure.'36
The prescriptive theories make rules; however, translators do not follow them.
37This was echoed by Roger Bell when he claimed that most translation theorists in
the `English-speaking world at least' have been and still are, dominated by the rules
in
in
1790,
An
Essay
forward
Tytler's
two
centuries
ago
on the
essay
written
put

35Toury 1995, p. 2.
36Ibid., pp. 2-3.
37Wolfram Wilss observes,
`The prescriptive theories make laws/rules which they use to assess translations - these translations
will be regarded defective according to those rules - and to teach translation - however, the learners
will not follow those rules. So what are the uses of these prescriptive rules? '
from empirical psychological investigations of decision-making behaviour have
meanwhile convincingly shown that people are rarely disposed to, or incapable of, conforming to
normative theories. '
'Findings

(Wolfram
p. 181. )

Wilss, Knowledge and Skills in Translator Behaviour (Amsterdam: John Benjamins,

1996),
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Principles of Translation. He considers this `normative approach' to translation as
the `fundamentalcauseof impoverishment' of the translation theory.38
He says that Tytler's rules are all `normative prescriptions deriving directly
from the subjective and evaluative description of the "good translation". '39 However,

he claims that there have beensome exceptionsto this trend, particularly the works of
Nida and Catford in the mid-1960s.4° Trying to concealthe prescriptive nature of the
linguistics-based approaches to translation he adds that the `rules' discussed in

linguistics, on the other hand, seekto be of the descriptive, constitutive type; he says,
Our position is (when playing the role of a descriptive linguist), necessarily,
the converse; we are in search of descriptive rules which help us to
understand the process, not normative rules which we use to monitor and
judge the work of others. 41

He further claims that the only way to get rid of such normative views is to
42
linguistics.
to
resort

m `Translation

theory finds itself today seriously out of step with the mainstream of intellectual

endeavour in the human sciences and in particular in the study of human communication; to our
mutual impoverishment. The fundamental cause of this state of affairs is, we firmly believe, the
nonnative approach - the setting up of a series of maxims consisting of do's and don't's - which
can be traced back to the orientation quoted above (Tytler's rules of translation). ' (Roger Bell,
Translation and Translating (New York: Longman, 1991), p. 10.)

39Ibid., p. 11.
40Ibid., p. 10.
41Ibid., p. 12.
42 'It is difficult

theorists can move beyond the subjective and normative
evaluation of texts without drawing heavily on linguistics. The need for access to and familiarity with
the accumulated knowledge about the nature and function of language and the methodology of
linguistic enquiry must become more and more pressing and less and less deniable if translation theory
is to shake off individualistic anecdotalism and the tendency to issue arbitrary lists of 'rules' for the
creation of 'correct' translations and set about providing systematic and objective descriptions of the
process of translation. ' (Ibid., p. xv. )
to see how translation
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Another drawback of the linguistic-based studies of translation is sourceis
linguistic
departure
in
The
to
translation
the
the
approaches
point of
orientedness.

be
is
is,
That
to
text
the
text.
all-powerful, real and
assumed
original
source
it,
`copy',
Bassnett
is
translation
the
puts
a
a
as
considered,
and
authoritative
43
`secondary' and a `poor version of the superior original'. Thus, linguistics-based
translation scholars assign a secondaryrole, at best, to the translator. They consider
him a slave at the service of the original text and a servant to the author.
Linguistics-based

translation

linguistic
have
applied
scholars

paradigms,

`merely
better
to
speculative entities', which constitute
say
and
models,
concepts
or
i.
directly
translation;
the
to
e., to make normative
theory,
their
practice of
and quickly
in
translation training
translation,
need
of
an
urgent
out
rules and principles of

"
centres.
Toury criticises `an overriding orientation towards practical applications' as
follows:
Small wonder that a scholarly framework geared almost exclusively towards
for
in
prescriptivism at the
show
preference
practice should
applicability
"
description,
explanation and prediction.
expense of
There are two major problems with such a jump and connection. On the one

hand, such models and conceptswere of a dubious origin. That is, these conceptsand
findings are based on an `abstract' language (i. e., Chomsly's notion of `competence'

43SusanBassnett, `The Meek or the Mighty: Reappraisingthe Role of the Translator', in Translation,
Power, Subversion, cd. by Roman Alvarez and M. Carmen-Africa Vidal (Cleveland: Multilingual
Matters, 1996), pp. 10-24 (p. 12).
44Toury 1995, p. 1.
45Ibid., p. 2.
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in
does
`langue')
that
Saussure's
reality, and on carefully
not
exist
concept of
or
selected sentences (imperfect

chunks) made by the `ideal native speaker' (i. e.,

fabricated by the linguist himself). Bell admits accepting two of the major tenets of
twentieth century linguistics, `competence' and `sentence as the largest linguistic unit'
in his theory:
We have been tacitly accepting two of the major tenets of twentieth century
linguistics: (1) that the goal of linguistics is to specify the rules of the code
linguistic
language
kind
by
idealized
of
a
speaker
of
possessed
some
(2)
langue
that
term,
and,
though
equivalent
not
a
wholly
or,
competence
46
is
described
be
the sentence.
the largest linguistic unit which can
On the other hand, these concepts and models have not undergone empirical
from
have
is,
their
objective study of
they
validity
tests of validity; that
not received
the real phenomenon: the translation product. As Toury puts it, backing `one's claims
with mere "examples"'

handful
`a
invented
of quotes torn out of their
and
oflen

it
does
`attest
to
at
all'
nor
provide
anything
original co-texts and contexts' cannot
47
behaviour.
`representativeness' of the

On the whole, linguistic approachesdo not intend to deal with literary texts,
for
from
impetus
because
the
Firstly
their
greater
need
came
main
especially poetry.
the translation of non-literary texts; and secondly because they regard literature and
the translation of literature as quite difficult and time-consuming to deal with. They
be
to
that
technical
texts
the
translation
to
provide
rules
used
of
work on
are willing

46Bell, p. 161.
47Toury 1995, p. 2.
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in their guidebooks for training situations. This is best reflected in Bell's views on the
48
descriptions'
`objective
`scientific' point of view and
of translation.
The `art' section of translation, which is almost impossible to `teach' and is

been
`waste'
have
They
is
`special',
to
their time on
then
reluctant
put
aside.
very
have
literary
little
for
Thus,
tried
to
they
them.
that
push
may yield
something
49
into
literature)
(or
translation of
translation
a corner. Snell-Hornby records this
5°
book.
in
her
Similar
from
`translation
literary
texts
the
science'
exclusion of
51
Lefevere.
have
been
by
Bassnett
and
made
reservations
The `excessive formalisation'

in linguistics has brought about a `scientific

fatigue' among the scholars who considered language as something `dynamic and
Holmes
James
In
translation
criticised the structural and
studies
operative'.
he
level
for
just
linguists
then
the
the
called
sentence;
of
transformational
at
working

48Bcll, pp. 4-5.

"y Barnstone summarisesthe state of affairs as follows:
`In our century translation theory is theory, largely linguistic and philosophical and not specifically
directed toward literature. Applied linguistic theory, however, relates more readily to information
transfer, Bible translation, and translation by professional interpreters. Linguistics and philosophy
have always been more comfortable with technical than with literary translation; they are concerned
language
behaviour.
Kelly
than
Louis
view
of
a
person-centred
object-centred
rather
calls
an
what
with

`Linguists have focused on the "word" as a unit of translation, later on the "text, " but not on
the literary text, which is a "special case" not worth the effort. [... ],
'Most of the older figures in linguistics who have written substantial volumes on translation
theory, Georges Mounin, John C. Catford, Eugene Nida, Jean-Paul Vinay and Jean Darbelnet, avoid
the literary. They do not speak to and are unread by those who actively translate literature. '
(Barnstone, pp. 222-223)

soSnell-I Iomby 1988, p. 1.
51 See Susan Bassnett and Andre Lefcverc, cds., Translation,
1990), p. 4.

History and Culture (London: Printer,
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52
have
Similar
been
for
the
text.
the
of
views
analysis
expressed by Snellspecifically
Hornby. s'
The linguistic schools following

a `scientific'

approach to the study and

teaching of translation began to shift their focus of attention. The Leipzig school,

54
has
began
in
the mid-sixties,
also evolved considerably.
which
One can summarise the drawbacks of these linguistics-based theories in the
following way:

(1) Prescriptive nature: They are directed primarily at teaching translators or
in
translations,
thus
nature.
and
normative
are
prescriptive
and
evaluating
(2) Source-oiientedness:

They all tend to be source-oriented in nature,

fixed
(a
`message'
intended
the
that
single
original contains some sort of
arguing

for
its
information
the
necessary
whole),
carries
which
consistent and unified
has
in
language,
translator
the
to
accessand must
which
subsequentrendering another

52`One of the great drawbacks of practically all the linguistic translation theories that we have had up
to now has been that they have had to work with a linguistics which is only interested in the sentence
itself
in
level;
linguistics
below
the structural period and even
linguistic
the
sentence
phenomenon
and
in the transformational period had been very frightened of going beyond the sentence. Translation, on
the other hand, and certainly literary translation, is so obviously a question not of translating a series
happens
to consist of sentences among other things that the
but
text
translating
which
a
of
of sentences
linguistic approach has had the great shortcoming in practically all the linguistic theories that I know
of not being able to touch this aspect of translation: the text level. ' (James S. Ilolmes, Translated:
Papers on Literary Translation and Translation Studies, p. 94. )
53Snell-I Iomby, in Translation,

History and Culture, 1990, p. 81.

sa Gentzler explains the effect of this shift on Neubcrt, a Leipzig translation theorist:
`'This turn to modern linguistics leads Neubert to develop what has come to be known as the "toplie writes that the essential translation
down model" for translation. In "translatorIsehe Relativität"
backwards
from
is
to arrive at the global proposition, which
text,
the
one
calculates
which
entire
unit
is then divided up into smaller, single transportable semantic units (Neubcrt, 1986: 101; see also
Neubcrt, 1985: 135). [... ] Ile talks about text equivalence in terms of a macroproposition, which
corresponds to the semantic content of the source text and which is then broken down into a fabric of
words mapped on to syntactic structures (Neubert, 1986: 95). ' (Gentzler, p. 70. )
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ideal
hold
faithful.
These
tend
to
an
conception of the translation
approaches
remain
as reproducing the original.
(3) Reluctance to study literary

texts: Linguistics-based translation theories

has
language
difficult
`special'
literature
directed
that
to
toward
a
specifically
are not
`sentence'
have
focused
They
the
on
analyse.
out of context -

mainly made by themselvesor taken

but
literary
`text',
later
the
the
translation,
not
on
on
as a unit of

text.

However, Snell-Hornby believes that despite the drawbacks, translation
developed
in
benefit
from
and
concepts
methods
approaches,
some
studies can still
linguistics:
It is certainly true that the relationship of linguistics to translation studies,
limited
is
literary
that
only
a
number of
translation,
to
complicated,
especially
issues in linguistics are relevant for translation and that linguistic models can
hardly ever be adopted wholesale. There are however approaches and
for
been
have
in
linguistics
successfully
adapted
which
methods originating
translation, and there are concepts developed from the study of language
"
for
literary
translation.
which have considerable potential even

Then a new development was felt necessary in linguistics. Enrique Alcaraz
linguistics,
in
development
for
the
emergence of a
gives the reasons
In the last decades of this century a great number of linguists have started to
feel the `scientific fatigue' [... ], mainly caused by the excessive abstraction or
formalization of the predominant theories and models. This fatigue, which is
is
the
pragmatics,
of
a
new
paradigm,
emergence
a clear signal of
materializing in (1) the abandonment of the underlying models and theories
that had been the basis for the research that had been carried out previously,
language
tackle
in
(2)
theories
that
their
as
new
with
replacement
and
been
has
`language
in
dynamic
called
which
and
operative,
something
is
],
linguistic
[...
holders
For
theories
these
the
analysis
more the
of
action'.

55Snell-Hocnby 1988, p. vii.
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exploration of a dynamic `communicative phenomenon' than the
56
`linguistic
system'.
examinationof a static
Discourse

analysis (pragmatics

or

text

linguistics)

is a reaction

and

improvement over generativism and structuralism. It differs from the previous models

57
below:
differences
in
linguistics
Two
mentioned
are
major
many
of
ways.
a) Language is not something abstract produced by an ideal native speaker
is
(i.
Language
from
the
an observable
competence).
e.
context of situation
separated
dynamic phenomenon;it is in action among the producer, the receiver(s) and socioin
is
Language
performance.
studied
cultural situation.
b) The methodology used in studying such phenomenon is, then, a descriptive

(empirical) one.This approach to the study of language has opened new horizons and its
findings and paradigms can be used to the benefit of translation studies.58Thus,

56 Enrique Alcaraz, `Translation and Pragmatics', in Translation, Power, Subversion, ed. by Roman
Alvarez and M. Carmen-Africa Vidal (Cleveland: Multilingual Matters, 1996), pp. 99-115 (p. 104).
" Michael Stubbs summarizes the principles of the British linguistics (mainly discourse analysis, from
Firth via Halliday to Sinclair)
concern the following:

that sharply contrasts the Chomslyian

principles.

These principles

" The nature of linguistics: That (1) it is essentially a social science and an applied science.
" The nature of data for linguistics: that (2) language should be studied in attested, authentic
instances of use (not as intuitive, invented isolated sentences); that (3) language should be
fragments);
isolated
(not
text
texts
and that (4) texts must be
or
as
sentences
whole
studied as
studied comparatively across text corpora.

" The essential subject of linguistics: that (5) linguistics should study meaning; that form and
interdependent.
lexis
inseparable;
(6)
that
grammar
are
and
and
are
meaning

" The nature of linguistic behaviour: that (7) language in use involves both routine and
creation; and that (8) language in use transmits culture.
" The conceptual structure of the discipline: that (9) Saussurian dualisms (especially langue hence
and
misconceived
require radical revision.
are
syntagmatic
paradigmatic)
and
parole
(See Michael Stubbs, Text and Corpus Analysis: Computer-assisted Studies of Language and
Culture (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996), p. 23)
58 Christina

Schaffner describes the development from a narrow linguistic

approach and its impact on translation studies as follows:

approach to text-linguistic
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Lefevere maintains that text linguistics, having developed `the second phase of
linguistics-based thinking about translation' by viewing the text in a certain situation

dimension'
`functional
to the
the
translation,
a
necessary
adds
of
or culture as
unit
59
for
literary
is
`utmost
translation'.
value
study of the translation that of the
Discourse analysis does not create unnecessarycomplicated paradigms and
GO
including
literary
be
for
It
the
ones. It also
used
every type of text,
models. can
takes into considerationunits that are bigger thanjust single sentences.
Discourse analysis (pragmatics) observes texts within real contexts and takes
into consideration all the relevant factors involved in communication. It can be related

to Descriptive Translation Studies that take real texts and socio-cultural contexts as
objects of study. They can certainly be of benefit to each other since their object of
study and methodology overlap.
B. Empirical

Translation

Studies: A Cultural Turn

These drawbacks of the linguistic approaches to translation studies have brought
discipline
James
Holmes
to
the
to
translation.
redefine
attempted
about new attitudes

Since we do not translate words or grammatical forms, but texts with a specific communicative
function, the limitations of a narrow linguistic approach soon became obvious. Thus, a logical
development was that in the 1970s, the insights and approaches of text linguistics, a new (sub-)
discipline of (applied) linguistics, were adopted in translation studies. Thus, regularities of the
text itself, of the genre, and of the context were given more consideration. (Christina Schaffner,
` The Concept of Norms in Translation Studies', in Translation and Norms, cd. by Christina
Schaffner (Clevedon: Multilingual Matters, 1999), pp. 1-8 (p. 3). )

59Lefevere 1992a, p. 9
60 IIatim

and Mason write, `In discourse analysis, many works now subject literary and non-literary
discourse to the same analysis and show similar linguistic processes at work. Fowler (e. g. 1986)
illustrates many of the ways in which literary as well non-literary texts create their effects. For the
translator, one such shared concern may be the rhetorical structuring of a text and the use of logical
connectors to enable readers to retrieve intended meanings. ' (Basil IIatim and Ian Mason, The
Translator as Communicator (London: Routledge, 1997), p. 3. )
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of translation studies in his influential paper, `The Name and Nature of Translation

Studies' which he read in the Translation section of the Third International Congress
of Applied Linguistics, held in Copenhagen, 21-26 August 1972.61 His model has

been accepted and followed by some other translation scholars. New concepts and
62
63
by
`polysystem',
have
been
developed
these
scholars, such as
approaches
`manipulation', 64 `power

relations'

and

`cultural

turn', 65 and

`norms'

and

`strategies'66
Gentzler records the general acceptance of James Holmes'

essay as the

`founding statement' for translation studies and emphasises its `empirical' nature,
Holmes' early work culminates in `The Name and Nature of Translation
Studies" (1972/5), generally accepted as the founding statement for the field.
In the essay he lays out the scope and structure for the new discipline. Most

61SeeToury 1995, p. 7.
62 Bassnett gives an account of the new development in translation studies as early as 1980: `It is
possible now to see very clearly developing lines within the overall discipline of Translation Studies
work that originates from within applied linguistics continues to flourish, and there is now a distinct
branch of research concerned with translation and the philosophy of language. The systems theory
approach, with its emphasis on the target pole can be said to constitute a school of thought within
Translation Studies and significantly, with the publication of the information sheet TRANSST in Tel
Aviv and the journal Target, this school now plays a major role internationally. Elsewhere, linked
originally to the systems approach but more directly concerned with the ideological implications of
translation, there is a huge expansion of research that considers intercultural transfer in its linguistic,
historical and socio-political aspects. ' (Susan Bassnett, Translation Studies (London: Routledge,
1980), p. xvi. )
63 See Itamar Even-I_ohar, `The Position of Translated Literature within
Translation

the Literary Polysystem',

in

across Cultures, pp. 107-115.

64 See the Manipulation

of Literature:

Studies in Literary

Translation,

cd. by Theo I lermans (London:

Croom Helm, 1985).

65Sec Translation, History and Culture, cd. by SusanBassnettand Andre Lcfuvcrc, 1990.
66SeeToury 1995.
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importantly, Holmes conceives of the approach as an empirical practice, one
67
in
looks
translated
texts
they
as
appear a given culture.
at actual
which
In the introduction to Manipulation

of Literature,

Hermans, summarising the

basic assumptions of the group68, argues that `The work of Itamar Even-Zohar in

"
is
directly
the
new
approach,
and suggests that
associated
with
particular
participating scholars share
a view of literature as a complex and dynamic system; a conviction that there
between
interplay
be
theoretical models and practical case
a
continual
should
studies; an approach to literary translation that is descriptive, targetin
interest
functional,
the norms and
an
and
and systemic;
oriented,
69
translations.
constraints that govern the production and reception of

If one tries to give an attribute to `Translation Studies' developed or
James
Holmes,
Andre
like
Even-Zohar,
by
Itamar
target-oriented
scholars
advocated
Lefevere, Theo Hermans, Jose Lambert, Susan Bassnett, Gideon Toury,

Maria

Tymoczko, Hans Vermeer and Mary Snell-Homby, the terms in stock include:

67Gcntzlcr, p. 93.
68Snell-IIomby describesthe Manipulation School as follows: The secondmajor school of thought in
Europe views translation studies as a branch of Comparative Literature. This school is at present
by
is
Andrd
Lefevere,
Dutch-speaking
the
scholars
such
and
mainly
as
area
represented
round
centred
Jose Lambert and Theo Hermans, but it also includes Susan Bassnett-McGuire in England and some
Israeli scholars such as Gideon Toury. [... ] Recently sonic leading members of the group published an
Studies
Literature:
Literary
Manipulation
Translation
in
the
title
the
of
with
essays
anthology of
School. " [... ] Their
(Hermans 1985), on the basis of which they have been dubbed the "Manipulation
linguistically
by
is
the
that
the
oriented school [... ], not
of
represented
exact
opposite
starting-point
intended equivalence but admitted manipulation. [... ] These scholars nearly all work in Comparative
Literature and confine themselves exclusively to literary translation, which the linguistically oriented
German theorists dismissed as being deviant language inaccessible to rigorous analysis or scientific
explanation. [... ],
'Conversely the scholars from the Low Countries explicitly
for their field of studies. [... ]'

reject the influence of linguistics

`The approach of the "Manipulation School" is based on the concept of the literary
polysystcm going back to the Russian Formalists and the Prague Structuralists, but in particular as
developed by the Tel Aviv Scholar Itamar Even-Zohar (1978 and 1979).' (Snell-Homby 1988, pp. 2224.)
69 Theo I lermans, cd., The Manipulation
10-11.

of Literature:

Studies in Literary

Translation

(1985), pp.
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`systemic',

`target-oriented',

`descriptive',

`functional',

`cultural'

Here the last term is chosen for closer analyses. `Empirical'
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and `empirical'.
means systematic

description and analysis of `concrete data'. One reason for the preference of this term
is to encompass all target-oriented

cultural

translation theories that work

with

historical
i.
data,
texts
translated
cultural contexts.
as
relevant
as well
e. real
concrete
Toury discusses the application of the empirical methods to translation. In

beyond
description
improve
translation
the
to
studies
and
potential of
order
introduces
likely
Toury
to
translation
solutions,
predict
phenomenon
explanation of
70
in
`experimental' procedures used controlled situations. Further, he maintains that
translation studies intends to become `an autonomous discipline of an empirical
"
nature'. He argues,
Whether one chooses to focus one's efforts on translated texts and/or their
constituents, on intertextual relationships, on models and norms of
translational behaviour or on strategies resorted to in and for the solution of
particular problems, what constitutes the subject matter of a proper
discipline of Translation Studies is (observable or reconstruct able) facts of
from
life
than
resulting
preconceived
entities
merely
speculative
rather
real
hypotheses and theoretical models. It is therefore empirical by its very nature

70 'The introduction

of empirical

methods [... ], can hardly qualify as an internal

evolution

of any

previous paradigm of translation studies itself. Not even the impetus for applying them to translation
introduction
its
boundaries.
[...
]
This
the
notwithstanding,
of
genesis
within
originated
phenomena
in
discipline,
it
landmark
be
the
the
true
to
of
and
evolution
certainly
a
proved
methods,
empirical
looks like they are here to stay. '
`The object of such an approach (the application of empirical methods to translation
phenomena) is by no means to prescribe anything. [... ] On the other hand, this approach does not settle
for the mere description (plus local explanation) of individual phenomena either. As it becomes the
is
likely
it
be
it
to occur
to
to
well;
namely,
what
predict
as
of,
aspires
claims
part
science
empirical
in
light
it
is
To
be
(specifiable)
shedding
new
on these
sure,
precisely
conditions.
of
various
sets
under
interdependencies and increasing their predictive capacity that I see the greatest potential contribution
interconnected)
its
inherent
(and
due
traits: relative controllability
to
two
of
of
of experimentation,
in
Translation
Studies:
Toury,
'Experimentation
'
(Gideon
high
rate
of
repeatability.
variables - and
Achievements, Prospects and Some Pitfalls', in Empirical Research in Translation and Intercultural
Studies, ed. by Sonja Tirkkonen-Condit (Tübingen: Gunter Narr, 1991), pp. 45-66 (pp. 45-46). )

71Toury 1995, p. 242.
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and should be worked out accordingly. However, despite incessant attempts
in recent decades to elevate it to a truly scientific status, as the empirical
72
it
deserves
become
is
in
Translation
Studies
to
the
science
still
making.
Toury
`empirical'

elaborates his notion

of empirical

methods further,

and adopts

as an inherent quality and integrative constituent of his Descriptive

Translation Studies. For Toury, `empirical' refers to the method that can describe,
explain as well as predict translation solutions (i. e., actual translated texts) under
73
certain cultural conditions. He considers it `so appropriate' to give `an empirical
status' to translation studies.
In his response to a criticism from Niranjana74, Hermans also uses the name
`Empirical Translation

Studies' for the discipline. 7' By `empirical'

he means the

systematic, empirical description, i. e. descriptive and explanatory analysis of the
concrete data or `real' translatedtexts within the relevant cultural context.

72Ibid., p. 1.
73`Translation Studies is called for to tackle fully and systematically three types of issueswhich differ
in scopeand level:
(1) all that translation CAN, in principle, involve;

(2) what it DOES involve under various sets of circumstances,along with the REASONS for
that involvement, and
(3) what it is LIKELY

to involve, under one or another array of specified conditions. [... ]'

`Thus, only when the initial potentials subsumed under (1) have been modified by diversified
factual knowledge accumulated in actual studies (2) will ample grounds have been furnished for
making certain predictions, and in a justifiable way too, as becomes the empirical status so appropriate
to translation studies. In this vein, (3) would pertain to the theoretical branch again, only in a far more
elaborate form. '
'To put it differently: the cumulative findings of descriptive studies should make it possible
to formulate a series of coherent laws which would state the inherent relations between all the
variables found to be relevant to translation. ' (Toury 1995, pp. 15-16. )
'" Niranjana

uses the term the `empirical

science' of translation

referring to Toury's

insistence on

`systematic, empirical description' and criticises his theory for ignoring the `asymmetrical relations of
power'. (Tcjaswini Niranjana, Siting Translation: History, Post-structuralism,
and the Colonial
Context (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), p. 60. )
75llcrmans, in Translation,

Power, Subversion, 1996, p. 41. However, in his recent book, Translation

in Systems (1999), he chooses the name `descriptive and systemic translation studies'.
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Empiricism, however, brings about its own problems. One of them is the
interpretation

of the text. Peter Newmark, in his book Approaches to Translation,

follows:
interpretants
different
the
as
on
of
signs
effects
outlines
varying
Semiotics - the science of signs - is an essential factor in translation
theory. The American philosopher C.S. Peirce (1934) is usually regarded as
its founder. He stressedthe communicative factor of any sign: `the meaning
have
that
the
conceivably
may
practical
effects
of
all
of a sign consists
bearings on a particular interpretant, and which will vary in accordancewith
76
has
interpretant'
therefore,
the
a self-containedmeaning.
no
sign,
This leads us straight to the assumptionthat different interpretations may in
turn lead to different translations.This issuewas certainly a central thought in Andre
Lefevere's book Translating Literature"

and a logical consequence.

A consequence of the text interpretation in Translation Studies is `target-

follows:
Toury
this
as
concept
elaborates
orientedness'.
Neither source text nor even translation relationships would have been
Translation
Studies.
Descriptive
from
target-oriented
of
program
a
excluded
They were just given a different status. This is also to say that `orientedness'
is far from tantamount to `exclusiveness', as wrongly interpreted by many:
the present approach is characterized as target-oriented because this is
it
be taken to mean that
By
its
should
start.
no
means
observations
where
this is where these observations would also be exhausted.
Looking at it from another angle, it is only reasonable to posit that a
study in translation activities which have already yielded their products
foremost,
first
the
the translated
observables;
and
start
with
would
78
utterances themselves, along with their constituents.
This new approach to translation studies is best represented in Toury's

theoretical book, Descriptive Translation Studies and Beyond (1995). Toury has

76Peter Newmark, Approaches to Translation

77SeeLcfcvcrc 1992a,pp. 10-11.
78Toury 1995, p. 36.

(Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1981), p. 5.
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mapping of translation studies and the empirical method of

introduced
`norms'
behaviour.
What
the
translator's
governing
and
research,
Translation Studiesintends to do, as Toury puts it, is
to focus one's efforts on translated text and /or their constituents, on
intertextual relationships, on models and norms of translational behaviour or
on strategies resorted to in and for the solution of particular problems, what
constitutes the subject matter of a proper discipline of Translation Studies is
(observable or reconstructable) facts of real life rather than merely
hypotheses
from
and theoretical
preconceived
speculative entities resulting
'
models.

The shift to the descriptive study of `actual translational behaviour' does not
mean that other linguistic or literary disciplinesthat take translation as their object of
it,
ignored
Toury
On
totally
the
the
puts
as
contrary,
reality.
study
All this is not to say that no attempts have been made to account for actual
translational behaviour and its results. Quite the contrary. However, most
descriptive studies have been performed within disciplines other than
Translation Studies; e.g., Contrastive Linguistics, Contrastive Textology,
Comparative Literature, stylislique comparee, or - in more recent days Text-Linguistics, Pragmatics, or Psycholinguistics. Thus, while their subject
have
been
translational, the theoretical and methodological
could
well
matter
frameworks within which it was handled could not, if only because their
interests lacked the wish to fully account for all that translation may, and
does involve. 80

Translation Studies intends to study real translationssynchronically as well as
diachronically. That is, when several parallel translations of the same original text
different
in
history
by
translators
periods
at
are compared with
reproduced
various

79Ibid., p. 1.
80Toury 1995, p. 3.
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each other (as well as with the original), they will better clarify the general constraints
"
have
their
translators
chosen
strategies and choices.
and problems under which
This school proposes that the translation researchers extend their corpus of
study beyond one translation,

82
This point
or one pair of texts.

is advanced

83
by
Gentzler.
Toury
particularly strongly
and
A very important notion developed by this school is the operation of norms
facing
in
Translators
translators.
the
choices
when
models
on
agents
and
are active
influenced
by
They
They
text.
translating.
to
the
are
process of
original
are not slaves
certain norms and models derived from the target socio-cultural

conditions, i. e.

context of situation. Taking these norms and models into consideration by the
researcher in Translation Studies is of great significance in understanding, explaining
and predicting

the translator's

choice of various strategies in different/certain

conditions. The power structure influencing the translator's decisions is regarded as
important in Translation Studies. Lefevere believes that
Potential translators need to learn about the conditions or constraints
ideological, poetical, sociocultural, and linguistic
- under which texts come
into being and the potentially different constraints under which they are to be
translated. 84

81 As Gentzler puts it, `The addition of an historical horizon, albeit a purely literary
one, is an
important one for the developmentof translation studies, for it provides not only a basis of comparison
but also implies a diachronic evolution of language.' (Gentzler, p. 85.)
82Toury 1995, p. 38.
83 Toury

elaborates the comparative study of two kinds of parallel translations: synchronic and
diachronic. (See Toury 1995, pp. 72-73. ) Gentzler deems it necessary to `study not just single texts,
but rather multiple translations of the same original text as they occur in one receiving culture at
different times in history. ' (Gentzler, p. 130. )
64 Lefevere

1992a,p. 13.
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Toury, too, relates the translation process to the socio-cultural constraints. 85
He divides these constraints into three types along a graded continuum (on a scale)
according to their potency: rules (general, relatively absolute and objective) at one

idiosyncrasies
(subjective) at the other and norms (intersubjective) in the
pole, pure
86
middle ground. Then he distinguishesthree types of norms that influence translation
decisions: the initial norm, preliminary norms and operational norms including
Sl
textual-linguistic
norms. He further talks about the inherent
matricial norms and
88
specificity and unstable,changingnature of norms.
Hermans acknowledges the importance of Toury's approach89, and then he

90
decisions
to
the
translator's
and choices. He further elaborateson
connects norms
norms and explains how they act as practical constraints on, or guide, the translator's

85 `In its socio-cultural dimension, translation can be described as subject to constraints of sewra1
types and varying degree. These extend far beyond the source text, the systemic differences between
the languages and textual traditions involved in the act, or even the possibilities and limitations of the
cognitive apparatus of the translator as a necessary mediator. In fact, cognition itself is influenced,
probably even modified by socio-cultural factors. At any rate, translators performing under different
conditions (e. g., translating texts of different kinds, and/or for different audiences) often adopt
different strategies, and ultimately come up with markedly different products. ' (Toury 1995, p. 54. )

86 Sec ibid., p. 54.
87 See ibid., pp. 56-59.
88See ibid., pp. 62-63.
89Hennans, in Translation,

Power, Subversion, 1996, p. 25.

90 `The agents, faced with an array of possible
options, have to make choices and decisions about how
to proceed. '

`It is here that the concept of norms can be usefully brought in. They facilitate and guide the
processof decision-making. Norms govern the mode of import of cultural products - for example, of
the translation of literary texts - to a considerable extent, at virtually every stage and every level,
whenever choices between alternative coursesof action need to be made.' (Ibid., p. 28.)
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9'
choices. He isolates and defines `rules', `decrees', `conventions', and `norms' as
different types of constraints; then he identifies a `hierarchical structure of power
relations'

among theni92 Bassnett has further

developed

these concepts

in

Constructing Cultures.93
There is a tendency in the nature of Empirical Translation Studies that the
field can benefit from the adjacent disciplines -

the interdisciplinary

nature. As

Bassnett says, `A distinguishing feature of work in Translation Studies has been the
combining of work in linguistics, literary studies, cultural history, philosophy, and
9'
'
anthropology.

She also supports the `plurality of voices' in translation studies: `Translation
is, after all, dialogic in its very nature, involving as it does more than one voice. The
study of translation, like the study of culture, needs a plurality of voices. '95
It may be said that as far as the models and paradigms in other disciplines can
enhance the descriptive/empirical

nature of translation studies in upgrading it to a

91 'Norms are prescriptive rules: they have a normative semantic load and are used to guide,
control, or
change the behaviour of agents with decision-making capacities. [... ]'
'Since norms imply a degree of social and psychological pressure, they act as practical
constraints on the individual's behaviour by foreclosing certain options and choices, which however
always remain available in principle. [... ] But since all action within the scope of conventions and
norms requires the individual's consent to some degree, such action is always a form of co-operative
action. ' (Ibid., pp. 30-31. )

92Ibid., p. 32.
93 See Susan Bassnett
and Andre Lefevere, Constructing
(Clevedon: Multilingual

Cultures:

Essays on Literary

Translation

Matters, 1998), pp. 6 and 137.

94Bassnett 1980, p. XI.
95 Susan Bassnett, 'The Translation Turn in Cultural
(1998), pp. 123-140 (pp. 138-139).

Studies', in Susan Bassnett and Andre Lefevere
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general theory of translation, they are not regardedas a threat to the autonomy of the
discipline.
Translation studies, as a culturally oriented subject, draws on a number of
disciplines, including psychology, ethnology and philosophy, without being a
subdivision of any of them. Similarly, it can and should utilize relevant
concepts and methods developed from the study of language (this despite
in
literary
[...
])
translation
the
scholars
without
part
of
massive misgivings on
having
linguistic
linguistics
branch
becoming
to
adopt
or
of
a
automatically
96
methods and theoretical constructs wholesale.

Another rewarding feature of Empirical Translation Studies is that it tries to
be comprehensive in its coverage; that is, it intends to cover every kind/aspect of
translation:

literary

and non-literary

texts. While

expressing regret about the

`exclusive' nature of linguistic and literary approaches to translation in their coverage
feels
Snell-Homby
types
texts,
optimistic that the culturally oriented
of
certain
of

97
bridge
the
to
translation
gap.
can
approach
But Empirical Translation Studies are not without their drawbacks.There is a
literary
in
Studies,
Translation
scholars, to relate
among
especially
general reluctance
their theoretical discussions to application. This can be accounted for by two major
factors. The first is a reaction to the bitter consequences of the quick jump of the
linguistic approaches to applied situations, another one is the general tendency among
literary scholars to think that literary translation cannot be taught at all; i. e., it is an
`art'. Toury evades the responsibility of the scholar to draw conclusions from the

theoretical branch to applied extensions:

96 Snell-I-Iomby

1988, p. 2.

97 `It is
a sad fact that the linguistic

and literary

approaches to translation

have up to now been

mutually exclusive. [... ] The culturally oriented approach to translation theory has some potential for
in
bridging the gap, and indeed it implicitly
embraces all kinds of translation. ' (Snell-Homby,
Translation, History and Culture, 1990, p. 84. )
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To be sure, it has always been my conviction that it is no concern of a
in
discipline,
the so-called `science of man', to effect
not
even
scientific
changes in the world of our experience. Thus, as it should have become clear
by now, I would hardly subscribe to the view (epitomised by Peter Newmark
but shared by so many) that "translation theory's main concern is to
determine appropriate translation methods. " (Newmark 1981: 19).98

As a contrast, we can quote Wollin and Lindquist who believe that
Apart from being a pure science,adding to our general knowledge about the
world, translation studies, or translation theory, certainly has a mission as an
applied science, aiding translators, teachers at translators `colleges,
'
buyers.
translation critics and translation
Nevertheless, Toury does not totally reject `the possibility of drawing
findings,
behaviour',
but
from
to
theoretical
actual
or
scientific
conclusions
reasoning,
he puts this responsibility and the consequent blame on practitioners themselves. 'G'
Some scholars, however, take a more moderate stance. Van Leuven-Zwart

discusses the relevance of descriptive translation studies for the teaching of
translation:
Researchinto the relation betweentranslationsand originals is important not
only for Descriptive translation studies - also Applied translation studies,
and notably the teaching of translating, could benefit from developmentsin
this research.[...]
The point is that methodologically sound descriptions of translations
can serve to show prospective translators that they can make deliberate
1°'
in
translation
that
they
the
norms and strategies
use.
choices

98Toury 1995, p. 17.
99 Lars Wollin

and Hans Linquist,

eds., Translation

Scandinavian Symposium on Translation
Förlag Malmo, 1986), pp. 9-11 (p. 10).

Studies in Scandinavia:

Proceedings frone the

Theory (SSOTT) II, Lund 14-15 June, 1985 (Lund: Libcr

iooToury 1995, p. 17.
101Kitty M. van Leuven-Zwart,

`Translation and Translation Studies: Discord or Unity? ' in Empirical

Research in Translation and Intercultural Studies, ed. by Sonja Tirkkonen-Condit
Narr Verlag, 1991), pp. 35-44 (pp. 41-42).

(Tübingen: Gunter
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maintains

that

translation

writers

can
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familiarise

prospective translators with `problems' and `solutions'; they can provide students

have
been
that
examples
of
strategies
successful,as well those that have failed in
with
the past, without prescribing any of them102Palma Zlateva's thinking goes along the
'o3
lines.
same
Thus, it is clear that the reluctance towards application is not an inherent
quality of the Empirical Translation Studies.
So what conclusions can we draw from this discourse within TS? Perhaps
three major points need to be emphasized:
1. Target-oriented

paradigm:

In this approach, translation is regarded

basically as a text in its own right, as an integral part of the target culture. Translated
messages are primarily determined by TL socio-cultural constraints and norms -

and

not merely as a copy of another text (the notion of an original authoritative text with
)
Studies
begin
from
has
been
destabilised.
Translation
fixed
interpretation
the target
a
text and the norms underlying its actualisation.

2. Descriptive approach: The emphasison the target text naturally leadsto a
primarily descriptive approach that rejects the prescriptive and evaluative attitudes of
both traditional and linguistics-based translation theories.

102Lcfevere 1992a,pp. 12-13.
103`Just as linguistics compiling descriptive grammars of languagesdo, in effect, also codify current
usage which is accepted as some kind of "norm", translation scholars also codify translational norms,
current and/or past. The distinction between codifying norms and imposing them is vital here:
translation scholars codify practice and offer it for possible guidance, but the final decision always
remains with the translator, who is, after all, a human being capable of making decisions, not a
machine that is fed originals, blindly performs some abstract rule-governed operations, and "outputs" a
translation. ' (Palma Zlateva, ed., Translation as Social Action: Russian and Bulgarian Perspectives,
(London: Routledge, 1993), pp. 2-3. )
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texts as the object of study: Emphasis has also shifted

from the translation process and the problems underlying it to the result (the product
and function),

the translated text as a historical fact. Thus, the studies in this approach

are concrete and empirical, with a strong emphasis on practical fieldwork and case
studies. This means that the writings of the ETS scholars concentrate on describing,
analysing and explaining translations, comparing different (parallel) translations of the
broad
historical
investigating
tracing
translations
the
and
of
on
reception
same work,
104
surveys.
Both
Translation

linguistics-based

translation

theories and Empirical

(culture-based)

Studies can provide some guidelines for the present research. Both

attempt to be `scientific' in the real sense in order to analyse, explain and predict the
phenomenon of translation.

A major difference lies with the definition of the object of translation studies.
`Text in a certain socio-cultural situation' as the object of study, as developed by text
linguistics or discourse analysis, can bring these two approaches close to each other.
Another major difference is concerned with the approach to the study. The linguisticsbased theories begin to study translation process or product with the source text (the
in
how
`equivalence'
to
the
order
measure
successful
vague
standard
original) and use
a translation (the copy) is; whereas the culture-based (empirical) Translation Studies
begin their study with the target text as an original text in its own right, and focus on
the `norms' of translation in a certain situation and culture that constrain the real task

104See also fIermans 1985, pp. 10-11, Snell-FIomby 1988, pp. 24-25 and Gentzler 1993, pp. 133-134
for a summary of the major tendencies in translation studies.
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of translation. Both approaches claim to be descriptive in their studies and try to
avoid prescription.

This research will primarily follow the tenets of the empirical (culture-based)
Translation Studies, though it will also take into consideration some findings of
discourse analysis. The main focus will be on the translated texts
of the target language -

an integrated part

as the object of study and attempt will be made to describe,

analyseand explain some micro-structural elementsof the studied texts.
Comparison of translated texts that is proposed in the Empirical Translation
Studies will be also of significancehere. `Naturalness',the topic of this study, will be
approached from a target-oriented perspective. This topic will be discussed in the

next chapter from the perspectiveof different translation approaches.
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CHAPTER TWO
APPROACHES TO NATURALNESS

In this chapter we shall look at different approaches to naturalness starting with

linguistics and continuing with traditional views of translation, linguistics-based
translation theories, cultural approaches,and Empirical (Descriptive and Systemic)
Translation Studies. Different translation approaches have used different terms to
refer to the concept of `naturalness'. For example, traditionalists

use `beauty',

`fluency', and `easeof expression',linguists use `well-formedness'and `acceptability',
linguistics-basedtranslation theorists use `naturalness'and `idiomaticity', Translation
Studies scholars use `acceptability', and cultural

scholars use `fluency',

`transparency', and `domestication' to refer to more or less the same concept from
different perspectives. '05

105Other near synonymousterms are also used: such as `smoothness'in traditional views, `normality'
in linguistics-based theories, `readability' in Translation Studies, `assimilation' and `acculturation' in
cultural approaches.All discussmore or less the sameconcept though from different angles.
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and Acceptability

Linguistic approaches to the concept of `naturalness' vary. In order to describe and
account for this `beauty of the form', `ease of expression', or `fluency' in an elaborate
and clear way (or as they claim, `descriptively' and `scientifically') linguists have used
and expounded

different

terms

and concepts such as `well-formedness'

(or

`grammaticalness'/'grammaticality'), and `acceptability' as opposed to `oddity', illformedness', and `unacceptability'. `Acceptability'

covers a wider semantic area than

`grammaticalness' (a special case of `acceptability). `Acceptability'

(as discussed in

linguistics) and `naturalness' overlap in their semantic areas to a very large
proportion.
Most traditional grammarians as well as modem linguists make a distinction
between grammatical

and lexical oddity106 (or abnormality,

anomaly, deviance,

incongruity, ill-formedness, etc.). John Lyons mentions this distinction made by
linguists and philosophers:
linguists and philosophers have distinguished between two
principles of well-formedness in the construction of sentences and phrases:
one in terms of which they are said to be grammatical (vs. ungrammatical),
the other in terms of which they are said to be significant (vs.
'o'
meaningless).

Traditionally,

106After the developmentof Pragmatics, a third division is put forth, i.e. `pragmatic
well-formcdness'
Thus, Papcgaaij and Schubert adopt three types of 'grammaticality':
`Then: are various classifications
of grammaticality, but most of them roughly distinguish something like syntactic, semantic and
pragmatic grammaticality. According to such accounts, in syntactically deviant utterances the form of
words and syntagmata violates the rules, in semantically deviant utterances the formal arrangement is
correct, but the combination of meaning-bearing elements runs counter to selection rules and in
pragmatically deviant texts semantically correct utterances do not fit into any imaginable situation. '
(1'apegaaij and Schubert, p. 192. )
107John Lyons, Semantics (Cambridge: CUP, 1977),
p. 117.
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meaningfulness:

`Grammar is best formulated as a self-contained study independent of semantics. In

"°8
be
identified
the
notion
of
grammaticalness
cannot
particular,
with meaningfulness.
Lyons (1977)

raises `corrigibility'

as a criterion

to distinguish

between

109
(lexical)
grammatical unacceptability and collocational
unacceptability. Frank R.
Palmer, too, usesthis criterion to distinguish betweenthesetwo kinds of oddity. ' 10
Chomsly

introduces

the notion

of `acceptability'

and contrasts it with

"'
(or
He considers `grammaticalness' a `far more
grammaticalness
well-formedness).
important

notion'.

However,

Robin

Lakoff

completely

rejects

it

(i. e.,

grammaticalness) as `neither necessary nor possible within a coherent linguistic

theory':

108Noam Chomsky, Syntactic Structures (The Hague, the Netherlands: Mouton,

1957), p. 106.

109See Lyons, pp. 379-384.
110`If a grammatical
rule is broken, we can, and usually will, correct the sentence while if the sentence
conforms to no grammatical rules we simply rule it out as gibberish. Where, however, the deviance
lies in the collocational (sclectional) restrictions, i. e. is lexical, we shall usually try to make sense of
the sentence by looking for a context in which it might be used, for we would normally assume that
collocations imply semantic compatibility. For instance, "John drinks fish" might seem to be deviant,
until we think about fish soup, and it is by no means difficult to find a poetic interpretation (or even
possibly a scientific one) for "The water is fragile. " ' (Frank R. Palmer, Semantics (2nd ed. )
(Cambridge: CUP, 1981), p. 134. )

111`Let us use the term "acceptable" to refer to utterancesthat are perfectly natural
and immediately
comprehensible without paper-and-pencil analysis, and in no way bizarre or outlandish. Obviously,
acceptability will be a matter of degree,along various dimensions. [... ]'
`The notion "acceptable" is not to be confused with "grammatical". Acceptability is a concept
that belongs to the study of performance, where grammaticalness belongs to the study of competence.
[... ] Like acceptability, grammaticalness is no doubt, a matter of degree (cf. Chomsky, 1955,1957,
1961), but the scales of grammaticalness and acceptability do not coincide. Grammaticalness is only
one of many factors that interact to determine acceptability. Correspondingly, although one might
propose various operational tests for acceptability, it is unlikely that a necessary and sufficient
operational criterion might be invented for the much more abstract and far more important notion of
grammaticalness. ' (Noam Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (Massachusetts: The MIT Press,
1965), pp. 10-11. )
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Another way to view the grammatical/acceptability distinction is to say that
grammaticality is a special case of acceptability. A sentence is grammatical if
it is acceptable according to purely linguistic criteria. Grammaticality is
acceptability short of social and psychological differentiations. Then it seems
fairly apparent that grammaticality is a very highly specialized and not
terribly useful concept, outside the realm of strictly autonomous syntax. As
soon as we concur that autonomous syntax is not a viable level of analysis
(as various works written in the last ten years have, I feel, conclusively
proved), we see that a separate notion of grammaticality is neither necessary
"'
linguistic
theory.
nor possible within a coherent
The difference between these two terms and concepts: `well-formedness' and

`acceptability' is that the former belongs to a model of `abstract' languagedevoid of
its social context and its real users, that is, the Chomskian model of language as
`competence'. This notion is criticised by linguists who study language in its real
from
its
language
do
isolate
those
users. They, who study the
context,
who
not

`performance' of language, prefer to use `acceptability' as a necessaryconcept to
describea `natural' usageof language.
Van Dijk talks of `theoretical' versus `real' properties of utterances as
113
Beaugrande and Dressler compare these two
grammaticalness vs. acceptability.

opposing attitudes and, quoting

Lambek, distinguish grammaticality from

14
'
acceptability.

112 Robin Lakoff, `You say what you are: Acceptability and Gender-related Language', in
Acceptability in Language, cd. by Sidney Greenbaum(The Hague: Mouton, 1977), pp. 73-85 (pp.
75-76).
11; Tcun A. van Dijk, `Acceptability in Context', in Acceptability in Language, ed. by Sidney
Greenbaum(The Hague: Mouton, 1977), pp. 39-61 (p. 39).
114`Lambek (1961: 167) sarcastically pointed out the disparity of attitudes: "At one extreme there are
those who call every utterance a sentence. [... ] At the other extreme there are those who would declare
cannibalism ungrammatical on the grounds that `man' does not belong to the class of food-nouns. "
Lambek is addressing two opposed outlooks on language study: (a) the insistence on actually occurring
grammatical data as all belonging to the language, and (b) the belief that a grammar can specify all
possible relationships independently of actual occurrences. To mediate between these opposites, it has
become customary to distinguish between grammaticality (what is stipulated by an abstract grammar)
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In judging whether a sentence or an utterance is well-formed or not, an
informant useshis imagination. This is put by Levelt et al. as follows:
If one asks an informant how he performs the judgement task, a usual
answer is something like: `I try to imagine a situation in which the phrase or
sentence can be said. ' The informant seems to `use' imagery in answering
the grammaticality or acceptability question: he tries to fmd a cognitive,
"'
in
the
preferably visual, context
sentence could make sense.
which

Linguistics owes much to George Lakoff for the inclusion of presupposition
into his grammar, called `fuzzy grammar'."6 Lakoff provides a few sentencessuch as,

(15) (a) My uncle

117
lousy
I'm
that
realizes
a
cook.

My cat
My goldfish
My frying pan

Then, he discussesthe possibility of their being considered as acceptableby
some people. Finally he concludes: `One's judgement of the well-formedness of

and acceptability (what is actually accepted in communication). ' (Robert-Alain dc Beaugrande and
Wolfgang Ulrich Dressler, Introduction to 't'ext Linguistics (London: Longman, 1981), pp. 129-130. )
115W. J.M. Levelt
et at., 'Granunaticality,

Paraphrase and Imagery', in Acceptability

in Language, ed.

by Sidney Greenbaum (The Hague: Mouton, 1977), pp. 87-101 (p. 89).
1161Iöimann describes Lakoff's
approach as follows:
`Lakoff (1971b) maintains that any discussion of well-formedness has to include presuppositions about
"the nature of the world". The type of inclusions, he says, depends on linguistic competence, whereas
knowledge are vested in
the actual judgements about well-formedness relative to extralinguistic
performance. According to Lakoff, a grammar ought to generate not only descriptions of sentences but
pairs (P, S) which consist of the presupposition P relative to which S is grammatical. While
welcoming LakofFs attempt to bring the notion of grammaticality closer to that of the intelligibility
of
the world, we still miss the necessary psychological treatment of presupposition. ' (11. Hörmann, To
Mean to Understand: Problems of Psychological Semantics, trans. by B. A. Tankowski (Berlin:
Springer-Verlag, 1981), p. 140. )
1" George Lakoff, `Presupposition and Relative Well-fonnedness',

in Semantics: an Interdisciplinary

Reader in Philosophy, Linguistics and Psychology, cd. by Danny D. Steinberg and Leon A. Jakovits
(Cambridge: CUP, 1971), pp. 329-340 (p. 332).
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sentences seems to vary with one's beliefs or assumptions. [... ] Judgements of wellformedness depend on extralinguistic factors. i118He proposes a model of grammar
where S (a sentence) is paired with P (presupposition)

relative to which S is

"9
Thus, Lakoff believes that extralinguistic
considered well-formed.

factors affect

only judgements of deviance (semantic oddity), but not those of grammatical wellformedness.120By introducing the notion of `degree of well-formedness' in his
grammar, he tries to bridge the gap betweenthe theoretical well-formedness and the
pragmatic acceptability of expressions.
In Fuzzy grammar (a model of grammar proposed by Lakoff (1973), the
well-formedness of sentences is viewed as a scale ranging from I
(completely well-formed) to 0 (completely ill-formed), rather than the
The degree of wellstandard dichotomy of well-formed/ill-formed.
formedness of a sentence depends on the rules which have applied in its
derivation. Thus a rule in Fuzzy grammar will have associated with it a rule
function defining the degree of well-formedness of its output. The degree of
involved
depends
factors
the
on
rule
and
on
entering into
well-formedness
the rule. It is claimed that `hierarchies' or ordering relations exist within
factors and that these hierarchies will be largely constant from speaker to
different
have
different acceptability
However,
speakers
will
speaker.
thresholds. '2'

118Ibid., pp. 332-33.
119`Supposethat S is well-formed only relative to PR. Then a speakerwill make certain judgements
about the well-fonncdness or ill-formedness of S which will vary with his cxtralinguistic knowledge.
If the presuppositions of PR do not accord with his factual knowledge, cultural background, or beliefs
about the world, then he may judge S to be "odd", "strange", "deviant", "ungrammatical", or simply
ill-formed relative to his own presuppositions about the nature of the world. Thus, extralinguistic
factors very often enter in judgements of well-fonnedness. This is a matter of performance. The
linguistic
competence underlying this is the ability of a speaker to pair sentences with the
presuppositions relative to which they are well-formed. ' (Ibid., pp. 329-330. )

120`Extralinguistic factors do not affect grammatical well-formedness, a notion from the theory
of
competence which is defined only for (PR, S) pairs; such factors do affect judgements of deviance,
which concerns performance, i. e., the use of a sentencein a given context. The failure to observethis
distinction has led to considerableconfusion in the past decade.' (Ibid., p. 337.)
121B. A. Mohan, `Acceptability

Testing and Fuzzy Grammar', in Acceptability

Sidney Greenbaum The Hague: Mouton, 1977), pp. 133-148 (p. 134).

in Language, cd. by
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Fluency and Beauty

The history of traditional translation theory was a continual rehashing of the same

faithful (literal, formal) versusfree theoretical distinction and connecting `beauty' and
`fluency' to free translation and `ugliness' and `strangeness'to faithful translation.
In the pre-linguistic period of writing on translation, which may be said to
date from Cicero through St. Jerome, Luther, Dryden, Tytler, Herder,
Goethe, Schleiermacher, Buber, Ortega y Gasset, not to say Savory, opinion
swung between literal and free, faithful and beautiful, exact and natural
translation, depending on whether the bias was to be in favour of the author
or the reader, the source or the target language of the text. 122

George Steiner says, `the theory of translation, certainly, since the seventeenth
12'
invariably
divides
into
A famous triple
the
topic
three classes.
century, almost
scheme of this sort is the one put forth by Dryden. Here is Steiner's summary of
Dryden's views:
The true road for the translator lies neither through metaphrase (word-forword translation) nor imitation (free translation). It is that of paraphrase or
`translation with latitude', where the author is kept in view by the translator,
so as never to be lost, but his words are not so strictly followed as his sense,
'24
is
be
but
that
too
to
and
admitted
amplified,
not altered.

Thus, Dryden chose a middle way to compromisebetween the literal and free
methods of translation. This middle way for Tytler is a `good translation' that is
attainable through the `union of ease with fidelity'.

Writing the first book on the

principles of translation (1790), Alexander F. Tytler

(i. e. Lord Woodhouselee)

describes the qualities of a good translation as follows:

122Newmark 1981,
p. 38.
123George Steiner, After Babel: Aspects
of Language and Translation
Press, 1975), p. 253.

124Ibid., pp. 255-256.

(New York: Oxford University
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I would describe a good translation to be, that, in which the merit of the
original work is so completely transfused into another language, as to be as
distinctly apprehended, and as strongly felt, by a native of the country to
which that language belongs, as it is by those who speak the language of the
original work.

Now, supposingthis description to be a just one, which I think it is, let
us examinewhat are the laws of translation which may be deducedfrom it. It
will follow:
A.

That the translation should give a complete transcript of ideas of
the original work.

B.

That the style and manner of writing should be of the same
characterwith that of the original.

C.

That the translation should have all the ease of the original
'25
composition.

He describes the last quality or requisite of a good translation
-

the `ease of

the original expression' -

as the most difficult part of the translator's task. Then

comparing the translator's

task with that of a painter, he implies that a good

translation requires an artistic `union of ease with fidelity'. 116`Ease of the original
expression', Tytler's term for the concept of `naturalness', was an improvement over
`beauty' and could describe the concept of `naturalness' much better. His description
of 'ease/naturalness' and particularly his notion of the `union of ease with fidelity'
have strongly influenced translation theorists during the last two centuries
Tytler believes that the `composition' (language) produced by adopting `the
literal

mode of translation'

abounds in `barbarism, solecisms, and grammatical

inaccuracy'; and such mode `gives us obscureand unintelligible sentiments,conveyed

125Alexander F. Tytler, Essay
on the Principles of Translation (London: Dent, 1962 (1790)), pp. 8-9.
126Ibid., pp. 112-113.
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in barbarous terms and constructions, irreconcilable to the rules of the language in
"21
he
then
which
uses
Like Tytler, Barnstone talks of the `fidelity to beauty in the original''12' he also

believes that when the beauty of the form is ignored, the translation becomes
`gibberish' and unattractive.129Discussing the faithfulness and freedom of the
translator, he prescribes `clear and beautiful' writing as `one enduring ethical principle
in literary translation'. '"

C. Linguistics-based

Translation

Theories: Naturalness

The linguistics-based translation theorists mixed traditional views with new findings of
modem linguistics in the 20th century in order to provide a `scientific' nature for their
theories.
The `qualities of a good translation' that were put forth by Tytler have been
retained up to the present time in some books written on translation. The third quality,
`ease of original composition' or `ease of expression', to use Tytler's words, has given
its way to a new term, that is, `naturalness'. Barnwell, writing on Bible translation,
enlists the three most important qualities of a good translation as follows:

127Ibid.,
pp. 67-68.
128Barnstone,
p. 269.
'29 Ibid.,

p. 230.

130`After the moral slogans of discipline, the debate over faith and freedom, there
remains one
enduring ethical principle in literary translation: the true ethical task of the translator is to be a good
writer, to produce a work that is clear and beautiful, however close or distant the inspiring source
voice.' (Ibid., p. 261.)
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1) Accuracy - Correct exegesis of the source message, and transfer
of the meaning of that message as exactly as possible into the receptor
language.

-

2) Clarity - There may be several different ways of expressing an idea
choose the way which ordinary people will understand.

3) Naturalness
it
is
important
form
to
the
use
natural
of the
receptor language if the translation is to be effective and acceptable. A
translation should not sound foreign. 13'

Newmark expoundsthese qualities, especiallynaturalness,in an elaborateway:
For all texts (except the ones you know are `odd' or badly written but
authoritative, innovatory or `special', e.g., where a writer has a peculiar way
of writing which has to be reproduced, [... ]) for the vast majority of texts,
you have to ensure:
(a) that your translation makes sense;
(b) that it reads naturally, that it is written in ordinary language, the
common grammar, idioms and words that meet that kind of situation.
Normally, you can only do this by temporarily disengaging yourself from the
SL text, by reading your own translation as though no original existed. 132
Newmark

outlines the translation

`standards of excellence' that can be

`determined only through the informed discussion of experts or exceptionally
intelligent laymen"33in translation evaluation as follows:
After mistakes have been `proved' by reference to encyclopaedias and
dictionaries, experts have to rely on their intuition and taste in preferring one
of two or three good translations of a sentence or paragraph. [... ] The main
matters under dispute may be whether the translator has understood the
tone, the writer's attitude towards the information presented. [... ] Further,
the experts, the third readers, have to decide intuitively whether the text is
natural ('Would one actually see that on the printed page?'), with the

131 Katherine

Barnwell,

Introduction

Summer Institute of Linguistics,

to Semantics and Translation

(I-iorseleys Green, England:

1980), p. 15.

132Peter Newmark, A Textbook Translation (London: Prentice Hall International, 1988),
of
pp. 24-25.
133Newmark 1981, p. 8.
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proviso that they first agree what kind of printed page they are talking about.
In the case of `expressive' writing the criterion is: `would he write that? ""
He also describes `three points of reference' in translation criticism:
1- the readers' concept of natural usage or social language (naturalness),

2- the linguistic differences between the target language and the original
(accuracy),
3- checking the translation and with it the original in relation to the truth, the
material facts, and moral and aesthetic principles13', so that the translation is evaluated

116
independent
freestanding
(Basically
as an
non-linguistic)
work.
However, he rejects the generality of `naturalness'.Although he assertsthat it
is an `appropriate'

criterion

for some translations, he also adds that it can be

`irrelevant' for others. 13'

Translation theorists such as Nida and Taber believe that the best translation
138
like
Among a series of polar distinctions raised by
translation.
should not sound
a

Nida and Taber there is `naturalness'as opposedto `formal correspondence'.139They
also introduce

`dynamic equivalence'

as opposed to `formal

correspondence'.

134Ibid., p. 18.
135 In a
recent interview

with Motarjem

('The Translator'),

an Iranian Journal of Translation,

Peter

Newmark explains the third criterion as referring to 'the facts and truth of the original text' and `moral
values generally related to human rights that are reflected in the words chosen by the translator'.
(Muhammad Shahba, `Interview with Peter Newmark', Motarjenz ('The Translator'), 29 (1999), 1726 (pp. 18-19). )

136Peter Newmark, About Translation (Clevedon: Multilingual Matters, 1991), 163.
p.
137Ibid., p. 39.
138Nida and Taber,
p. 13.
139Ibid., p. 14.
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Therefore, one may conclude that there is a high correlation between naturalnessand
dynamic equivalence.As Nida puts it,
A translation of dynamic equivalence aims at complete naturalness of
expression, and tries the receptor to modes of behaviour relevant within the
context of his own culture; it does not insist that he understand the cultural
patterns of the source-language context in order to comprehend the
140
message.

Catford states that there is merely a relative formal correspondencebetween
languages, and considers the notion of formal correspondencea useful one in the
discussionrelated to theory of translation.' 41He also contrasts formal correspondence
142
`textual
with
equivalence'.
Beekman and Callow connect their concept of `naturalness' with the concept
of `ease' developed by Tytler: `The ease with which a message will be understood
depends on the -naturalness of structure, and such naturalness of structure is assured
by the importance the speaker or writer places upon his message.X143
Like Tytler, they

compare the level of naturalnessin the receptor languagewith that of the original.
`The naturalnessof the translation and the easewith which it is understood should be
comparableto the naturalnessof the original and to the easewith which the recipients
"
documents
the
them.
of
original
understood

"0 Eugene A. Nida, Toward
a Science of Translating
1 John C. Catford, A Linguistic
'42 Ibid., § 1034.

143Beekman and Callow, p. 39.
144Ibid., p. 34.

(Leiden: Brill,

1964), p. 159.

Theory to Translation (London: OUP, 1965), § 104 and § 304.
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They introduce a new concept: `the dynamicsof the original' and a new type
of fidelity: the `dynamic fidelity'

in order to incorporate `naturalness' as part of

fidelity to the original;
A translation which transfers the meaning and the dynamics of the original
text is to be regarded as a faithful translation. [... ] The expression, the
dynamics, means that (1) the translation makes a natural use of the linguistic
structures of the RL and that (2) the recipients of the translation understand
the message with ease.145

Beekman and Callow distinguish between `naturalness' and `familiar
information'. '

Following this argument, Mildred L. Larson stresses that `new

information' can be expressedin a'natural and clear manner'.147
E. A. Gutt offers a critical review of views on naturalness. 148He surveys the
views of Beekman and Callow on naturalness and `idiomatic translation' and criticises
them for overlooking the significant role of context. 149

145Ibid., p. 34.
146`The dynamics of the translation are not dependent
on familiar information. New information can
be presented in a dynamic form. It is often said that a translation should not sound like a translation
at
all. This statement applies to the manner in which the information is communicated but not to the
mailer which is communicated. Titus, the images used in live figures (parables, allegories,
illustrations, and similitudes) need not be replaced by substitutes to attain meaningfulness
even though
to do so would clothe the message in familiar terms and make it more immediately relevant to some
particular segment of society. ' (Ibid., p. 41. )
147 Mildred

L. Larson, Meaning-Based

(Lanham: University

Press of America,

Translation:

a Guide

to Cross-Language

Equivalence

1984), p. 430.

148It is
claimed at times in the literature that a good translation should read not like a translation at all,
but like a target-language original. Usually this merely expresses the requirement that in terms
of
style, or naturalness of expression, a translation should be indistinguishable from a receptor language
original. IIowever, at times this claim reflects the idea that there are instances of translation where the
translated text is intended to function like a target language original. (Gutt, p. 45. )

149'Let us turn to the
claim that idiomatic translations should resemble the original in its "dynamics".
[... ] They (Beekman and Callow 1974) point out that some allowance needs to be made for
problems
caused by differences in language and culture: "Such a comparison of the dynamics of the original
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The opposite of naturalnessis `lack of naturalness'which is more tangible and
discernible. Providing some examples indicating `lack of naturalness', Beekman and
Callow try to define it as follows:
Basically, lack of naturalness in form means that the translation does not
"flow" in a normal way. It may be stilted and jerky; it may have "too much
crammed" into too few sentences; or it may emphasize the wrong things and
150
the
not emphasize
right ones.

Then they further explain,
Lack of naturalness in form is not simply a matter of sounding a bit stilted,
or heavy, or obscure. It can readily lead to distortions of the message itself,
so that lack of dynamic fidelity may pass into lack of fidelity to the
15'
meaning.

A concept related to unnaturalnessis that of `clash' -

the explicit instances

of unnaturalness. Beekman and Callow distinguish between three types of clash:
grammatical, collocational and cultural clashes that correspond to syntactic, semantic
152
in
linguistics.
ill-formedness
and pragmatic
Gutt maintains that the `relevance' principle can account for unnaturalness:

with that of a translation must bear in mind that the message may have been easier for the original
recipients to understand because Greek was the language of both writers and readers, and they shared
the same or similar cultures" (Beekman and Callow 1974: 34). Yet they do not consider these
differences as serious obstacles that might invalidate the demand for naturalness and case of
comprehension of the translated text because the writers [... ], "wrote to be understood": "[... ] On the
other hand, the message was not dependent upon these local advantages since the writers were not
penning abstract theses or obscure philosophies but had a very practical aim in view, they wrote to be
lack of
understood. " (Beckman and Callow 1974: 34. ) This statement reveals a significant
appreciation of the crucial role that context plays in communication: it seems to strongly imply that
to be understood" that is independent of differences in contextual
there is a way of "writing
assumptions, such as arise from historical, cultural and other differences. ' (Ibid., pp. 90-91. )

150Beekman and Callow, p. 42.
151Ibid., p. 44.
152See Beekman and Callow, p. 162.
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I believe that many instances of `unnaturalness' in translation can be
accounted for in terms of inconsistency with the principle of relevance, if
both processing effort and contextual effects are considered. '53
Translation theories, particularly linguistics-based approaches to translation,

have always discussedand questioned the validity of (the extreme versions of) two
154
i.
literal
free.
to,
Beaugrande
translation:
opposite approaches or methods of,
e.,
vs.
and Dressler, for example, question the successof an unduly literal or an unduly free
translation. The former may create an `awkward or even unintelligible' text while the
latter may `causethe original text to disintegrateand disappearaltogether'.'ss
These methods are widely consideredas two extremesor opposing polarities
and usually rejected. Along with this rejection, translation theorists try to introduce

and describean in-betweenproper method.
Some theorists have tried to cut through this conflict between literal and free
approachesto translation and put an end to discussionsbetween advocatesof literal
translation and those adhering to free translation by introducing an overriding
principle of translation: the determiningrole of the reader, and the equivalent effect'sb,
i.e. to produce the sameeffect on the readershipof the translation as was obtained on
the readership of the original. Newmark puts it in the following way:
Since the rise of modem linguistics, and anticipated by Tytler in 1790,
Larbaud, Belloc, Knox and Rieu, the general emphasis, supported by
communication-theorists as well as by non-literary translators, has been
placed on the reader on informing the reader effectively and

... Gutt, p. 116.
154See footenote 122.

135Beaugrandeand Dressler 1981, p. 216.
156Nida and Taber (1969)
call it 'dynamic equivalence'.
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appropriately, notably in Nida, Firth, Koller and the Leipzig School. [... ]
Koller (1972) has stated that the equivalent-effect principle of translation is
tending to rule out all others particularly the predominance of any formal
157
elements such as word or structure.
However, Newmark thinks it (i. e., equivalent effect on the target reader) is
`illusory',

and believes that the old opposition between `emphasis on source and

target language' will persist as `an overriding problem' in translation theory and
158
practice. In order to narrow this gap, like Beekman and Callow (1974), Newmark
differentiates among different levels or degreesof literal or free methodsof translating
by developing and describing up to eight types of translation.159He describesthem
elaborately in his book `A Textbookof Translation' (1988) and puts them in the form
of a flattened V diagram as follows:
`SL emphasis

Word-for-word translation
Literal translation
Faithful translation

Semantictranslation

TL emphasis
Adaptation

Free translation
Idiomatic translation

Communicativetranslationi160

Commenting on thesemethods,he remarks:
I should first say that only semantic and communicative translation fulfil the
two main aims of translation, which are first accuracy, and second, economy.
[... ] In general, a semantic translation is written at the author's linguistic

157Newmark 1981, p. 38.
158
Newmark 1981, p. 38.
159See Newmark 1981,
pp. 38-40 and 1988, pp. 45-8.
160Newmark

1988, p. 45.
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level, a communicative at the readership's. Semantic translation is used for
`expressive' texts, communicative for `informative' and `vocative' texts. '6'
Newmark believes that `communicative'

method makes a translation `more

162
`semantic'
'clash'.
translation
natural', and
causes
Literal translation, especially highly literal type or word-for-word

translation,

has often been considered to be the source of `translationese'. Nida and Taber remark
that `in some instances translators have actually tried to `remake' a language. '16' They
call this artificial language `translationese' and believe that it is caused by formal
fidelity:
A good translation of the Bible must not be a `cultural translation'. Rather, it
is a `linguistic translation'. Nevertheless, this does not mean that it should
exhibit in its grammatical and stylistic forms any trace of awkwardness or
strangeness. That is to say, it should studiously avoid `translationese' formal fidelity, with resulting unfaithfulness to the content and the impact of
'6'
the message.
Describing `translationese', Steiner states that the translator who adopts `strict
literalism'

produces an `interlingua',

i. e. texts made up of unchecked `lexical

transfers', of `grammatical hybrids' that belong neither to the source nor to the target
language; he denounces such translation as `Greek English' or `the slipshod farrago of
franglais ', "5

161Ibid., p. 47.
162Newmark 1991,
p. 166.
163Nida and Taber,
p. 4.
164Ibid., p. 13.

165Steiner, pp. 316.
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Alan Duff, in his book Third Language, calls such `an English of no place and
'
language'
`a
`a
hybrid
French
English'.
time'
third
no
and
of
and

He also rejects

this `third language' and attributes it to `the influence of the source language'. 16'

The traditional views use `beauty', `fluency', and `ease of expression', and
linguistics-based translation theorists use `naturalness' and `idiomaticity'

to refer to

the same concept. They consider `ease of the original expression', `fluency',
`naturalness'

as a criterion

of

`translationese', or `hybridity'

a good

translation

and reject

or

`strangeness',

for which they blame the literal (or word-for-word

method of) translation and interference from the source language. Neither of them
discusses the political implications of `naturalness' explicitly though some scholars in
the field of the Bible translation have mentioned the importance of `naturalness' in
disseminating the Word of God in other cultures. 168

D. Cultural Approaches:
In contrast, Venuti's

Foreignisation

recent influential

versus Domestication

approach advocates a cultural

view of

translation. He arrays a set of dichotomies dividing translation theory into two
1G9
hand,
`foreignization',
`resistance', `translator's visibility',
the
approaches: on
one

166 Alan

Duff,

The Third

Language:

Recurrent

Problems

of Translation

into English

(Oxford:

Pergamon Press, 1981), pp. 12 and 116.

167Ibid., p. 116.
168For
example, sec Nida and Taber 1969.
169It seems that the Russian Formalism has inspired Venuti to devise his theory
of `foreignization'. As
Gcntzlcr hints it; he talks about a concept that Translation Studies scholars have borrowed from
Russian Formalism: 'defainiliarization':
`Borrowing

another aspect of Russian Formalism, perhaps its best known and most easily
embraced principle - the defamiliarization (ostranenie) device - Translation Studies scholars
attempt to measure the text's relation to its tradition. Because they did not inflate the value of
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and `archaizing' tilting towards the author and the source text, and on the other hand,
`domestication',

`submission', `fluency', `translator's invisibility'

and `transparency'

privileging the target culture and readers. He prefers and takes sides with the first
translation method; however, it may not be accepted by the dominant trend in AngloAmerican culture.
Venuti defines `fluency' and `transparency' as two features related to the
`hegemonic classes' in the Anglo-American

10
He further relates `fluency'
culture.

17'
`ethnocentric
domestication'.
He defines `transparency' and
the
with
violence of
describes it as an `illusionistic effect':
Transparency occurs only when the translation reads fluently, when there are
no awkward phrasings, unidiomatic constructions or confused meanings,
when clear syntactical connections and consistent pronouns create
intelligibility for the reader. When the translation is a poem in free verse,
varied rhythms that avoid jogtrot meters are needed to give the language a
conversational quality, to make it sound natural. [... ] These formal
techniques reveal that transparency is an illusionistic effect: it depends on the
translator's work with language, but it hides this work, even the very
presence of language, by suggesting that the author can be seen in the
translation, that in it the author speaks in his or her own voice. 172
He believes that `submission' to `fluency' and `domestication' can best describe the
English-language translation theory and practice that he disapproves. 17'

the content, meaning, or original idea of a work, Russian Formalists could focus on aspectsthat
did not conform and made the text special, different, and especially strange.' (Gentzier, p. 79.)
170Sec Vcnuti, p. 43.
171Ibid., p. 61.
172Ibid., p. 286.
173`The theory and practice of English-languagetranslation [... ]
"I

beendominated bY submission, by

fluent domestication, at least since Dryden. [... ] English-language translators have let their choice of
foreign texts and their development of translation strategies conform to dominant cultural values in
English, and among these values transparent discourse has prevailed, even if in varying forms. ' (Ibid.,
p. 309. )
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Other Translation Studies scholars have also discussed the phenomenon of
`domestication' or `acculturation' in translation. For example, Bassnett and Lefevere

introduce the concept of `analogy' that leads to `the obliteration of differences
between cultures and the texts they produce' in a democratic way.14 Piotr Kuhiwczak
175
`appropriation'
'domestication'.
the
to
to
the
concept of
refer
process of
uses
Some scholars put more emphasis on the political nature of `domestication'

(or `naturalness'). Douglas Robinson, for instance, records that for foreignisers,
`assimilative'/`domesticating' translation is a `primary tool of empire'. 176Niranjana
considers `colonial discourse' to be what the Western translation theorists called
`natural' language.'77

174
4 'The most obvious form of negotiation between textual and conceptual grids is that of analogy; it is
also the most superficial one, and the one that leads, inevitably, to the obliteration of differences
between cultures and the texts they produce. Analogy is the easy way in negotiations between cultures,
precisely because it slants the culture of origin toward the receiving culture, whose prestige is
perceived to be so much greater. But it need not be the only way. ' (Bassnett and Lefevere 1998, p. 7. )

15 See Piotr Kuhiwczak,
Translation, History
1990), pp. 118-130.

`Translation

and Culture,

as Appropriation:

the Case of Milan

Kundera's

The Joke', in

ed. by Susan Bassnett and Andre Lefevere (London:

Routledge,

176`The driving idea behind this set of assumptionsis that assimilative:or domesticating translation
which used to be called "sense-for-sense" translation, is a primary tool of empire insofar as it
encourages colonial powers (or, more generally the "stronger" or "hegemonic" cultures) to translate
foreign texts into their own terms, thus eradicating cultural differences and creating a bufferzone of
assimilated "sameness" around them. Members of hegemonic cultures are therefore never exposed to
true difference, for they are strategically protected from the disturbing experience of the foreignprotected not only through assimilative translations but also through five-star hotels in third-world
countries, and the like. Members of peripheralized cultures in turn are forced to "write for
translation", to preshape their cultural expressions to meet hegemonic expectations. In this way
diversity is gradually leached out of the world, and we are all immeasurably impoverished. ' (Douglas
Robinson, Translation and Empire: Postcolonial Theories Explained (Manchester: St. Jerome, 1997),
p. 109. )
177`European translations

of Indian texts prepared for a Westcni audience provided the "educated"
Indian with a whole range of Orientalist images. [... ] English education also familiarised the Indian
with ways of seeing, techniques of translation, or modes of representation that came to be accepted as
"natural. "' (Niranjana 1992, p. 31)
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Anthony Pym relates some criticism of `naturalness':
Some translation theories turn this technocratic evasion into an incipient
morality, finding in "natural" language a kind of universal common ground
to be attained and retained. Such is the paradise targeted by Nida's "closest
natural equivalence" (1959: 33) and, more belligerently, by Newmark's
pretension and superficially
campaign against jargon,
asymmetric
discrimination. [...
There have been numerous outcries against naturalness of language.
One of the loudest came from Roland Barthes, who bluntly declared the
apparently democratic tongue to be not only undemocratic but quite simply
fascist, since "fascism does not prohibit the saying of things; it obliges things
to be said" [... ] Missionary-translators may similarly suffer from a lack of
neutrality, since in many languages God must be either male or female, and
178
is
hard
find.
to
natural common ground

Also, Robinson notices that the post-colonial foreignisers seek a `remedy' to
the problem -

created by domestication -

between
diversity
levelling
the
of

cultures: `The remedy to this situation, for the post-colonial foreignizers, is a mode of
translation designedto retain and assert difference and diversity by sticking closely to
the contours of the source text. '179Niranjana also expressesa preference for the
foreignisation strategy and `heterogeneity' over `homogeneity'. 180

`Foreignisation' has been criticised from different perspectivesand for various
reasons. Lefevere disapproves of the use of Schleiermacher's model for modem

`The "scholarly" discourses, of which literary translation is conceptually emblematic, help maintain
the dominance of the colonial rule that endorses them through the interpellation of its "subjects. " The
colonial subject is constituted through a process of "othering" that involves a teleological notion of
history, which views the knowledge and ways of life in the colony as distorted or immature versions of
what can be found in "normal" or Western society. ' (Niranjana 1992, p. 11. )
178However, Pym
continues to answer such criticism,

`And yet Barthes managed to express amorous

sentiments in fragments of beautiful French; and Bible translators manage to translate. [... J,
'The tongue is neither naturally neutral nor a fascist conspiracy. The neutral ground sought
by democratic ethics can be expressed in language, but its expression requires work, transformation
and creation, be it by the translator or by the discontent author. ' (Anthony Pyrn, Translation and Text
Transfer (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang GmbH, 1992), pp. 161-162. )

179Robinson, p. 109.
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translations, because`Schleiermacherand some of his contemporariesproduced their
translations not for the monolingual reader who has no access whatsoever to the

original, but rather for the educated reader who was able to read original and
translation side by side.'181
There is an important controversy brought about by Venuti. He rejects
`fluency' by associating it with `aristocratic literary culture' and `hegemonic classes',

in other words, with elitism.'82At the sametime, his `foreignising' strategy produces
183
kind
for
limited
`a
translation
a
of
readership,an educatedelite'. It is
appropriate
certain that when a translation `submits to fluency', to use Venuti's terminology, the
scope of the readership expands; that is, the number of readers who are able and
willing to read such a passage increases. However, if we believe that only a limited
114
have
literature,
highly
the
to
readership, a
educated elite, should read or
right
read
then we can make our composition as unintelligible and as strange as we like. A

translation may follow a foreignising strategy; however, as critics record, such a
translation may not gain acceptancewith the receptors and the receptor culture."'

1B0
Niranjana, p. 120.
181Andre Lefevcrc, cd., Translation/ Ilistory/ Culture (London: Routledge, 1992b), p. 5.
182Venuti, p. 43.
183Ibid., p. 101.
184This view that 'literature is an exclusive right of the elite' might have been acceptable when
education was not available to the public and the printing machine was not yet invented. At that time,
one might think that common people did not have access to literature, so it was not necessary to xvritc
in a manner to be understood by ordinary people. Still, this seemingly acceptable view is also
debatable since in many cultures literature (poetry, plays, etc. ) was written to be read orally or
performed on the stage for the ordinary people who could not read themselves.

185Venuti himself reports the pitiful fate of those who
rejected `fluency' and advocated foreignising
strategy. (Venuti, p. 309.)
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polarisation

type of criticism

between `foreignisation

distinction between `foreignising'
`naive linguistics';
"ordinariness"

of `foreignisation'

is the total

versus domestication'.

rejection
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of

Robinson rejects the

and `domesticating' a text, for being based on a

he maintains that `there are infinite varieties of "familiarity"

or

in a language' that `certainly do not all imprison their users in

hegemonic or colonial prison cells of the mind'. 186This type of criticism (or rejection

of dichotomies) will be expoundedand discussedin detail in the next chapter.
This `resistance'towards `domestication' and attempt to impose `foreignness'
on the target languageor revival of the original text and culture can be criticised for
different reasons.Firstly, `resistance' against the dominant domestic cultural values,
or against the `domestication' or repressionof foreign cultures does not necessarily
require the production of any translationese or unnatural language since naturalness

Also, Piotr Kuhiwczak provides a historical fact regarding Byron's translations into Slavic
languages:
`Polish, Czech and Russian scholars have produced detailed bibliographical
lists of all Byron
translations, only to acknowledge that almost none of these early efforts have survived as literary texts.
The translations which have survived arc those in which Byron was domesticated, and was able to
enter the blood-stream of national literatures. ' (Piotr Kuhiwczak, `Translation and National Canons:
in Translating
literature,
Slav Perceptions of English Romanticism',
ed. by Susan Bassnett
(Cambridge: Brewer, 1997), pp. 80-94 (p. 84). )
Kuhiwczak believes that translated literature can survive through the process of `appropriation',
'adaptation' or `domestication'. In the same vein, Bassnett maintains that `For a translation to survive,
it has to cross the boundaries between cultures and enter the literature into which it is translated. '
(Susan Bassnett, `Intricate Pathways: Observations on Translation and Literature', in Translaling
Literature, cd. by Susan Bassnett (Cambridge: Brewer, 1997), pp. 1-13 (p. 8). )

186`The distinction

between "forcignizing"

and "assimilating"/

"domesticating"

a text is in any case

based on a naive linguistics. For post-colonial foreignists, "the familiar" is a narrowly circumscribed
realm of language or culture grounded in ruling-class ideology and a blandly repressive "ordinary
language". To translate into this "familiar" or "ordinary" language is always, therefore, to impose a
hegemonic straitjacket on a text - one that Vcnuti calls "fluency" or "invisibility".
But there are
infinite varieties of "familiarity" or "ordinariness" in a language, and they certainly do not all imprison
their users in hegemonic or colonial prison cells of the mind. What seems "familiar" or "ordinary" or
"fluent" is never an intrinsic property of a word or phrase; it is sometimes built up by long usage, so
that it may seem intrinsic (though it too can and will change with time), but in other cases it is purely
situational, so that a new coinage, something no one has ever heard, strikes everyone present with the
force of rightness and a new word is born. ' (Robinson, p. 111. )
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applies to the manner of expressionbut not to the matter of information. Secondly
`naturalness' is different from `familiar' information'. '87Thirdly, the languageitself is
not naturally `a fascist conspiracy'. Fourthly, the `natural' use of language is not
exclusive to the hegemonic societies or classes, other societies and underprivileged
classes also prefer `naturalness' to preserve their national culture and language -

not

because this tendency has been imposed on them by hegemonic cultures or former

188
colonial empires. Finally `naturalness'in translated (literary) texts as expected by
ordinary readersof literary texts allows some degreeof `novelty' or `originality'.
E. Empirical
Another

Translation

Studies: `Acceptability

as a TL Norm'

way of approaching naturalness is through a system of norms. Toury

introduces

the concept of `norms'

and `strategies'

in Descriptive

(Empirical)

Translation Studies. As it was said in Chapter 1, he divides translational norms into
`initial',

`primary'

`acceptability'
strategy -

and

`operational'

ones and

considers

`adequacy'

versus

as the initial norm that the translator chooses as his or her overall

the basic choice he or she should make.

197Beckman and Callow say that naturalness is not `dependent on familiar information. New
information can be presented in a dynamic form. It is often said that a translation should not sound
like a translation at all. This statement applies to the manner in which the information is
communicated but not to the matter which is communicated. Thus, the images used in live figures
(parables, allegories, illustrations, and similitudes) need not be replaced by substitutes to attain
meaningfulness even though to do so would clothe the messagein familiar terms and make it more
immediately relevant to someparticular segmentof society.' (Beckman and Callow, p. 41.)
188Bassnctt and Lcfevere talk about `negotiation between cultures' in which the slanting
of `the
culture of origin toward the receiving culture, whose prestige is perceived to be so much greater [... ]
need not be the only way'. (See Bassnett and Lcfevere 1998, p. 7.) Andre Lefevere gives two reasons
for the tendency to naturalise foreign texts: one is the assumed `centrality' and the other is the
'homogeneity' of the target culture. (See Lefevere, in Constructing Cultures, p. 14.)
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According to Toury, `adequacy' refers to the necessity of adhering to the
source-language norms and `acceptability' refers to the requirement of subscribing to
the target-language norms. 189As regards the meaning of `initial norm', he explains:
The term `initial norm' should not be overinterpreted, however. Its initiality
derives from its superordinate over particular norms which pertain to lower,
and therefore more specific levels. The kind of priority postulated here is
basically logical, and need not coincide with any `real', i. e., chronological
order of application. The notion is thus designed to serve first and foremost
190
as an explanatory tool.

He believes that the initial norm is a cline or continuum having two poles:
`acceptability' and `adequacy'; and in the translation process there is always a
`compromise' between these two poles; that is, any translation stands somewhere on
this continuum between these two poles. 19'

He distinguishesthe acceptability of a translation from acceptability in original
compositions. He also distinguishes `acceptability'

from `acceptance' of translated

192:
texts.

It is advisable to start by studying assumed translations, along with their
constituents, in terms of their acceptability in the system(s) of which they
purportedly form part. [... ] It is only that once `alien' texts have been
brought into the picture, it tends to get blurred
in
especially
cases where
the acceptability of a translation qua translation does not fully concur with
acceptability in general; that is, when the norms governing the formulation of
translated texts differ from those which govern original compositions. From
that point on, it may be difficult to re-adopt the initial `native' stance and

189Toury 1995, p. 56.
190Ibid., p. 57.
191Ibid., p. 57.
192Ibid.,
pp. 172-3.
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approach the translation as a text in its own right, and not just as a
193
text.
representationof another
He considers the adoption of an `adequate' strategy as the source of an
`artificial' model of language (i. e., an `unnatural' language' 94):

Consequently, when the first position (i. e. `adequate' translation) is fully
adopted, the translation can hardly be said to have been made into the target
language as a whole. Rather, it is made into a model-language, which is at
best some part of the former and at worst an artificial, and as such
nonexistent variety. In the last case, the translation is not really introduced
into the target culture either, but is imposed on it, so to speak. Sure, it may
is
in
latter,
but
for
itself
the
there
no initial attempt
eventually carve a niche
to accommodate it to any existing `slot'. 195

Toury's notion of `acceptability as a norm' has been adopted by many
'96
197
Vehmas-Lehto'98and Tiina Puurtinen'99
Palma
Zlateva,
translation theorists,
among others.

193Ibid., p. 71.
19"cf. Nida's concept of `translationese'.
191Toury 1995, p. 60.
1961, instance,
van Leuven-Zwart
, or

reports on a study, `These shifts on the micro-structural

level point

to a so-called target-oriented approach: the translator seems to have used mainly the norm of
His most important aim seems to have been to produce a text which sounds as
"acceptability".
"normal" and as acceptable as possible in Spanish. ' (Van Leuven-Zwart, in Empirical Research in
Translation, p. 41. )
In another instance, Tymoczko records, 'These adaptations indicate that Geoffrey's
translation is intended to be an acceptable translation rather than an adequate one; it is oriented to the
target culture rather than to the source culture. ' (Maria Tymoczko, 'Translation in Oral Tradition as a
Touchstone for Translation Theory and Practice', in Translation, History and Culture, cd. by S.
Bassnett and A. Lefevere (London: Routledge, 1990), pp. 46-55 (p. 52). )

197Zlateva modifies Toury's notion of 'acceptability' and `adequacy'. She takes `acceptability' as part
of `adequacy'. (Palma Zlatcva, `Text and Pre-text: "Adequacy" and "Acceptability" in Crosscultural
Communication', in Translation, History and Culture, cd. by Susan Bassnett and Andre Lcfeverc
(London: Routledge, 1990), pp. 29-37 (p. 29).)
19sVchmas-Lehto equates `acceptability' with `naturalness' and defines them as compatibility with
`target languagenorms'. (Vehmas-Lehto, 'Cohesion Flaws in Translations', p. 171.)
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Throughout the history of translation studies, the concept of `naturalness'has
developed very much and gained new dimensions
-

linguistic, literary, cultural, or

political. With the evolution of this concept, new terms have been used to refer to it,
and its relation with related concepts have been discussed in a system of concepts.
When `beauty' and `smoothness' were not considered appropriate, `fluency' and `ease
of expression' were used, and finally the more refined terms of `naturalness' and
`acceptability' are used in the twentieth century. Translation scholars have discussed
different aspects and characteristics of this concept. The next chapter will bring
together such discussions in an attempt to provide a comprehensive definition for
naturalness.

199Tiina Puurtincn talks
of the `degree' of acceptability without relating it to `adequacy': 'The degree
of the linguistic/stylistic
acceptability of a translation depends on the extent to which the translation
conforms to the nouns and conventions prevailing in the language and style of the TL literature (or
rather a section of it). ' (Puurtinen, p. 85)
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CHAPTER THREE
TOWARDS A DEFINITION OF NATURALNESS

This chapter tries to incorporate a thorough review of previous critical positions on

`naturalness' and goes on to draw out various parameters of naturalnessthat are
going to be used and tested later on in the study. My aim in this chapter is to
summarise, develop, discuss, assessand evaluate the main theories and views that
have been put forward in the previous chapters on `naturalness' so as to draw out
possible features of naturalness that can be used to build up the overall outline of
naturalness. These features will be summarised in the conclusion to the chapter in an
attempt to propose a comprehensive definition of naturalness. This conclusion indeed
constitutes an important delineation of the features that I am going to work with later
in the thesis. Meanwhile, definitions are given for such concepts as `translationese',
`interference', `shifts', and other related terms and notions.

A. Theoretical

Problems in Translation

Studies

There are some theoretical problems and false assumptionsin translation studies that
affect the concept of naturalnessnegatively. Three important ones will be discussed
here. The first theoretical problem in translation studies is a lack of consensuson the
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basic concepts used in the discipline. When scholars of the same field discuss a
subject, first they should agree on basic concepts and terminology. When defined
clearly and referred to certain specified things/factors,

such concepts, then, can

provide a shared platform for scholars of a discipline. However, when the concepts
are broad, there might be misunderstandings or misinterpretation among scholars; i. e.,
each may refer to, or take, one separate aspect of the same concept. As an example,
take `faithfulness'. This concept has been the cause of several hundred years of debate
among scholars, some defending it and others rejecting it. The problem is that both
groups have rarely tried to define the concept, along with its various aspects clearly
and comprehensively. If a theorist ever managed to provide a clear-cut (and hence
limited) definition

for this concept, his or her definition would clash with other

theorists' definitions; that is, there has been no consensus on a common concept.
Toury

is clearly aware of this fact200, and emphasises the following

shortcomings in translation studies terminology: (1) different characterisations given
to the contents of terms, (2) disagreement in determining and delimiting the object of
study in translation studies and (3) fallacious rejection of somebody else's concepts.
The fuzziness, fluidity

or slippery nature of concepts and terms is a

problem/weakness prevalent in different approaches to translation studies.
Snell-Homby refers to the vital need for a common `frame of reference' in
subjects:
There are however at least two salient points that have emerged from the
discussion which may prove vital for the discipline of the future. Firstly,
whether or not one may agree with the individual theories, the fact remains
that they have provided basic concepts and terminology, as well as an

200Toury 1995, pp. 21-22.
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frame
of reference, without which no scholarly discipline
urgently needed
can develop. [... ] A bridge across the gulf has yet to be built, so that, when
two translation scholars from different countries and different backgrounds
20'
have
they
talk about translation,
may
some common ground.
It seems then that translation studies, as a discipline, requires (a) shared
concepts and a common terminology,

division

(b)

of each concept into

its

it
has
factors
i.
encapsulated, and (c) clear
constituents, e. various aspects and
definition and codification of different concepts -

as well as their various aspects and

the factors involved. That is, the concepts in translation studies should be defined
clearly and labelled with certain common terms.
This process of codification has been under way to some extent in linguistic
theories. Holmes believes that linguistic theories have the advantage of working with
a `highly formalized language', of being able to provide models and to make use of
`standard forms of terminology'. Z°Z
Another

theoretical problem in translation studies is the polarization

of

concepts. There has been a general tendency throughout the history of translation to
juxtapose translational concepts and make polarisations between them. This, we have
taken unconsciously from our socio-cultural

norms, such as the distinctions and

polarisations between `good' and `bad', `East' and `West' and the like. Snell-Homby
considers the `tendency to categorize' as an `innate' quality in man, and defines
`dichotomy' and `typology' as two kinds of 'categories'. 203

201Sncll-I lomby, in Translation,

202Holmes 1988, p. 94.
203 Snell-l-lomby

1988, p. 26.

History and Culture, 1990, p. 85.
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However, Tabakowska considersthis tendency to be basedon `the system of
Aristotelian philosophy' and identifies it as `the classical theory of categories':
In Western thinking, for over twenty centuries order was imposed upon
reality by the system of Aristotelian philosophy. Aristotle's metaphysical
opposition between essence and accidence underlined the classical theory of
categories, which was a cornerstone of all sciences and all humanities.
Adherence to the principle of the `either-or' character of category
membership made theorists ask questions to which no empirically verifiable
204
be
answers could
provided.

Tabakowska records the fundamental contradiction between mental
categorisationof `dichotomous oppositions' and the `relative' nature of the reality."'
What is important regarding these dichotomies is that they are inherited,
intuitive and non-scientific `implicit conclusions' that Empirical Translation Studies
should get rid of. This is stressed by Kuhiwczak:

The opposition between freedom and fidelity has bred several other binary
oppositions in translation studies. One of them is between translation and
adaptation. [... ] Bassnett undermines the usefulness and validity of the
distinction between translation and adaptation by pointing to its theoretical
weaknesses.[... ]
If there is so much unhelpful inherited scholarship concerning
translation, what direction might a useful variety of translation studies take?
There is no doubt that further discussion of meaningless concepts will leave
206
nobody any the wiser.

204E12bieta Tabakowska, Cognitive Linguistics

and Poetics of Translation

(Tübingen:

Gunter Narr,

1993), pp. 13-14.

205Ibid., p. 13.
206 Piotr Kuhiwczak,

`Better a Live Sparrow Than a Dead Eagle: Back to Renaissance View

of

Translation as Cultural Assimilation',
in Cross Words: Issues and Debates in Literary and Nonliterary Translating, ed. by Ian Mason and Christine Pagnoulle (Liege, Belgium: University of Liege,
1995), pp. 21-26 (pp. 25-26).
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Commenting on traditional translation dichotomous distinctions, Toury rejects
them as lacking `explanatory power'. 207
Snell-Homby

observes that in all translation approaches, theorists have

imposed some kind of dichotomy. 20SShe reports a challenge to the validity of the

dichotomy theory and the development of a new theory of `prototype'. 209She
criticises the `age-old polarized dichotomy'

and expresses her preference for a

`spectrum or cline':
Translation studies has been hampered by classical modes of categorization,
which operate with rigid dividing-lines, binary opposites, antitheses and
dichotomies. Frequently these are mere academic constructs which paralyze
the finer differentiation required in all aspects of translation studies. In our
approach the typology is replaced by the prototypology, admitting blends

207`What they [i. e., those translation theorists
who have sworn by the need to proceeddeductively] did
instead was to tamper with their data; e.g., by imposing on it distinctions between "fuller" and "less
fuller" realizations of the framing definition, which was thus elevated to a kind of maximum, or else
by introducing additional (a priori, and hence non-cultural and ahistorical) distinctions, e.g., between
"translation" and "adaptation". Of course, the number of these distinctions could be multiplied almost
indefinitely, and, at any rate, they do not offer very much explanatory power, when it comes to
culturally contextualized phenomena. ' (Toury 1995, pp. 31-32. )
208 Snell-1-iomby 1988,
p. 27.
X09Snell-Homby

1988, pp. 26-27. Also, Hatim and Mason record dissatisfaction

with dichotomies

in

translation studies and various attempts made to replace them: `The third set of dichotomies identified
at the beginning of the chapter had to do with translator's orientations: "literal" vs. "free", "form" vs.
"content", and so on. The unsatisfactory nature of these distinctions and of the debates centred
round
them is amply documented. Various attempts have been made to replace them with other sets of terms,
seen as being more closely related to what translators actually set out to achieve. Nida's (1964)
"formal equivalence" and "dynamic equivalence" sought to distinguish between the
aim to achieve
equivalence of form between source and target texts and the aim to achieve equivalence of effect on
the target language reader. Similarly,
Newmark (1981: 39) distinguishes between "semantic
translation" (relating as closely as the structures of the target language will allow the "exact contextual
meaning" of the source text) and "communicative translation" (again, equivalence of effect). These
polar opposites seem to have been interpreted as representing mutually exclusive alternatives and as an
initial, free choice which a translator makes. Whatever the value
of these distinctions, it is important
to regard them as representing the opposite ends of a continuum, different translation strategies being
more or less appropriate according to different translation situations. But it is the Skopos (or purpose
of translating) which poses the greatest challenge to dichotomies of this kind. ' (Ilatim and Mason
1997, p. 11.)
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and blurred edges, and the dichotomy gives way to the concept of a
spectrum or cline againstwhich phenomenaare situated and focused.21°
Despite this suggestion, there are still several binary distinctions which are
used in Translation Studies, such as `adequacyvs. acceptability', `normalisation vs.
novelty', `domestication' vs. foreignisation' and the like.
These dichotomies (binary distinctions) carry two problems with them. Take,
as an example, the binary `fidelity vs. fluency', `accuracy vs. naturalness', `adequacy
vs. acceptability' or `foreignisation vs. domestication'. The first problem with them is
that `either-this-or-that'

choice is not true; i. e., one may say there is a degree between

the two poles, as Toury (1995) adopts a degree between the two poles `adequacy'
and `acceptability' in his translation theory. Still, there is a further delicate problem
here: it is not true at all that these two poles (whatever identification

they may

assume) are opposite to each other; indeed they are distinct norms or variables which
may influence each other to some extent that can theoretically be measured. So these
norms and strategies should be dealt with separately to find their degrees of probable
occurrence and correlation with each other. "'
A third theoretical problem is the notion of the ideal, perfect translation that
has been nurtured and advocated implicitly

or explicitly by theorists, teachers or

210Ibid., p. 35.
211Linda Schenck supports this 'both/and'
view: `What I hope to do in this paper is to mow you one
step further on the road toward dissolving the eternal either/or dichotomies of literal versus free
translation. [... ] The more I read of literature, literature in translation and translation theory, and the
more I translate, the firmer my conviction becomes that translated literature can only survive and
flourish if we abolish these either/or distinctions in favour of the principle of both/and. ' (Linda
Schenck, `Theory in the Hands of a Practitioner', in Translation Studies in Scandinavia,
ed. by Lars
Wollin and Hans Linquist (Lund: Liber Förlag Malmii, 1986), pp. 133-139 (pp. 133). )
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critics of translation in the source-oriented prescriptive camp. This notion is based on
the following assumptions:

1) There can be a single, objectively defined meaningof a text, independent
of both producer and receiver.
2) There is one single perfect choice for the translator.212
This notion is abstract and mentalistic and should be discarded from
translation studies. In reality, there are always several possible versions of the same
original text. Van Leuven-Zwart rejects the notion of `THE norm for THE best or

THE ideal translation'.21' Likewise, Newmark opposes the concept of `the ideal
translation' and asserts the existence of `several equally good [... ] solutions'. 214
Reporting the `hermeneutic' approach to translation, Lefevere maintains that

there might be different interpretations, and hence different translations of a single
"'
text.

212Barnstonc, p. 234.
213
3 '1 am also against the suggestion implicit in some publications on translation, that there is
such a
thing as THE norm for THE best or THE ideal translation, a scientifically well-founded, objective,
universal and absolute norm for the optimum translation, which must be found and laid bare by
Translation Studies to end all the problems translators struggle with once and for all. Because there is
no such norm. ' (Van Leuven-Zwart, in Empirical Research in Translation, p. 37. )

214Newmark 1981, p. 140.
215'Along

with, and somewhat opposed to, linguistics-based approaches to translation, the period from
the 1930s to now has witnessed the emergence and elaboration of the "hermeneutic" approach to
translation. Even though translation scholars working in this vein use insights acquired by linguisticsbased thinking, they see the phenomena translation and translator in a totally different light. To them
translation means interpretation, and the translator is the mediator between two texts, no longer the
finder of equivalences. [... ] The most productive insight generated by this school of translation studies
is the conclusion that no perfect translation is possible. If that is so, acceptance or rejection of
translations in a given culture may well have much more to do with power and manipulation than with
knowledge and wisdom. ' (Lefevere 1992a, pp. 10-11. )
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Bassnett relates the possibility of having `a range of diverse versions' of the
same original texts to translators' `different readings' and 'different writing styles'. Z"'
Likewise, Gentzler accounts for the existence of 'different translations'. 21 Different

21'
be
is
for
to
there
translations.
reasons may
provided
explain why
a need
new
Although there may be several different versions of the same original text, there is an
`invariant core' common among theni219

In brief, several translations of the same original text may be possible and at
the sametime considerednatural or acceptable.
B. Naturalness:
Expectancy

TL Norms,

and Linguistic

SL Interference,

Adjustments,

Audience

Community

Naturalness relates texts with contexts and readers. In this respect, TL norms, SL
interference, adjustments, readers' expectations and speech community are
interrelated with each other as well as with naturalness. Below, these factors will be

discussed.
The linguistic, cultural and socio-political constraints on translation are often
represented as the norms under which translation takes place. Norms act not only as
guidelines but also as constraints. The sources of constraints influencing translation

21613assnctt
1997, p. 2.
217Gentzler, p. 16.
218Sec Snell-Ilornby 1988, pp. 2 and 114.
219`It is an established fact in Translation

Studies that if a dozen translators tackle the same poem,
they will produce a dozen different versions. And yet somewhere in those dozen versions there will be
what 1'opovid calls the `invariant core' of the original poem. ' (Bassnett 1980, p. 26. )
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are categorised by Lefevere into five groups220:(1) `patronage', (2) `poetics', (3)
`universe of discourse', (4) `natural language', and (5) `the original work'. "'
Naturalness

mainly

belongs

to

group

four,

`natural

language '. ZZZ Therefore,

naturalnessis a norm, i. e. a source of constraint on the translator's decisions. It is
connected with concepts of `fluency', `acceptability' or `transparency' on the one
hand, and with the concepts of `translationese'and `interference(negative transfer)'
on the other hand.
Jean Delisle defines `idiomaticity' (i. e., naturalness)as `adherenceto norms':
`Idiomaticity, as opposed to grammaticality, refers to compliance with the
characteristic mode of expression of a language, or the genius of a language. [... ] A
text is analyzed from the idiomatic point of view for its adherence to norms. M3

220Zabalbeascoacategorises these sources
of constraints or as he prefers to call the `sources of
prescription' into eight types from the most general down to the most translation-specific:
`(1) the weight of the historical tradition and cultural identity of a community, its values and
habits;

(2) governing authorities and power groups;
(3) literary tradition and convention; grammatical and stylistic norms;
(4) prescriptive translation theories (an undesirable level of prescription which, nevertheless,
has tried to influence the practice of translating);
(5) the expectations of the receivers of the translation as product (Target Text or TT);
(6) the translation initiator;

(7) the translation order;
(8) the translator. ' (Patrick Zabalbcascoa, `Levels of Prescriptiveness in Translation',
in
Cross Words: Issues and Debates in Literary and Non-literary Translating, cd. by Ian Mason and
Christine Pagnoullc (Liege, Belgium: University of Liege, 1995), pp. 41-48 (p. 42). )
221Andre Lcfevere, `Why Waste
our Time on Rewrites? The Trouble with Interpretation and the Role
of Rewriting in an Alternative Paradigm', in The Manipulation
of Literature: Studies in Literary
Translation, ed. by Theo I lermans (London: Croom Helm, 1985), pp. 215-243 (pp. 232-3).

222Toury 1995, p. 190.
223Jean Delisle, Translation:

an Interpretive

Approach,

(Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 1988), p. 102.

trans. by Patricia Logan and Monica Creery
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Acceptability (naturalness) can be checked at different micro- or macrostructural levels. Lambert and van Gorp say,
The basic `acceptable' versus `adequate' dilemma will, in turn, lead to more
concrete questions concerning priorities at different levels of both systems.
The translation process as well as the resulting text and its reception can be
studied from different points of view, either in a macro-structural or in a
micro-structural way, focusing on linguistic patterns of various types,
literary codes, moral, religious or other non-literary patterns, etc. 224

Norms225are set and followed by native speakers of a language;226their
expectations, presuppositions, shared knowledge, and in brief their culture develop

224Jose Lambert and H. van Gorp, `On Describing
Studies in Literary
46).

Translation,

Translation',

in The Manipulation

of Literature:

ed. by Theo Hermans (London: Croom Helm, 1985), pp. 42-53 (p.

225In the glossary to his book Translation in Systems,I Icnnans provides a definition for the concept of
`norm' where he links it to `regularity in behaviour', 'expectations', `community' and `value':
Norm: A regularity in behaviour, together with the common knowledge about and the mutual
expectations concerning the way in which membersof a group or community ought to behave
in certain types of situation. The content of a norm is a value, a notion of what is correct. The
directive force of a norm guides the behaviour of individuals so as to securethe content of the
noun. (Ilermans, Translation in Systems,p. 163.)
226The `native
speaker' of a languageis defined by the Longman Dictionary of Applied Linguistics as
follows:
A person considered as a speaker of his or her NATIVE
LANGUAGE.
In Generative
Transformational Grammar, the intuition of a native speaker about the structure of his or her
language is one basis for establishing or confirming the rules of the grammar. A native speaker
is said to speak his or her native language "natively".
(Jack Richards et at., Longman
Dictionary ofApplied Linguistics (Essex: Longman, 1985). )

A Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics defines `native speakers'as follows:
A term used in LINGUISTICS to refer to someone for N,hom a particular LANGUAGE
is
a
,
`native language' (also called 'first language', `mother-tongue'). The implication is that this
language, having been acquired naturally during childhood, is the one about which a speaker
will have the most reliable INTUITION, and whose judgments about the way the language is
used can therefore be trusted. In investigating a language, accordingly, one is wise to try to
obtain information from `native-speaking' informants, rather than from those who may have
learned it as a second or foreign language (even if they are highly proficient). Many people do,
however, develop a `native-like' command of a foreign language, and in BILINGUALISM
one
has the case of someone who has a native command of two languages. (David Crystal, A
Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics, 3`d edition (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991). )
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norms. Therefore, a study of the linguistic community227 is necessary for knowledge
of

norms

in

Translation

Studies.

Norms

bridge

Translation

Studies

and

sociolinguistics. Three scholars have been highly influential in the development of the
concept of norms as an analytical tool in studying translations. This concept has been
elaborated by Gideon Toury, in his book Descriptive Translation Studies and Beyond
(1995), Theo Hermans, in his book Translation in Systems: Descriptive
and Systemic
Approaches Explained
Translation:

(1999), and Andrew Chesterman, in his book Memes of

The Spread of Ideas in Translation Theory (1997). These three scholars

also took part in a conference on norms, and discussed and elaborated the nature of
norms and their function in translation. The proceedings of this conference have been
published under the title Translation and Norms (1999). 228
Hermans avoids the term `acceptability'
acceptability

between

and rejects the polarity

and adequacy developed by Toury

as `hopelessly confusing'.

He

believes,
If translating is a socio-cultural activity, as the norms concept suggests, there
seems little point in trying to conceptualize it in terms of a choice along a
29
single axis.

227A linguistic
Linguistics

community or a `speech community'

is defined by the Longman Dictionary

ofApplied

as follows:

A group of people who form a community, e.g. a village, a region, a nation, and who have
at
least one speech variety in common. In bilingual and multilingual conununitics,
people would
usually have more than one speech variety in common. (Jack Richards et al., Longman
Dictionary of Applied Linguistics. )
A Dictionary

of Linguistics and Phonetics says that a speech community is used, `referring to any
regionally or socially definable human group identified by a shared linguistic system. ' (David Crystal,
A Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics. )
228Christina Schaffner,
cd., Translation and Norms (Clcvedon: Multilingual
2291Icrinans,

p. 77.

Matters, 1999).
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Instead, he prefers the use of `target-oriented' or `prospective' norms.23'Concerning
(target-oriented) norms, Hermans maintains that
Norms, which are not to be confused with their formulation or codification,
limit the individual's freedom of action, provided the individual agrees to be
so constrained. They are also historical entities, and hence subject to change
23'
they
to
as
adjust
changing circumstances.

Hermans, like Toury and Chesterman, believes in directive force as well as
in
(constraining)
force
the above quotation. He
mentioned
of
norms,
as
prohibiting

relates norms, with values and hencewith `opacity' (referring to the manipulation) of
the translated text.232By utilising the terms the translator's `competence' and
`performance', he also relatesnorms with the choicesand decisions(Toury prefers to
relate norms with `strategies') which translators make. He says that `Norms [... ]
operate at the intermediate level between competence and performance, where

competence stands for the set of options translators have at their disposal and
'233
the
to
selected.
actually
options
performancerefers
Chesterman,like Hermans, distinguishesnorms from laws (absolute, objective,
2
(weaker
binding
than
than norms) and conventions
norms); he divides norms
more
into social, ethical and technical norms of translation. He subcategorisestechnical

230Sec ibid., p. 77.
231Iicrmans, Translation

in Systems, p. 74.

232 Theo I-Iermans, `Translation

and Normativity',

Schaffner (Clevedon: Multilingual

Matters, 1999), pp. 50-71 (p. 58).

233Herman,

Translation

234 Sec Andrew

in Translation

and Norms,

cd. by Christina

in Systems, p. 75.

Chesterman, Memes of Translation:

(Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1997), p. 55.

The Spread of Ideas in Translation

Theory
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norms into product norms and processnorms. Product (or expectancy)norms reflect
the views, assumptions and expectations of the TL community:
The expectations of readers (of a given type) concerning what a translation
(of this type) should be like. These expectations are partly governed by the
prevalent translation tradition in the target culture, and partly by the form of
parallel texts (of a similar text-type) in the target language [... ]. They can
also be influenced by economic or ideological factors, power relations within
235
between
like.
and
cultures and the
He relates strategies, norms, memes (a term he borrows

from sociology

meaning`a unit of cultural transmission'or `a unit of imitationi236)and values,
I have been developing the view that translation is a form of action,
describable in terms of strategies, which are themselves governed by norms.
The norms themselves, I have suggested, become crystallized from
particularly favoured memes. (... ) The objective of norms (... ) is to promote
values. (Favoured memes, after all, are favoured precisely because they are
felt to represent or promote favoured values (... ). Value concepts can be
seen as prior to normative concepts, in that norms are governed by values. A
"'
is
because
it
tends
towards,
norm
a norm
embodies, or
a certain value.
Chesterman relates the constraints analysed by Andre Lefevere (i. e. patronage,
poetics, the universe of discourse, the source and target languages, and the

translator's ideology) to the kinds of norms he discusses, particularly to the
expectancy norms.
On the other hand, translation scholars believe that interference from the SL is a
source of unnaturalness. Interference is a universal phenomenon in translation and is

often resolved through `adjustments' that are intended to adapt the languageof the
translatedtext to the expectationsof the target languagereaders.

235Chesterman,
is. 64.

236SeeChesterman,pp. 5-7
237Chesterman,
p. 172.
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Defining interference,Newmark talks about `various degreesof interference',
considers interference as an `intrinsic factor in any translation' and observes that
interference may `enrich' the translation. B8 He further discusses the `positive aspect
of interference'.

239

The sameviews are expressedby Toury: he divides `transfer' (or interference)
into `negative' and `positive'. 240Then he develops the `law of interference', considers

interference as `a kind of default' and tries to account for the occurrence of
interference. 241He also talks about the use of partial interference as a `strategy' to
`enrich' the target culture/language. "'

The only difference is that Toury tries to

reformulate the same views in the form of the 'law' of interference.

238`In a wider definition, interference includes [... ], in fact all cases where the language
of the
translation is manifestly affected whether appropriately or not by the languageof the original. In this
senseinterference is an intrinsic factor in any translation. [... ]'
'In translation, there are various degrees of interference, and its appropriacy depends partly on
the type of text that is translated; in a literary work, both idiolectal and cultural interference often
enriches the translation. ' (Newmark 1991, p. 78.

239'The positive aspect of interference comes into play when the translator decides to introduce into
the TL some specific universal, cultural, personal or linguistic values in the source text. As well as
this, the translator may unconsciously devise a kind of intcrlanguage which [... ] has its own charm.
[... ]'
'In literary translation, disagreement is inevitable about the nature of interference. What some
call translationese is accurate or close translation in the minds of others. What some dismiss as a
violation of usage, may appear more imaginative and have a deeper truth than the smoother cliched
version - even though the first is mere literal translation or transcodage, whilst the second requires
some clever, not exactly creative effort. ' (Ibid., pp. 79-80. )
240Toury 1995,
p. 252
241Ibid., pp. 275-276.
242Ibid.,
p. 279.
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The causes of unnaturalness,according to Gutt, are `interference from the
243
language'
`insufficient
language'.
Furthermore,
the
and
mastery of
original
receptor

Nord believesthat a `bottom-up' translation is the source of `interference' (defined as
2`4
a negative transfer).
In order to resolve unnaturalness,translators often resort to the strategy of
`adjustment' (shift or adaptation). Nida and Taber discuss the priority of the content
over the form of a message, under the heading `Semantic Adjustment Made in

Transfer', as theoretical basis for `adjustments' in translation.24'Then, they put forth
and describe eight commonestproblems of content transfer that require some change
of form or deviation from formal correspondence.
Toury believes that `interference on one level or another' results from `a
or a decision not to -

failure to -

requirements. '246 Toury

adapt the translation

asserts the need for

to target system

`adjustments'. 247 He terms these

`a
`the
`shifts'
true universal of
of
shifts'
as
considers
occurrence
adjustments as
and
249
248
`norm
intended
Shifts
to observe the
translation'
of acceptability'.
are
.

243
Gutt,p.

116.

244Nord, p. 67.
245Nida
and Taber 1969, pp. 105-6.
246Toury 1995, p. 173.

247`Translation is basically designed to fulfil (what is assumedto be) the needs the
of
culture which
would eventually host it [... ] Much as translation entails the retention of aspectsof the source texts, it
also involves certain adjustments to the requirements of the target system.' (Ibid., 166.)
248`Obviously,

even the most adequately-oriented

translation involves shifts from the source text. In

fact, the occurrence of shifts has long been acknowledged as a true universal of translation. However,
since the need itself to deviate from source-text patterns can always be realized in more than one way,
the actual realization of so-called obligatory shifts, to the extent that it is non-random, and hence not
idiosyncratic, is already truly norm-governed. So is everything that has to do with non-obligatory
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Translation theorists use different terms to refer to the same concept and the
same view. For example, Sager believes that if a translation is to conform to target

language usage, interferencesshould be removed and some necessary`adjustments'
25°
be
should
made, while Gutt says that `adaptations' are intended to remove `SL
interference'.25' Albrecht Neubert observes that `the translation procedures,
transpositions and modulations' are employed `to attain the goals set by the needs of
151
(recipient).
'
the target audience
In order to test the naturalness or acceptability of a translated text, translation

theorists usually take the readers' role into account; i. e. the audience's expectations
it
for
is
`acceptable'
the
theorist
translation
as
poses a
considered
significant
of an
`the
force
for
Zabalbeascoa
the
translator.
expectations of the
considers
constraining

receivers of the translation as product (Target Text or TT)' as a constraint or a norm
253
Gorp,
is
Newmark,
discussed
by
Lambert
This
Toury,
and
van
also
of acceptability.

in
just
than
possible
real-life translation: they occur everywhere and
more
which
are
course
shifts,
of
tend to constitute the majority of shifting in any single act of human translation, rendering the latter a
contributing factor to, as well as the epitome of regularity. ' (Ibid., p. 75. )
249Van Lcuvcn-Zwart

maintains, `These shifts on the micro- structural level point to a so-called target-

oriented approach: the translator seems to have used mainly
Leuven-Zwart, in Empirical Research in Translation, p. 41. )

the norm of "acceptability".

' (Van

250Sager,pp. 238-9.
251Gutt, p. 78.
252Sec Albrecht Neubert, `On the Interface between Translation Theory and Translation Practice', in
Translation Studies in Scandinavia, ed. by Lars \Vollin
Malmii, 1986), pp. 25-36 (pp. 30-31).
253Zabalbeascoa, in Cross Words, 1995,
p. 42.

and 1-cans Linquist

(Lund:

Liber Förlag
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Nord, Wilss, Gutt, and Tymoczko. 7S4They talk about the question of conforming
(who
the
the
to
of
native
speakers
are the average readers of the
expectations
material
translated texts) through `shifts' or `adaptations and adjustments', and hence relating
naturalness to the expectations of the receiving audience. They record the importance
255
in
in
the
audience translation studies recent years .
put on
Discourse analysts or pragmatic linguists, as discussed in the previous chapter,
like George Lakoff and Robin Lakofl', relate `acceptability' with the context of use
(extra-linguistic

factors and social circumstances), and the users (the presupposition

and expectations of the native speakers) of the language. According to the above
discussion, `naturalness' can briefly be defined as `a linguistic norm conditioned by
social circumstances'.

Thus, it seems that abstract linguistics (i. e. syntax and

semantics) has not been able to define `naturalness' properly; however, pragmatics
has come close to an appropriate definition by connecting the language to the
linguistic community.
Some controversial issues come forth here, such as: what is the true nature of
language? Who are the intended readers (native speakers or speech community) of
the target language? Where do the target culture native speakers acquire their
is
Therefore,
there
and
presupposition?
a need for a field of study that
expectations
can provide some answers to these questions that are very important for translation

254Sec Toury 1995, p. 105; Lambert and van Gorp, in The Manipulation

of Literature,

1985, p. 50;

Newmark 1991, p. 163; Nord, pp. 22 and 35; Wilss, pp. 28 and 41; Gutt, p. 66; and Maria Tymoczko,
`Post-Colonial Writing and Literary Translation', in Post-Colonial Translation: Theory and Practice,
cd. by S. Bassnett and 11. Trivedi (London: Routledge, 1999), pp. 19-40 (p. 30).
255See Gutt, p. 66, and Tyrnoczko, in Post-Colonial

Translation,

pp. 31-32.
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studies. Here, sociolinguistics can provide a useful method of enquiry that can shed
some light on these matters.

A sociolinguistic concept that can shed light on the complexities of language
is the notion of languagevariation (or diversity). It is naive to speakof `homogeneity'
in relation to a community and a language.Most formal grammariansstart from the
is
in
homogeneous. As Duranti puts it,
they
that
the
assumption
community
work
`Homogeneity is an idealization common (although by no means universal) in science:
investigation starts with the assumption of order and uniformity. Variation is usually
put aside as "exceptions to the rule" or "insignificant. ii256 Therefore, the formal
linguist, like Chomsky, locates himself in this tradition

and assumes that native

language learning is a pure and uniform experience in a homogeneous community,
and finally this idealized type of experience is studied by investigating native speakers'
(often the linguist's own) intuitions about whether or not a given linguistic form or
sentence is

acceptable.

generalizations

Acceptability

made by the linguist

judgements

provide

about particular

the

basis for

grammars. However,

the
as

discussed in the previous chapter, to know a language means not only to know what
is grammatically

well-formed,

but also to know what is socially and culturally

acceptable.
The formal grammarian studies an abstract `internalised' language and assumes
is
information
idealized
linguistic
his
of
an
native speaker of the
source
a
purism, and
uniform language under study. On the contrary, assuming that variation is the norm
rather than the exception and variety is part of human cultures and human nature, a
sociolinguist

studies the language in culture

('the

concrete acts of linguistic
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performance by people who live'257) in real communities which show some degrees of
`impure'

mixing

of

linguistic,

sociological,

and cultural

differentiation.

Such

differentiation may be in the form of two very different varieties of languages or in the
form of different `dialects' or `styles' within a language.
In line with the above discussion, it is noteworthy to mention that Iranians use
different languages and dialects. According to the statistics available (1983), the
Iranian ethnic composition is `Persian 45.6%, Azerbaijani

16.8%, Kurdish 9.1%,

Gilaki 5.3%, Luri 4.3%, Mazandarani 3.6%, Baluchi 2.3%, Arab 2.2%, Bakhtiari
1.7%, Turkmen 1.5%, Armenian 6.5%, and other 7.1%. '258The speakers of Persian
live
bom
in different regions of the country also speak variants of
are
and
who
Persian. Some famous dialects of the Persian language are Tehrani, Isfahani, Yazdi,
Mashadi, Kermani, Shirazi and so on. It is not all: language, even in a single form of
its regional dialects, is stratified into styles (such as generic, colloquial and literary),
sociolects of social groups (of different professions) and types of language of
individual
language
Even
the
an
speaks reveals different ways of speech
generations.
and styles (i. e. registers) at different situations. Members of different ethnic and social
groups who speak different languages and dialects stay or live in Tehran temporarily
or permanently and communicate with each other. However, when they communicate
with members of their social or ethnic groups, these speakers usually maintain their
alternative, often parallel, identities by using their own type of language. Tehran
accommodates one seventh of the country's population.

256Alessandro Duranti, Linguistic Anthropology (Cambridge, CUP, 1997), p. 73.
257Ibid., p.75.
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The power relations in Iran, that include the political and institutional forces,
not only have imposed one variety of Persian (`darf') on its multilingual, multicultural
and multi-ethnic speakers as the official (or standard) language, but also try to make

the speakers of other dialects (and languages) adopt the Tehrani dialect as the
colloquial style used in ordinary communication in Tehran and in novels, particularly
in translated novels.
Consequently, there always exists an undercurrent tension among speakers who
live in Tehran. Should they communicate in Persian (or more or less Tehrani dialect)
with other speakers or isolate themselves within their own social or ethnic groups?
Some speakers of Persian may be considered as `semi-speakers' who use a sort of
Persian regarded as `farsi yc

nesfe niinc'

(' a semi-Persian') or farsi

biz lahjc'

(`Persian with accent'259), that is, they have not developed full fluency and normal
260
A lack of interaction with other people most likely hinders social
adult proficiency.
promotion. As a result, the majority of Iranian non-Persian speakers are bilinguals;
they learn Persian in schools as well as in contacts with Persians or other ethnic

groups. As J.K. Chambersput it,
It is not enough to mark our territory as belonging to us by name tags,
mailboxes, fences, hedges, and walls. We must also mark ourselves as

258`Nations of the World Statistics: Iran', Encyclopaedia

Britannica,

1995.

259For example, when an Azerbaijani who lives in Tehran learns Persian, he or she learns the type of
language spoken in Tehran, but he carries over some (regional) traits, particularly of pronunciation
(i. e. accent) that he or she has acquired at home from his parents. As this hinders promotion in the
social ladder, some (if not the majority of) Azerbaijanis who live in Tehran try to speakPersian in the
presenceof their children at home and avoid Azeri.
260R. A. Hudson
says, `For any given language X, it will first be necessary to define who are its native
speakers. [... ] In addition to the native speakers of language X, there will be people who speak it as
non-natives, with every degree of fluency from almost native-speaker to minimal. ' (R. A. Hudson,
Sociolinguistics. (Cambridge: CUP, 1980), p. 9)
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belonging to the territory, and one of the most convincing markers is by
26'
like
live
the people who
there.
speaking

The impact of varieties of Persian and the dominance of Tehrani dialect on
naturalness will further be elaborated in the methodology of the study in Chapter 4

and in the micro-structural analysisof the casestudy in Chapter 8.
Likewise, as a translator of novels, if you use other dialects (except Tehrani) or
other languages as the language of `speech' in dialogues, you will be derided, and
262
book
it
be
banned.
banning
The
of the use of other
sell
will
not
or
may
even
your

languagesin Persiantexts goes back to separatistmovements in Iran,'6' particularly
the establishment of two unpopular autonomous governments under the patronage of
the Soviet Union in Azerbaijan and Mahabad in the 1940s that published books in
local Turkish and Kurdish languages

261J. K. Chambers, Sociolinguistic
262 According

264

Theory (Oxford: Blackwell,

to Fariborz Khosravi,

the publication

1996), p. 250.

of non-Persian books or even the use of non-

Persian languages within Persian texts was forbidden before the Islamic Revolution. (See Fariborz
Khosravi, Censorship: An Analysis of Book Censorship during the Pahlavi Period (Tehran: Nazar
Printing and Publishing Cultural-Research Institute, 1999), p. 195. )
263Ethnic

separatism proved disastrous for the whole nation in view of multiethnic

nature of the

population.
264`In 1945, between the
end of November and mid-December, a so-called "National Government of
Iranian Ararbaijan" was established, under Ja'far Pishavari, followed by Qazi Muhammad's "Kurdish
People's Government" over an area of about fifty miles radius centered on the town of Mahabad. The
Democrats' regimes in Azarbaijan and the Iranian Kurdish region were thus inaugurated. By the end
of 1946 these Soviet chaperoned, left-wing autonomist regimes had collapsed and Soviet patronage
was withdrawn. The Iranian central authorities proceeded to eradicate any traces of Azarbaijan and
Kurdish separatism. Students were reported to have of their own volition destroyed textbooks the
Democrat regimes had supplied in the local Turkish dialect instead of Persian. Meanwhile in
Mahabad, the "Persian authorities prohibited teaching in the Kurdish language, closed the Kurdish
printing-press, and publicly burnt all the Kurdish books they could find". ' (Peter Avery, 'Printing, the
Press and Literature in Modem Iran', in The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 7: From Nadir Shah to
the Islamic Republic, ed. by Peter Avery et. al. (Cambridge: CUI', 1991), pp. 815-869 (p. 861). )
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Thus, Iran can be considered as having a multilingual `speech community', an

important notion developed by sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology. Scholars
in these two related fields of study have provided different definitions for a `speech
community'. Duranti proposesthat `we take a speechcommunity to be the product of
Hudson
the communicative activities engaged in by a given group of people.X265
summarisesthe definitions and features of a speech community provided by other
scholars as follows:
A set of people who have something in common linguistically -a
language
or dialect, interaction by means of speech, a given range of varieties and
Z66
for
items.
to
them,
varieties and
rules
using
a given range of attitudes

C. Tolerance towards Interference

in Translated

Texts

As it was discussedbefore, dichotomies do not contain value truths. It is quite natural
for languages to accept a certain amount of `novelty', `originality', `creativity',
`foreignisation' and the like. Naturalnessnot only tolerates but also requires creativity
in literary texts. Therefore, `naturalness' does not equal `normalising' or `naturalising'

(making normal or ordinary language, hence `banal') as termed and rejected by
Newmark. He defines `naturalness' as `the correspondence to or deviation from
267
normal social usage'. Normal or ordinary language should not be confused with
`naturalness'. Newmark himself explains,
By natural usage, I mean the language (words, collocations, phrases,
clauses, sentences) which is appropriate to the types of text you are

265Duranti, p. 82.
266R. A. IIudson, Sociolinguistics,

267Newmark 1991, pp. 65-66.

p. 28.
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translating. The style may be formal for an administrative text, informal for a
text book, idiomatic for a popular article, colloquial for some comedies.
Natural usage shouldn't be confused with `ordinary language' (nontechnical, jargon-free) nor `basic' (most common) language, nor even
Voegelin's `casual language', which encourages too high a degree of
predictability, and therefore cliche. [... J
If however you are translating an authoritative or an official or a
serious expressive (literary) text, you translate natural usage by natural
usage, but you translate cliched or innovative language by cliched or
innovative language respectively, in each case attempting to preserve the
degree of deviation from the natural usage in the original. 268

Nor does naturalnessmatch `domestication' -

as opposed to `foreignisation'

that was put forth by Venuti (1995), because languages can tolerate a certain

amount of foreignness or novelty. Venuti believes that `foreignization'
resists `fluency'

defies or

or `transparency'. An example is given below to illustrate how

`foreignness' is tolerated: in Persian there are two sets of proper names which are
equivalent to each other but they are used in different translated texts; e.g., `Dawood
and David',

`Yuhanna and John', `Yusof and Joseph' and the like. `Dawood',

`Yuhanna' and `Yusof' are used in translating the original biblical names, whereas
`David',

`John' and `Joseph' are used in translating ordinary characters, say, in

novels; and such characters are considered `foreign' by readers.
Now, a question arises here: should one consider the use of these foreign
names as the process of foreignisation or domestication? Whatever one may call
them, their use is assumed `acceptable and natural' in Persian. Still, they undergo two
naturalisation processes in order to be acceptable in Persian: (1) they are transcribed
in Persian writing, and (2) their pronunciation is simplified, sometimes according to
the French equivalents that were used in the early French novels translated into

268Newmark, in Translation Studies in Scandinavia,

1986, p. 44.
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Persian. For example, `Simon', a character in Lord of the Flies, takes the French
pronunciation and becomes

('Simon 1).269

Still, a third method is used concerning Proper names. When the meaning
of a
name is significant, it is translated. For example, `Piggy', a derogatory name in Lord
of the Flies, is translated into `As,-'

(`Khüke'). 27°

The case is true with the translation of dynamic (original) metaphors, too. If
they are translated word-for-word

and they create some novelty, as far as they make

sense they are acceptable and natural for the readers (even if they make a different
sense from the original) since languages can tolerate a certain amount of foreignness
or novelty.
Thus, there is a significant point regarding the naturalness of translated texts:
according to the readers' expectancy, translations constitute a `special system' 171
requiring a certain type of expression which is to some extent different from an
original target text.
However, Wilss assumes that readers of literary works expect `originality'
and
`individuality'

from translated literary texts. 2n This view is also maintained by
other

translation theorists. 273

269See William Golding, Lord
of the Flies, trans. by M. Azad (Tehran: Ebtekar Cultural and
Publishing Organisation, 1984).

270See ibid.
271 Toury 1995,
p. 28.
272Wilss,
p. 26.
273 Sec Bassnett
and Lefevere 1998, p. 11; Bamstone, p. 266; Nord, p. 93; and Andre Lefevere,
`Translation: Its Genealogy in the West', in Translation, History and Culture,
cd. by Susan Bassnclt
and Andre Lefevere (London: Cassel, 1990), (pp. 23-24).
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Toury discusses`tolerance of interference' and provides a law for it. 274Then
he correlates `interference' and `tolerance of it' with the `relative prestige' and
`power relations' of the source and target cultures/languages. 27' He relates `tolerance'

of deviations and the consequentintroduction of `novelties into a culture' with the
role of translation as a `secondary mode of text-generation,
organization'

in terms of cultural

276
.

As we indicated earlier, Newmark challenges the view that a translation
should not read like a translation. Toury regards translationsas constituting a `special
system'. He expounds his concept of translation as a `distinct variety of the target
language'.27 This `specialsystem' or `genre' of translation that is sometimesdesirable

274`Ile

of interference is thus not "natural" in any sense. Rather, if and when it
is rejected, its undesirability is always a function
of a host of socio-cultural factors, which may
therefore be said to condition our law. IJere it would be quite
safe to start by arguing, very generally,
that
alleged undesirability

communities
"negative" type.

differ

in

terms

of

their

resistance

to interference,

especially

of the

Strong resistance to interference may indeed lead to a considerable
reduction of its manifestations,
especially in the translational output of professionals, shaped as it is by environmental feedback. Thus,
resistance quite readily leads to the activation of purification, or other censorial mechanisms, whose
influence, however, can hardly ever be absolute, due to the cognitive
as well as behavioural factors.
[... ] Censorship can also be activated during the act of translation itself though, inasmuch
as the
translator has internalized the norms pertinent to the culture, and uses them as a constant
monitoring
device. ' (foury 1995, p. 277. )

275Toury 1995, p. 277.
276`From the
point of view of cultural evolution, the most significant aspect of the production and
distribution of texts as if they were translations is the fact that this constitutes a
convenient way of
introducing novelties into a culture. [... ] Having normally been regarded
as a secondary mode of
target-generation, in terms of cultural organization (Even-Zohar 1978a), there can be no wonder that
deviations occurring in texts which are culturally acknowledged as translations often
meet with much
greater tolerance. ' (Toury 1995, p. 41)
277`Of
course, the fact that translations are intended utterances in the target language should not be
taken to imply that each one of them represents a straightforward instance of performance within the
boundaries of the institutionalized language, let alone fits in with any of its established varieties. On
the contrary, it is a well-documented fact that in translations, linguistic forms and structures often
occur which are rarely, or perhaps even never encountered in utterances originally composed in the
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has been given different names. For instance, Carl James borrows the term
`interlingua' -

which he usesin his book Contrastive Analysis -

from a translation

theorist, Mel'chuk. 278Martin Gellerstamprovides evidencefor the existenceof such a
279
language
he
`translational
Swedish'
translation
that
special
of
names
.
Venuti calls this special subsystemof translation a `hybrid form' that adopts
some degree of foreignness though `it does not necessarily lead to unidiomatic,
unintelligible English.)280
In the workshop held at the EST Congress -

Prague 1995, Christina

Schaffner and Beverly Adab supervised a panel discussion on `hybrid texts'; Anna
Trosborg, Sonja Tirkkonen-Condit

and leva Zauberga took part in that discussion.

That workshop sought to test `the validity of a hypothesis, namely the possible
discussion
hybrid
the
the
text'
result
of
and
was the following
existence of a
definition:

target language. The occurrence of such "alien" phenomena owes much to the fact that the verbal
formulation of a translation is partly governed by a felt need to retain aspects of the corresponding
source text invariant, which is a strong target-external constraint on its establishment. [... ]'
'Whether deliberate or accidental, a so-called "translationese" initially comprises ad hoc
Thus, a group
phenomena. However, it is quite possible for it to undergo a certain institutionalization.
of translators may behave in much the same way, and hence produce translational replacements of a
similar kind. In the long run, a habitual translationese may even acquire some distinct markers, which
would set it apart from any other mode of language use within the same culture, translational or nontranslational. In fact, the more noticed (and accepted) such a differentiation is, the more justified one
would be in regarding such a translationese as a distinct variety of the target language. As Pedersen
(1983: 7) so nicely put it, "translation itself helps to create its medium. " ' (Ibid., pp. 207-8. Italics as
in the original. )

279`Although the point of departure for such studies (i. e., translation theory, error analysis
and
contrastive analysis) is the two languages concerned, the focus of attention is on the intermediate
space between the two. The "language" which comes into being in this intermediate stage is called by
Mcl'chuk
it is a system which
(1963), in a discussion of translation theory an "intcrlingua":
encompasses, as is desirable for translation, characteristics of the SL and the synthesis characteristics
of the TL text. There is one intcrlingua for each pair of texts. ' (Carl James, Contrastive Analysis
(London: Longman, 1980), p. 4. )

279SeeGellerstam, p. 88.
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A hybrid text is a text that results from a translation process. It shows
features that somehow seem `out of place'/ `strange'/ `unusual' for the
receiving culture, i. e. the target culture. These features, however, are not the
result of a lack of translational competence or examples of `translationese',
but they are evidence of conscious and deliberate decisions by the translator.
Although the text is not yet fully established in the target culture (because it
does not conform to established norms and conventions), a hybrid text is
accepted in its target culture because it fulfils its intended purpose in the
communicative situation (at least for a certain time). 281

As a conclusion Schäff'nerand Adab put emphasison two significant points in
the making of hybrid forms: the translator's `deliberate' decision to create a hybrid

text and the historical context.282
Also, the acceptability of the translated texts seemsto be different from the
acceptability of the target-language original texts. Toury distinguishes the
acceptability

of a translation from acceptability

in original

283
He
compositions.

observes different norms of acceptability for translation and original writing, `These
facts together offer sufficient evidence for the gradual formation of two different

280Venuti, p. 146.
281Christina

Schäffncr and Beverly Adab, `Translation

as Intercultural Communication: Contact as
Conflict',
in Translation
Communication,
as Intercultural
ed. by Mary Snell-Ilornby
et al.
(Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1995), pp. 325-337 (p. 325).

282`Another important
point to consider is the way in which the hybrid may be a deliberate creation of
content or form, or both, designed to provoke change in the target culture's linguistic or cultural
system. [... ]'
`The hybrid must also be seen in its historical context, since there may be times in the history
of a culture when people are more open to hybrid texts. [... ] In other cultures the "foreignness" of a
translation may be appreciated, especially those whose members have reason to reject existing values
because these have previously been imposed on them by yet another foreign culture. [... ] Reactions to
a
text depend to a large extent on whether it is seen by the receiving culture as being externally imposed
or internally desirable, as much as on whether or not this culture can actually identify with the hybrid
as representing a potential reality. ' (Ibid., p. 336. )

283Toury 1995, pp. 71 and 229.
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norms of acceptability (in relation to this particular device) for two different modes of
text-production,

translation vs. original writing. '284

Likewise, Vilen Komissarov observes a particular norm of acceptability for
the translated texts that renders them a `peculiar variant'. 285

D. Definition

and Features of Naturalness

Here, it is useful to provide definitions for the concept of `acceptability' (or
naturalness) from linguistic and translation studies perspectives. From a linguistic
perspective,David Crystal defines `acceptability' as
the extent to which linguistic data would be judged by native-speakers to be
possible in their language. An `acceptable utterance' is one whose use would
be considered permissible or normal. In practice, deciding on the
acceptability of an utterance may be full of difficulties. Native speakers often
disagree as to whether an utterance is normal, or even possible. One reason
for this is that INTUITIONS differ because of variations in regional
and
286
backgrounds,
social
age, personal preferences, and so on.
In the glossary to his book

Translation

in Systems, Herman

defines

`acceptability' from the perspectiveof Descriptive and SystemicTranslation Studies:
Acceptability. Assimilation to the norms and values of the receiving (or
`target') culture. For Even-Zohar and Toury it representsone of the two
theoretical extremes(the opposite pole is `adequacy') to which translations

28'Ibid., p. 105.
285`The problem of the
norms regulating the use of translated linguistic usage in the target language
has not been studied at all. The language of translation cannot but have certain definite
peculiarities
originating in the specific nature of this type of linguistic usage activity. [... )'

`The norm for linguistic usage in translation can therefore be defined as the requirement to
follow the rules of norm and usage in the target language in the peculiar
variant usage common for
translated texts in that language.This variant usagehas not yet been described and translators tend to
adhere to it intuitively. ' (Vilen Komissarov, `Norms in Translation', in Translation as Social Action,
cd. by Palma Zlateva (London: Routledge, 1993), pp. 63-75 (pp. 72-73. )
286David Crystal, A Dictionary

of Linguistics

and Phonetics.
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tend. The notion is similar to what other researchers have called naturalizing,
endogenizing, target-accommodating or domesticating translation. 28'
Based on the earlier discussions and arguments as well as the definitions
provided

above, the following

conclusions can be drawn about the concept of

`naturalness' or `acceptability':

1) Rejection of the polarity between acceptability and adequacy. There is
a certain degree of `correlation co-efficiency' between accuracy and naturalness (or
adequacy and acceptability), but they do not form two opposite poles. That is, an
utterance may be both adequate and acceptable (accurate and natural) or conversely
inadequate and unacceptable (inaccurate and unnatural)
-a
may create unnaturalness, too acceptability

mistranslated expression

at the same time. Or even you can improve the

of a translated text without

damaging its adequacy or conversely

improve its adequacy without reducing its acceptability.
2) Target-culture

specific. Acceptability

or naturalness is a norm

in the

target language (an initial norm as Toury calls or the expectancy norm as Chesterman
develops); it has nothing to do with the source text. However, the source text may be
resorted to in an attempt to explain why an `unacceptable' or `unnatural' element has
crept into the target language, that is called `interference'.
3) Relativity.

Naturalness is a matter of degree, rather than either-or polarity;

hence, a continuum of naturalness exists: the least natural texts are said to indicate
translationese, and the totally natural ones cannot be distinguished from original
compositions. However, most real translations stand somewhere in-between.

287Hermans, Translation

in Systems, p. 162.
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There is a degree of tolerance toward

interference/foreignness or strangeness, particularly in literary texts.

5) Translation as a special subsystem. Translation constitutes a special
system -

an `interlingua' or `hybrid' -

in the target language polysystem; hence,

there is a special acceptability for the translated texts.
6) Several parallel translations

may be possible due to different readings and

choices that translatorsmake which may be equally acceptableor natural.
7) The importance

text -

of the implied

readership/audience.

the audiencefor whom the translation is intended-

The readers of a

canjudge its naturalness.

The norm of acceptability can be judged by the speech community of the target
culture. Naturalness is related to the expectations of the readers.
8) Change. The norm of naturalness or acceptability may change constantly

on the axis of time as the language itself tends to change and the readers'
expectations change as well. Diachronic studies should take this factor into account.
9) Multifaceted

severaldifferent factors -

nature. Naturalness is an evasive, multifaceted concept; and

at micro-structural or macro-structural levels-

determine

acceptability of a translatedtext.
In brief, naturalness is a norm conditioned by socio-cultural circumstances that

can be judged by the speechcommunity. The study of target-oriented norms can shed
light on the strategies the translator follows and decisions he or she makes when
facing translation problems. Norms relate extralinguistic contextual facts with textual
products through the mental processes of the translator.
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CHAPTER FOUR

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

The method of study used in this thesis follows a top-down procedure; 288that is, from
the general to the particular: starting from the position and function of translated
novels within the socio-cultural system, going on from there to models and norms,
2'9
devices
finally
The figure below can
textual
to the natural usage of
cohesive
and
.
illustrate this procedure.
Figure 4.1: Describing the top-down

rocedure of the study

C IIIIIt

Cohesion

288`Given that
one approach is bottom-up and the other top-down, they complement each other to some
extent. In practice, they are most likely to be adapted to the researcher's particular needs anyway. '
(Hermans 1999, p. 68)
289 Lambert & Van Gorp (1985:

52-53)

suggest a practical

scheme `starting from the immediate

context and paratexts of a given translation or corpus of translations, going on from there to textual
macro-structures and on to micro-structures, before working up again via the macro-level to the wider
sociocultural context. This movement from the general to the particular and back again to the general
corresponds to the scheme later proposed by Toury (1995: 38). ' (Hermans 1999, p. 66. ) The final step,
analysis of sociocultural context, help us to relate the patterns in the translated texts with prevailing
models and norms of text production in the target culture, account for the findings in steps I to 3 and
place them in a broader context. In this step, the ground is provided for explanation and justification as
opposed to description.
For further discussion, see J. Lambert and H. van Gorp, `On Describing Translation'
in The
Manipulation
of Literature: Studies in Literary Translation, ed. by Theo Hermans (London: Croom
Helm, 1985), pp. 42-53).
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Even-Zohar

maintains that translation

is `an activity

dependent on the

relations within a certain cultural system'. Therefore, key concepts in Translation

Studies, e.g. adequacy and acceptability, `cannot be dealt with fairly unless the
implications of polysystemicpositions are taken into account.1290

A. Position

and Impact of Translated Novels:

A Historical

Analysis

of the Socio-cultural

Context

One section of the thesis seeks to demonstrate the position and function that

translations, particularly translated novels, have played in the Persian literary
polysystem In spite of following a chronological line, this thesis does not intend to

descriptive
detailed
historical
This
to
section
a
account.
attempts
give
provide
a
account of translation of novels in Iran from late nineteenth to the end of the
twentieth century. It is hoped that this method will help to identify patterns and

effects translation, particularly translation of novels, has brought to the Persian
literary polysystem.
My main sources of information here will be the data on the title pages of
translated novels, prefaces, reviews, translation commentaries, statistical data on

translations, printing and salesfigures, and bibliographiesof translatednovels.
In this section, an attempt will

be made to describe the socio-cultural

conditions that led to, and governed, the emergence and spread of translation activity.

The position of translated novels within the Persian literary polysystem will be

290Itamar Even-Zohar, in Translation
across Cultures, p. 113.
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explained. Furthermore, the influences and effects of the translated novels on the
Persianliterary system,and the shifts introduced by translation will be explored.
The translation of novels has certainly had a great influence on Persian
literature in its different aspects. However, as translation and socio-cultural conditions
of the society have reciprocal effects on each other, the socio-cultural context of the
Iranian society has had impacts on the translation activity as well. Translation has also
had a central position in the Modem Persian literary polysystem Moreover, there is a
relationship

between

the position

of

translated novels

and the norms

they

developed. 291
The Islamic Revolution in Iran (1978-9) is a significant turning point in the
socio-political,

and cultural context that has had a great impact on the literary

polysystem, including translation activity. The position of translation activity after the
revolution will be explored and the impact of the revolution on the translation of
novels will be explained.

B. Models and Norms of Text Production
Models, norms, and policies292 in the Persian literary polysystem introduced and
developed by translation of novels will be studied in this section of the thesis. The
way the socio-cultural,

political

power structures have received and reacted to

291The relationship between the
position of translated texts and target-languagenorms is mentioned by
Toury and Even-Zohar.
29217ieo Iiermans considers the
models and prototypes in the caseof translating as `textual, discursive
entities': `It will be clear that in the case of translating, as a form of textual production, the models
and prototypes we are talking about are textual, discursive entities. They cover the substance of what is
normally called a `poetics' (a poetics of literature, a poetics of translation): a set of principles and
practical rules for `good writing',
and a set of examples of good practice. ' (Theo Ilcrmans, `On
Modelling Translation: Models, Norms and the Field of Translation', Livius: Revista de Estudios de
7raducci6n, 4 (1993), 69-88 (p. 76). )
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translated novels/works, that has largely beenreflected in constraints(e.g., censorship
and bowdlerisation) imposed on translatednovels, will also be investigated.
Toury introduced the conceptsof translation norms and strategies.According
to Toury the processas well as the product and the function are determinedto a large
extent by translation norms and strategies. Consequently, research in Descriptive
Translation Studies must be first and foremost directed at investigating norms and
strategies.

Toury considersthe translator's overall choice of `adequacyvs. acceptability'
as an `initial norm'. He expoundsit as follows:
The term `initial norm' should not be overinterpreted, however. Its intiality
derives from its superordinance over particular norms which pertain to
lower, and therefore more specific levels. The kind of priority postulated
here is basically logical, and need not coincide with any `real', i. e.,
chronological order of application. The notion is thus designed to serve first
and foremost as an explanatory tool: Even if no clear macro-level tendency
can be shown, any micro-level decision can still be accounted for in terms of
adequacy vs. acceptability. On the other hand, in cases where an overall
choice has been made, it is not necessary that every single lower-level
decision be made in full accord with it. We are still talking regularities, then,
but not necessarily of any absolute type. It is unrealistic to expect absolute
293
in
behavioural
domain.
regularities anyway
any
Toury assumes an `opposition' and a `compromise' between `adequacy' and
`acceptability' in every translated text. However, the concept of compromise and the

opposition between adequacy and acceptability is not adopted in this thesis, as no
negative correlation has been proved to exist between these two distinct parameters.

They are consideredas two distinct superordinatenorms or qualities of translations."

293Toury 1995, p. 57.
294`Actual translation decisions (the
results of which the researcher would confront) will necessarily
involve some ad hoc combination of, or compromise between the two extremes implied by the initial
norm. Still, for theoretical and methodological reasons, it seems wiser to retain the opposition and
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Hermans relates models, prototypes, and norms to the choices and decisions
made by a translator, and considers it as part of the researcher's task to identify and
reconstruct

them by the help of discourse about translation or the `historical

metalanguage of translation'

and to relate them to contemporary

practice of

translation. 295

C. Naturalness

in Textual Cohesive Devices:

A Case Study of Linguistic Micro-structural Level
1. Corpus of the study

As the corpus of study, the novels translatedinto Persianwere selectedon the basis
of three criteria:
1. They should be chosen from among British English novels of the twentieth

century.
2. They should be well-known novels translated at least twice, once before
(1963-1978) and once after the Islamic Revolution (1979-) in Iran in order to allow
comparison between these two distinct periods.

treat the two poles as distinct in principle: If they are not regarded as having distinct theoretical
statuses,how would compromisesdiffering in type or in extent be distinguished and accounted for? '
(Toury 1995, p. 57)
295`The task of the researcherconsists in identifying and reconstructing, on the basis the
of
various
choices and decisions made by a translator, not just the norms which governed those choices and
decisions, but also the models and prototypes which inspired the norms, and which inform us about
the translator's motivation, the kind of text he or she was aiming to produce, the aims and goals which
they were trying to achieve - and the negative models they were presumably trying to avoid. The
discourse about translation, whether by translators themselves or by others, will also point up notions
of correctness, operational aspects of norms and positive and negative models and prototypes.
Establishing the nature of the relation of this discourse
historical
the
metalanguage of translation
- to the contemporary practice of translation is part of the researcher's task. All this amounts to a
fairly comprehensive programme for historical research. ' (llermans, in Livius, p. 85)
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3. As in novels two styles of language can be distinguished from each other,
i. e., dialogues and descriptions, works should be chosen to cover both styles.

The following novels and parallel translations were chosen to be compared.296
Both `translator' (comparing parallel translations made at one point in time) and
`time' (comparing parallel translations made at different periods of time) variables are
involved in these comparisons. The changes in language and culture are good points
to focus on in view of the turning point of the Islamic Revolution.

1. Conrad, Joseph,Heart of Darkness.
-

Safarian, Muhammad Ali (1976)

-

Hussaini, Saleh (1994)

2. Golding, William, Lord of the Flies.
Peyman, Javad (1972)
-

Azad Tehrani, Mahmood Moshref (1984)

-

Hamid Rafi'ei, Muhammad Ali (1984).

2. Procedures of data collection
The study will draw on two sets of descriptive data:

296`The easiest comparative study to
perform involves various parallel translations in one language
which came into being at one point in time. This kind of comparison is also the easiest to justify,
because it involves the smallest number of variables. If each translation is properly contcxtualized,
such a study is therefore bound to shed light on the correlations between surface realization and
position (or `valence') in the target culture. [... ]'
`Due to greater availability of a number of parallel translations into one language, which
came into being in different periods of time, their comparison has been even more common. Such
comparisons are possible, of course, but they represent a much more complex task than one would
think. Thus, if the study is to have any real significance, at least the notion of (one) target language
would have to be modified, in view of the fact that languages undergo constant changes. The need for
such a modification would become all the more urgent as the intervals between the translations grew
longer, or as the pace of the changes grew more rapid. ' (Toury 1995, pp. 72-73. )
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a. Textual analysis of translated novels and comparative analysis of coupled pairs to

check interferencesfrom the SL and consistentshifts.
b. Assessmentquestionnairesdesignedto explore casesof unnaturalness.
a. Textual Analysis:
As steps in DTS, Toury proposes297
the following discovery procedure:298
(1) Descriptive

study of translational

phenomena and their

TL

acceptability (without referenceto SL),
(2) Comparative

analysis

(of a translation

phenomenon):

to identify

translational solutions and problems: to establish the coupled pair `problem +
solution' as the unit of comparative analysis299
and to trace regular patterns which
may govern the coupled pairs,

297Sec Toury, in Manipulation
298In his book, Descriptive

of Literature,

Translation

p. 21.

Studies and Beyond. Toury proposes the following

`discovery

procedures' for one pair of texts:
'I. Target text presented/regarded as a translation:
deviations from acceptability...
-acceptability,

individual
first
tentative
to
textual-linguistic phenomena,based
explanations
-probably:
on the assumptionthat the text is indeed a translation.
2. Establishment of a corresponding source text and mapping target text (or parts of it, or
phenomenaoccurring in it) on the sourcetext (or etc. ...)
-determination of text's status as an appropriate sourcetext
for
individual
target-source
of
relationships
coupled pairs.
-establishment
3. Formulation of first-level generalizations:
for
the text as a whole;
vs.
secondary
relationships
-primary
invariant(s) and translation units;
-preferred

'
1995,
(Toury
translation...
process
of
p. 38)
-[reconstructed]
299`Due to many inherent limitations,

some of them no doubt cognitive, it will normally be target-text

segments (rather than the text as one entity) which would be mapped onto segments of the source text.
In the process of mapping, the status of the former as translational replacements would be established,
along with what they may be said to have replaced, thus shedding light on problems as they may have
presented themselves in the particular act which yielded the text under observation, and on their
solutions. ' ('I'oury 1995, p. 37)
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(3)

The

establishment

of

translation

relationships:

relationships between the members of each pair (SL/TL)

to

identify

the

which will result in an

inventory of shifts and similarities/diferences, 300
(4) The establishment

to refer these

by meansof the mediating functional-relational notion of translation

relationships equivalence-

of the overall concept of translation:

to the concept of translation underlying a given corpus of texts.

A comparative analysis of coupled pairs, as proposed by Toury, is made to
find (a) similarities (congruity) and differences between ST and TT and between T,
and T2 etc., (b) interferencesfrom the SL into the TL, and (c) consistentshifts. Shifts
may tell about regularities of behaviour (rules, norms) or idiosyncrasies (deviations or
exceptions from TL norms or natural usage).

Figure

4.2. Comparative

analysis

of coupled

pairs

leading

to translation

relationships

Similarities 1 $f Positive transfer

Acceptable/conforming

Consistentshifts

to TL norms

Negative transfer

Unacceptable/non-

or interference

conforming to TL norms

Differences

300'Indeed, in his [Toury's]

view research in the entire field of Descriptive Translation Studies starts

out from such comparison, becausethe encountered differences and similarities shed light on the
translational norms and strategiesemployed by the translator. That is why such a comparison must be
carried out in a systemic and scientific manner.' (Van Leuven-Zwart, in Empirical Research in
Translation, pp. 39-40)
I lowever, Theo Herman adds another dimension here: `At the same time, the translation will
also contain features which arc not strictly relevant to what we might call the `translational relation',
i. e. the modelling or mapping relation between the source and target texts. The translation, that is,
invariably displays `contingent features', a surplus, the mixture of variance and invariance, similarity
and difference which also applies to models. ' (Hermans, in Livius, p. 76-77)
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(a) Differences in usage and interference
A comparative analysis of coupled pairs based on an adequate corpus of various texts
can provide a map of differences and similarities. Differences between SL and TL
patterns and natural usage may cause interference from the SL into the TL. The SL
interference is a major, though not the only, source of translationese or unnaturalness
(deviations from acceptability).

Other sources may be interferences from a third

language or dialect. In order to check translated texts for interferences from the
source language, publishers employ editors or readers.
In special cases, e.g. book translation, publishers employ independent
readers who check the text for interferences from source language
expressions. Such readers simply mark sections of text which in their opinion
do not conform to target language usage, so that the translator can decide
3o'
form
be
should
adjusted or not.
whether the
One point should be mentioned here: sometimes translators consciously (not
due to incompetence or lack of experience) use interference as a tool of `creativity' or
a means of transferring the `otherness' of the source text (the heterogeneity) to the
target culture in order to enlarge its cultural and linguistic repertoire, though this is
not the only way to maintain creativity or heterogeneity. There has also been evidence
of `tolerance' towards the occurrence of interference in translated works by readers.
Therefore, in relation to interference, ordinary readers of translated texts can be
categorised into advocates of `purity' (they do not tolerate any deviations from the
natural usage of the target language), and advocates of `hybridity'
interference to some extent due to the `speciality'
`creativity' and `heterogeneity').

301Sager, pp. 238-9.

(they tolerate

of translated texts for their
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(b) Shifts
Shifts in translation indicate that the translator is aware of the need to deviate from
the SL patterns. These shifts on the micro-structural level point to a so-called targetoriented approach: the translator seems to have used mainly the norm of acceptability.
His most important aim seems to have been to produce a text that sounds as natural
and as acceptable as possible in Persian. Therefore, the study of shifts, particularly
consistent shifts, is a useful way of measuring naturalness. Shifts are divided into
obligatory and optional (non-obligatory)

as well as regular and idiosyncratic ones.

The occurrence of shifts is a `universal of translation'. 302Toury relates adherence to
acceptability with `shifts' in translation:

It has proven useful and enlighteningto regard the basic choice which can be
made between requirementsof the two different sources as constituting an
initial norm. Thus, a translator may subject him-/herself either to the original
text, with the norms it has realized, or to the norms active in the target
culture, or in that section of it which would host the end product. [... ] If the
second stance is adopted, norm systemsof the target culture are triggered
and set into motion. Shifts from the source text would be an almost
inevitable price. Thus, whereas adherence to source norms determines a
translation's adequacyas comparedto the source text, subscription to norms
originating in the target culture determinesits acceptability.3o3

302`Obviously,
even the most adequately-orientedtranslation involves shifts from the source text. In
fact, the occurrence of shifts has long been acknowledged as a true universal of translation. However,
since the need itself to deviate from source-text patterns can always be realized in more than one way,
the actual realization of so-called obligatory shifts, to the extent that it is non-random, and hence not
idiosyncratic, is already truly noon-governed. So is everything that has to do with
non-obligatory
shifts, which are of course more than just possible in real-life translation: they occur everywhere and
tend to constitute the majority of shifting in any single act of human translation, rendering the latter a
contributing factor to, as well as the epitome of regularity. ' (Toury 1995, p. 75. )

303Toury 1995,
pp. 56-57.
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He considers establishment of shifts, like identification of translation
relationships, as part of discovery procedure. However, he emphasises, `it is never an

in
itself, but merely a step on the way of the formulation of explanatory
end
hypotheses.' 304
One major object of coupling textual segments and comparing the members
of the pairs to each other has long been presented as the identification of
SHIFTS with respect to a maximal, or optimal notion of the reconstruction
305
text.
of a source

For example:the equivalent of English pronoun 'He'in Persianis the pronoun
"ü' according to grammar books. When a translator shifts from this equivalent, say,
to a noun (from reference to lexical cohesion) under certain circumstances306,
and
his/her shifting is consistentand almost constant under those circumstances,then one
can say that these shifts are norm-governed, or in other words, there exists the norm
of `acceptability' or `naturalness'functioning behindhis/her choice.
Two types of shifts, according to Catford 1965, are level shifts and category
shifts. Categories of shifts developed by Van Leuven-Zwart who extended Miko's
inventory

for categorising devices to include not only stylistic shifts, but also

syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic shifts. She distinguishesthree main categories of
micro-structural shift: modulation, modification and mutation. 307Therefore, shifts will
be categorised and described in a verifiable way. Shifts come to be seen not as

304Toury, in Manipulation

ofLiterature,

p. 32.

305Toury 1995,
p. 84.

3°6These circumstancesmay be linguistic, literary
or cultural.
307For explanation of her
categorisation of shift and its use in her model of research, see llermans
1999, pp. 58-63.
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mistranslationsor violations of rules of equivalence,but as the rule itself. The shifts in
translation can supply data to deduce the translator's underlying norms, strategies,

and tendenciesin translations.
b. Native-Speakers' Intuitive Judgements308:Assessment Questionnaires

Questionnaireswere given to native speakersfrom the speech community that are
assumedto be the ordinary readers of translated novels in order to check readers'
responseor audienceexpectations.

(1) Sources of Judgement of interference or deviation from acceptability

Interference

a. Native speaker's competence
b. Grammar books
c. Readers' intuitive judgement

Each source has its advantagesand drawbacks. Relying on the competence/
experience/knowledgeand judgement of a critic or editor/proof-reader as a native
speaker is the most readily available source. However, he or she might have his or her
preferences and tastes, and might have formulated special abstract reductive models
for norms of acceptability that privilege prescriptive stylistic predilections. Moreover,
he or she might have a limited knowledge or memory.

Grammar books pose the problem of prescriptivism versus descriptivism. The
authors might base their analyses on specific text-types and limited corpuses and try

to generalisetheir findings to every type of text and style. Grammarbooks are usually
based on some hypothetical abstract models of languageand do not reflect the real
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usage and performance completely. They may also prescribe some predilections. A
considerable improvement has been made in recently written grammar books that
results from large-scalemachine-aidedcorpus-basedstudies.
Referring to the `speech community' and relying on readers' response or
native speakers' intuitive judgement pose the problem of language variation (in
addition to inaccurate intuitions or lack of any useful intuitions). That is, it is very
difficult not only to determine the `ordinary' readers of translated novels, but also, as
discussed in Chapter 3, to define the native speakers of `Persian'. The standard
Persian is taught at schools throughout Iran, and spoken on national TV and radio
programs, but it is not the mother tongue for about 40% of Iranians. 309Even more
problematic is the use of colloquial language or Tehrani dialect in translated novels.
Students in Iranian universities come from different ethnic groups. Most educated
people are native or near-native speakers of standard Persian, but some Iranians
cannot give judgements on colloquial Tehrani dialect 310 However,
.

a distinction

should be made between the comprehension and production of this dialect. More
people can comprehend this dialect in Iran than those who use it to communicate.
Two major reasons can be provided to account for this fact: many people, particularly
educated people, have lived in Tehran for some time and heard this dialect; and the
difference between several other dialects in Iran and Tehrani dialect is mainly
phonological rather than typographical or semantic.

308This type of test has been proposed by Toury (1995) and carried out by
many, such as Tiina
Puurtincn, for instance.
309See Chapter 3 for further information
on the varieties of Persian.
310An illustration

can be seen in Chapter 8.
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(2) Assessment Questionnaires

Students -

who are considered to be the average readers of translated novels -

were asked to assessthe translatedtext-fragments for their acceptability. The subjects
were all told that what they had before them was a set of parallel translations since
this background information could affect their rating/judgement. It was assumedthat
the acceptability of translated texts may differ from that of the original texts.31 In
this way, one variable/parameterthat could possibly lead to different results was
controlled.
The segmentsthat were intendedto be tested, i.e. referenceand ellipsis, were
not mentioned. Three types of questionnaires were used. Each type contained 10
items that had been chosen from stage 1, the researcher's descriptive and comparative
textual analysis. Seventy students from different courses in the faculties of Foreign
Languages took part in this test.

Type a. Text-fragments taken from translated novels that were assumedto
contain some unacceptableelementswere provided without any clues or underlining.
The subjects were asked to underline any elementsthat they consideredunacceptable
in their judgement, and to give their reasonsif possible.
Type b. The elements that were assumed to be unacceptable had already been
underlined in the items. The subjects were asked to give their views about the

311Concerning the
acceptability of translated texts (distinguished from the acceptability of the
original texts), Toury commentsas follows:
After all, there have indeed been cultures where different criteria were in force for the
acceptability of texts as target-languageutterancesand as translations into that language.
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acceptability or unacceptability of the underlined elements(reference or ellipsis) and,
if possible, provide reasons for their judgement.

Type c. Subjects were asked to arrange the translated text-fragments
Only Persian
according to their acceptability. Each item consistedof three choices312.
text-fragments were given without their original English texts since the original could
affect their judgement.
In brief, this study follows a descriptive, cultural and historical analysisof the
Persian literary system of the translated novels that make a new genre in Persian
literature. Both context and text is studied so as to relate the concept of naturalness
(acceptability)

to the mutual interactions of the translator, readers' expectations,

linguistic and literary conventions and the relevant historical developments in the
literary system. In line with the methodology described and discussed in this chapter,
the subsequent chapters will follow a top-doom procedure, from the general to the
particular, or in other words, from the context to the text. Therefore, `Translation and
the Rise of Novel in Iran' elaborates the position and function of translated novels
within the wider socio-cultural

system. `Models and Norms of Text Production'

reviews the historical background of linguistic, literary and socio-cultural conventions
developed within the literary system. `The Impact of the Islamic Revolution

on

Translation' surveys and compares norms and models as related to the corpus of the
study to discover the impact of a major social change on translation. `A Micro-

Incidentally, as has been shown by many descriptive studies into translation, this
special status of `acceptability as a translation' holds true especially for cultures where
translations play a role in shaping the very center of the system. (Toury 1995, pp. 229-30. )
312* These choices
are taken from the parallel translations made by different translators in the corpus
of study.
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structural Study' attempts to describe and explain the factors involved in the natural

use of textual cohesivedevices.
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CHAPTER FIVE

TRANSLATION AND THE RISE OF THE NOVEL IN IRAN:

A Systemic Analysis

Description is not enough. It has to serve a purpose, such as explanation.
This requires that phenomena are put into a context, and that we have an
apparatus to bring that context into view. That is where, in the descriptive
313
in.
the
paradigm,
notion of system comes
Poetry in Iran was the essence of art, fulfilling the role of other forms of art, and
reflecting socio-cultural
Persian literature

situation. However, it lost its central position in modern

after the Constitutional

Revolution

(1905-11).

Prose works,

especially translated novels, have gained a central status in the 20`h century Persian
literature. This chapter deals with the history, position, impact and the related issues
in the translation of novels in Iran.

A. History
Over the last two hundredyears, the novel has becomethe dominant form of
literary writing in most literate societies; in quantity (thousands of titles

313Hermans, Translation

in Systems, p. 102.
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published every year in America and in Western Europe), readership
consumption (verse and drama are now truly minority pleasures) and in
cultural sensitivity (novels rapidly and significantly reflect, and help to shape,
the socio-economic realities and the fantasies of their consumers). The novel
is also the literary form most vitally in contact with other contemporaneous
modes of discourse: with journalism, advertising, documentary, history,
314
(in
sociology, science and
another medium) cinema.

In Iran, the extensive education of people31' and high rate of literacy,
facilitated by the introduction of the printing press,316the establishmentof modem
317
schools,
and the expansion of newspapers318and books, developed a taste for

314Roger Fowler, Linguistics

and the Novel (London: Methuen, 1985 (1971)), p. 1.

315According to `.`Iran's Cultural Constitution"
ratified in 1911, primary education for all children
urban, rural or tribal - was declared compulsory. By the end of the Qajar dynasty (1925) there were
approximately 3,300 government schools with a total enrollment of about 110,000 students. In 1940
only 10 percent of all elementary-age children were enrolled in school, and less than 1 percent of
youths between the ages 12 and 20 were in secondary school. In 1953, the act on "compulsory
education" (for children between the ages 7 and 15) was passed by the parliament in order to enforce
the previous act which had only remained something on paper and never implemented. The passage of
time showed that this second act was also a set of beautiful words in law books and never put into
action completely. By 1978 approximately 75 percent of all elementary-age children were enrolled in
primary schools, while somewhat less than 50 percent of all teenagers were attending secondary
schools. In order to implement the `Compulsory Education Act', Article 30 of the Islamic Republic of
Iran's Constitution (1979) obliges the government to provide free education up to the end of secondary
level (between the ages 7 to 15). In the academic year 1999-2000,98
percent of eligible children of
the 8-10 age group received primary education, and there were 60,656 public and 1,990 private nonprofit schools at primary level.

316The first printing press to publish Persian books in Iran was
established in Tabriz, the capital of
Azerbaijan, in 1817 under the aegis of the Crown Prince Abbas Mirza. This press was brought from
Europe by Zain al-abedin Tabrizi. Then in 1819-20 Mirza Salch Shirazi, one of the first group of
Iranian students to be sent to Europe when Abbas Mirza despatched them to England for technical and
professional training, returned with the second printing press which also began operating in Tabriz. In
1824-5 Zain al-abedin was summoned to Tehran, where he opened a press under the patronage of one
of the most influential courtiers, Manuchihr Khan, Mu'tamad al-Dowle. Several years later, Mirza
Saleh Shirazi imported another press to Tehran to print his newspaper `Kaghaz-e Akhbar' in 1837.
From that time onward, the number of printing houses began to increase gradually throughout Iran.

317,.he first modem school was the Dar
ol-Fonun College, established by Mirza Taqi Khan (Amir
Kabir) in 1851. Later the Nezam College was established by the vice-regent Kamran Mirza, based on
the model of the Dar ol-Fonun, and the Muzaffari Dar ol-Fonun College of Tabriz (a branch of the
Dar ol-Fonun of Tehran) in 1898. The government established the College of Political Sciences in
1899 for training politicians and necessary cadres for the foreign ministry.

From 1901 onward, the private sector began establishing schools. Seyed-IIassanTaqizadch,
Miria Muhammad Ali Khan Tarbiat, Mirza Seycd-Hussain Khan Sepahsalar and Aqa Seyed-
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literature among the middle-class reading public and helped to shape a new literary
style, more in line with the requirements of the modem times. 31' The novel could
satisfy the readers' hunger for knowledge of the world around them and provide

entertainmentat the sametime.
The Persian translation of novels has a history of over one hundred years in
Iran. The translation of James Morier's The Adventures of Haji Baba of Isfahan and
Alexandre Dumas's Les Trois Mousquetaires ('The Three Musketeers') formed the
vanguard of a rising flow of narrative prose translated from other languages. The first
novel was translated by Mirza Habib Isfahani in 1872 (first printed in Calcutta, 1905)

Muhammad Shabastari established the Tarbiat School in Tabriz in 1901 where modem sciences and
foreign languages were taught; the same people along with Mirza Yusef Khan Ashtiani established
a
bookshop that sold European books. During the Constitutional Revolution, there were more than fifty
modem schools in Iran. (See Mirza Fath Ali Akhundzade, (Tehran: Qadr-e Vclayat Cultural Institute,
2nd print, 1998), pp. 129-131. )
31$Mirza

Saleh Shirazi launched Iran's first newspaper, `Käghaz-e

Akhbär'

('the Newspaper')

in

May 1837. Then Mirza Taqi Khan (Amir Kabir) launched the first regular (weekly) newspaper called
`niznämche ye Akhbär-e Dar ol-Khelafe-ye Tehran' and `Vagdye' ye 'Ettefia-qºye' in February 1851.
It was published until 1860-61. Then it became the Rüznüme ye Dowlat-e Aliye
ye Iran ('the journal
of the Exalted State of Iran'). Later its title was shortened to simply 'Government Gazette'. `Ali Qoli
Mirza E'tezad os-Saltane, Naser od-Din Shah's Minister of Sciences, launched two newspapers
funded by that ministry: Mellati(`National')
journal (in
newspaper in (1863) and I/mi(`Scientific')
1866). In 1871, four newspapers were published in Iran: the Government Gazette, the Scientific
Journal in three languages, Persian, Arabic, and French, the Newspaper of the Iranian Nation,
and
MellatE Newspaper. These four newspapers were closed and replaced by Rüznäme ye Iran ('the Iran
Journal'); its directing manager was Muhammad Hassan Sani' od-Dowle and it contained
various
subjects. Sani' od-Dowle (later named E'tcmad os-Saltane) was also the head of the Governmental
Translation, Printing, and Publishing Office ("Bdare ye 'Entebä at va Dar ol-Tarjome-ye Dowlali )
during the tenure of Prime Minister Sepahhsalar. During the Constitutional Revolution in Iran there
were more than 80 newspapers published mainly by middle-class intellectuals. (See Mirza Path Ali
Akhundzade, pp. 126-129. )
319The Iranian
modem era began in the early 19th century with Fath `Ali Shah's reign (1797-1834)
The main characteristic that separates the modem era from the past history is Iran's encounter with the
new civilisation of the West and its cultural and technological manifestations. This encounter brought
about two new elements into the socio-political
arena of the country: colonisation or foreign
interference in Iran's domestic affairs and establishment of a new class, the 'dependent intellectuals'.
Colonisation and technology were the two sides of the coin. The dependent intellectuals, most of
whom studied in western academic centres, gradually gained power and sought to attain the western
civilisation, sciences, and technology, particularly after the Constitutional Revolution (1905-11).
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and the second one by Muhammad Taher Mirza (first printed in Tehran in three
320
1889).
volumes,
Discussing the early translations of European novels
-

mainly historical

into Persian during the Qajar Dynasty after 1881, Hassan Mir-abedini

novels -

mentions Prince Muhammad Taher Mirza (b. 1834-d.

1900) as the most active

translator of the time who translated Alexandre Dumas's historical novels. His best
translations are Le Comte de Monte Cristo (1894) and Les Trois Mousquetaires
(1889). Mir-abedini believes that
The similarity of the imaginary atmosphere of Alexandre Dumas and Georgy
Zeidan's works with that of Iranian popular tales helps this type of
translations to gain currency, particularly due to the fact that writing
historical chronicles has a long history in the Iranian classic literature. "'
However,

Nights -a

Mir-abedini

records the translation of One Thousand and One

non-European story -

made by Abd ol-Lateef Tassouji Tabrizi first

published much earlier in 1843 in Tabriz as a Persian prose masterpiece of the Qajar

period which is exemplaryfor its accuracy,coherence,clarity and beauty.322
There are different ways and forms of literary impact. Literary influence is an
important topic in comparative literary studies. When the literary impact
penetrates

320See Manoochehr Aryanpur Kashani,A History
of Persian Literature (Tehran: Kayhan Press, 1973),
p. 297; Karim Emami, 'Az Past-o Boland-e Tarjome (`Prom the Ups and Downs of Translation')
(Tehran: Niloofar, 1993), p. 50; `Gozlde-7 'az Tarjome ye Keläsik-e Se 7'ofangdär', Motarjem, 2
(1991), 34-40; The Gulistan or Rose Garden of Sa'di, trans. by Edward Rehatsek (London: The
Royal Asiatic Society; Tehran: Janzadeh, 1989), p. 35.
321Hassan Mir-abedini,

A Hundred

1998), p. 30. (My own translation. )

322Seeibid., p. 30.

Years of Iranian

Fiction

Writing,

3 vols. (Tehran: Cheshmch,
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the literary form and structure of a nation's literature from within, then the impact is
deep and internal. 3z3

B. Position

of

Translating

Literary

Texts

in the Persian

Literary

Polysystem

1. Necessity for the translation of literary texts
In 1944, Sadeq Hedayat, a pioneer in Persian prose writing, maintained that the
Iranian literature needed the translation of old and new literary masterpiecesmore
than anything else, for the Iranian intellectual and literary stagnation and
underdevelopmentof the time was largely due to the lack of contact with the modem
324
literary
thoughts,
world's
styles and methods. However, Baraheni rejects this view.
He argues,
The poets and writers could have read some of the great works in a foreign
language. Knowledge of an international language would help them look at
the national culture in a comparative and contrastive way. This comparative
view has been more influential than reading the works of the great foreign
325
in
Persian.
writers
He adds that `even if we can translate all the western literature into Persian,
we should deliberate on the influence of such translations on the development of our
national literature as the early western type of short stories, novels, and "new" poetry
in Persian were not produced under the influence of the translated texts. 026

323Sec Reza Baraheni, Kimia
Amin,
Khak
(Tehran:
Morgh-c
1985), p. 86.
va
324See Baraheni,
pp. 85-86.

325Ibid., pp. 85-86. (My translation.)
326Ibid., p. 85. (My translation.)
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Evidently, Baraheni discussesthe influence of translated texts on the poets
and writers who are in turn responsible for building the national culture. He thinks
that the translators and the translated texts cannot build the national culture directly.
This view seems unrealistic and is not shared by many other scholars and critics. For
example, Muhammad Qazi gives two reasons for the inability of the original novels to
build up the national culture: the novel's short life span in Iran and censorship. 32'

Qazi, however, believesthat the translator can reflect the social conditions in his/her
country by resorting to similarities of other nations' sufferings. "'
Baraheni claims, `If Sadeq Hcdayat opens his eyes, he will certainly find out
that "the need of the Iranian literature for the translation of the old and new

masterpieces" has been satisfied completely.'329 Then he

compares the

disproportionate number of translatednovels to the original works as evidencefor his
belief 330
While admitting that some of the manifestations of the Persian culture are
deeply influenced by the West and that the western forms and genres have been

327See Scyed-Ali Salchi, Muhammad Qazi: Who Ile
was and What Ile Did (Tehran: Qoqnoos, 1989),
pp. 112-3.

328See Salehi, p. 79.
329Baraheni, p. 91. (My translation.)
330`Since almost all our publishing
companies: Amir Kabir, Franklin, Jibi, Neel, Khawrazmi, Agah,
Zaman, like The Book Translating and Publishing Company, were all translating
and publishing
companies. [... ] They published 50 translated narrative works but just three Persian narrative works.
Why was it so? Was it not economical? Would the government prevent the
publishers from publishing
original Persian works? Did people dislike the original Persian works? ' (Ibid., pp. 92-93. My
translation. )
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imitated, he maintains that the performance in important cultural fields has been
genuine, taking account of the requirements and conditions of the national culture. 33'
He refers to the contents and themes of these imitated forms and genres; he
believes that the poets and writers are responsible for building the national culture
according to their own genuine cultural conditions and background although the
forms and genres are imitated. The form is there as an established reality. It has
ascertained its fixed position in Persian literature. But some themes of foreign novels
are still felt not to be quite natural for the Iranian readers. The predominantly Islamic
reader does not feel at home when meeting with texts born out of Christian values.
These texts sound alien against the value system of Islam. Islamic values cannot
accommodate some cultural manifestations of the West and there has been an Islamic
resistance towards western cultural

products, including some literary translated

works. The novel is a western product, and it enters the society, which is struggling
with the problem how to become modem without losing its own cultural identity.
It is noteworthy to mention that concerning the problem of encounter with the
West in Iran there has been an inherent binary opposition between `nativists' and
`westernisers' not only in political fields but also in ideological, cultural, and literary
domains. This has continued even after the revolution; in literature it is reflected in the
two associations of authors and translators established recently. 332Jalal Al-e Ahmad
was a famous pre-revolutionary

331See ibid., p. 62.
332Seethe next chapter.

novelist who wrote several popular novels in
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333
language.
He
`gharb-zadegi
also wrote a polemical monograph entitled
colloquial
(`westernisation')

in which he attacked the Iranian westernised intellectuals and their

passive and servile embrace of Western ideas and culture, as well as their activities. In

this book, Al-e Ahmad tried to discredit the contemptuous stance of westemised
Iranians towards their Islamic past. This work gave birth to a discourse of the same
name (i. e. gharb-zadegi) that can be regarded as the modem Iranian articulation of
nativism.

Other related topics raised by nativists were the `alienation' of westernised
intellectuals and the necessity to `return to the self'. These notions were mainly
elaborated by All Shari'ati, a prominent Islamic theoretician and sociologist who was
effective in preparing the youth before the revolution

for the coming revolution.

Shari'ati, influenced by Franz Fanon's ideas and particularly his discourse of `return

334
intellectuals
had
insisted
Iranian
to distinguish themselves
that
the
of
oppressed',
from their European counterparts.He rebuked those intellectualswho have advocated
imitating Western models of development as alienated, assimilds, and uprooted
individuals who have forfeited their cultural identity. To counteract this intellectualcultural trend of `alienation' and imitation from the West, Shari'ati promoted the

discourse of bäzgasht be khistan (`return to the self'). Shari'ati's discourse was
religious in tone and placed its emphasis on `Islamic roots', not racial, historical, preIslamic roots that were advocated by westernised intellectuals.

333Jalal Al-e A}unad, Gharbzadegi (`Westernisation')
334See Mehrrad l3oroujerdi,

(Tehran: Ravaq, 1962).

Iranian Intellectuals and the West: The Tormented Triumph of Nativism

(Syracuse, New York: Syracuse University Press, 1996), p. 112.
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A modern topic related to the problem of encounter with the Western culture
and civilization has been raised by Ayatollah Khamenei, the leader of Islamic Iran. He
discusses the `Western cultural invasion' as compared to inter-cultural
exchange. He
describes different features of this `cultural invasion' against Islamic World,
and
condemns the `sick and dependent""

intellectuals' servile attitude towards the West

and their role in alienating and negating the (native Islamic) culture of the nation.
Despite approving the resistance against the Western dominance and asserting the
native Islamic culture, at the same time he believes that there should be exchange with
`other'

cultures based on equality

and cooperation.

Cultural

isolation

is not

acceptable. Intellectuals can borrow from the Western culture and civilisation, but it
should be carried out from an Islamic stance, consciously and meticulously chosen
336
benefit
The Western culture and civilisation is not totally
to
the
and
of the nation.
rejected; some elements that go well with the Islamic culture and do not contradict
Islam can be utilised. These elements are not just `European', they do not belong
exclusively to Europeans, they are universal concepts, they can be considered as the
achievements of the whole humankind. So we Iranians can appropriate them and
make them ours. For example, aller the revolution the concepts of a `republic',
`parliament',
voting',

`democracy',

`participation

`separation of the judiciary,

of people in decision-making

through

executive and legislative branches of the

government', and `human rights' (based on Islamic precepts) have been incorporated
completely

into

the society and politics

and considered genuinely acceptable

315In Iran, it is
customary to call westernised intellectuals
western culture.

`dependent' due to their dependence on
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according to the Islamic culture. The import of Western technology and science, and
methods of research and education are mainly regarded not only as acceptable but
quite desirable as well. Iran, even, attempts to catch up and compete with European
countries in these respects.

This problem of encounter with the West has been one of the causesthat has
contributed to the major social movements during the last two hundred years in Iran.
Different trends have been followed by Iranian intellectuals and prominent figures in
certain periods of time. After the Constitutional Revolution (1905-11)

in Iran the

westernised intellectuals gained the upper hand, but after the Islamic Revolution
(1977-79) the nativists are in the lead.337
Thus, Al-e Ahmad was a nativist who did not avoid writing

in the (new)

western forms of the novel and short story. Therefore, although adoption of the
western forms is considered to be acceptable, imitating western themes338is regarded
339
as an act of westernisation and a sign of alienation.

336See Mirza Malkorn Khan Nazcm
od-Dowic

(Tehran: Qadr-c Velayat Cultural

Institute,

1998,3"'

print. ), pp. 7-20; and Mirza Aqa Khan Kermani, pp. 5-13.
37 For further information
on the encounter of the Iranian intellectuals with the West and the `nativist'
approach to the problem, see Mehrzad Boroujcrdi, Iranian Intellectuals and the West: The Tormented
Triumph of Nativism (Syracuse, New York: Syracuse University Press, 1996).
339'Western'

refers to culture-specific

themes, excluding universal ones. For example, themes set in

places such as casinos, gambling placesand pubs are consideredwesternised.
339 It

is

noteworthy

to mention

that

other

cultures

have also

encountered

or

experienced

europcanisation or westernisation wherein they have been forced to reject their immediate (mainly
religious) past and national identity while embracing the European culture and taking pride in ancient
or pagan `golden' times. Turkey, Egypt and Russia are among them. However, they try to adopt the
western ways of life thoroughly, they are just regarded as semi-curopeanised nations, they do not
attain full reco6mition by the European countries as fully westernised. The term globalisation is a
newly coined term that tries to conceal the imposition of western values and norms on other cultures.
An interesting account of westernisation in Russia and the conflict between wcstemisers and nativists
can be seen in the following article: Iirii M. Lotman and Boris A. Uspenskii, `Binary Models in the
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2. Objectives of translating

the western literature

An important aspect of the multifaceted impact of translation on Persianliterature is
that it can help develop fiction writing by representingthe skill of the world's great
authors in illustrating humans' deeds and different social contexts. Therefore,
imitation from the great authors can prove beneficialto the Iranian author."
Another topic concerning the objectives of translating the western literature
into Persian is a `complete lack of direction and aim'. While admitting it in general,
Mahdi Sahabi, a translator of novels, notes some hopeful signs of progress in the
translation of literature in recent years (late 80's and early 90's). Firstly, the Persian
translators have become more experienced, knowledgeable and sensitive than ever in
translating literary works. Secondly, there are a vast number of learned, enthusiastic

and choice readers who are fed up with dispersed translations from second-rate
authors, who look at literary translations meticulously and evaluate them, and hence
motivate the translators towards the translation of the classical works of western
literature. 341
However, Baraheni (1985) denounces the prevalent objectives in translating
novels and defines its nature in the following way:
Its main objective is providing entertainment, preoccupation and diversion, in
other words, preventing readers from taking themselves and others seriously.
It intends to exile the reader from real situations and genuine world-views
and thought patterns into banal faraway pseudo-happiness. In this first step

Dynamics of Russian Culture', in The Semiotics of Russian Cultural History, cd. by Alexander
Nakhimovsky and Alice S. Nakhimovsky (London: Cornell University Press, 1985), pp. 30-66.
340Mir-abedini,

p. 201. (My translation. )

341See `Interview with Mahdi Sahabi', Motarjem, 6 (1992), 27-36 (p. 29).

D.
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to exile the reader from the national culture background, `Shähäbäd'342 has
undertaken the task of all the commonplace magazines of the previous
343
regime.
The cultural term Iranian critics usually use to refer to commonplace, banal or
junk works is mobtazal. 344Some other literary critics share Baraheni's dissatisfaction

with mobtazal books; however, translators and publishers do not take heed of such
scholarly or elitist statementsbecausethere has always been a demand for popular
by
have
Thus,
translations
existed
side
side with the serious
novels/translations.
such
literature, and they have their own readers.
According to Baraheni, `while in the past some authors exiled themselves to
the age of Qasida and the prose style of Marzban-Nama, now it is time for the exile
is
]
[...
The
translation
this
type
the
of
clear to everyone.
of
characteristic of
reader.
The translator summarises an 800-page masterpiece into a banal, popular novel of
200 pages.' Baraheni denounces such novels as `fake and artificial'.

342 It is the
main publishers'

He thinks the

in Tehran. The publishers there are infamous for publishing
popular commonplace translations (and ignoring the quality) just for profit-making and seizing the
market in their hand.
district

343Barahcni,
pp. 17-18. (My translation. ) Baraheni disapproves the low quality, the banal and easygoing approach, of such translations. He also rejects the `entertainment' role of novels and supports
the social commitment and serious `instructive' function of the novels that can help `build the national
culture'.

344This attitude towards many western literary works reflected in the culture-specific term mobtazal
seems to correspond to Anna Wierzbicka's
po s"lost'. She says,

remarks concerning

the Russian culture-specific

term

Words with special, culture-specific meanings reflect and pass on not only ways of living
characteristic of a given society but also ways of thinking. [... ] Certainly, objects and
phenomena meriting this label exist - the Anglo-Saxon world of popular authors contains a
rich array of phenomena which merit the label poslost', for example the entire genre of bodicerippers - but to call these volumes poslost' would mean to review them through the prism of a
conceptual category provided by the Russian language. [... ] If a sophisticated witness like
Nabakov tells us that Russians often think about such things in terms of the conceptual
category poslost', we have no reason not to believe him - given that the Russian language
itself provides objective evidence for this claim in the form of the whole family of words,
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tragic point here is that `such a translation becomes the best-seller, even selling more
than the books of our best novelists'. 345
He wishes he could `explode' the `Shähäbädi culture'. He argues that with its
banal and easy-going approach and special marketing, and its particular trickery in

summarising,distributing and selling books it is a major obstacle in the production of
the national culture.346One can find such books everywhere in Iran, village or city,
from the barber's and drugstores to big stores.347Baraheni also disapproves of
Zabihullah Mansoori's highly free method of translation or `school of expansion':
Another phenomenon in throwing the reader from the real situations into
exile is an `honourable' hardworking translator called Mr. Zabihullah
Mansoori. His expertise is just opposite to that of the typical `Shähäbädi'
translator though they follow the same objective. If the latter is a follower of
the `school of contraction', the former is an advocate of the `school of
expansion'. He translates a 600-page novel into 1000 pages at least. His
historical novels are usually published in no less than six volumes. With his
particular genius, Mr. Zabihullah Mansoori leads some dazzled readers to
imaginary wonderlands, to 18th and 19`h century royal courts, in whose
depth, the complexes suppressed by the [Islamic] Revolution are activated.
The readers, in their imagination, make new covenants with the king, queen
"'
and royalties.

por"lyj, poslost' posljak, posljacka, and pos jatina. (Anna Wierzbicka,
through Their Key Words (Oxford: OUP, 1997), p. 5. )

Understanding

Cultures

343Sec Baraheni,
p. 97. Baraheni's criticism of such translated texts reminds of Venuti's attack against
`domestication': a kind of levelling down every foreign text into a simplified fluent language with
almost no difference among different texts regarding their diction, style,
...
346He
rejects the summarising or `contraction' method used in such translated novels and supports
`fidelity' in translation. However, the low prices of such `translated' novels and their wide distribution
have made them popular and provided easy access to literature for a wide group of common people.
This should not be considered `trickery'. Thus, Baraheni seems to take an elitist attitude towards
literature and its readership.

'"' Sec ibid., pp. 97-98.
349Seeibid., pp. 98-99. Seealso Mir-abcdini,
p. 767
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The monarchy in Iran preferred historical novels (whether translated or original)

based on its antiquarian nationalistic ideology.349After the revolution, Mansoori's
`translated' or `original' novels kept the monarchists' allegiance with, and affections

towards, the deposed royal family and the past situation. Thus, Mansoori's
translations can be dubbedas `conservative' as Lambert et al. put it,
We try to determine whether the function of a particular translation is
conservative or innovative, and whether translation is a marginal or a
central phenomenonwith regard to the target literary systemas a whole.3so
Muhammad Qazi divides novels into two groups: the `entertaining' novels,
such as most of Alexandre Dumas's works and the like in France, and `instructive'
351
those
that
teach
than
novels,
rather
amuse. He aims at a philanthropic goal in his
translations. He believes that the pains, sufferings and miseries of all humanity belong

to everyoneand should be sharedby everyone.He quotes Sa'di, a great Persianpoet:
The sons of Adam are limbs of each other

349The
monarchy promoted both `western' and `native' values. I lowever, these `native' values were of
an antiquarian, retrospective (false patriotic) nature of the pre-Islamic period of the Persian Empire.
Therefore, the monarchy liked to see historical stories occurring around the royalties of the pre-Islamic
period (or foreign contexts as in translations) and about their grandeur and nobility in which some
prince or king was involved as a hero. The retrospective nationalism that was mainly promoted by the
Pahlavi dynasty will be discussed in the next chapter.
Of

course, the desire towards westernization
sometimes clashed with the extremist
retrospective patriotism. This conflict was sometimes resolved to the advantage of westernization. For
example, in a leading article published in January 1920 issue of Kava journal, `Sayyid Hassan
Tagi7adeh declared the absolute need for Iran's curopeanization. What he called "false patriotism"
must be set aside in complete submission to the principles of European civilization. His opinion was
that the best way of accomplishing this would be "the publication in Iran of translations of a whole
series of the most important European books in plain and simple language". I Jere was a [... ] portent of
United-States-sponsored translation projects, when in the 1950s translations of western
classics were
commissioned under the auspices of the Franklin Institute. ' (Avery, in The Cambridge History of
Iran, vol. 7, pp. 846-47. )
350Jose Lambert
et al., `Translated Literature in France 1800-50', in The Manipulation of Literature:
Studies in Literary Translation, cd. by Theo Hermans (London: Croom Helm, 1985),
pp. 149-163 (p.
150).

351Sec Salchi, p. 72.
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Having been created of one essence.

When the calamity of time afflicts one limb
The other limbs cannot remain at rest.
If thou hast no sympathy for the troubles of others
Thou art unworthy to be called by the name of a man."'
He advises young translators not to waste their precious time translating
a novel
aimed merely at amusement and storytelling that excludes people's sufferings, and

troubles of massesin the handsof colonialism and exploitation.353

3. Patronage, cultural

policy and selection of the texts to be translated

The first wave of the long and uneasy journey of modernisation in Iran began when
the well-regarded crown prince, `Abbas Mirza, dispatched a group of students to
Europe in 1811 and invited some European military advisors
-

out of the need to

obtain modem technological developments at a time when Iran was at war with
Russia.354 However,

extensive contacts of Iranian intellectuals with a European

culture was made feasible with the establishment of the polytechnic college `Dar ol-

3szThe Gulistan
or Rose Garden of Sa di, translated by Edward Rehatsek, 1989, p. 85.
353See Salehi,
pp. 86-87.

3s' A brief
account of `Abbas Mirza's bibliography is provided by Encyclopaedia Britannica as
follows:
(b. September 1789, Nava, Qajar Iran - d. Oct. 25,1833, Meshed), crown prince of the Qajar
dynasty of Iran who introduced European military techniques into his country.
Although

he was not the eldest son of Fath `Ali Shah (1797-1834), 'Abbas Mirza was
named
crown prince and appointed governor of the province of Azerbaijan in 1798 or 1799. When war
broke out between Russia and Iran in 1804, he was made commander of the Iranian
expeditionary force of 30,000 men. The war (1804-13) resulted in the loss of most of Iran's
Georgian territory and showed `Abbas Mirza the necessity of reforming the Qajar military
forces. He began sending Iranian students to Europe to learn Western techniques;
a first group
was sent to England in 1811 and a second group followed in 1815. In 1812 a printing press
was established in Tabriz, the capital of Azerbaijan, and the translation of European military
handbooks was encouraged. A gunpowder factory and an artillery foundry were also started in
Tabriz.
The new army was drilled
Britannica, 1995. )

by British

military

advisers. ("Abbas

Mirza',

in Encyclopaedia
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Fonun' by Naser od-Din Shah Qajar's chief minister Mirza Taqi Khan (Amir Kabir) in
1851. This college was a westernised academic institute run mostly by Frenchspeaking teachers, and offered education along Western lines. French was the formal
language of education at the college, and hence it became the second tongue
of the
educated throughout the country, a position it has-lost since the Second World War.
The college included foreign languages, particularly the French language, as one of its
subjects. The Iranians who had graduated from this college (some of whom were sent
to France in 1859 to complete their studies in French universities) also taught at the
college. Apparently Iranian intellectuals, being acquainted and influenced mostly by
the French Revolution355 and its literature,
civilisation

from

among other dominant

355For
example, among these intellectuals

preferred

cultures,

the French culture

i. e. British

and

356
Russian.
and

one can mention Mirza Malkom Khan who translated the

lectures of the Austrian and French teachers at the Dar ol-Fonun College. Ile was influenced by the
Comte de Mirabeau (1749-91), Auguste Comte (1798-1857), and John Stuart Mill (1806-73). Ile
joined freemasonry in 1857 when he was dispatched to Paris as a member of the Iranian delegation to
hold negotiations between Iran and Britain on Herat (Afghanistan), mediated by Napoleon III. When
he came back to Iran, he received permission from Naser od-Din Shah to establish the first Iranian
freemasonry lodge (1858), under the license and influence of the French freemasonry. The
name
chosen for the lodge was 'Farämüsh-khäne' or the 'House of Forgetfulness'. Later he improved it and
'AdamTyat' (dissolved in 1896) and finally 'Jame'-e ifdamTyat' (in
gave it new names, 'Majma'-e
1908). (See Mirza Malkorn Khan Nazem od-Dowle. )
In a report on December 16,1906,
quotes Malkorn Khan as saying:

Sir Francis Bertic, the British

Ambassador to France,

'There is a feeling of distrust towards both Britain and Russia because Iranians suspect that
these countries have colonial intentions, but there is no such suspicion towards France. ' (Ibid.,
p.
117. ) (My own translation from Persian. )

356There were many
reasonsfor the desire to evade the Anglo-Russian dominance in Iran in the 19th
and 20th centuries. For example, see the account of Encyclopaedia Britannica of the European
penetration in Iran:
'Fath 'Ali Shah (ruled 1797-1834), in need of revenue, relied on British subsidies but lost
the Caucasus to Russia by the treaties of Golestan in 1813 and Turkmanchay in 1828. The last gave
Russian commercial and consular agents entrance to Iran, and this began a diplomatic
rivalry between
Russia and Britain that victimized Iran. This rivalry was eventually resolved when in 1907
an AngloRussian convention established, in Iran, Afghanistan, and Tibet, exclusive Anglo-Russian
spheres of
influence. '
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this college built the foundations for Iranian modernisation in every

respect: from cultural policy, to technological developments,and from Constitutional
law357to administrative bureaucracy. This cultural policy that was based on the
French culture encompassedand shapedthe writing styles and selection of texts to be
translated. The college was the first patron358(out of the royal court) of translation
from European languages.The members of the college, led by its erudite principal

'Hajji Mirza Aghasi, a minister of Muhammad Shah (ruled 1834-48), tried to activate the
government in a revival of the sources of production and to cement tics with lesser European powers,
such as Spain and Belgium, as an alternative to Anglo-Russian dominance, but little was achieved.
Naser od-Din Shah (ruled 1848-96) made Iran's last effort to regain Herat, but 1857 saw the end of
such expansionist efforts. ' ('Iran: European Penetration', in Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1995. )
This last statement is expounded in another article as follows: 'Unable to regain territory lost
to Russia in the early 19'h century, Naser od-Din sought compensation by seizing Herat, Afghanistan,
in 1856. Great Britain regarded the move as a threat to British India and declared war on Iran, forcing
the return of Herat as well as Iranian recognition of the kingdom of Afghanistan. ' ('Naser od-Din
Shah', in Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1995. )
In other words, lath 'Ali Shah was disastrously defeated by Russia in two wars (1804-13,
1826-28) and thus lost Georgia, Armenia, and northern Azerbaijan. And Afghanistan was severed
from Iran by Britain in 1857.
This rivalry between Britain and Russia ended in 1907 (in an Anglo-Russian agreement
dividing Iran into zones of influence) and gave way to their friendly division of and more outward and
unrestrained interference in Iran. As a result, Iran was occupied and dominated completely by the two
powers for several years during and after World War I (1914-18) and World War II (1941-46). Thus,
Iran was victimised both in their time of rivalry and friendship!
Graham F. Fuller accounts for the Iranian intellectuals'

tendency towards a 'third

power' as

follows:
`Because even the two rival powers [i. e. Russia and Britain] could collude to the detriment of
Iran's interests, as in 1907, Iran was always interested in identifying some `third power' that
could delimit the influence of the other two. At various times, starting in the nineteenth
century, France, Germany, the United States, and later, China and Japan were partially able to
serve in this third power capacity. ' (Graham E. Fuller, The "Center of the Universe ": The
Geopolitics of Iran (Oxford: Westview Press, 1991), p. 249. )

357Miria Hussain Khan Sepahsalar(b. 1828-d. 1881) compiled the first draft
of the Constitutional
law with the help of Mirza yusef Khan Mostashar od-Dowle in 1872, a few months after he began his
tenure (1871-80) as the prime minister, and managedto have it signed by Naser od-Din Shah in the
following year. Sepahsalarlater added `7anzimat' law and the law for the limits (obligations) of
governors and military chief commandersto it. (SeeMirza Hussain Khan Sepahsalar (Tehran: Qadr-e
Velayat Cultural Institute, 1998,2 °d print), p. 96)
359This duty, i.
e. patronage, was later put on the Governmental Translation, Printing, and Publishing
Office

(`Edare ye Enteba'at

va dar ol-Tarjome-ye

Dowlati').

Muhammad

Hassan Sani' od-Dowle
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Reza Qoli Khan Hedayat, made translations from European languages.359The early
translators and authors all studied (and/or worked) at this college or in France. For
example, Muhammad Taher Mirza (b. 1834-d. 1900) and Mirza Habib Isfahani (b.
1833-d. 1893), the two famous translators of the earliest translated novels, were Dar
ol-Fonun translators, and Jamalzadeh (b. 1892-d. 1997) and Hedayat (b. 1903-d.
1951), two famous Iranian authors studied in France and were influenced by the
French literature and culture. Mir-abedini quotes Aryänpoor as observing,
`The (existence of) historical novels should be deemed as a direct result of
Francophile360 attempts of the Dar ol-Fonun and those affiliated with it. '
Also, `The translation of some novels of this type introduced a new genre of
European historical literature, and it happened to conform well to our
361
taste.
people's
This domination

lasted until the Second World

War, when France was

defeated, and Iran was divided into two protectorate parts: the north part was under
the protection and influence of the Soviets and the southern part under the protection
and influence of the British and allied forces. Between 1941 and 1953, Iran was
dominated by the Russian, Soviet or Communist, culture. The cultural policy was
mainly shaped by the Soviet-Iran Cultural Relations Society. This society organised
`the First Congress of the Iranian Writers',

a major literary event, in 1946. Many

(later E'atemad os-Saltane) was the head of that office during the tenure of Sepahsalar prime ministry.
(SeeMirza Hussain Khan Sepahsalar, 1998. )
359For more information

on the impact of the Dar ol-Fonun college on translation in Iran, see Nafiseh

Va'cz Shahrestani, 'Naqsh-e Dar of-Fonun dar Ravand-e Tarjome' ('The Role of the Dar ol-Fonun
College in the Process of Translation'), Motarjem, 30 (1999), pp. 9 1-100.

360The term used in Persian is farangi' meaning 'from farang'. 'Farang' seemsto be the
naturalised
form of 'France'. 'Farangi' is close to and confused with the Persian word `farhangi' meaning
'cultural'; 'farangi' implies Francophile, European (in general), westernised, modernised as well as
cultural, civilised, and well-educated.
361Mir-abedini,

p. 30. (My translation. )
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translators, e.g. Bozorg-e Alavi, Karim Keshavarz, and Behazin, who were guided,

sponsored,or encouragedby this society selectedand translated Russiantexts.
After the American-led coup d'etat in 1953, the influence of the Russian

culture was suppressedaltogether and the authors who followed the Communist
ideology and the translators who translated Russian literature were either sent to
prison or exile or emigrated from Iran to some eastern or western European

countries. The American culture was the dominant shaping force in the hierarchy of
power relations. The leading publisher in Iran between 1953 and 1973 was the Tehran
branch of the American Franklin Publishing Co. It published 1000 titles of books
during this time. 362It sponsored several translators, and selected books from the
American (as well British) literature to be translated. With the boom of the book
publishing market, many publishers began to print novels:
The translation of novels that was earlier considered as an accomplished
elitist entertainment became a profession; many people entered this business
to `gain a living'. Whoever knew a foreign language a bit would embark on
translating books that had no special status in their own language and had
been outdated for many years. Most of these books were translated from a
second or even third intermediary language. For example, the translators of
the Mah-e Nou Publishing Co. skilful and experienced in publishing
commonplace works - translated the European authors' works through
Arabic. 363
According

to Mir-abedini,

this `disorder' in translation and the tendency

towards commonplace works should be related to `the readers' tastes' as well as to

362SeeMir-abedini, p. 300.
363Mir-abedini, p. 296. (My translation.) Translating
novels through intermediary languages has
certainly been a major trend throughout the history of translation in Iran. The translators of such
novels usually do not mention this fact. The intermediary languages involved have been Turkish (the
very early translations), French (for most of the non-French novels in the early period of translation
until the 1940s after the Second World War when the French language lost its influence in Iran as a
second language), Arabic (as mentioned by Mir-abedini, though not a major trend), and finally
English. English is presently the usual foreign language taught in schools in Iran along with Arabic.
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`the objectives of the cultural policy-makers of the society' and the `profiteering
publishers struggling

to make more money'. 364 The defeat of the nationalist

government of Mossadeq in the American-led coup caused a widespread despair
among people about the feasibility of social reforms and people's participation in the
state's decision-making and politics. Due to this and the persecution of political
activists by the SAVAK (the Iranian intelligence service established in 1956), the
cultural policy-makers'

objectives and readers' tastes converged in avoiding (the

supply and consumption of) `serious' literature. People were intimidated and reluctant

to speak and read about politics and social afflictions.
Since 1963, intellectuals have started a resistancetowards this dominance.
They tried to fight against this dominance through translation from other cultures
such as French, German, Russian, Italian, Spanish, and Latin American. This state of
affairs created a sort of balance in the variety of texts selected and translated. The
Iranian National Bibliography's

statistics indicate that during the years 1963-1978,

about 1700 titles of foreign novels were translated and published. They can be
categorised according to the nationality of their authors into eight groups: American,
French, Russian, English, Italian, German, Latin American and other nationalities. 36s
Mir-abedini

records a great development in original fiction writing

at this

period:
The years 1961-1978 is the period of fruition of the literature that started
with constitutionalist thoughts. This period is the result of the convergence
of all the periods of fiction writing in Iran; the attempts (i. e. innovative

364Sec Mir-abedini, p. 298. By the word `disorder', Mir-abedini means a lack of conformity to
a
`sound' cultural policy that did not exist, or simply a lack of overall specific direction.
365See Mir-abedini,

pp. 411-12.
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writings) of the forerunning authors bear fruit; new forces are activated in
literature; and the emergence of various literary tendencies turned this period
into the most fruitful contemporary literary period. [... ]
Fiction writing in Iran attains a remarkable status from the perspective
of application of modem techniques of writing and from the aspect of
content, it gains a deserving variety. The vanguard authors try to proceed
along with the modem literature of the world while preserving and
366
expanding national values.

The development of fiction during the 1961-1978 period is the result of the
innovative writings of the Iranian authors in the process of their historical evolution.
The variety of all themes is reflected in this period in a condensed form. Although the
literature of this period is the continuation of the most progressive artistic traditions,
the best works are produced through the authors' attempts to get released from the
prevalent traditional `genres' and to devise new aesthetic plans. Most innovations
occur in novel writing. The novel comprises the most significant part of our prose
literature in this period. The growth of middle classes, urbanisation and increase in the
number of educated people turned the novel into the most common form of literary
expression of the time. Non-engagement of authors in hectic social activities provides
them with an opportunity

and free time to create novels and to express their

contemporary truths of life in a comprehensive way and with a critical attitude.
It seems that the resistance towards the dominant culture (propagated by the
government under the influence of Americans) had a great impact on the creation of
the best novels of the period. This resistance could be noticed in every aspect of the
society, from armed struggles, to resort to Islamic (and to a lesser degree Marxist)
ideology and activities, particularly after Imam Khomeini's attack against Americans'
influence and interference in Iran in 1963. There was an overall resistance in every
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field. Jalal Al-e Ahmad is a good example of these innovative authors at this period

who had some inclination towards Imam Khomeini and wrote about social afflictions
in a simple and colloquial language.
This balance (in the variety of texts selected and translated from different
languages)has continued after the Islamic Revolution.367There is no privileged or
dominant publisher. Several publishers compete for the market share: some through
popular works and some through quality books, that is, they try to select the great
authors, the classicor `canonical' foreign texts and the best availabletranslators.
Mir-abedini records a lack of cultural planning and a boom in the translation
of novels during the years 1979-1991,

The publication of more than 2000 titles of books indicates the abundance
and variety of the novels and stories translated.Translation can be influential
in the
literary
`attitude'
the
towards
of
genres
and
authors'
-development
literature and reality; and even cause `a period of blossoming in writing
original composition'. However, it is true that a lack of cultural policy and
specific goal in translating valuable works and the existence of various social
and economic obstacles in publishing contribute to the translation of banal
works.

368

In the years 1978 and 1979 (during the revolution and early months after the

revolution), all sorts of translated or original books and novels, particularly
Communist and books that had already been censored,369 were published
anonymously (i. e. without the publisher's name and address and sometimes without

366Mir-abedini, p. 1165. (My translation.)
367The impact of the Islamic Revolution
and the role of Islamic values on translation will be discussed
in a separatechapter.
368Mir-abedini, p. 767. (My translation.)
369See Faribort

Khosravi, Censorship: An Analysis of Book Censorship during the Pahlavi Period
(Tehran: Nazar Printing and Publishing Cultural-Research Institute, 1999).
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the author's real name) in white covers which were sold and distributed by
revolutionary youth on the streets. There was a total freedom as long as the materials
were not

pornographic.

This

`total

freedom'

means a lack of governmental

supervision. The people who published, sold and read the books determinedthe type
and contents. There was a general tolerance on the part of people towards the
ideologies adhered to in the anonymous books, while a rivalry emerged between
different groups involved in the process of publishing and distributing which
eventually led to the marginalisation of the Marxist groups. A great number of
booksellers could be noticed selling books on the pavement of the main avenue
outside the main gate of Tehran University where major publishing and distributing
companies had shops. They spread their books on the ground or on some raised

platforms (such as tables) and many of them seemed to be agents of the nearby
bookshops.37°Around them and inside the University there were hundreds of young
people (mainly students) standing in circles busy discussing ideological, political,
socio-cultural,

and economic issues, and exchanging news (and sometimes rumours

and gossips) and views about the developmentsin the revolution. Peter Chelkowski
371
`unusually
(1979)
this
as
rich and creative'.
evaluates
period

370 These bookshops did
not want to be regarded as directly

involved in this prosperous and very
profitable revolutionary book market since they did not want to bear the consequences of this activity,
such as being persecuted or being forced to pay large amounts of taxes. Anyway, during this incredible
hunger for books, many publishers became rich.
"'

See Pcter Chelkowski,

`Popular Entertainment,

Media and Social Change in Twentieth-Century

Iran', in The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 7: From Nadir Shah to the Islamic Republic,
Peter Avery et al. (Cambridge: CUP, 1991), pp. 765-814 (p. 769).

ed. by
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C. Impact of Translation

on Modem Persian Literature

The present status of Persian literature is summarised by Ahmad Samiei,
a literary
critic:
In some respects, the contemporary literary age is the brightest one in the
history of Persian literature. A diversity of contents and forms, multiplicity
of
different genres, the depth and scope of thoughts, novelty in subject
matters
and themes, connection with world literature, and new viewpoints have
distinguished the works of this era. The emergence of various unprecedented
genres: novel, drama, short story, social and political satire, journalism,
modern literary criticism, biography and `new' poetry are the advantages
characteristic of this age. One can find valuable works of prose and poetry in
this period. 372

The translation movement that started from the early 19`hcentury in Iran led
to the translation of literary texts (novels and dramas) in the latter part of the I9`''
century. The translation of literary works developed Persian literature by introducing
new literary genres to Iranians; it also had a great impact on the Persian literary
language. 373

1. Rise of the novel as a new genre in Persian literature
There is no scarcity of narrative writers in classical Persian literature. With few
exceptions, all major Persian writers

of pre-modem

times tried their hand at

narratives, from brief anecdotes to long romances. But novels and short stories, as
defined in the West, are new in Persian literature and date back to the latter
part of
the nineteenth century. At that time, increasing contacts with Europe led both to a

372Ahmad Sami'ci, `Kam 'E'tenn 7 be AdabTyät-e Mo Yuer' ('Negligence
Literature'),

Molarjem,

towards the Contemporary

19 (1995), 94-97 (p. 94). (My own translation. )

73 See ' Alshnü'i bü Tarjome-ye 'Jsär-e Keläsic: Tarjome-'i

'az Dorän-e Qajar'

Translation of Classic Works: A Translation from the Qajar Era', Motarjem,
78).

('Introduction

to the

20 (1996), pp. 78-82 (p.
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reform of Persian prose and an adoption of new genres. The Iran of the last hundred
years has experienced an unprecedented growth in the volume of aesthetic works
written in prose. In the latest exhaustive bibliography of the translated prose works
from the earliest time (1889) up to 1995, the specifications of 6540 titles of books
have been enlisted 34 These titles include both novels and collections of short
stories.
.

Regardingthe early attemptsof novel writing in Iran, Mir-abedini writes,
As far as we know, the issue of novel writing in Iran was first raised in 1871
in Mirza Fath Ali Akhundzade's letter to Mirza Aqa Tabrizi, `Today a
composition that benefits to the nation and satisfies the readers' tastes is the
craft of drama and novel. ' Although the Persian translation of his novel
Setäregän-e Parlb-khorde375 ('The Betrayed Stars') was published in 1874,
the conditions of the time were not favourable for the creation of such new
form of expression. One has to wait until 1895 in order to speak of the first
Iranian new novel-like story; that is, the year Zain al-Abedin Maraghei's
novel Safar-Näme ye Ebrahim Beig ('Ibrahim Beig's 'T'ravel Story') was
published. Still many years passed so that in 1905 Abd or-Rahim Talebof's
novel Masalek ul-Mohsenin ('The Journeys of the Virtuous') and Mirza
Habib Isfahani's translation of Haji Baba of Isfahan were published. 376
The stories of the time of Constitutional

Revolution have a framework of

travel writing (i. e. picaresquenovel)37 and are consideredas the early experiencesin
the formation of the Persian novel. Maraghei and Talebof, under the influence of
translated works from Europeanlanguagesand the prevalent form of travel writing of

374 Ketäbshenüsi

ye Roman va Majmd'ehü ye Ddstäni ye Motmjanr

pish

'az Mashrtitiyat

in SäI-e

1374 ('The Bibliography of the Translated Novels and Collections of Short Stories from before the
Constitutional Revolution up to 1995'), 2 vols., compiled by Fatimeh Kenarsari (Tehran: The Printing
and Publication Organisation of the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance, 1998).
375'Ihe
original

title for Akhundzade's

Kewdkib or Iliknyat-e
376Mir-abedini,
37 however,

only known short story and historical

narrative is Aldanmish

YusefShah (The Betrayed Stars or The Story of Yuscf Shah).

pp. 1159-60. (My translation. )

the first novels translated into Persian (during the Qajar dynasty in late 19`" century)
were mainly historical novels, the Persian original historical novels mainly started after Reza Shah's
coming into power, in the 1920s.
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the time `apply the technique of relating events on the journey to join various events
and views of Iranian life. ' Their works are imaginary travel stories that `have
incorporated small instances of criticism of the Iranian society wrapped up among
detailed descriptions and abundant remarks. '378The first period of fiction writing in

Iran is the brainchild of the Constitutionalist thoughts. However, later on with Reza
Shah's coming into power in the 1920s and the weakening of constitutional activists,

the historical novel became prevalent and popular. In such novels, a hero saves
wretched and helpless people, and hence this hero is always praiseworthy and
respectable.
While introducing

the pioneers of the Persian fiction

writing,

Aryanpur,

however, admits that they were influenced by the European literature directly (i. e. not

through translatedtexts):
Among the many innovators in the field of modem Persian prose two men
stand out both for the quality and volume of their work and the profound
influence they have had on younger writers. Both of these men studied
abroad, both were influenced by European (especially French) literary
conventions, and, most importantly, both wrote in a style that reflected the
idiom of the common people. The writings of Jamalzadeh and Hedayat
constitute the first major attempts toward creating a new ethos in Persian
narrative literature and attuning the Persian language to the demands of our
times. 379
With the Constitutional Revolution380 in Iran (1905-11),

when the ordinary

person was involved in historical events and his existence gained significance, the

378SeeMir-abcdini, pp. 1159-60.
379Aryanpur Kashani, p. 302.
380'The
national Constitutional

Movement belonged to the kind of liberation movements of the urban
middle class. The main clement of the social and ideological rational foundation of the movement was
political democracy or parliamentarian liberalism.
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that describesthe life of the individual in the context of social events -

novel -

becamean important literary genre of the time. Of course, well before the revolution
began
draw
to
writers
attention to social and political issuesin Iran, contributing to
the national awakeningthat culminatedin the constitutional revolution of 1905
Evidently, the new genre of novel was born in Iran as a result of translation
and the socio-cultural developments of the time. These developments were mainly
brought about by the activities of an educated urban middle class and westemised
intellectuals381 who tried to import

everything from Europe, material and non-

material, in order to modernise Iran. At the turn of the 20`h century their demands
from the court and the government were focused on a struggle to restrict the king's
autocratic power in political decision-making and to give more power to people
(particularly middle classes) through a democratic parliament. Their struggle caused a
further expansion of socio-political

activities, such as a boom in journalism and

criticism of the government's policies and the court's decisions. Constitutionalist
writers and intellectuals used newspapers and journals in order to disseminate modem
Western ideas of democracy and constitutionalism as well as the experiences and the
struggles of ordinary people. Much of the journalism was what would commonly be
considered literature in the creative and aesthetic sense, and the development of
journalism

provided a new vehicle for the literature.

Constitutional

With the victory

of the

Revolution, this middle class secured more freedom to obtain its

demands, including the import (in the form of translation) of European literatures and
imitation of their genres.
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It is noteworthy to say that the British seemed to be very much involved in
directing the general course of the Constitutional Revolution and determining the fate
of the country and her rulers to their advantage.David McLean, a member the Royal
Historical Society, writes,
British officials had sympathy for the reform movement in Persia. An
oppressed people struggling for liberty appealed to their sense of justice especially if it worked to their advantage. In a sense it did. The
constitutionalists in Persia and the intelligentsia of the major towns looked to
liberal England for inspiration, just as the Shah and his followers looked
towards despotic Russia for the support which they hoped would keep them
in power. 382

On the whole, translations from Western languagesprovided writers with the
model examplesof genrespreviously unknown to them, including the novel, the short
story, and the drama.
2. Use of colloquial

language in Persian prose: an impact of the translation

of

novels

In the pre-modem times, 383the (written, formal, elevated) literary language was
distinguished from the (oral) colloquial language of the common people in Iran. At
that time, the use of colloquial language was not customary in literature. One impact
of the translation of novels was the introduction of the colloquial language in Persian
prose. This broke down the obstacles set up by the literary traditionalists.

Mir-abedini informs,

381 As these intellectuals

had extensive contacts with Europeans, especially with

the British

French, their activities were most probably directed by foreigners. Some aspects of this intervention
co-operation will be discussed in the next chapter.
382David McLean, Britain
(London: Royal Historical

and her Buffer State: The Collapse of the Persian Empire,
Society, 1979), p. 78.

and
or

1890-1914
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Before Jamalzadeh, Mirza Habib Isfahani (b. 1833-d. 1893) presents Haji
Baba of Isfahan (first printed in 1905) as a collection of colloquial
vocabulary and popular customs and traditions. In this work, a live picture of
the Iranians' ways of life at early stages of the Qajar period is illustrated in a
`simple' language through various events occurring to various characters. "'

In the introduction to his collection of short stories Yeki Bud Yeki Nabud
('Once Upon a Time') (1921) that laid the foundation for modem Persian prose,
Muhammad Ali Jamalzadeh (b. 1892-d.

1997) regards `the simple and intelligible

composition of narrative prose' as the `key' to the progress of the `civilised nations'.
He recommends that writers use the colloquial language of the common people in
their writings and try their hand in the novel and short story as the preferred literary
385
for
language.
He says that the contemporary culture can
this
modem style of
genres
be enriched by introducing

the 'simple'386 language of the novel into Persian

literature. He denouncesthe imitation of the traditional poetic language of Qasida
and Ghazal,

arguing that the new socio-cultural

situation

required a modem

language. He also believes that the nation's language will benefit best from this style
is
(of
It
the only type of composition that can provide a
the
of composition
novel).
idiomatic
the
expressions, proverbs, various language
of
recording
all
words,
way
in
dialects
registers
context, even better than dictionaries.
and
structures, real speech,

383Sec footnote number 322.
384Mir-abedini,

p. 80. (My translation. )

385See Baraheni, p. 26.

386Jamalzadchrefers to the colloquial languagespokenby common people as 'simple' comparedto the
decorative elevated language of the literary text of the time, particularly that of poetry. His view was a
that were not
resistance to the literary genres and the style of language used by traditionalists
addressed to common people. Such complicated outdated style was only useful for the conservative
elite. This view was made in concordance with the requirements of the time when ordinary people
came to the foreground after the Constitutional Revolution (1905-11).
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When such words and expressionseventually become outdated in the language, then
the novel becomes the best depository for the nation. 387
The publication

of the short stories of Jamalzadeh, whose outspoken social

criticism and complete break with the traditional inflated and pompous prose style
inaugurated a new era of modern Persianprose. Many young writers adopted this
new form, among them Sadeq Hedayat (died 1951), whose stories -

written

entirely in direct, everydaylanguagewith a purity of expressionthat was an artistic
achievement-

have beentranslatedinto many languages.

The use of colloquial Persian in translated novels is an important choice made
by translators. It will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6 on the norms and models

Iranian translators have to take into consideration.
3. Novel as a mirror

of the national culture

Jamalzadeh considers the novel's role in reflecting the nation's culture as its main

benefit:
Summarising the benefits of the novel, Jamalzadeh states that the novel is the
best mirror to reflect the moral states and cultural characteristics of a
community. So much so that there is no better way to know, say, the
Russian nation than reading Tolstoy and Dostoevsky's books. [... ] As the
best way for the progress of the Iranian literature today, he recommends that
the literary artists [... ] expand their scope of writing in all the branches of

387SeeBarahcni, pp. 26-27.
Jamalzadch's resistancetowards the dominant elevated style of the literary elite of the time
and resort to popular forms resembleNewman's views as put forward by Vcnuti;
'The `foreign' in Newman's forcignizing translations was defined precisely by his resistanceto
academic literary values, by his aim to encompassrather than exclude popular forms alliliated with
various social groups.' (Lawrence Venuti, The Translator's Invisibility: A History of Translation
(London: Routledge, 1995), p. 146.
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literature, especially in the narrative prose. Thus they can refresh and revive
3B8
literature
their
with
new poetry and prose works.
our
Reza Baraheni,

a translator,

novelist

and literary

critic,

believes that

Jamalzadeh's preferences regarding the use of colloquial style and adoption of the

389
his
`reflected'
time.
the requirementsof
novel
Baraheni maintains, `Ever since the Constitutional Revolution (1905-11), the

real creators of our national culture have been those influenced by the western
literature directly or indirectly, by reading original or translated texts.X390
He further
(of
imported
in
'Every
their
their
elements
and
culture)
own
adds,
nation moulds
national world-view. The works of Hedayat in Iran are the excellent examples of such
391
for
definition
the national culture.
a

However, Muhammad Qazi, a famous translator of novels, believes that the
in
life
is
`a
the
on
a country or community; the
events
going
novel
mirror of
social

faster those eventsmove, the faster and more diversified the novels will be.X392
It seems that there is a diversity of attitudes concerning the national culture

in
the
the
the
translator
novelist it: whether novels enrich, build or
and
and
role of
it
is
like
The
just
that some
the
mirror.
paradox
reflect
a
create
national culture, or
scholars, like Baraheni, ascribe an active role to the novel shaping or changing the national culture. However,

388Baraheni, pp. 26-27. (My translation.)
389Ibid., p. 28.
390Ibid., pp. 51-52. (My translation. )
391Ibid., p. 59. (My translation. )

influencing, introducing,

some other scholars, like
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Muhammad Qazi, attribute a passive role to the novel, simply `reflecting' the national
culture and social events. These two more or less contradictory attitudes exist side by
side. The attitude that ascribes a `reflective' role to the novel (or literature in general)
considers the novelist at best as a `mirror'

of the national culture. However, the

opposite attitude that gives a `constructive, didactic' role for the novel (or literature
in general) attributes a high status to the novelist as the `builder' of the national
culture.

These two attitudes seemto constitute two poles of a continuum. Literature is
not indeed a mere reflection of the realities, yet one cannot expect too much of
literature, (as a main parameter) to build the national culture, though it can, in some
certain periods of time and conditions, contribute to other factors involved in building
the national culture. Nowadays in Iran, the national culture has already been shaped
by the Islamic Revolution, and Persian literature is expected to reflect the social
events, however in a critical way.

D.
The centrality

Centrality of Translation

and Its Effects

of translation in the modem Persian literary polysystem and the

consequent effects of this centrality are reflected in three major issues: the importance
and esteem given to translators, the rise of pseudo translations, and the existence of
several translations of a single original work.

1. Translator

versus the author: the significance of translation

Some critics in Iran regret the high importance given to translation. According to
Baraheni, the need for translation is understandable. Nevertheless, as for the national

392Salchi, pp. 112-3. (My translation.)
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culture of a community, it is the writers, rather than the translators, of the country
who are considered important. However, he admits that there exists a particular
situation in Iran that needs to be studied. Maybe only in Iran and other Third World
countries, translation has gained such a high importance (central status) that it even
393
exceeds original writing.

Douglas Robinson provides a more elaborate account of the prevalence of
translation in the dominatedcultures on the basisof power relations:
Perhaps the best introduction to the problems of translating across power
differentials is offered by Richard Jacquemond (1992). (... ) Jacquemond is
specifically concerned with translation between France and Egypt, but along
the way he offers highly productive general schemas of translational
inequalities. He develops four broad hypotheses:
(1) A dominated culture will invariably translate far more of a
hegemonic culture than the latter will of the former;

(2) [...] A dominated culture will translate a hegemonic culture's
works accessiblyfor the masses.[...]
To put that more succinctly: [... ] A hegemonic culture [... ] will be
represented in a dominated culture by translations that are (1) far greater in
number than their counterparts in the opposite direction, (2) perceived as
intrinsically interesting to a broad reading public, (3) chosen because they
come from the hegemonic culture, and (4) typically written in utter
ignorance of the dominated culture. 394
Robinson stresses ideology, while Baraheni emphasizes the role of economics
as a cause of this phenomenon in Iran:
It may take ten years to write a 1000-page novel. Whereas translating a
novel of 1000 pages may take no more than a year, even if the novels are of
the (serious) kind that Behazin, Tavakol, Shamloo, Darya-bandari and
Seyed-Hussaini have translated. The translation has now become the greatest
rival to the national culture. It is reasonable to consider that the translator is
more important than the writer. If the translator fulfils the need of the
market, whether with Shähäbädº-type or with proper and excellent

393Sec Baraheni,
p. 162.
394Robinson,
pp. 31-32.
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Why is translation preferred? In reply to this question, Muhammad Qazi

recalls his encounter with Josue de Castro, a Brazilian novelist, the author of `Des
Hommes et Des Crabes', before the Islamic Revolution:
Once, he had come to Tehran to act as the head of a Seminar called `the
Third World in the Year 2000'. I went to see him and we talked for an hour.
One of his questions to me was: `Do you also write books? ' I said, `No! ' He
asked, `Why not? ' I answered, `If we put down the sufferings of our people
on paper, we cannot publish our work due to the severe censorship of the
press. We render your books reflecting the pains of your society that are
almost the same as ours into Persian. In case the censorship finds any fault
with our translation, we will have an excuse. We can say that it is the
complaining language of an underdeveloped nation like that of Brazil; it has
nothing to do with the `brilliant' conditions of the developed nation of Iran.
Thus, under this pretext, we can get through (censorship) and publish our
books. ' Josue de Castro smiled and said nothing. 396

The waa censorship is applied to translations has often been much more
lenient, as compared to original writings. 397
Although

Baraheni rejects Hedayat's view as `Our literature needs the

translation of foreign literature', in fact he himself reiteratesthe sameview:
On the one hand, the writer is influenced by the deep and innate attraction of
the national culture, on the other hand, by the attraction of new issues
introduced by translators to Iran. Our translators should translate literary
works, while considering the current needs of our writers. The translators

395Baraheni, pp. 163-64. (My translation.) Ile is
rather concerned about the importance of the
translator, the disproportionate number of the translated novels, and the translator's capability
of
fulfilling
`the need of the market'. Ile contradicts himself by saying that `the translation has
now
become the greatest rival to the national culture' while he believes that it is
only upon the (Iranian)
poets and writers to build the national culture (that is, the translation cannot build the national culture
directly). He thinks that the building of the national culture is an internal affair, it
should be made
based on our own resources from within, not from outside.

396Salehi, p. 79. (My translation.)
397See Toury,
p. 42. The constraint of censorship and its restrictive impact on the translation of novels
will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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should give priority to the need of the national writer for new themes, rather
398
to
than
the publisher's considerations.
Baraheni expresses his dissatisfaction with the centrality of translation in Iran.
However, he admits that sometimes a translation may also be good enough to rank as

an original writing in creating `cultural tides':
Nowhere in today's serious world, is the translator's rank compared and
equalled to the writer's. It is true that translators play an important role in
cultural transmission, especially at very sensitive historical, social and
cultural periods. However, in all important cultural and literary stages, the
literary translator has been considered to rank below the author. The
translator himself has never sought to claim equality with the writer. [... ] The
high tides in serious effective literature are created by the authors in the
community, rather than by the translators. If a serious and effective tide is
created by a translation, such translation has certainly been done as an
original writing; the translator has taken his work as seriously as a writer. It
means that the translator has dissolved the subject matter and content of the
original text so skilfully in the target language that the work is no longer a
translation. The influence created by such a work in the community equals
that of the work created by a serious writer of that community. '9'
One may give another reason for the prevalence and popularity of translations
besides difficulty of writing, time-consumption, censorship and economy. The reason

is that: there are hundreds of people who have studied abroad or graduated from
translators' training colleges or foreign language departments who want to create
something, and the easiest and quickest way is the translation of a popular novel that
is sure to be sold. Moreover, there are always some readers who need entertainment

and fun through reading and verbal communication. There are hundreds and
thousands of novels each year published in the world that provide a good repository
from which one can select for translation.

39913arahcni, pp. 166-67. (My translation. )
391Ibid., p. 105. (My translation. )
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The importance given to translation certainly comes from the centrality of
translation in the Persian literary polysystem.

2. Pseudo-translations
Another phenomenon that supports and reflects the centrality of translation in Iran is
pseudotranslation. In an interview with Motarjem

quarterly, Mahmood Kianush, a

famous translator, poet, and novelist, reveals that in 1971 he published a pseudotranslation, Through the Window of 7äj Mahal.

He used an Indian pseudonym,

`Pradip Omashankar', as the poet and his own name as the `translator'. He said that
some of the poems in that collection could be published only under the guise of
`translation' at that time due to censorship. 400The expression 'Taj Mahal' has helped
the book to be accepted as a translation, 40' while at the same time as it meant `the
Crown's Place, ' it could cunningly refer to the (Iranian) king's palace or dominion.
There is a special instance of pseudo-translation in Iran. Mansoori, the most

active and popular `translator' of novels, has left scores of novels publishedunder the
guise of `translation'. One cannot decide which of those novels he translated and
which were originally written by him.
In an essay on Zabihullah Mansoori's `translations', Karim Emami gives a list

of some historical novels (and their presumedauthors) translatedby Mansoori, and he
suggests that a research should be undertaken to check how many of those authors

400See `Interview
with Mahmood Kianush', Motarjem,

21-22 (1996), 13-37 (p. 16).

401As Toury believes,
`What pseudo-translatorsoften do [... ] is incorporate in their texts features which have come
to be associated,in the (target) culture in question, with translation - more often than not,
with the translation of texts of a specific type and/or from a particular source language and
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really existed and how many were created by `our hardworking novelist'.402Mansoori
disguised himself under an author's name; however, he disregarded and abused the
original text, if ever such a thing as `the original text' existed; he endorsedthe `death
of the author' in practice;
The notion of the death of the author must inevitably lead to the death of the
original, and once the original ceasesto be, the translation can no longer be
perceived as subsidiary to it and the translator is releasedfrom thrall to the
403
all-powerful source.
Toury provides some reasons to account for such fictitious translations:
Sometimes the innovation [i. e. pseudo-translation] is not much in terms of
culture at large, but rather relative to the previous activities of a particular
author who is now seeking to change course and who wouldn't like his/her
new endeavours to be associated with his/her name already stands for. [... ] It
is a way of hiding behind a pseudonym, then, with the added value of
possibly benefiting from the status assigned to translations at large, or, more
likely, to a certain translational tradition, in the domestic culture.
Another explanation which has sometimes been offered for disguising
texts as translations [... ] is an author's fear of censorial measures against
him-/herself or his/her work. [... ] After all, it is precisely deviations from
what is culturally sanctioned that are most likely to meet with opposition;
and the way censorship is applied to translations has often been much more
lenient. One reason for this difference is precisely the fact that the presumed
non-domestic origin of translations makes them look less menacing; another
is that there seems to be no way of actually going after the `absent' author,
40S
blame.
the
take
most of
who should presumably
`Benefiting

from the status assigned to translation'

in Iran and `fear of

censorial measures', as put by Tourt' above, can explain Mansoori's

resort to a

special type of pseudo-translation.

textual tradition. By enhancing their resemblanceto genuine translations they simply make it
easier for their texts to passas such.' (foury 1995, p. 45.)
402SeeEmami 1993, p. 85.
403Bassnett, in Translation,

404Toury 1995, p. 42.

Power, Subversion, p. 12-13.
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A colleague of Mansoori's once said that no one could definitely estimate the
number of books `translated' or written by Mansoori during seventy years of his
professional life. She estimatedthat Mansoori had `translated' or written some 1500
to 3000 books!405Thus, one feels that Mansoori has had some followers who have
been eager to follow his style406and benefit from his `name' still after his death
(1986). Any book published under the name `Zabihullah Mansoori' becomesa bestseller and is sold immediately. Muhammad Hoqooqi maintains that Mansoori is a
memberof the group of translatorswho adaptedthe original text:
It was the business of Iranian translators for a long time [early years at the
beginning of the translation movement from European languages] to take the
themes of Moliere's and other comedies, to rewrite them according to their
own personal gills and give an Iranian colour to them. Among the examples
are `HäjiRiä'FKhän yä Tärtuff-e Shargi' ['The Haji Hypocrite Khan or The
Eastern Tartuffe' (originally: Le Tartuffe, ou l 'imposteur)] (... ), and in later
periods, in the `translations-writings' of Zabihullah Mansoori, about whom
some have said that since the time of Gutenberg and the invention of the
407
he
did.
has
the
pen so much as
printing press nobody
used

It seems that some of Mansoori's works are adaptations and others are
pseudo-translations, but all are published under the guise of translation.

405Sec Emami 1993,
p. 90.

406He expands a novel by his own imagination through lengthy descriptions. Ile writes clearly and
smoothly. The composition of his imaginative `translated', `adapted', or `original' novels is so easy to
read that when you read one of his novels, you feel you are watching a film, as if the words did not
exist. The words and idiomatic expressions do not impose an obstacle for quick reading and
comprehension of the text itself.
407Muhammad 1-logooqi, Morüri

bar Tarfkh-e Adab va il dabiyät-e

('A Review of the History of the Iranian Contemporary
(Tehran: Qatreh, 1998), p. 29 f. (My translation. )

Literature,

'Emniz-e Iran, (1) Nasr: Dnstdn
Vol. 1: Prose Fiction ), 2 vols.
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3. Several translations

of a novel

A third phenomenonreflecting the centrality of translation, particularly the translation
of novels in Iran, especially after the Islamic Revolution, is the existence of several

translations of the sameoriginal text.
Since the revolution, as Iran offers little or no protection to foreign works, "°$

Iranian publishers do not observe copyright treaties and conventions. Furthermore,
there is no centre for the exchangeof information about the works under translation,
nor any translators' associations in Iran. On the contrary, there is a free competition
among the publishers to publish the best-selling and prize-winning novels as soon as
possible. Several translations appear at the same time. For example, William
Golding's Lord of the Flies appeared in four different translations in the same year
(1994), a year after the author received the Noble Prize; George Orwell's Animal
Farm appeared in three translations in the same year (1983). 40' However, all the
copies get sold since the translated novels in Iran are usually published in 3000-5000

copies at each print. Children's literature (e.g., The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and
The Treasure Island) and famous or prize-winning novels (e. g., Lord of the Flies,
Animal

Farm, Cry the Beloved Country, The Old Man and the Sea, Pride and

Prejudice, and The Grapes of Wrath) have beentranslatedseveraltimes.

aos"Ihere is
no such thing as an 'international

copyright'

that will automatically

protect an author's

writings throughout the entire world. Protection against unauthorized use in a particular country
depends, basically, on the national laws of that country. However, most countries do offer protection
to foreign works under certain conditions, and these conditions have been greatly simplified by
international copyright treaties and conventions. There are two global, multilateral treaties
the
Universal Copyright Convention (UCC) and the Berne Convention for the Protection of literary and
Artistic Works.
409There was a
national antipathy against communist groups, particularly
Party, in Iran then, and the Animal
the USSR.

the So%iet-leaning Tudeh

Farm was claimed to represent the totalitarian

regime govcming
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Mir-abedini denouncesthis situation after the revolution:
While many significant and valuable literary works have not yet been
translated properly into Persian, the bookshops are filled with hasty and
repeated translations of the authors who have gained fame. [... ] Some
translators make a living from their work without learning their job
[properly], instead of transferring new cultural insights into their country and
homeland; and in order to avoid losing the market, they consider and follow
a simplistic popular taste that has no free time and motivation to read serious
books. There appear some `translators' who create new translations by
copying from the translations that were produced several years earlier by
skilful translators. Such translations can be regarded as `translation from
translation'. 410

Saleh Hussaini, a translator of novels, gives two more reasons for this
phenomenon.In an interview with Motarjem quarterly about his translations that have
already beentranslated by others, he says,
Brothers Karamazov and The Sound and the Fury belong to the first-rate
(great) works of literature. Such works need to be translated at least once in
20 years due to language possibilities (or changes). However, this reason
does not apply to the translation of 1984. The reason for a new translation
was merely that I was annoyed with (the quality of) its previous translations
411
intended
I
translation
the
to
and
of
novel.
present a good
The view that the great classics of literature should be translated once in 20,

25 or 30 years is shared by many translators and scholars,412as re-translation gives
"'
life
to
the
new
original.

410Mir-abedini,

p. 767. (My translation. )

411`Interview with Salch I lussaini on the Translation of Sound and Fury', Morarjem, 1 (1991), 21-33
(p.22). (My translation.)
412For example, Newmark observes,
`The concept of the `ideal translation' (Jäger, 1975) is unreal. Translation is an `endless' procedure,
except in the case of `performative' statements. Other translations can never be finished, only laid
difficult passage, there are often
aside. They can always be improved. And, for any linguistically
several equally good (if in some respect inadequate) solutions. Moreover, since it is assumed that the
TL reader is alive, a translation is written in the modem language, and therefore there is a case for
revising it every 30 years. ' (Newmark 1981, p. 140. )
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In brief, the following reasons may be outlined for retranslations: (1) a need
felt by some translators for the translation of great works to be renewed after a
generation time since the language changes or the previous translation(s) are not
acceptable (any more); (2) simultaneity of translations; (3) when all copies of a
translation are sold quickly, other translators or publishers feel the market's need for
a certain book and they retranslate it, particularly when reprinting is impossible for
some reasons or when the first translator/translation is regarded as unimportant; (4) if
a novel is considered a best-seller and prize-winner in the original language, different
translators/publishers feel inclined to translate it as quickly as possible; and (5) the
absence of a copyright system.

E. Comparison

1. Translation

between

Pre- and Post-revolutionary

Translation

of novels before the Islamic Revolution

Baraheni estimates that `between the years 1941 and 1978, our translation production
(in every field) was ten times the number of our national production. ' 414
He mentions two reasons for the central position of translation at that time:

413This view is stressedby Bamstonc;
`Perhaps the outstanding characteristic of a translated text is its subjugation to the taste and fashion of
its time and the harsh test it undergoes of reading and rereading. Although a text deemed original may
fade from fashion but still be read, when a translation ages its instability is more acute, and it requires
a new life through retranslation. '
`So a translation can never be definitive. The original text may seem to be permanent and
readable, although it too changes as the language changes. [... ] Yet precisely because the translation is
not definitive it survives and must be constantly refashioned and reborn. '
'The outstanding advantage, perhaps exaggerated, of the interlingual translation over the
intralingual one is that a work always gains new life through translation between tongues, and
successive generations recognize the necessity to perform this life-saving activity, which thereby
carries no stigma. [... ] In fact the inconstancy of a translated work and the need to redo it, to reread
and to re-create, leads paradoxically not only to its survival but to what Walter Benjamin calls the
eternal afterlife of a work of art through translation. ' (Bamstone, p. 231. )
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During the monarchy, translation secured the professional translator in two
respects.Firstly, the regime would not prevent the publishing of a translated
work hence the publisher would more easily invest into a translated book
than into an original one. Secondly, the income gained from translation was
41'
better.
very much
During the 1961-1978 period (the late part of Muhammad Reza Shah's reign)

the Persian prose that adopted a resistant stance towards the dominant culture could
reach a highly regarded status, but was still less popular than world classics and other

translatednovels.
Baraheni says that most publishing companies in Iran were active mainly in
translation so much so that `they published 50 translated narrative works while
publishing just three original narrative works. '416
Aryanpur, a former vice-president of the college of translation, points out to

the central position of (translated)novels and short stories:
Few artists write in the vein of Rumi and Hafez. Narrative poetry has given
its place to novels and short stories. 417

On the volume of the prose works in Iran, he also adds,
A glance at what is currently [in 1973] on sale at the bookstores of Tehran
can give an idea of the volume and diversity of prose works being produced
in Iran today. Most of these are written in a simple, supple style that makes
those of the early prose reformists look old-fashioned and stiff by contrast. 418

414Barahcni,
p. 94. (My translation. )
415Ibid.,
p. 163. (My translation. )

416Ibid., pp. 92-93. (My translation.)
41'Aryanpur, p. 290.
418 Ibid.,

p. 308.
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Mir-abedini divides the history of fiction writing
-

based on the historical

events having significant impact on cultural and intellectual developments in Iran -

since its inception up to the Islamic Revolution into four periods:
(1) From early attempts (i. e. writings) (around 1890) to 1941: Search for
Security and Identity
(2) From 1941 to 1953: Idealism and Propagation
(3) From 1953 to 1961: Defeat and Escape
(4) From 1961 to 1978: Vigilance and Self-awareness. 419

For each period he gives some rough statistics concerning the number of books
translated, the themes, types and original languages of the novels translated, and
names of the best translations420 and famous publishers involved in translation. A

summaryis given in the table below:
Table 5.1. Translated

novels and stories from the earliest time up to the Islamic

Revolution
Theme or Type of

Dominant

the Novel

Lang. /Literature

of the Period

(1) 1889 to 1941:

Historical, travel,

French

Pushkin's The

Search for Security

social, detective,

(Romantic

Captain's

and Identity

popular

literature)

Daughter, Hugo's

Translated prose

adventurous

Historical Period421

Original

Best

Translations

Les miserables,

419SeeMir-abedini,
pp. 10-11.
420They
are considered `best' both because of the quality of prose translation (that is, if the translator
is regarded as famous or competent), and the content of the original novel itself (that is, if the novel is
considered serious or classical).
421The names
of periods as well as other pieces of information
abedini.

in this table have been taken from Mir-
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comprised I% of the /action romantic

Anatole France's

total book market

works422

during 1937-1941
(2) 1941 to 1951423:

Realistic,

Russian

Idealism and

revolutionary,

(Realistic

Propa ag
tion

sensual,

literature)

Translated

adventurous,

prose

comprised 9.6% of
the

pseudo-historical

book

total

market during 19421946
(3) 1951 to 1961424:
Defeat and Escape

Translated prose
comprised 13.7% of

Popular,

American

Cervantes' Don

detective,

Quixote, Balzac's

historical, sensual

Pare Goriot,

romantic

Romain Rolland's
Jean-Christophe,

the total book

Stendahl's Le

market during 1957-

Rouge et le Noir426

1961.`25
(4) 1961 to 1978427:

American,
TT'.

French,
1

Joyce's Dubliners,
T

122See ibid., p. 120.
423Mir-abedini calls this
period the Period of Short Story. (Sec ibid., p. 409).
424Mir-abedini

calls this period the Period of the Translation of Novels. (See ibid., p. 298. )

425During the years 1944-1963,372 Iranian original novels were published, while 666 foreign
novels
were translated into Persian. (See ibid., p. 297.)
426Mir-abedini

says, `The Neel Publishing Co. embarks on publishing great novels and publishes the

works of Cervantes (Don Quiz te, trans. by Muhammad Qazi, 1956-58), 13alzac (Pere Goriot, trans.
by Behazin, 1955), Roma Rol'aar(Jean. Christophp trans. by Behazin) and Stendahl (Rouge et le Noir,
trans. by Abdullah Tavakol) in its collection of "Ten Great Novels". Thcse translations strengthen the
power of distinguishing artistic works from commonplace writings among authors and readers. ' (Ibid.,
p. 299. My translation. )

427Mir-abedini calls this period the Period of Novel Writing
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Vigilance

and Self-

Russian British
,

Forester's

awareness
1700

A

Passage to India,
translated

novels

Golding's

Lord

of

were

the Flies, Conrad's

published during the

Youth and Heart of

years 1963-1978.428

Darkness, Woolfs

Translated

1he Waves429

prose

comprised 15%-17%
(estimated)

of

the

total publication

While

comparing

the

original

Persian novels

with

translated

novels,

Muhammad Qazi gives two reasons why the original novels cannot `keep
up with'

foreign novels in quality and quantity. The first reason is that the life
span of novel
writing in Iran is still very short and this nerv-born `child' has not grown up enough;
one cannot expect too much of it. 430The other reasonis that the writers (in Iran) are
not free enough; they are under scrutiny. Thus, they cannot write whatever they
like.43' The issue of censorshipthat has some relevanceto translation as
well as to
writing in Iran will be discussedin detail in the next chapter.

428There is no percentageavailable for this
period.
429Sec Mir-ahcdini,

p. 414.

430It is interesting to
note that a recent novel published in Iran, Ilaj Seyed-Javadi's novel, Bamdad-c
Khomar ('The Dizzy Dawn'), has sold over 500,000 copies.

431Sce Salchi, pp. 112-3.
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of novels after the Islamic Revolution

2. Translation

`This high rate of translation continued after the revolution. The translational
has
been
hundred
field
in
times the number
the
one
and
stories
of
novels
production
in
describes
'43'
Baraheni
the
the following way:
situation
of our national production.
Translators have flooded the market with their translations of western
novels. The publishers, booksellers and readers are all accustomed to
translated novels. Many publishers are in the habit of asking everybody, even
the authors who resist translation, to translate for them. When you go to a
bookstore and ask for a novel, the bookseller will at once offer you some
433
first
introduce
however,
he
translated novels;
original novels.
should

The above estimation is confirmed by Mir-abedini who provides less
exaggerated and more accurate statistics:
The statistics of the fictional books published from October 1984 to October
1987 indicate a considerable fall in the production of literary books and an
increase of translations in proportion to original compositions the
434
is
five
translations
to
texts
to
proportion of
original
one.
Still, the proportion of translations to original compositions is strikingly high. Mirabedini records a boom in the translation

of novels during the years 1979-1991.435

During that period more than 2000 titles were published. 436The existing statistics
indicate the abundance and variety of the novels and stories translated. According to

Mir-abedini, the translated novels and stories (published during this period) can be

432Baraheni,
p. 96. (My translation. )
47 Ibid., pp. 163-64. (My translation. )
"; " Mir-abedini,

p. 766. (My translation. )

435No overall statistics is available aller this period, but from the monthly (or yearly) figures published
by the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance, it is quite obvious that this boost has continued after
1991 mainly due to the end of the war.
436See Mir-abedini,

p. 767.
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categorised according to their authors' nationality into French, American, English,

Russian,German,Italian, Latin American and other nationalities."'
Table 5.2. Translated novels and collection of stories from 1979 to 1991

Source

French

Lang/Cult.

Ameri

English

Russian German Italian

Latin

Others

America

can

Titles of

Over

About

About

Over

About

About

Less than Less

Novels

600

500

500

200

100

100

50

than 50

The popularity of novels after the revolution dependsto a large extent on the
population growth -

it was doubled in twenty-five years, and the youth comprise a

high majority of people (more than 75% of the
population). There has also been a
marked improvement

of literacy from 47% to over 80%. Urbanisation,

which

increasesthe demandfor leisure-time activities, is another significant factor that has
stepped up in the last 30 years. The expansion of higher education has also
contributed to the increase in readership. One may also argue that as some forms of

cultural entertainment were restricted in Iran during the early years (i. e. the first
decade) after the Islamic Revolution, the translated novels seemed to fill the gap
created by the absence of western movies, TV films, magazines and other types of
43'
amusement. However, this trend has shifted; that is, the quantity and variety as well

437SeeMir-abedini, pp. 767-72.
438Concerning the restriction of some forms of entertainment in Iran in the 1980s, Peter Chelkowski
writes,
Now many places of entertainment have been eliminated or closed. The new and stringent
forms of religious, political, and moral censorship have led Iranians back to their own homes,
where banned music or tapes of various kinds, card-playing or other disallowed activities may
take place privately among family members or close friends. (Chelkowski, p. 769. )
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as quality of TV films and print media have exceededthe popularity of the novel afler
the first post-revolutionary decade."'
Although the process of translation continued after the Islamic Revolution,
two important events decreasedthe attraction of foreign novels: the revolution and
the Iran-Iraq War. Barahenibelieves,
The important themes raised about and after the [Islamic] Revolution in the
social and historical settings have diminished the force of such foreign
attractions. The revolution has provided numerous and diversified
possibilities of form (and content). Furthermore, the [the Iran-Iraq] War
provides an important theme: the destroyed towns, the idea of confronting
alien forces, the problem of refugees and the like. From whatever attitude
you look at these issues, the period of 1980s is significant for the Iranian
literature. If you combine them, you will obtain the richest combination
of
themes in the world, on the whole. °'0

In the 1980s a new generation of authors emergedwho utilised themesfrom
the revolution (1978-79) or the war (1980-88) to write original novels which have
been popular among the new generation who were themselves actively involved in the
events of the revolution and the war. Short stories, memoirs and poetry about the
revolution and the war also became popular. New subsystems of literature appeared
that were called the literature of `the (Islamic) Revolution'

and `the front and war'

literature44' which revolved around the themes related to the revolution and the
war
and had its own readership.

43 The impact of the Islamic Revolution on the translation of
novels will be discussedmore explicitly
in Chapter 7.
"0 Baraheni, pp. 166-67. (My translation.)
441 `Front'

related to the war fronts, whereas `war' referred to the
themes emerged as a consequence of the war, though not necessarily occurred in the war fronts, such
as migration and its consequences.
referred to the themes directly
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Mir-abedini, too, mentions the influence of the revolution and war on
literature,
In this period, with the change of literary political atmosphere, we notice a
break in the flow of the previous fiction writing, and a new attitude toward
the mission of literature. The revolution and the war and their political,
economic and cultural consequences have changed many issues. The
literature that cannot remain detached from the impact of such developments
has developed as well. 442
By the expression `the change of literary political atmosphere', he seems to
refer to a shift in the attitude toward the function of literature: from `art for art's

sake' (adhered to mostly before the revolution) to `representativecommitted art' or
`art for life's sake' (adhered to mainly after the revolution).

3. Naturalness before and after the Islamic Revolution

One important concern for many critics of translation in Iran is the quality of the
language of translation.

Baraheni devotes parts of his book to the issue of form and content in
translation. He believes that a natural original composition is connected somehow
with the way that the content is dissolved in the (target) language. Although he does
not use the term `natural composition'

or `naturalness', he supports such kind of

writing in translation. He also tries to determine the value and status of the content,
the form, and the unity of content and Corm 3 in literature:
The composition style in Haji Raba of Isfahan, Sartre's 'Huis-Clos'
translated by Sadeq Hedayat [... ] and Garcia Lorca's Las Bodas dc Sangre
('Blood Wedding') translated by Ahmad Shamloo, on different levels, are

442Mir-abedini, p. 779. (My translation.)
443Baraheni's discussion of the `unity of content and form' resemblesTytlcr's views
on the `artistic
union of casewith fidelity'. (See Tytler, pp. 112-13.)
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among the tide-creating `translation-as-original writings' in the history of our
literature. They should be looked at through the standards of original
writing.
However, the number of such translations is very limited in our
literature. Although we have abundant first class translators, most of the
translations are merely translations, not `translation-as-original' works. [... ]
The majority of our good translations remind us of the foreign language,
I
linguistic
I...
in
language,
the
to
performance.
than
respect
rather
our native
The content of the work resists separation from its form The
translator tries to set the spirit of the work free from the form and to pour it
in the mould of another language. The translator's skill is precisely tested in
transferring that spirit from one language form to another language form
Most of our good translators, in proportion to their knowledge of the
foreign language, are (just) faithful ones.444
Baraheni's examples make it clear that he takes sides with the authors or
poets who embark on translating, presumably becausethey possessa skill to mix the
content and the form naturally. He raises an important issue regarding the connection
between the form and the content:
Unfortunately, a false belief has spread in Iran through translation: `the
is
important
form;
the content, rather
from
is
the
part
the
content
separate
than a unity of form and content. ' The messageis always separated from the
form in critical reviews and literary critiques, and the form remains out of the
from
in
the
is
However,
one
another,
when
there
separating
use
no
work.
literary nature, entity and structures are involved. It is better to consider the
"
the
work.
«hole work, rather than the probable components of
Ile believes, `the individual elements of content have a non-artistic impact, but
the very elements, %%hendissolved in the form, after evolution and form-taking,

have

into
in
lies
literature
impact.
this
an
The
of
raw
material
change
an artistic
nature of
artistic goal. "

444fiarauni,

pp. 106-7. (My translation)

445ibid.,
p. 159. (My translation. )
"o Ibid.,
p. 109. (M), translation. ) Coin pare it to Alan I)uff s view of the 'wholeness' ofa text:
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He asks several questions regarding the form and content of the original text
in translation:
Should we put aside the energy of the form of the original text in translation
loyal
have
to the original
If
thing
remained
we
occurs,
such a
completely?
into
in
detail?
Is
Persian
form
Can
text
the
the
transfer
original
of
wvork?
we
it practically possible? Can we put aside the form of a literary work
information
in
the source
the
transfer
given
as
content
completely and
only
language to the target language? Then what is the difference between the
translation of a text of mathematics and that of a work of literature? The
literature
that
is
is
What
of
we
the
this:
characteristic
main
main question
u'
mostly speak of?
Mir-abedini complains that most translations are so hasty and low-level that
`third
(i.
`translationese'
kind
language
or
`artificial
translation'
e.,
they create a
of
of
language'). Describing the situation of translation in the period 1953-1963, he says:
As a result of the [hasty and low-level] translated works - whose number is
flood of strange collocations and anomalous
increasing in recent years -a
flooded Persian.
have
expressions
and wrong and even unintelligible
Consequently, a kind of translational language has been created in which not
it
ignored,
but
often
also
Persian
only are
grammatical rules and word-order
happens that the human wisdom and logic cannot grasp it. ' This `language'
has had an impact on many of our authors. "s

The negative impact of the translational language or translationese on the
writers and the Persian language has also been criticised by some other scholars.
However,

there are some critics who believe that the translation,

even of the low

lecture
In
language.
Persian
has
impact
published
had
a
the
quality,
on
a very positive

'And "patchwork" is NOW We get in translation «tun the bits and pieces of the original are
be
its
is
must
Each
wholeness
and
longer
text
entity,
an
together
pasta!
match.
and no
it
is
language,
is
itself
if
one
coherent,
be
but
it
the
translation
preserved;
can
preserved only
inhabit two
The
language.
translator
must
languages,
third
not a
and not a mixture of styles and
worlds, not three. ' (l)utr 1981, p. 12)
"' Baraheni,
p. 108. (M), translation. )
"8 Mir-aFedini,
p. 296. (My translation. )
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in the collection S Säl Tarjome, S7 Sal Tajrobe, Kamran Fani, an experienced
translator, says,
I believe that we live in a very good time compared to 30 or 40 years ago
[i. e., the 1940s-1950s] firstly, becausethe Persian language has been refined
is,
it
That
language
is
indebted
lot,
translation.
to
the
of
this
a
refinement
and
had
been
however
language
the
translation,
works
the
poorly
of
was
translated, that enriched the [Persian] language and improved it from such a
language
have
The
language
that
poetry.
good
only
could
mono-dimensional
is
Persian,
has
increased
the
of
which
strength
scope and
of translation
indebted to the translators' activity. The Persian language that is prevalent
fluent
become
has
and more
more
nowadays
gained more possibilities, and
beautiful, the range and scope of its vocabulary have extended a lot. 449
Safdar Tagizadeh, a famous translator, believes that naturalness is the most
important aspect of translation, and if the reader is uneasy about the composition he
or she may stop reading:
The most important thing is to put emphasis on the quality of the Persian
language of the translated text. That is, the translated text should be
Persian
the
of
criteria
the
acceptable
and
compatible with
appropriate
language and should represent a `clean' Persian so that the reader can read it
it.
few
A
non-fluent
with
communicate
easily, without any problems, and
sentences and some improper words that are used out of place and out of
their original place may prevent the reader from reading. If the translator is
compelled sometimes [during the translation] to use unintelligible, unclear,
distance himself from the
him
for
is
better
it
to
and problematic sentences,
Persian
text
the
to
try
clear,
text
make
and
the
original
structure of
450
intelligible.
appropriate, and
Translation

has been growing ever since its inception in the late 19th century

from a quantitative point of view, and it has generally improved Persian literature and

styles of writing to a large extent. Nevertheless, from a qualitative perspective, as the

419 , Intertiew

with

Kamran

77zirtt" Years of Experience'),
15(i).
450"lnteniew

Parr,

in Si Sal Tarjome,

cd. by Malidi

%%ithSafdar Tagizadeh',

77zirh' Years of Experience'),
182).

Si`Sal

Afshar (Tehran:

Tajrobe

years of Translation,

('Thirty

Anvar-e Danesh,

1998), pp. 111-158

in Si Sal Tarjome, Si S51 Tnjrobe ('77iirty),

cd. by Mahdi

Afshar (Tehran:

Anvar-c

Dancsh,

(p.

ears of Translation,

1998), pp. 161-192

(p.
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is
drawback
indicates,
translation
the
of
major
one
on
whole
concern of several critics
that it has caused unacceptable language (translationese) due to the presence of so
many inexperienced translators.
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CHAPTER SIX

MODELS AND NORMS OF TEXT PRODUCTION:

A Norms Analysis

To the extent that translations are models of their originals, are they ever the
only possible models'? If not, how do they acquire their particular textual mix
of approximation and difference in the relation between a given translation
and its source text'? How do the `contingent features' in a translation acquire
their particular shape'? Are they entirely haphazard, or are they likely to be
modelled on some other text or textual pattern? If so, does this make it
desirable to study translations not only in relation to their source texts but
451
textual
to
these
also
prototypes?
other
The Iranian prose translator is faced with some norms and models towards which he
or she often has a leaning and takes a position even before embarking on translation.
These norms and models serve as a foundation that shapes the translation and guides
the translator

in the process of decision-making.

As there are different

paths and

trends within these norms, various versions of the translated novel in Persian will
finally be produced based on the trends chosen and followed by the translator. The
translator's

he
the
trends
interaction
or she
by
positions
is
these
and
the
of
mind
set
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in
is
device
the
translator's
internalised
kind
mind.
created
takes, and a
monitoring
of
Such a stance or leaning is activated during the act of translation itself inasmuch as
the translator has internalised the norms pertinent to the culture, and uses them as a
452
device.
constant monitoring
The major models and norms to be discussed in this study are (1) the style of
language, (2) the choice of vocabulary, (3) the impact of anti-Arabism on the Persian
"'
Within
impact
norm,
(4)
each
measures.
the
of
censorial
script,
and
spelling and
from
follow
or
another
one
there are some lesser trends and every translator may
her
his
trends
these
makes
or
among these trends; each translator's overall choice of
final work different from those of other translators.
The different trends (observed in this study) within each of the abovehistorical
their
roots and
be
described
and
and analysed,
mentioned norms will
developments wi1I be examined and discussed in this chapter in the order of
importance.

'Sl lkrmans,

in l. iviu. s, p. 77.

, 52See Tour) 1995, 277.
p.
by
Paul
been
has
studied
self-censorship and editorial censorship)
Chilton as an ethical nonn (see Translation and Norms, cd. by Christina Schaffner, p. 40) and
Graham King (1978) (sec Ilermans, Translation in Systems, p. 86).
`SI Censorship (tx)"rilerisation,
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A. Style of Language in the Translation of Novels

1. Simplicity of composition
Toward the end of the I8th century, various influences, including contact with the
West, began to transform Persian

454In the 19th century, the florid style

I
logooqi
Muhammad
be
began
writes,
Persian
to
simplified.
characteristic of
prose
decorative
florid
instance
and
of
From the early 19thcentury, there was no
in]
[the
this
prose
works
literature,
that
regard
can
one
so
so
much
prose
later
Persian
for
periods, and
of
prose
simple
century as the earliest models
455
imitational
prose writing.
call it a period of an
Shah
Muhammad
Maqam,
Qa'em
of
the
Nlirza Abolgassem
chief minister
(reigned 1834-48), was the first person who used a prose style closer to simplicity
influential
Kabir
Amir
the
456
Khan
most
Taqi
was
and normal speech. Later, Mirza
figure in the advance of the simplification of language. During his tenure as Naser odDin Shah's chief minister, he `issued an edict [18511 banning ornate and excessively
formal writing in government documents; the beginning of a modem Persian prose
languages
from
European
mainly
dates
from
'457
However,
translations
style
this time.

For an account of the western influences on the simplification of style in Muslim countries see
'European and Colonial influences: Fmcrgencc of Western Forms', in Encyclopaedia Britannica,
1995.

"'

"s I logcxxli,
p. 11. (My translation. )
450See I logaxli,
p. 12.
457', Cagi Khan, Mira',

in Encvclopncdia

Britannica,

1995
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made by the members of the polytechnic college Dar ol-Fonun (which was founded by
M1irra Taqi Khan in 1951) played a very significant role in shaping the simple style.458
Journalistic prose that was considered valuable in late 19`hcentury contributed
to the developnknt of the 'new' style. Writers began to draw attention to social and
political issues in Iran, contributing to the national awakening that culminated in the
Constitutional

Revolution of 1905.

Niaraghei, Talebof, Deh-khoda, and Jamalzadeh were the earliest Iranian
writers %%hosesimple and colloquial style outdated various traditional prose styles and
indirectly

extended the scope of readership (that previously

belonged exclusively

to

the elite) to common people by making use of the `language of the people' in their
newly

adopted

genres of the novel,

short story,

drama, journalistic

prose, and

children's literature. As Hoqooqi puts it,

During the last seventy years, our prose writers and novelists have inevitably
taken ordinary and colloquial language into consideration as a requirement of
the time. (... ) Isn't it the case that when the subject matters of [the modem]
dealing
language
life,
directly
the
to
with such
X%Titings
people's
are
related
matters should adopt the features of people's language, too?*""
Many writers and literary scholars share this view that the adoption of a
simple style and the use of colloquial language in modem writing are closely related

08 'In Iran,
the sitwtiun

last
While
'classical' poet,
in
Turkey.
the
that
to a certain extent resembled

Qa'ani

(died 19-15), had been displaying
the
the traditional
glamorous artistry, his contemporary,
language to make coarse
satirist Yagluna (died 1559), had been using popular and comprehensible
is
toward
simplicity
criticisms
Islamic
move
in
a
As
countries,
the
of contemporary
other
society.
discernible during the last decades
Dar olThe
the
college
19°i
polytechnic
of
members
the
century.
of
Ponun (founded 1851), led by its
helped to shape the 'new'
I
ledayat,
Khan
Qoli
Reza
erudite principal
style by making translations
from European languages. Shah Naser od-Din himself described his
journeys to Europe in the late 1870s in
in so doing set an example to
and
style
unassuming
a simple,
future pr
Britannica,
1995. )
'%TiQTs ' ('Islamic Arts: Persian Literatures', in Encyclopaedia

X59Ilogaxli,

p. 19. (sly traculation. )
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to the `requirements of the time'. That is, popular life has come into the limelight,
common people have gained more weight in the social hierarchy, their role has shifted
from a marginal one to a more canonical position in the power relations of the
society. In the past, common people were rather ignored in the hierarchy of power;
their language, the `language of the people' was, too. The elite classes Were
considered important and the language developed by them Was used in literature and
read by them In modem times, however, When common people attained `canonicity',
their style of language, too, gained importance, whereas the language of the elite Was
pushed into `marginality'.
Safdar Taqizadeh attributes the use of simple language to the translation of
modem literary works. He defines this simplicity as bringing the written language
close to the language of speech. He considers this phenomenon as one of the
translators' valuable cultural achievements.'"O

2. Use of colloquial language
Up to about eighty years ago, no one among authors took heed of the colloquial
language or the `language of speech'; it rarely could be seen on paper, except
occasionally in popular and children's poetry. Jamalzadeh was the first author to use
colloquial

language in fiction nearly eighty years ago followed

Sadeq Chubak, and the generations following.

by Sadeq Hedayat,

Today the language of speech has

found its way into prose fiction. A short historical background to the use of colloquial
language was discussed in the previous chapter.

4`0 'Interview

with Safdar Tagizadeh',

p. 6S. (My translation. )
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The use of colloquial language has been beneficial to the Persian literary
system in general. Karim Emami, who is a prose translator, discusses the benefit of
the use of colloquial style in novels:
The penetration of the colloquial style in the written prose was certainly
beneficial, becauseit suddenly doubled the choice of words and expressions
for the writer and translator and improved the descriptive and narrative
potentials of the language. The authors, such as Jamalzadeh, Hedayat, Al-e
Ahmad, Chubak and Golestan showed the right way, created successful
pieces, and proved the appropriateness and value of the use of the colloquial
"
its
benefit)
for
doubt
(as
Now
to
there should remain no
anyone.
words.
With the use of colloquial language in fiction, or in other words, the use of a
kind of `written language of speech', several controversial topics have emerged. One
is the reason for the divergence of the two styles (the language of `speech' and the
`written' language) in the first place. Darya-bandari comments on the relationship
between these two types of language and accounts for their divergence as follows,
I think that the true language is the language of speech; that is, the sounds
language
is
]
[...
The
the
\%Titten
to
we make
communicate with others.
is
form
This
form
language
normally related to a
the
of
speech.
recorded
of
certain period of time or a certain geographical area, and since it is recorded,
it has remained relatively fixed. [... I The language of speech represents the
latest developments that have occurred in the language. In other words, the
language of speech indicates the dynamism of the language, whereas the
is,
it
is
fixed,
that
language,
I
shows the
rather
written
as mentioned earlier,
form,
language.
dead
Of
the
form,
of
the
and
obsolete
old
even
sometimes
or
course, the written language is not absolutely fixed; it changes due to the
impact of the language of speech. 461
However, his remark can only partially account for this divergence. It should

be added that authors themselvesare involved in the development and modification of

°01 Iimarni

1993, pp. 29-29.

(My translation. )

d6' 'Intcr%icw
with Najaf Darya-bandari', in Si St-11Tarjome, Si Sal Tajrohe (`Thirty Years of
Translation, 171irty Years of Experience'), cd. by Mahdi Afshar (Tehran: Amar-c Danesh, 1998), pp.
61-108 (p. 84). (My translation. )
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the «ritten language. That is, influential authors extend the possibilities of the written
language through different literary and aesthetic conventions available to them, such
as development of an elevated and florid style totally distinct from the colloquial
language.
Another topic is the difference between the language of `speech' and the
`written' language. The following can be outlined as the features of these two types
of language:
1. The pronunciation

between
these
the
of
spelling
words
consequently
and

two types of language are obviously different. In the colloquial

language,

the words are usually pronounced in a shortened form and their style of
recording is called `broken' writing.

2. The utterances in the language of speech are usually short and its syntax
is simple, whereas the sentences of the written language might be very
long and its syntax very complex.
3. The

diction

is

technical/formal

simpler

in

the

language

of

terms and fewer Arabic/European

speech,

with

fewer

loan words: Traditional

Persian is mixed with numerous Arabic words, whereas the colloquial
language emphasizes an Iranian national identity
culture ofpopular
Concerning

reflecting

the genuine

classes.

the difference

between these two types of language, Darya-

bandari believes that in Iran,

We Persian speakers all speak the language of speech, and some of us [i. e.
the educated ones] write in the written language. These people among us
language.
The
between
know
difference
two
types
these
of
the
naturally
problems arise at the time when we want to record the language of speech
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on paper; or in other words, when we want to change the ordinary language
463
into
`the
language
of speech
written
of speech'.
language
distinguish
between
types
these
two
one
of
easily and
can
Although
provide a list of different features and examples, it should not be forgotten that there
is some degree of overlap and similarity between the two types. That is, the two share
a `common core', some kind of `simple' stele.
According to what has been discussed above a very important feature can be
noticed in the Persian literary polysystem, particularly in regard to the language of
prose fiction: the existence of a diglossia."; This phenomenon has been noticed and
mentioned by Darva-bandari, a famous and experienced prose translator:
In my viewpoint, in our contemporary age the language of speech is
fact,
in
In
is
language
are
we
a state of
the
retreating.
advancing and
written
diglossia; the stage of diglossia is always a prelude to transfer from one
language to another. "

Hudson provides a definition of diglossia as follows:
Diglossia is a relatively stable language situation in which, in addition to the
include
(which
dialects
language
a standard or regional
may
the
primary
of
standards), there is a very divergent, highly codified (often gränunatically
large
body
the
and
of
a
respected
vehicle
more complex) superposed variety,
in
literature,
or
another speech
period
earlier
of
an
of written
either
is
formal
by
largely
learned
is
education
and
used for
community, which
by
is
but
formal
used
any sector of the
not
purposes
most written and
spoken
466
for
community
ordinary conversation.

bl . Inter iew
ýýitti Najaf Darya-bandari', pp. 95-86. (My translation. )
46'

,cc Chapter S for an illustration of diglossia in Persian.

`°s'Inten"icw

)
l)
90.
(My
translation.
%%ithNajaf
ý
u}-a-b:uiJari', p.

b6 I ludson,
p. 54. the Longman

Dictionary

ofApplied

Linguistics

dcfncs

'diglossia'

as follows

When t%%o
languages or language varieties exist side by side in a community and each one is
used for dillcrcnt purposes, this is called diglossia. Usually, one is a more standard variety
called the I ligh variety or II-variety, which is used in government, the media, education, and
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Persian speakers also use two varieties of Persian: standard (classic) and
colloquial Persian that are quite distinct from each other. Thus, one can conclude that
there is a state of diglossia in Persian, but this does not necessarily support the
hypothetical statement, `a prelude to transfer from one language to another', made by
Darya-bandari.
In the field of translation, it is noteworthy to say that Persian prose translators
acknowledged the language of speech and began to use it in their translation some
sixty years ago. -6'

Knowledge of this diglossia and the use of colloquial language are important
for translators. In this regard, Karim Emami maintains that one important task for the
translator

is the choice of an appropriate

language. He suggests that the translator

should first distinguish the type of language used by the author -

whether colloquial,

for religious services. The other one is usually a non-prestige variety called the Low variety or
L-variety, %%hichis used in the fatnily, with friends, when shopping, etc. (Jack Richards et al.,
L )nr nza r Dictionary
Linguistics)
ofApplied

I I-

ever, A pictiararyy ujl. ing>uisticsarul Pironetics provides a more elaborated definition;
in sociolinguistics
to a situation where two very different
to
term
refer
used
-A
varieties of a language co-occur throughout a speech community, each with a distinct range of
social function. Both varieties are standardised to some degree, are felt to be alternatives by
usually talk in terms of a
native-speakers and usually have special names. Sociolinguistics
high (Ii) variety and a low (L) variety, corresponding broadly to a difference in formality: the
high variety is learnt in school, tends to be used in church, on radio programmes, in serious
literature, etc., and as a consequence has greater social prestige; the low \aricty in family
be found in
conversations,
and other relatively informal settings. Diglossic situations may
Greek (High: Katharevousa; Low: l)himotiki),
Arabic (I Iigh: classical; Low: colloquial),
and
in
Switzerland).
(David
L:
Schweizer-deutsch,
German
Ilochdcutsch;
(II:
some varieties of
Cr)stal,
of Lin utstics and Phonetics)
:t Dictionary
'Diglossia

`07'1n the field
in
language
began
to
the
it
Chubak
one or
Sadcq
use
colloquial
translation,
who
of
was
two short works published in periodicals of the early 1940s. However, the first novel translated into
this language [of spccchJ, if I do not make a mistake, was John Steinbeck's Of Alice ur,d hfen that was
rendered by Paniz 1)ar}wh [most probably in the 1950s]. (... ) After them, I [Darya-bandarij was one
of those who used this language in translation. Later on, it became more or less prevalent in
trap lationsI. ' ('lntcr icw with Najaf Darya-bandari', pp. 85-96. My translation. )
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he
Then
literary,
or she
obsolete.
or
slang, satirical,
exact and scientific, elevated
468
in
for
it
language
Persian.
find
should try to
an appropriate
This knowledge of or proficiency in the language of speech constitutes a vital
lack
in
A
Iran.
become
translator
of proficiency can certainly
to
requirement
a prose
into
For
be
for
the
it
difficult
to
translators
profession.
admitted
make
many would-be
(i.
fourth
to
the
Baha-od-Din
Khorramshahi
qualities
e.
element
adds a
example,
language,
language,
the
target
the
knowledge
and
of
of
the
proficiency or
source
of
subject matter) generally required of a translator: `the craft or skill of translation' or a
it
follows:
He
language
knowledge
as
expounds
the
speech.
of
sufficient
of
modem
[The translator] possesses those three qualities and begins to produce a
literal translation. He might translate dialogues in a way, say, instead of
is,
he
'
[That
`7o
he
'
`flälet
mishavad?
the
rar
say
would
saying
chetore?
]
language.
Do
instead
literary
you
a
colloquial
of
style
would use an obsolete
know %shv?He is not familiar with the craft of translation. He does not know
foreign
[i.
he
for
the
in
(speech)
speaker]
e.
she
or
that
what
conversation
in
tongue,
that
our
readily
circulates
equivalent
an
says, we should provide
has
been
'
`To
in
not
is
the
mishavad?
rd
our society.
and that
customary
have
So
for
translator
150
the
in
should
years.
used customarily
our society
46'
this fourth quality in addition to acquiring those three other qualities.

Problems arise at the time when the translator wants to record words of
colloquial

language in dialogue section of novels on paper, or in other words, when

he or she wants to change the ordinary language of speech into the `written language
of speech'. This special recording of words is called `shekaste-nevlsi
in a broken style').

('writing

words

language,
in
colloquial
In Persian the speech sounds are altered

just like English words `ain't'

`the
that
translators
However,
say
`donna'.
some
and

°o$Scc Einami 1993,
p. 19.
Years
469'Intervieww"
Sal
K7jrobe
('Thirty
Si
7arjome,
of
Sal
Si
in
%%ithHaha oil-Din Khorramshahi',
Translation, Thirty Years of Experience'), cd. by Malidi Afshar (Tehran: Amur-c Dancsh, 1999), pp.
11-59(p. 41).
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colloquial language cannot be reflected just through writing words in the "broken"
style; the texture of the sentence should be colloquial, not just the form of words. X47°
Safdar Tagiradeh claims that after the publication of a short play written by O'Neil in
the Sokhan magazine, this style of writing (mohüvcre-nevTsi) appeared for the first
time in Iran. Ile, too, recorded words in their `broken' style and tried to approach a
471
by
O'Neil
language of speech %%hen
Eugene
translating a collection of plays written
.
This evidence indicates the importance of modem foreign writing for Iranian culture
and its impact on the development of new literary conventions and norms.
Darya-bandari distinguishes between la
('the
word of pen') and
galam
-e
1af -c shekaste (shekaste-ncvis). Ile thinks that one might use laf
both to
shekaste
-e
record the colloquial language, hence creating the Tehran dialect, and recording the
`written' language, and thus creating a `fake' and `unpleasant' language. Concerning
the confusion ofTchrani dialect kith the colloquial language by some translators, he
comments,
Many people have imagined that if they record [the spelling ofJ words in the
Tehrani dialect, they have recorded the language of speech. That is, For
example, it is enough to write `nün' instead of Win' and instead of
`migt7}r7m', to write `mTgam', and so on. I call it the difference in dialect. If
the `written' language is written only in the form of the colloquial [`broken']
language, it proves something very unpleasant and obscene. This is what we
see in many of today's writings and translations. The reason lies in the fact
that we do not see the more important differences [rather than pronunciation
and spelling) between these two languages [i. e. the colloquial and the written
languages]. As I said earlier, the main difference lies in the composition of

10 1Inter icw
with Satdar Tagiradch', p. 170.
"' Ibid.,
p. 170.
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discourse or syntax of sentences. (... ) If the composition of discourse is
colloquial and dynamic, the difference in dialect is not so important. "
The use of diglossia, that is, the use of both the colloquial and the standard
styles, in translated (as well as original Persian) novels has become a norm in Persian
literary system, and hence is a constituent of naturalness.

B. Choice of vocabulary
The trends in Persian literature concerning the choice of vocabulary have been arabTgerd'i

('Arabism'),

`antiquarianism')
('tendency

sare-nevT.si
and

('purism'),

arabi-setizi

bastän-gerä'1'

('anti-Arabism'),

and farsT-gerä'i

('tendency

archaism,

btgäne-setizi

toward the use of European words'),

western vocabulary'),

('retrospection'

or

farangi-gerä'F
('purism

against

toward natural Persian') that

advocates the use of zabän-e fasTh-e fa-rsT ('the clear modem Persian language') and
rejects purism.
The problem with vocabulary in Persian reflects a complex history of the
country (pre-Islamic,

Islamic, colonial and postcolonial).

The distinctions

in the

choice of vocabulary reflect Persian attitudes to its colonial history. Different cultures
have left their marks on the Persian language: Arabs, Mongols, Turks, and more
recently Europeans as well as Russians each have provided a repository or a cultural
capital from which Persian has borrowed and naturalised some words. However,
there has always been some sort of resistance towards the `penetration' of foreign
vocabulary, and this resistance has often been able to moderate the extreme use of
non-Persian words. Although the literary figures often warn against the corruption
and total annihilation of the Persian language (referring to the penetration of foreign

472`Interview with Najaf Darya-bandari',
pp. 87. (My translation.)
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vocabulary), Persian has survived the threats of colonial influences throughout its
history of about eleven centuries. a'3

1. Nationalism,

retrospection,

and purism

Contact with the West at the beginning of the 19`h century encouraged a tendency
toward retrospection. 474In Muslim states, writers concentrated their attention on
their country and particular heritage, such as the `pharaonic myth' of Egypt, the IndoEuropean roots of Iran, and the Central Asian past of Turkey. In short, there was an
emphasis on differentiation, inevitably leading to the rise of nationalism,
an emphasis on the unifying
retrospection

spirit

and heritage of Islam

was to replace the Islamic solidarity

instead of

The main aim of

among Muslim

people with

different national identities in order to separateMuslims of different ethnic origins and
to overshadow and put the Islamic history and culture into oblivion. This was
475
Muslim
throughout
the
certainly a colonial policy
world.

473Modern Persian developed in
northeasternIran after the conquestof Islam. It is most closely related
to Middle and Old Persian, former languages of the region of Fars ("Persia") in southwestern Iran.
Modern Persian is thus called Farsi by native speakers. Written in Arabic characters, modern Persian
also has many Arabic words and an extensive literature. Old Persian was spoken until approximately
the 3d century BC and written in cuneiform. Middle Persian was spoken from the 3`d century BC to
the 9°' century AD and was written in Aramaic script. Pahlavi was the name of the official Middle
Persian language of the Sasanian Empire.
474 'The transference
of the European humanist nationalism

to Iran played a significant

role in the

romantic discovery of the ancient Iran. ' (Afirza Aqa Khan Kennani, p. 93. My translation. )
`Nationalism, the souvenir brought by the diseased intellectuals, had a special characteristic: the
revival of the ancient Iran at the price of the negation of Islam and its culture, traditions, and customs. '
(Mirza Aqa Khan Kermani, p. 92. My translation)

475`In concordance with the general
policy of the colonial governments [i. o. European pon, crs,
particularly Britain and France] in the colonies, the ethnic nationalism had to be strengthened and
publicised in various ways and forms, and the pre-Islamic history of Iran had to be utilised as an
ideological instrument in the face of Islam. The publicity of the "national pride" and belonging to the
"Aryan race" fell to such a banality that Rem Khan adopted the nick name "Pahlavi" and his son
became "Arya-mehr", and in order to legitimise `king-worshipping'
(the modem nationalism), mythmaking about the past Iranian kings and sanctifying them reached to its climax. ' (Shapur Ravasani,
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Retrospection or antiquarianism, which refers to a nostalgic attitude toward
magnificent pasts or `golden age' and longing for the lost mythical glories, gained
strength in the second half of Fath Ali Shah's reign (1797-1834)

due to external

factors (i. e., the measures taken by Masons, penetration of western military advisors
and political representatives, and cultural, intellectual currents inspired by the French
Revolution)

as well as internal factors (i. e., defeat by Russia and the feeling of

contempt arising out of it, loss of valuable parts from Iran, pessimism toward the
in
despair
the
motives
confronting the enemy and
about
efficiency of religious
clergy,
the propaganda of the state culture on this point). The defeat by Russia in two wars
proved catastrophic for Iran and the rulers wanted to account for the defeat and put
the blame on anyone or anything except their own total lack of efficiency. They
wanted some excuses and scapegoats and tried to find anything soothing or healing to
divert the attention of people and the elite from the deep anguish they felt. At that
time, retrospection was a political trend propagated mainly by the French and the
British.

This tendency got inspiration

from foreign (imported)

culture, but the

elements of state culture (the rulers and the court) were actively ' involved

in

publicising and propagating it.
This trend began to grow and gain more strength during Naser od-Din Shah's
reign (1848-96)

when new elements were introduced (Orientalists'

new findings

476
languages,
history,
etc., and activities of
religion,
about the pre-Islamic ancient

''Este'mar va Taläsh barg ye Ra dar Rü Qarür D6dän-e Iräniyat va EslämT), at' ('Colonialism and
the Attempt to Confront Islam with Iranian Nationalism'), Sobh, 24 (1995), p. 7. My translation. )
476Such as the works, studies and findings of Sir Henry C. Rawlinson (1810-1895),
Dupcrron (1731-1805), Eugene Bumouf (1801-1852),
(1823-1900), Robert C. Zachner, (1913-1974).

A. 11. Anquetil-

James Danncstctcr (1849-1894),

Max Molter
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Indian Parsis47 as well as Iranian Zoroastrians478in Iran, supported by the French and
British political representatives). David McLean thus reports the British entanglement
with Persian nationalism, `The growth of Persian nationalism was the second major

477For example, Mankji Limji Houshang Patria,
who was sent to Iran in 1854 by the Indian Parsis
(See Mirza Fath Ali Akhundzade, p. 116), Ardeshir Ji Reporter (1865-1933) who was sent to Iran in
1893 by the Indian viceroy under the guise of the representative of Indian Parsis in Iran (See SeyedIlassan Taqizadeh (Tehran: Qadr-e Velayat Cultural Institute, 2°d print, 1998), p. 216) and Din Shah
(1881-1938), the representative of the Indian Parsis who was invited to Iran by Reza Shah in 1932.
The co-operation between the British and the Indian Parsis as well as the commissioning of
Parsis to set up British bases in Iran to advance the British colonial causes can be inferred by the
accounts provided by the Encyclopaedia Britannica:
`From the 10th century onward, groups of Zoroastrians emigrated to India, where they found asylum in
Gujarat. Their connection with their coreligionists in Iran seems to have been almost totally broken
until the end of the 15th century. Re-established in 1477, the connection was kept up chiefly in the
form of an exchange of letters until 1768. Under British rule, the Parsis, who previously had been
humble agriculturists, started to enrich themselves through commerce, then through industry. They
became a most prosperous and `modem' community, centred in Bombay. Formerly they had adopted
the language (Gujarati) and the dress of their Hindu milieu. Later they adopted British customs,
British dress, the education of girls, and the abolition of child marriage. In their enterprises as well as
in their charities they followed the example of the West. From the 19`h century on, they were able to
help their less favoured brethren in Iran, either through gifts or through intervention with the
government. ' (`Zoroastrianism and Parsiism: The Parsis in India', in Encyclopaedia Britannica,
1995. )
`With the establishment of British trading posts at Surat and elsewhere in the early 17" century, the
Parsis' circumstances altered radically, for they were in some ways more receptive of European
influence than the Hindus or Muslims and they developed a flair for commerce. Bombay came
under
the control of the East India Company in 1668, and, since complete religious toleration was decreed
soon afterward, the Parsis from Gujarat began to settle there. The expansion of the city in the 18e'
century owed largely to their industry and ability as merchants. By the 19th century they were
manifestly a wealthy community, and from about 1850 onward they had considerable success in heavy
industries, particularly those connected with railways and shipbuilding. ' ('Parsi', in Encyclopaedia
Britannica, 1995. )
`Long isolated, the Iranian Zoroastrians made contact with the Parsis, the wealthy Zoroastrians
of
India, in the 15`h century, and exchanged messages concerning religious lore. Since the 19th
century
the Parsis have taken a lively interest in improving the depressed condition of their Iranian
coreligionists. They organized a society that raised funds to provide general aid and, especially,
facilities for education. With the support of British ambassadors, their representatives
remonstrated
with the Persian government over discrimination against Zoroastrians. Beginning with the reign of
Reza Shah (1925-41), the Iranian Zoroastrians enjoyed wider religious tolerance for decades until the
Islamic revolution of 1978-1979. They currently number a few thousand. ' ('Gabar', in Encyclopaedia
Britannica, 1995. )
478Such
as Arbab Jamshid Jamshidian, the person who opened the Jamshidian Bank in 1891 in Iran,
he was the representative of Zoroastrians in the first parliament's session; and Arbab Kaykhosro, the
Zoroastrians' influential representative for II parliamentary terms (terms 2-12).
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factor which shapedBritish policy in Persia in the late 1900s.i479This trend gradually
became a cultural ideological as well as political movement among the dependent
intellectuals. Many Iranian intellectuals began to learn Old and Middle Persian (or
Pahlavi) and study and propagate Zoroastrianism as an alternative to Islam though
they themselves did not believe in it. The major figures among these Iranian
westernised intellectuals who were active in advancing the cause of the retrospective
approach were Mirza Fath Ali Akhundzade, Talebof, Mirza Malkorn Khan, Mirza
Aqa Khan Kermani, and Seyed-Hassan Taqizadeh. `Due to his enmity against Islam,
Aqa Khan, like Mirza Malkom Khan, Talebof, and Fath Ali Akhundzade, praised the
ancient Iran and whatever perceived to belong to it, including Zoroastrianism and the
Pahlavi script, in his writings only to oppose Islam without having a genuine tendency
toward Zoroastrianism. '48°
Two aspects of the retrospective approach that concerned language were (1)
the attempts at promoting anti-Arabism or change of language that eventually led to

479McLean, p.77.
480Mirza Aqa Khan Kermani,
p. 14. (My translation. )
An analysis of the views raised by these westernised intellectuals in building a 'national identity'
against the `Islamic identity' has been provided by the contemporary thinker, Shaluyar Zarshenas, as
follows:
'Nationalism has originated from the western thought and seeks a humanistic ideal. Following and
imitating the western intellectualism superficially and blindly, the Iranian intellectuals gained a
nationalistic disposition in line with Europeans (who generally had extreme nationalistic tendencies in
the 19`h century); however, nationalism was a tool in the hands of the Iranian intellectuals of that
period to fight the faith of Islam, superficially propagate Zoroastrian customs and traditions (as an
alternative to Islam), and spread modernism. '
`Indeed, the intellectuals of that period wanted to f ight Islam and propagate their secular and
modernist objectives by creating ethnic and racial false feelings, reviving the dead and dust-covered
traditions and customs, and appreciating the fake and made-up "national identity" raised in the face of
the "Islamic identity". In fact, nationalism was an ideological excuse, trick, and pretext in the hands of
the intellectuals of that period to eradicate the faith from the society and to propagate the secular
culture. ' (Shahryar Zarshenas, Ta'ammolOtl darbnre ye Roshanfekri dar Iran ('Delibrations on the
intellectualism in Iran') (Tehran: Barg, 1994), p. 86. My translation. )
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(2)
(or
the efforts aimed at making a reform of the Arabic
purism)
and
sare-nevisi
script, used in Persian.

`The grounds for the tendency toward sare-nevisi i dates back to the prerevolutionary (1905) time, and its real turning point can be attributed to the discovery
and publication

(in India by Mulla

Kavoos481 in 1819 persuaded by Sir John

Malcolm482)of a book entitled Dasä!Fr483
that was claimed to have been written by
Azar Kayvan during the reign of Akbar Shah (reigned 1556-1605) in India. Mirza
Sadeq Khan Amiri Farahani (known as Adeeb ol-Mamalek)

(1860-1918)

was a

intellectuals
by
figure
first
the words of
the
was
enchanted
who
notable
among
Dasätir, he consideredhimself an expert in Dasätir words and composedpoetry out
A84
of such words with great effort.
During the reign of Reza Khan (1925-41) (who was chosen by Ardeshir Ji
Reporter, an influential Parsi and British agent in Iran,48'),the extremist retrospective

481He was an Indian Parsi who came to Iran in 1887 apparently to resolve the discrepancies in the
calendar with the help of Iranian Zoroastrians.
482Sir John Malcolm (1769-1832) was the British ambassadorto Iran in the first decadeof the 190'
century.
493 'Dasatir

prophets and kings which was
fabricated by Azar Keyvan. The book also contained words that according to its author existed in
Iran's pre-Islamic languages. In reality, however, Azar Keyvan had made up these so-called ancient
words. ' (Meluad Kia, 'Persian Nationalism and the Campaign for Language Purification', Afiddle
Eastern Stuclie.s, Vol. 34, No. 2 (April 1998), 9-36 (p. 12). )
484 Shahla

presented a historical

Parvinzad,

account of Iran's

'Bastän-gera'1

pre-Islamic

va Bästün-setä'F

dar

Tarikh-e

Mo deer-e Iran:

Naqsh-c

in the Modem
('Retrospection and Antiquarianism
Ferdmüsoneri dar Gostarcsh-e Bästün-gerd'i
History of Iran: The Role of Freemasonry in the Expansion of Retrospection'), Sobh, 108 (1999), p.
18. (My translation. )
485Sec Hussain Fardoost, 7olu7r va Soq: 7t-e Saltanat-e Pahlavi

('The Rise and Fall of the Pahlavi

Dynasty') (Tehran: Ettela'at Press, 1992), p. 291. According to Fardoost, this fact was revealed by
Chapman Pincher in his report `Ilonours for the King's Humble Man' published in Daily Express on
21 March 1973. A translation of the report is published in Mlirza Ilussain Khan Sepahsalar, pp. 1819ff.
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factor
the
naturally
religion
as
a
negating all
was
established,
and
state nationalism
ethnic racial superiority and ancient glories, was the first victim. Often accepting
European assessments of traditional religion as a barrier to modernisation, many
nationalists sought an identity in the pre-Islamic past. Reza Shah Pahlavi argued that
the Islamic period was but an accidental interlude in the continuous history, since
Achaemenid times, of Iran as a unified entity. 486At this time, many activists of the
Among
helped
them one can mention
trend.
this
to
advance
retrospective
state culture

Seyed-HassanTaqizadeh, Muhammad Ali Foroughi, Mosheer od-Dowle, Shoja odDin Shafa, Pour-Dawvood,Zabihullah Safa, Reza-zadehShafaq, Asadullah A'lam,
Sa'eed Nafissi, etc.
The movement toward change of Perso-Arabic script was not successful, but

the task of language change was entrusted to the Persian Language Academy487
in
Its
`purify'
1935.
Foroughi
by
All
Muhammad
to
main
objective
was
established
the Persian languagefrom foreign words; however, in practice, this objective turned
into casting out Arabic words and introducing Bare('pure') Persianwords, the effects

486"I1ic image we have of the government in the pre-Islamic era in our mind is the one dra%Nm
by the
Freemason thinkers such as Foroughi and Moshir od-Dowle during the Pahlavi's reign. Indeed, it is an
idealised form of Reza Khan's form of dictatorship that has been matched/implanted on to the preIslamic history of Iran. This image indicated: as though there had been authoritative and centralised
governments in the pre-Islamic "brilliant history" that had been collapsed during the Arab attack. Then
a long period of deterioration and weakness of the central government and anarchy prevailed in Iran,
and eventually, as an inevitable conclusion of this model, Reza Khan emerged as the `Saviour' of the
excellence and magnificence of the pre-Islamic Iran and put an end to provincial power centres such as
tribal chiefs and large landowners. ' (Muhammad Ali Foroughi (Tehran: Qadr-e Vclayat Cultural
Institute, 3rd print, 1998), p. 169. My translation. )
487 E'atcmad

os-Saltane (1840-96)

was the first Iranian writer to suggest the idea of creating an

academy as a means of saving the Persian language. (See Kia 1998, p. 16)
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488
is
Academy'
`My
Message
to
the
one of Foroughi's
of which are still present.
famous essaysthat was effective in achieving the aim of undermining the role of the
Arabic languageand Islamic culture. A brief account of the academyreads as:
The members of the academy were chosen from among the contemporary
based
literary
to
their
coin
new
on
was
words
mission
and
men
scholars and
Persian archaic words and texts or disseminate obsolete words, and
himself
headed
Foroughi
Persian
foreign
ones.
words with
gradually replace
the academy for a short time in 1935. Then Vosooq od-Dowle was chosen
to chair it, and later the duty of running the academy was put on the Ministry
of Culture.
The academy ratified 120 words in the year it was established (1935).
The number increased to 360 in 1936 and 650 in 1937. (... )
The task of the academy was in practice limited to purifying the
Persian language of Arabic words. It was proven that the Persian Language
Academy was itself a tool for eradicating the Islamic culture from the
founders
life
the
the
authorities
of
and
since
of
people's
scene/context
disseminators
themselves
and
chief
of
scholars
westernised
academy were
the western culture. How could one expect them to wipe out what they
language?
from
Muslim
In
the
European
[i.
the
reality,
words]
advocated e.,
became
how
expressions
and
extensively/
words
western
people witnessed
intensively prevalent not only in scientific and academic texts, but also in
its
dialogues,
and
and
conversations
everyday
ordinary communications and
it
influence
that
extended to proper names of people
much
so
was
scope of
48'
and places.
Sadeq Hedayat was influenced by this trend as well. He began to study
history, beginning with the Sasanian period (224-651)

and the Pahlavi, or Middle

Persian language, and he used this study in his later fiction. In 1936-37 he went to
Bombay to live in the Parsee Zoroastrian community there in order to further his
knowledge of the ancient Iranian religion. Extreme attention to the ancient Iran brings

489It is noteworthy to mention that Reza Shah (reigned 1925-41) praised Atatürk's reforms and tried
to follow his steps of modernization in Turkey, one of which was the establishment of the language
academyto purify language.
489Muhammad Ali Foroughi, pp. 51-52. (My translation. )
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by
Bahar,
Pahlavi
Hedayat,
Pour-Dawood,
texts
translation
the
and
several
of
about
490
others.
Anti-Arabism or sare-nevlsi ('purism')

that attempted to replace Arabic loan

help
(or
Persian
Old
the
Middle
newly-coined
words
with
with
words
or
words with
in
important
been
had
topic
the agendaof the
Persian
an
and
affixes)
roots
of purely
retrospective nationalism advocated by the activists of the state culture and
intellectuals since early 19" century. This trend lost vigour after the victory of the
Islamic Revolution. The attempts made by the advocatesof retrospective nationalism
have left its mark on the overall processof changein the Persianlanguage.
2. Opposition

to purism

However, making extreme attempts to revive obsolete or archaic words is considered
itself.
language
the
(i.
imposition
the
of
evolution
natural
e. of archaism) against
an
Some scholars advocated zabän-e fasih-e f rsi ('the clear modem Persian language')
that we have inherited as a result of natural purification and evolution. Darya-bandari
talks about the growth and aging of vocabulary in the following way:
Parts of experience become old and vom-out and then die; so do
dictionaries. As it is true with the language itself. some words become
like
fingernails
100
for
200
after,
say,
or
years,
use
obsolete and unsuitable
that have grown too long which need to be cut and thrown away. In the
language, new words emerge in place of old ones and this happens due to
49'
language.
liveliness
the
of the

'90 Sec Mir-abcdini,

p. 119.

491`Interview with Najaf Darya-bandari', p. 73.
Mahdi Afshar poses a question concerning archaism to Darya-bandari: `you say that one should not
English
texts
the
do
translation
What
the
or
of
old
say
about
you
use obsolete words any more.
translation of 17"' -, 18`s-, or 19"-century texts? Are new words and structures sufficient by
themselves? '
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Different cultures take different attitudes towards foreign words. One culture may
consider them as `intruders' and, hence, tries to resist their penetration into their
language or even fights against their presencein their language; another culture may
regard them as gains or spoils and tries to accommodateand incorporate them in their
language and appropriate them. Najaf Darya-badari, an experiencedprose translator,
says,
The British have had a very confident approach in borrowing foreign words,
which is different from ours. When we look at a foreign word, it seems to us
that this word is an intruding element; we think that it is something standing
outside the realm of [i. e. posing as an alien to] our language; and if we do
not block its way, it will create problems for us, so we must obstruct it. We
sometimes bind its limbs and deport it in that bound situation from our
language. English speakers do not usually approach [a word] in such a way.
They usually see the foreign word as a kind of spoil or gain. 492
Defining sare-nevlsi as `avoidance of the use of Arabic words', Darya-bandari

considersit as `a disease':
Sometimes, some people try to use only Persian words and not to use Arabic
words at all. I think it is a disease that is most prevalent among the Iranians
who live in Los Angeles. (... ) I do not believe that all Arabic words should
be expelled from Persian. They are spoils and revenues in our hands and we
should utilise them (... ) I myself have had a tendency towards Persian
words; that is, when I write I see no point in putting aside a Persian word if
there is one to convey a concept, and using an Arabic word instead.
However, on the other hand, the Arabic language serves as a support for the

Darya-bandari replies, `I did not mean that we should never use some certain words. When we say a
word dies, it means that the word goes out of your mind; that is, it is not [readily] available to you. In
order [to be able] to use dead words, you should refer to old texts and dictionaries. Indeed, by the dead
word I mean the word that is out of customary usage. This usually occurs: from one generation to
another, the vocabulary that exists in the mind or so-called common conscience of the society changes.
It is sufficient to open a text of 500 years ago to sec words that are not used today. However, whether
we should translate a foreign text of 500 years ago with our own vocabulary of 500 years ago or with
our new vocabulary is a complicated issue. I think such a [translated] text should sound archaic to
some extent. However, if you want to search and find out how such and such object was called in 500
years ago and plan to use it [in your text), then it will prove problematic, and the translation will not
be intelligible at the end. ' ('Interview with Najaf Darya-bandari', p. 100. )

492`Interview with Najaf Darya-bandari', 95.
p.
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Persian language, particularly in scientific and philosophical fields. This is not
exclusive to Persian. Not at all. Take English; you see most of its scientific
and philosophical terms are Latin. Latin for English is just like Arabic for
Persian. (... )
Of course, there was a time, particularly in late Qajar era, when many
writers stuffed Arabic [words] into the Persian language just for showing off
their competence/accomplishments. However, the Persian in which we are
speaking now is a purified Persian, and it is not that much polluted with
unnecessary Arabic words. I think we should not be concerned about it [i. e.
the impurity of Persian]. There has been a [natural] process of purification
prevalent in the Persian language since 120 or 150 years ago. It is different
from that disease of sare-nevisF from which some people suffer. Our
language itself puts aside unnecessary elements [e. g. words] that we can
dispense with. It is a good and auspicious process.493

The resistance toward foreign words involves two major trends: avoiding
perceived foreign words already present and in use in the language and the censoring

of direct interference (borrowing) from the source text and language during the
process of translation.
The interference of the SL words is usually censored or checked by a
monitoring device that the translator has already internalised; this device activates a
purification

process to resist the unwanted interference. Toury puts this point, i. e.

resistance against interference (including the SL words into the TL language) as
follows:
The alleged undesirability of interference is thus not `natural' in any sense.
Rather, if and when it is rejected, its undesirability is always a function of a
host of socio-cultural factors, which may therefore be said to condition our
law. Here it would be quite safe to start by arguing, very generally, that
communities differ in terms of their
especially of the `negative' type.

resistance to interference,

Strong resistance to interference may indeed lead to a considerable reduction
of its manifestations, especially in the translational output of professionals,
shaped as it is by environmental feedback. Thus, resistance quite readily
leads to the activation of purification,
or other censorial mechanisms,

491'Interview with Najaf Darya-bandari', pp. 98-99.
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whose influence, however, can hardly ever be absolute, due to the cognitive
as well as behavioural factors. [... ] Censorship can also be activated during
the act of translation itself though, inasmuch as the translator has
internalized the norms pertinent to the culture, and uses them as a constant
494
device.
monitoring

In brief, in the last two centuries there have been contrasting tendencies
among authors and translators concerning the choice of vocabulary; however, the use
of the natural, clear, modem Persian language (`zabän-e faslh-e fi-I rsi)

has become

the prevailing norm in this regard. On the whole although this tendency prefers
customary modem Persian words, it does not show extreme enmity against foreign
(particularly Arabic) loan words which do not have acceptable customary equivalents
in Persian.

C. Impact of anti-Arabism

on the Persian Spelling and Script

Middle Persian declined aller the Arab conquest in the 7`h century. Modem Persian
had developed by the 9`h century. It is written in Perso-Arabic script (an expanded
version of Arabic script). Following the Islamic conquest in the 7`h century, Modem
Persian gradually emerged as a literary language, incorporating an immense Arabic
vocabulary and adopting Arabic script.
Mirza Fath All Akhundzade (1813-1878)

was originally

an Iranian who

worked as a translator from Oriental languages for the Russian governor of the

Caucasusin Tbilisi. He advocated and propagated the need for the change of the
Arabic script in Muslim world, since he consideredit as the causefor the retardation

49° Toury 1995, p. 277.
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49S
from
Muslims
the
western progress and civilisation. He wrote his booklet,
of
'Alijbä ye Jadfd bard ye Tahrirät-e 'al-Sanah-ye 'Eslämiya `The New Alphabet for
the Writing of Islamic Languages' in 1857496in which he proposed the first version of

his invented alphabet.497Later he modified it in co-operation with Mirza Malkom
Khan. Besideswriting severalarticles in this regard and having close co-operation and
exchangeof ideas with Mirza Malkom Khan, he was dispatchedto Istanbul in 1863,
478
in
by
his
for
Arabic
Russians,
the
to
supported
plan
a reform
propagate
script . He

attacked the Arabs for the imposition of Arabic script:
to overthrowing our 1000-year-old [pre-Islamic] sovereignty,
our high status and magnificence, and destroying our country
the Arabs have imposed a script on us that has made it the most
for us to acquire even customary literacy. What afflictions this
inflicted on us! An enlightened man would cry when imagining
499
those afflictions.
In addition
eradicating
completely,
difficult job
people has

Eventually in 1872 Akhundzade,having received negative responsesfrom the
Ottoman and Iranian governmentsto his proposed alphabetsand under the influence

49' For further information on Akhundzade's views, sec Mehrdad Kia, `Persian Nationalism and the
Campaign for Language Purification', and Mchrdad Kia, `Mirza Path Ali Akhundzade and the Call for
Modernization of the Islamic World', Middle Eastern Studies, 31: 3 (1995), 422-48.
496See Mirza Path Ali Akhundzade, pp. 74-75. From the references Akhundzade

makes in his book,

'Alijbä ye JadFd, it becomes clear that one of the original sources of inspiration for his alphabet reform
came from his readings on Peter the Great and the reform which the Russian puler had introduced in
the Russian script.
497`In Alifbä
ye JadTd, Akhundzade argued that the existing deficiencies in the Arabic script were the
principal cause of the high rate of illiteracy among Arabs, Iranians and Turks. The reform of the script
would primarily simplify the method of teaching and learning Arabic, Persian and Turkish, which
would substantially increase the rate of literacy among Muslim men and women. ' (Kia, 'Mirza Path
Ali Akhundzade and the Call for Modernization of the Islamic World', p. 429)
A" Sec Mirza Path Ali A/hundzade,

p. 45.

499Mirza Path Ali Akhundzade, p. 63. (My translation.)
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of an article published by CharlesMismer50°,called for a total rejection of the Arabic
50'
in
favour
Latin
of
alphabet.
script
Mirza Malkom Khan was an activist of secularism during the Constitutional
Revolution who considered blind imitation from the West, change of the Persian

script and languageand putting aside religion from all social areasas the only way to
502
Iranian
rescue
people. Mirza Malkom Khan can be regarded as the forerunner
best
import
did
to
the western values and
their
the
among
westernisedcharacterswho
serve foreigners sincerely to their best. He persistently supported the European
colonisers' investment in Iran. He sought the acquisition of the western technology
and civilisation,

removal of the Arabic script from the Persian language, and

superiority of the language over the religion. In the course of his thoughts to attain
the ideal of rationalism and scientism, in harmony with Charles Mismer and Mirza
Fath Ali Akhundzade, Mirza Malkorn Khan stressed the need for reforms in Islam
('Islamic Protestantism') and change in the script and alphabets of Islamic countries

500 Ile was a French journalist who served as Fuad Pasha's advisor in the Ottoman court. Ile wrote
The Heritage of the World of Islam, The Nights of Istanbul, and some other books in which he
discussed the problems of the Islamic countries. According
to some researches, he is the
initiator/designer of the idea of introducing the Latin script for the Muslim world. In a letter to Fuad
Pasha (in March 1869), he proposed the Latin script in place of the Arabic script. He had contacts
with Malkom Khan and Akhundzade, and struggled for the political and cultural penetration of the
West and induction of its beliefs in the Muslim world. (Alirza Malkom Khan-e Nazem od-Dowle
(Tehran: Qadr-c Velayat Cultural Institute, 3rd print, 1998), pp. 32-33. My translation. ) There is a
copy of Mismer's letter to the Ottoman prime minister in Persian translation at the National Library of
Iran under the title of `Tarjome ye Maktfib-e Chnrl Mismer-e Farnnsavi he Sadr-e A'zam-e Osmüni,
March 1869'.

501Sec Kia 1995, p. 429.
502 See Shams od-Din

va , jAOr-e Muhammad ,Ili Foroughi'
Survey of Muhammad Ali Foroughi's Dispositions and Ideas'), Sob!:, 103 (1999), 9-11 (11).
Rahmani, `Jostnrl dar

Ahväl-e

('A
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Though not successful, his

is
he
dependent
intellectuals.
for
later
This
inspiration
why
views provided a source of
is regarded as the `father of new intellectualism' in Iran. 504
Aqa Khan Kermani is another westernised intellectual who stressed the need

for a changein the Arabic script. His views are quoted as follows:
Aqa Khan Kermani, like his intimidated friends [i. e., intimidated and
Mirza
Malkom
Khan
by
the
and
culture]
and
civilisation
enchanted
western
Fath Ali Akhundzade, showed hostility to whatever was considered Islamic
including its script [i. e., Arabic script] and he, like them, made the most
know
do
"Still,
in
indecent
judgements
this
people
not
regard:
unfair and
how far the difficult Arabic script has kept them away from progress and
had
learned
(...
)
Iranian
If
scholars
used their strange
only
civilisation.
tenacity they exerted to propagate the Arabic language, in civilising the
African black people and American Indians, they would have made them
civilised nations. ""'
The way Aqa Khan related the Arabic script with backwardness of Iran and

loan
for
Arabic
their
Muslim
use
of
and
writers
other
states and attacked scholars
words in Persian was obviously superficial, unfounded and unfair.
`The Islamic language and script was another element that had to be reformed

intellectuals'
thought and nationalism
the
to
westernised
or subverted according
Mirza Malkorn Khan had raised this view before Aqa Khan and had also taken some

303Concerning Malkom Khan's plan to change the Arabic script, Edward Browne narrates:
Ile [i. e. Malkom Khan] talked to me less about the "religion of humanity" than about a new
in
letters,
Arabic
Turkish
the elaboration and
for
Persian,
with
unjoincd
and
plan
printing
for
The
this experiment were actually cut
he
types
then
engaged.
was
perfecting of which
ingenious
Persian
by
I
his
an
named,
worked
printing-press,
a
small
under
supervision, and
think, Häjji Muhammad Khan, was established in Notting Hill Gate, not far from Holland
Park, where the Persian Legation was at that time situated. The Gulistcin of Sa'di and several
G.
Browne,
The
(Edward
there.
I
printed
were
copies,
possess
which
small primers, of
Persian Revolution of 1905-1909 (London: Cup, 1910; Frank- Cass & Co. Ltd., 1966 (1910),
pp. 38-39. )
304Sec Mirza Malkom Khan-e Nazem
od-Dowle, pp. 32-33.
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in
fruit
least
bore
Iran, although this view was later actualised in
that
no
at
measures
Turkey. In Iranian nationalism, Aqa Khan praised the pre-Islamic Iranian script: "The
pleasant language of Pahlavi [i. e., the Middle Persian] that manifested the Iranian
ethnic identity became obsolete with the conquest and dominance of the Arabic
language. The alphabet of Islam has converted the Persian script into mysterious
drawing and [unintelligible]

codes which has kept Iranians away from progress and

civilisation. " [He raised such a claim] despite the fact that researchers have attributed
the outdating of the Pahlavi language and script to its difficulty and ine(iiciency. i506
In summary, although the movement of the above-mentioned intellectuals did
not bring any changes in the script used in Persian, its impact can still be traced in
some authors' or translators' works. For instance, Abbas Na'lbandian `wrote showoff books with strange spellings and scripts such as "sandali ' ['chair']

with "Sin" [a

letter considered Persian, instead of "Säd" which was assumed to be its Arabic
equivalent] that had no implications but nonsense and futility.

(... ) Realising the

falseness and futility of his attempts, he became so distressed and repentant at the
he
found
[Islamic]
Revolution
that
the
no other solution or way out except
gate of
hanging himself [i. e. committing suicide]. i507Before the Islamic Revolution a book,
Darbdre ye Jahdn-e Sevvom-e 'Estelnhl Este'äriye-'i

Nrü yc Sevvom, was sent to

the Office of Printing and Publishing Books (in charge of screening books) to receive
permission for publishing on which the censors commented, `It has some innovations
in regard to Persian script to facilitate reading. For example, it prescribes to write

505Mirza Aqa Khan Kermani, pp. 82-83. (My translation. )
506Mirza Aqa Khan Kermani, p. 98. (My translation. )
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l'. X508
They are Arabic

words, most of which containing some letters that are not pronounced, their ordinary
forms are `LUIS',

`

', 'L

', and `j

j-

' respectively.

D. Impact of censorial measures

1. History of censorship
In an announcement published in issue number 552 (of 22 December 1863) of the
Rüznäme ye Dowlat-c

',Wye -ye Iran ('the journal of the Exalted State of Iran'),

censorship (the need to inhibit publication of material harmful to morality and the

509
in
Iran.
Sani' of-Molk or
law)
started officially
state and also contrary to religious
Sani' od-Dowle (1840-96) (later named E'atemad os-Saltane510)who was in charge
of the newspaper as well as the head of the Governmental Translation, Printing, and

soy1logooqi, p. 60. (My translation.)
scaKhosravi, p. 212. (My translation.)
scvAs regards the incident that instigated this announcement,it has been said,
`Censorship was first introduced in Nasir al-Din Shah's time when he became incensed over
a verse satire published in Bombay. The author was a Shaikh Ilasan-i Shirazi, who ridiculed
the aspirants to learning patronized by the Court. The Shah demanded of the I'timad alSaltana how such pernicious attacks printed abroad and critical of his regime might be
stopped entering Iran. The I`timad al-Saltana explained how European states had an
arrangement called säns: 7r, "censor". The Shah commanded the establishment of such a
system so that "henceforth the way of this vice might be blocked and the threat of this traffic
broken". ' (Avery, in The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 7, p. 828. )
510Concerning
gentlemen's titles in Iran during the Qajar dynasty, Edward Browne writes,
Everybody of any consequence in Persia has a title, and these titles are generally compounded
with one of these three words [i. e. 'Molk, ' 'Dowle, ' and 'Saltanc], e. g. Mushirud-Dawla
("Counsellor of the Empire"), Nasirul-Mulk ("Helper of the Kingdom"), Ihtishamus-Saltana
("Pomp of the Sovereignty"), etc. (Edward Browne, p. 450. Moreover, 'Mirza' (before the
name) and 'Khan' (after the name) - meaning 'Mr. ' and 'Master' (or 'Lord') respectively were widely used. However, the clergy had a different set of ranks and titles.
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Publishing Office was appointed to supervisethe materials to be printed. He ordered
that all the materialsto be printed had to be stampedby him and called this procedure
`the establishmentof internal censorship'.51
However, the first code of censorshipwas issued within a statute of criminal
laws in 1879 proposed by the Count de Monte Farte, an Italian adventurer who
Naser
Shah's
(or
Nazmiye)
the
the
the
of
od-Din
of
police
commander
served as
it
freedom
In
the
the
and
writing
prescribes:
of
expression
section concerning
court.
`If someone publishes a book that is against the religion, or government or
(...
five
)
If someone
from
5
imprisoned
he
be
to
years.
months
people,
will
dares to stick announcements or any kind of written materials in the streets
be
imprisoned
from
he
)
is,
(...
he
king,
the
one month
will
against
whoever
to five years in proportion to the gravity of his faulty act. (... ) If someone
disputes and has plans to instigate revolt against the government or slander
he
imprisoned
be
form
in
defame
the
government,
will
against
and
written
from one to fifteen years in proportion to the gravity of the fault, if he is
"'
proved guilty.
In brief, the Naser od-Din Shah's period started with unofficial screening.
Then prior-to-publishing

The
`censor'
became
term
entered
prevalent.
censorship

Persian literature, and the censoring office, the Ministry of 'Entebä'at ('Printing and
Publishing Affairs'), began to screen the press, and the importation of all the printed
materials to the country were monitored.

513

Among the first novels censored in Iran were Zain al-Abedin Maraghei's novel

Safar-Nämeye Ebrahim Beig or SFnhat-name
ye Ebrahim Bcig ('Ibrahim Beig's
Travel Story') (1895) and Abd or-Rahim Talebofs novel Masdlek of Moluenin

511Sec Khosravi, pp. 144-45.
512Khosravi, pp. 146-47. (My translation.)
513Sec Khosravi, p. 151.
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`znlle'

('misguiding') books.514 Regarding the first translations being censored, it is
Khan
E'atemad
Muhammad
Mirza
that
to
os-Saltane, who was
mention
noteworthy

in charge of the official censorshipin Iran during Naser od-Din Shah as well as the
head of the Translation Bureau of the Dar ol-Fonun college, translated The
Comprehensive History of Louis XIV, Mademoiselle Montpensier's Memoires and
Comtesse de Segur's Memoires d'un Äne which were banned by Naser od-Din Shah

515
books.
due to the `dangerousconsequences'of readingthese
The 20tharticle of the amendmentto the first constitutional law of Iran ratified
in 1907 reads: `All publications are free, except the zahl (`misguiding') books and
[i.
'S16
The
is
forbidden
it
the
them
to
harmful
Islam,
e.
press].
screen
to
and
materials
24'h article reads: `the publicationsand the pressare free to expressviews unlessthey
law
determine
The
the
Islam
will
rights.
the
or
public
of
principles
undermine

details.'s"
According to the press law in Iran during the Pahlavi dynasty, if a book, essay

following
it
be
the
form
sanctities,
would
one
of
violated
of expression
or any cultural
censored:

514SeeSeyed-llassan Taqizadeh, pp. 66.
515Sec Va'ez Shahrestani,p. 93.
516 Edward
Revolution

G. Browne

provides a translation

of the whole Article

20 in his book The Persian

of 1905-1909 as follows:

`All publications, except heretical books and matters hurtful to the perspicuous religion [of
Islam] are free, and are exempt from censorship. If, however, anything should be discovered
in them contrary to the Press law, the publisher or writer is liable to punishment according to
that law. If the writer be known, and be resident in Persia, then the publisher, printer and
distributor shall not be liable to prosecution. ' (Edward G. Browne, p. 375. )
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(1) The political foundation that createdthe national unity
(2) The faith of Islam
(3) The Pahlavi dynasty
(4) Public decency.
In practice, other rules were involved, such as a ban on speaking against
friendly countries, notably the Allied countries during World War II and the US and
Israel after 1953, writing or translating Marxist or revolutionary texts or on any social
movements, publishing books in other local languages or dialects other than Persian,
high-ranking
officials, using any proper
or saying anything against corruption among
family,
in
by
kept
Royal
tortures
the
or
revealing
any
names
exclusively
names or nick
518
the regime's prisons. During the Pahlavi dynasty there were times when censorship
became harsher. According to Mir-abedini, from the year 1933 to his exile in 1941
(by the Allied Forces) during Reza Khan's rule censorship reached its climax; the
Organisation for Nurturing Intellects was established to supervise, censor and direct
thoughts. 519After the American-led coup d'etat [1953] many authors either emigrated
520
it,
into
As
Mir-abedini
to
puts
censorship affected
exile.
or were sent
prison or
original fiction writing but contributed to the boom in translation:
The censorship aller the coup d'etat prevents the growth of Iranian
is
The
fiction
printing
of
valuable
works
problematic.
writing.
progressive
The author who cannot raise essential social issues - and who often lacks

317Khosravi, p. 43. (My translation.)
518Seeibid., pp. 184-96.
519See Mir-abedini,
520Sec ibid.,
p. 295.

p. 124.
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the capability of creating a comprehensive artistic work at the same time regards it as wise to turn to translation. '52'
In 1966 during Muhammad Reza Shah's rule, the government ordered
publishers to present their printed books to the Office of Book Writing in the Ministry
of Culture

and Art

before publishing them. 522 The Authors'

Association

was

established in 1967 to defend the authors' rights to free expression. The period
between

1971 and 1976 is considered

as the years of the `aggression of

523
censorship'.

In practice, translated texts have benefited from a lenient treatment in Iran
except for the novels translated from the Soviet Union and other communist countries
which were considered to contain direct ideological agitation and propaganda for
Communism, notably after the American-led Coup d'etat in 1953. During the Pahlavi
dynasty

anything

considered

communist

or

fundamentally

Islamic

would

be

suppressed.

Khosravi has surveyedall the files of the books (20313 in total) that were sent
to the Office of Book Writing, the state apparatus responsible for screening books,
from 1941 to 1978 to get the permission for their publishing. On the whole during
this period, 26% of the literary books received approval `conditional' to certain minor
corrections (the highest rate in this type of censorship compared to other subjects),
and 11% of them were rejected totally. The rejected books did not receive any written

SeiIbid.,

p. 259. (My translation. )

522Sec ibid., p. 416.

523Sec ibid., p. 419.
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"'
literature
from
Most
to
the
censorship
of
ethical
was
related
and
o(iice.
notification
525The average detainment of each book in that office was 47 days.526
books.
arts
Khosravi suggests the use of an appropriate method of censorship in Iran after the
Islamic Revolution: avoidance of any screening before the publication of books. 52'

2. Censorship after the Islamic Revolution,
The Islamic Revolution Council of Iran52. ratified the first Press Law of the Islamic
Republic after the revolution (and in fact the fourth Press Law in Iran) on 9`h August
1979, six months after the victory of the Islamic Revolution. When this law was
law;
law
had
Republic
Iran
therefore,
this
Islamic
the
constitutional
no
still
of
ratified,
was not

based on the constitutional

law so as to expound and interpret

a

in
but
it
the situation
the
to
anarchy
prevalent
response
was a
constitutional principle,
of the press at that time and a way to supervise the printing and publishing of
following
that
and
published
printed
without
were
numerous and various publications
529
item
`the
dynasty'
The
Pahlavi
third
the
throughout
country.
criteria
any specific
Evasremoved from the law. During the early years after the revolution, the publishers

524See Khosravi,
pp. 178-79.
525Sec ibid.,
p. 205.

526Sec ibid., p. 224.
527Seeibid., p. 231.
528 A decision-making

council

set up during the Revolution

by Imam Khomeini

to determine the

course of the revolution that served as a substitute for the parliament before the new Constitutional
law was finalised in a council of experts and approved in a referendum.
529 See `Moshäbehat-hä ye Ndgozir-e Matbüü'ät-e Ghoghngar-e
Similarities

DFnüz va 'Bmrziz' ('The Inevitable

of the Past and Present "flue and Cry" Press'), Sobh, 103 (1999), 12-15.
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had to bring their books to be checked by the office in the Ministry of Culture and
Islamic Guidancefor different reasons,particularly in order to observethe law.
When the system was completely established, the said Ministry

tried to

alleviate the problem of delay made at the Office of Printing and Publishing Books
due to the huge number of books that were to be monitored by adopting a lenient
Iran-Iraq
War,
(particularly
1980-88)
few
the
For
after
a
years
policy of screening.
those in charge of book publishing affairs in the Ministry of Culture did not believe in
the screening of books before their publication and considered it as contrary to the
practice known in the modem world. The publishers printed and published their
books without any outward censorship, but there was one condition: they had to
if
judiciary
law.
This
them
the
that
system
may
prosecute
the
means
press
observe
they violate the law and in case any complaint is raised against them

This system seems to be effective. There have been few cases where a
One
law
broke
the
the
norms.
might say that publishers
social
accepted
or
publisher
themselves, instead of the government, censor what they are going to publish is, there exists some sort of self regulation or self censorship -

that

because they do not

53o
face
court trials.
want to waste their time and money or to
Indeed, people supervise the contents of novels through their judgements
based on the acceptable social norms that have been codified as the Press Law.
Sometimes it is some 'revolutionary'S3'

people, particularly

from religious lower

530'A research taken place during the years 1979 to 1986 in Iran indicates that the phenomenon of
"concern
in
the
about the consequences of
mentioned
some
press
and
self-censorship existed
72.
My
)
translation.
its
'
(Khosravi,
information"
their
p.
as
cause.
publishing
sat Their
affiliations

opponents (in Iran) may prefer to call them 'pressure groups'
with the `conservatives',

that they claim to have

but they themselves prefer the proper name `11izbu1lihi

('the
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classes, who complain against the publication of a 'promiscuous'532 book. It seems
that the `revolutionary'

people are more sensitive and find out violations of the press

law before the authorities and react to them more strictly than the authorities.
A rare example is discussedhere to illustrate people's reaction. On 30 July,
1995, Sobh magazine reported the publication of a `commonplace' book that was
`contemptuous toward religious values and the holy defence [i. e. in the Iran-Iraq
War]' and `full of scenes of killings and murder and description of obscene sex acts'
by the Morgh-e Amin Publishers that had received permission for its publication from
the Ministry

533
Culture
Guidance.
Islamic
Religious dignitaries complained
of
and

against the cultural situation that tended to be anti-Islamic and pointed to that book as
evidence. However, the bookshop was set ablaze in Septemberand the perpetrators
"`
identified.
The Kayhan newspaper (published in London) blamed Sobh
were not

magazineand a distinguishedclergymanfor the incident.

members of the Party of Allah') by which they partially mean they reject any partisan affiliation with
any political parties whatsoever. 'Ithcy also mean they want to be practising Muslims and obey God's
orders. They are always ready to hold demonstrations and shout slogans in support of (the values of)
the Islamic Revolution and to take part in struggles against anti-revolutionaries and anti-revolutionary
activities. For example, they went to the war fronts as baseejis (volunteers) to fight against Iraqi
troops. The western media usually describe them with the general pejorative terns 'fundamentalists'
that ignores/distorts some of their characteristics. A true understanding of the concept of "Umcoat-e
Ilizbullr h' (the nation of the Party of Allah') that has been exported and extended to Lebanon and
Palestine as well seems necessary in order to follow up tendencies and developments in Iran after the
revolution. "Ummat-e Ilizbulläh'
provides the dynamic force for the advance and preservation of the
revolution.

532This term refers to description
of obscenesex acts and violation of public indecency.
333 'Chap

va 'Enteshar-e

Ketäbhä ye Mobtazal

Publishing of Banal books Still Continues'),

Ilamchenän

'Eddnie Dilracf

Sobh, 16 (1995), p. 4.

534The U. S.
-backed groups might have been involved in that incident.

(`The Printing

and
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With time, this incident led to a general dissatisfaction among Hizbullähis35
people with the lenient policies of the Ministry.

Thousands demonstrated against

`dissemination of cultural banality' and gathered in front of the publisher's bookshop
and demanded that the authorities of the Ministry deal severely with those publishers
that publish `commonplace' works. Finally in February 1995 the relevant deputy
minister and the general director were changed under the pressure of people's
demonstrations and complaints, and the Ministry changed its policies.

At present, the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance gives permission to
publish books according to the code, `the objectives and criteria of publishing books',
ratified by the Supreme Council of the Cultural Revolution in 1997. This code obliges
the government to prevent the publication of any books whose content violates the
following criteria:

(1) Propagation and disseminationof atheism (blasphemy)and rejection of
the principles of the faith,
(2) Disseminationof lewdnessand ethical corruption,
(3) Instigation of the society to revolt against the Islamic Republic system of
Iran and opposition to it,
(4) Propagation and dissemination of the doctrines of unlawful and mohnreb
('fighting against the Islamic system' or `resisting armed') groups as well as
zähe ('misguiding', `erroneous', or `astray') groups,
(5) Creation of turmoil and clashes among ethnic and religious groups, and
(6) Derision and weakening of national pride and the spirit of `love-forhomeland'536, causing a disposition (spirit) of alienation towards western or
eastern culture and civilisation and colonial systems, and the propagation of

sssA certain influential
and set the dominant
promote its values.

group of religious people who constitute the combatant force of the revolution
social norms after the revolution.

They support the Islamic Revolution

and

536This phrasehas been used to
avoid the term `nationalism' that carries somewestern cultural load.
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dependenceon any world powers and opposition to the policy and insight
537
independence.
to
seeking preserve
The major taboos are pornographic pictures or unethical descriptions, support
for communism, monarchy (by the elements of the previous regime), or imperialism
('the arrogant powers of the world',

i. e. Israel and the US); that is, they are not

tolerated. Sanctities are observation of public decency, Islamic axiomatic precepts and
great leaders of Islam, national unity and the territorial integrity, and avoidance of
publication of classified (confidential) information. However, the details are not clear
in practice and this is the cause of disturbances. Reza Sarshar, a novelist and the
secretary of Iran's Pen Association describes the publishers' concern in respect to the
problems arising from the Ministry's

Office of Printing and Publishing Books (in

charge of screening) as follows:
The [publishers'] concern mainly arises from the law's lack of exactness and
impracticality and its incorrect execution. That is, firstly the present law is
very general and interpretable [in different ways]. Consequently, it allows its
administrators to interpret it, as they like, in many respects and to use (or
misuse) it according to their own personal likes and dislikes. Moreover, the
lack
knowledge
of the contents of the law
of
publishers' and authors'
contributes to this problem. On the other hand, care is not often taken in the
appointment of authorities in charge of the book publishing section. (Indeed,
most learned, tolerant, broad-minded, and pious persons should take charge
of this important task. ) This contributes to the creation of the grounds for
538
law.
the misuse of the

The lack of clarity gives the Office of Printing and PublishingBooks an option
to decide what is and what is not allowed. This task is very sensitive in the sociopolitical context of Iran and has sometimesbeen quite controversial. Taking a policy

537Kayhan Daily, 16631 (16 October 1999), p. 14. (My translation.)
538Kayhan Daily, 16645 (30 October, 1999), p. 9. (My translation.)
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of extreme strictness or leniency in dealing with book screening has proved to be
problematic for the authorities.
Ayatollah Khamenei, the spiritual leader of Iran, summarised the Islamic
Republic's policies and norms regarding the screening of cultural production in a
lecture addressed to dozens of Iranian publishers on February 5,1999. Although Iran
is `receptive to opposition ideologies and allows publication of those ideologies', it
opposes (1) any materials `undermining the system' or attempting to `infiltrate the
pillars of the Islamic system of government', and (2) `unethical works of art' that
`have ruinous ethical effects' and seek `certain freedoms such as `sexual freedom and

the freedom to commit sin', materials that lead the youth `astray and to corruption'.
He believes that is upon the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance as well as
539
to
publishersthemselves screenworks of art.
Here an example is provided to illustrate how a censorednovel is looked at
from the Iranian socio-political point of view:

A leaning toward banality and solecism is a feature of the westernised540
limits
for
do
They
their
any
ethical
and
religious
recognise
not
artists.
display
it
duty
humans'
to
the
their
animalistic
activities, and consider
instil
into
What
their addressees' mind as story
they
characteristics.
promiscuousness,
represents their ideal society such as nudity,
homosexuality, lewdness up to the point of madness, drug addiction, etc. In
[i.
`the
the
to
of
pen'
e. euphemism], we provide just
sanctity
order
observe
some small [not so harsh] portions and examples below.
The periodical Adineh, no. 132-133, published Manoochehr Badi'ei's
essay on Edmond Wilson's book, A Survey of James Joyce's Ulysses. This

539 http: //www. irna_ccm/newshtm/en&/282

54ý7. htm A copy of Ayatollah

Khamenei's

lecture is

provided in the appendix.
540TIC term `westernised' has a very negative connotation in Iran, particularly

after the revolution.

It

refers to the alienated dependent intellectuals who have rejected their original Islamic culture and
imply
it
does
However,
its
'filth'.
Western
that all Western art
the
not
culture
with
all
embraced
equals banality and filth and hence is unworthy of reading.
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work, which was not permitted [in Iran] to be printed, contains lovemaking
themes in which the body members were apparently mentioned in all the
is
].
[i.
It
the story of a woman called Molly Bloom and a
examples e. scenes?
man called Michael Robarts, in this story the woman offers herself to every
541
one.
It is noteworthy to say that JamesJoyce's works, which are now regarded as
banned
beginning
in
its
the
at
obscene,
and
considered
masterpieces, were also
Christian cultural context.542
Moral

feature
has
become
a
censure

of

Iranian

life

since

1979. A

`notorious '54' author, Simin Behbahani, whose books, particularly her poems, have
usually been censored, was asked by the `anti-revolutionary'

Kayhan newspaper

(published in London) to comment on the performance of the Office of Printing and
Publishing Books (in charge of screening books) regarding her books. She compared
the types of censorship before and after the revolution as follows:
I have always had problems with the censoring apparatus [i. e. the Office of
Printing and Publishing Books], but the cases and the matters involved have
been dissimilar at different times. For example, in the past period, a severe
[issues
related to] the monarchy and the
concerning
censorship was exerted
but
in
ideas
beliefs,
family
the age of the revolution
and
and political
royal
they use strictures concerning [violation on religious issues, decency
considerations and women's modest covering. Of course, concerning the

541 'Tarv7(-e Fesäd va Fahshä dar Matbü'ät'
('Dissemination of Corruption
Press'), Sobh, 100 (1999), pp. 5 and 22 (p. 22). (My translation. )

and Lewdness in the

542For instance, when Ulysses appeared, it was banned in Ireland, because the Catholic Church could
not tolerate it. It was also banned in December 1920 while the American Little Review was publishing
episodes from it.
543`Notorious'

since she is usually willingly

and knowingly

violates public decency and moral values

perhaps to test the threshold of the tolerance of the Islamic Government.
screening of her books and confronts the screening officials.

She often opposes the
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same issues, they have dealt sometimes very strictly and at other times more
leniently. '"

In an interview with Safdar Tagizadeh, a famous prose translator, Mahdi
Afshar asks him about his approach toward `censorship':
If you face a text that does not correspond to the Islamic Republic [of Iran]'s
norms and criteria and you yourself, too, feel that it does not so much
conform to our culture, how would you treat the problem? For example,
would you put three dots [`... '] in place of some words [i. e. the customary
method of 'bowdlerisation '545j or would you try to cover up the concept in
an obscure disguise [i. e. `euphemism'],
problems?

or how would you treat such

Safdar Tagizadehprovides a detailed answerto his question as follows:
This question has several aspects: (1) the problem is related to a whole text
or book, (2) a few words or probably some paragraphs need to be corrected,
changed, or omitted, and (3) the text of the book is not faulty from the
viewpoint of the translator, but he or she is compelled to make some
alterations in it. As concerning the first type, I would not turn to problematic
books in the present state of affairs and conditions; I would refrain from
trying to print and publish such books until the conditions become favourable
for their printing. In respect to the second type, where a word or paragraph
needs alterations or omission, primarily I would resist [and insist on keeping
them unaltered] especially when I see the omission of a word or sentence
would damage the whole work, I would not be ready to omit it. Of course,
in the translation of Strange Pilgrims [twelve stories written by Gabriel
Garcia Marques] I was compelled to make a few slight alterations
concerning the structure of the sentence in order to remove the obstacles of
printing and publishing it. Such cases [of slight alterations], I think, would
not damage the context and structure of the story. However, if a text is not
faulty in my own viewpoint, and they compel me to cover up some matters
in obscure disguise [i. e. euphemistic language] or omit or alter some bits of
the text, I would dispense with it altogether or put it aside half-finished since
I believe that such a text is not faulty according to morals and other issues

344'Thfa-vot-e Afomayezi Keläb dar Qabl
va Bad 'az Engel(5b' (The Difference of Book Screening
before and after the Revolution'), Sobh, 65 (1996), p. 7. (My translation. )
545The
word 'bowdlerize',

current by 1838 as a synonym for expurgate, was coined after the famous
statement made by Thomas Bowdler (1754-1825) that 'if any word or expression is of such a nature
that the first impression which it excites is an impression of obscenity, that word ought not to be
spoken, or written, or printed, it ought to be erased. ' (See I Icrmans, Translation in Systems, p. 86. )
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and I think the state of affairs in printing books will not persist as it is at the
5'
time.
present

As it is clear from Safdar Taqizadeh's remarks about censorship, this is a
process based on dialogic relationship between the translator and the censoring
apparatus. That is, the translator himself or herself monitors texts and resorts to
censorial measures even before encountering the state apparatus, perhaps as not to
cause delays in printing and publishing the translated text due to disagreement with

the censor. This is a self-imposedcensorshipor `self-censorship'.The situation in Iran
today concerning self-censorship and a compromise between creators and censors
reminds one of Miklos Haraszti's ironic remarks,
Traditional censorship presupposes the inherent opposition of creators and
censors; the new censorship strives to eliminate this antagonism. The artist
and the censor (... ) diligently and cheerfully cultivate the gardens of art
together. This new culture is the result not of raging censorship but of its
steady disappearance. Censorship professes itself to be freedom because it
547
both
like
the
the
common spirit of
rulers and the ruled.
acts,
morality, as

Moreover, becauseof the fluctuations in the Ministry of Culture's policies of
censorship,that coincide with a changein the censors' attitudes towards appropriate
norms or simply with a change of censors themselves, translators sometimes translate
whatever text they like and wait till the conditions are favourable for the publication

of the text.
Sometimes it is not the government that monitors the texts, but the editors or
publishers have their own preferences as well. An example may clarify the point here:

5'6`Interview with Safdar Tagizadch', pp. 179-180.
347Miklos

Haraszti, The Velvet Prison: Artists under State Socialism,

Landesmann (New York: Basic Books, 1987), p. 7-8.

trans. by Katalin and Stephen
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I remember once I translated a Hemingway short story into Persian and sent
it to the Sadaf magazine. Sadaf was a literary magazine that had two
different periods. The chief editor of the first period who is one of our
famous authors and translators himself did not publish the story, and in a
from
`contaminated'
he
translating
such
works.
me
prohibited
session
private
He did not see any `message for people' in the story, and the story had no
`rise and fall' and was not `progressive', and as a result, it would not `attract
interest'. After a while, the authorities of the magazine changed, and a new
Cat
Rain.
I
in
the
the
took
same
story,
and
published
charge
chief editor
issues
involved
differences
`ideological'
as well
and
mean there were some
familiar
let
innovations
get
with the new
us
that obstructed
and would not
literary forms of the western world' s

The above quotation indicates the existenceof `editorial censorship' basedon
the ideologies of the editors and publishinghouses.
Recently two authors' associations have started their activities. `The first
post-revolution

association of Iranian writers, translators, poets, and researchers
[Anjoman-e Qalam-e Iran]

Association"
"Iran's
Pen
title
the
of
under

started its

from
'
This
that
26,1999.
May
official
permission
acquired
association
activities as of
it
in
Guidance
that
Islamic
Culture
would
Ministry
an
announcement
said
the
and
of
be active as `an independent association' and that the goal of the association is `to
defend freedom of speech and thoughts within the framework
549
Its
constitution'.

members support

the

Islamic

of Islam and the

Revolution.

Reza

Sarshar

(Rahgozar), a novelist, was chosen as the secretary of the Association. The other one

is Känün-e Nevisandegän-eIran ('The Iranian Authors' Centre'), that held its first
25,1999
November
on
general meeting

and chose 5 members as its secretarial

548`Interview with Safdar Taqizadeh', pp. 165-66. It is not clear when the incident happened,either
before or after the revolution.
5"9httn'//www irna.com/ncwshtm/cng/12110132.htm a copy of which is provided in the appendix.
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board.55oMost of its membersare known for their secular positions and anti-Islamic
or anti-revolutionary remarks, and the associationdescribesitself as the `independent
and democratic' centre for Iranian authors.

Nowadays, there is a vigorous tendency towards a plurality of views in Iran,
but at the sametime, there is an unwillingnessto compromise.
In summary Persian translators, more or less like authors, usually are faced
with some norms and models of text production towards which they take positions
and show certain leanings. These models and norms, such as the impact of censorial
measures, the choice of vocabulary, the style of language, the impact of anti-Arabism
on the Persian spelling and script as well as cultural expectation, will further be
analysed and illustrated with examples taken from the corpus of the study in chapters
7and8.

350It is
said that the establishment of the centre is a result of the activities of the German Embassy in
Iran. Sobh magazine quoted a Die Welt's article written by Peter Schute claiming that 'the
establishment of the Iranian Authors' Centre was the result of the activities of Kurt Scharff, the
German cultural attache in Iran. He invited the opposition authors to gather in his embassy residence
in the autumn of 1979 before the victory of the revolution for discussion, and this led to the
establishment of the first free and independent authors' association in the history of Iran. According to
this paper, the association could remain active for two years after the revolution, but then it was
banned. Now the Iranian authors struggle to gain permission for renewal of their activities. ' (`Knntln-e
Nevisandegün Ildsel-e Taläsh-haye Sefaral-e Alman dar Tehran Bilde Ast' ('The Authors' Centre
Has Been a Result of the Activities of the German Embassy in Iran'), Sobh, 90 (1999), p. 5.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE IMPACT OF THE ISLAMIC REVOLUTION ON TRANSLATION

A Cultural Analysis

Political patterns of behavior and styles of operation [... ] are more viscerally
fiction,
literature,
from
better
the
and even
understood
expressed and often
films of a country than they are in scholarly studies of politics. [... ]
Although the political culture of Iran is complex, it is certainly not "crazy"
American
during
"irrational"
periods
of
averred
often
as was
or
be
by
deal
Iranian
basis
grasped
all
who
the
must
reality
of
confrontation;
551
it.
with

A. Historical

Background

The nationalistic-religious

and Ideological

Foundations

initially
in
in
1950s
that
the
successful
was
early
movement

nationalising the British-controlled

oil industry in Iran was suppressed by an Anglo-

American coup (called Operation Ajax by Americans, 18 August 1953) that toppled
the popular Prime Minister Muhammad Musaddiq and brought King Muhammad

551Graham E. Fuller, pp. xiv-xv.
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552
incident
From
from
that
back
on
Reza Pahlavi
to power
a self-imposed exile.
Americans had a strong influence on Iran. They tried to `modernisei553Iran
(according

to western values) in many respects. They particularly

intelligence service (SAVAK)

set up an

Army
Iranian
the
and trained skilled
and modernised

(some
became
Iran
in
US
these
a
close
ally
to
the
organisations.
control
officers
would say a mercenary) of the US, Britain and other western countries.

554

By way of `modernising' Iran, the Americans introduced some reforms in
555
Finally the introduction
Revolution'.
1962 and 1963 that the king called the `White
in
lived
American
bestowing
the
law'556
`capitulation
advisors
who
on
privilege
of the

552See Robin Wright,

In the Name of God: The Khomeini

Decade (London: Bloomsbury,

1989), p.

24; James A. Bill, 'America, Iran, and the Politics of Intervention, 1951-1953', inMusaddiq, Iranian
Nationalism, and Oil, cd. by James A. Bill and WM. Roger Louis (Austin: University of Texas,
1988), pp. 261-295 (p. 285); Homa Katouzian, Musaddiq and the Struggle for Posver in Iran
(London: I. B. Tauris, 1990), pp. 78-94 (`The Popular Movement and Oil Nationalization) and pp.
Musaddiq');
and Sussan Siavoshi, 'The Oil
177-93 ('The Ways and Means of Overthrowing
Nationalization Movement, 1949-53', in A Century of Revolution: Social Movements in Iran, cd. by
John Foran (London: UCL, 1994), pp. 106-134.
553This 'modernisation'

include
intend
it
did
the political
to
not
and
was mainly superficial

Thus, pseudo-modernisation

can be a more precise term.

554For further information

about the political

system.

history of the latter part of Muhammad Reza Shah's

Geopolitics of Iran
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Fuller,
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(1941-78),
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see
reign
(Oxford: Wcstview Press, 1991): M. Reza Behnam, Cultural Foundations of Iranian Politics (USA:
University of Utah Press, 1989), pp. 117-136 ('Authority and Power: The Reign of Muhammad Reza
Revolution:
From
Islamic
Iran's
The
Making
Milani,
Mohsen
M.
Pahlavi (1953-78);
of
and
Monarchy to Islamic Republic (Boulder and London: Westvicw Press, 1988).
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51e 'In the history

referred to] any treaty whereby one state
former
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jurisdiction
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own
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over
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permitted another
"capitulation, " an agreement
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distinguished
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The
boundaries.
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for surrender. ' (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1995. )
of international

law, ["capitulation"
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Iran outraged the religious leaders, particularly Ayatollah Khomeini. After giving a

lecture against this `anti-Islamic' law and opposing Iran's close relationship with the
US and Israel in November 1963, He was arrested and expelled from the country in
1964, first to Turkey and then to Iraq.
The Americans had a firm grip on Iran in every respect. There were about
50000 American advisers living in Iran at the time of the Islamic Revolution in 1978

and Iran was regarded as the `gendarmeof the region' and the `Island of calm' or as
some would call it, the `Island of silence'. The opposition groups were silenced; the
western governments were allegedly involved in choosing cabinet and parliament
members from among westernised intellectuals. The opposition groups557 had no
voice in the parliament or the press. Opponents were persecuted and tortured in
prisons. No prospect could be seen in the opposition's struggles through the press or
the parliament. Two major policies were particularly attacked by the opponents: the
Shah's close collaboration with Washington and forced (pseudo-) modernization.
The salvation

came from

the religious

seminaries and mosques. The

theological students demonstratedin protest against an article published in Ettela'at
newspaperin November 1977 defamingAyatollah Khomeini. The demonstrationheld
in Qum, a religious town near Tehran, was violently suppressedand many people
in
different
incidents
killed
injured.
Similar
towns and
repeated
serially
were
were
or

lower
from
Iran,
the
throughout
classesand middle classestook part
cities
and people
in demonstrations against the regime. Eventually a powerful majority that supported

557Opposition to the Shah himself was based upon his autocratic rule, corruption
the unequal distribution of oil wealth, forced westernisation,
police) in suppressing dissent and opposition to his rule.

in his government,

and the activities of SAVAK

(the secret
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this Islamic Revolution led by the clergy, particularly by Ayatollah Khomeini, could
easily topple the regime in military clashes that lasted two days in February 1979.558
The revolution gained victory through the demonstrations, sittings, and strikes

intellectuals
had
follow
The
to
the
the
participated.
nation
whole
wherein almost
clergy and people. The movement proceeded on the shoulders of the religious
institution that was completely detached and independent from the regime. The
by
the regime559
the
and the revolutionary
controlled
and
press
were
political parties
This
did
the
trust
opposition
groups.
emerging
social
even
any
parties,
people
not

find
did
and
one
could
classes,
membersof
any
not exclude
movement and revolution
demonstrations,
in
different
young and old, men and
of
people
all classes and
strata
women. However, the ruling classes, the rich people opposed the revolution

and

consequently many of them emigrated when the revolution won power. It is estimated
that 2 to 3 million Iranians left the country and settled mainly in the US.

Millions of people took part in these demonstrations,and their demandswere
demonstrations,
learnt
in
the
that
the
at
shouted
were
were
reflected
rhythmic slogans
by heart and later appeared on the walls of cities and towns as graffiti. Those slogans
direction
in
the
of the revolution and constituted the
played a very significant role
ideological

foundations and socio-political

560
Islamic
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values of

558'Two dominant schools of thought have emerged on the causes of this popular, turbulent, and
controversial revolution. The first approachviews the revolution in terms of socio-economic factors
related to Iran's rapid and uneven economic development. The second emphasizes cultural and
ideological factors, notably the rise of politicized Islam, Iranians' disenchantment with the West, and
their searchfor a new cultural identity. ' (Boroujerdi, p. xiii. )
339 Two widely

used means of communication

available to the revolutionaries

were distributing

leaflets, communiquds, and cassettes, and giving lectures by religious leaders mainly in mosques.

"0 In Persian, the term for `values' is "arzesh-ham'.Its antonym, `zedd 'arzesh-hn' (anti-values,
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influence has been so powerful that they are still referred to as the criteria and
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Iranian foreign policy. Iran's offer of the 'dialogue of civilizations' (that opposes Samuel Huntington's
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points
exploring
organized.
domain
to
lend
cultural
as a whole,
a
coherence
and
structure
organizing principles which
domains.
have
across
a
number
of
extending
power
an explanatory
and which often
(Wierzbicka, pp. 16-17)

562As Graham Fuller puts it, `Iran will remain an extremely prickly state for the West to deal with,
be
Any
is
honor
to
freedom,
independence,
compromised.
its
about
and
constantly concerned that
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expressedmore vigorously since the revolution, particularly after the seizure of the
American Embassyin Tehran, called `the EspionageDen' by the students who called
themselves `The Followers of Imam Khomeini's Path'. In demonstrations and
gatherings since the revolution, people have shouted the slogan 'marg bar Amrica'
('Death to America', `Down with America') more than any other slogans, and Imam

Khomeini describedAmerica as the Great Satan'.563)They wanted a native self-reliant
system, i. e. an Islamic system Iran's new revolutionary

position towards foreign

by
West',
i.
`neither
East,
the
solidified
was
some major
nor
of
powers, e.
policy
consequent events. The Soviet Union's occupation of Afghanistan (1979-89),

and

Israel's occupation of Lebanon (1982- 2000), as well as the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq War
during which Iraq received military support from major capitalist and communist
564
began
Iran's
Iran
had
to
the
time
on
policy.
effects
consolidating
powers at
same
help Afghani and Lebanese people in their resistance against foreign occupation based

on its active `neither East, nor West' policy.
Throughout its history Iran had suffered a lot from two sources: foreign
intervention and internal despotism."' These factors gave rise to the second slogan
`Independence,

Freedom,

Islamic

Iranian government will view foreigners greatestsuspicion.' (Fuller, p. 31)

Republic'.

`Independence'

rejected

especially Americans, British, and Russians -

foreign

with the

563See William 0. Beeman, `Images of the Great Satan: Representation of the United States in the
Iranian Revolution', in Religion and Polilics in Iran, cd. by Nikki R. Kaidis (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1983), pp. 191-217.
564Sec Dilip

Hiro, The Longest War: The Iran-Iraq

Military

Conflict

(New York: Routledge,

1991

[London: Grafton, 1989] ).
565During

the revolution,

a new Quranic term emerged in the political

meaning 'the government of the rebel (against God) or oppressive autocrat'.

circles, 'hokz7mat-e tnghtit'
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and "este'mar'

(colonialism

56
imperialism).
`Freedom'
or
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mainly

freedom
despotism
This
was restricted by the `Islamic' part of
and coercion.
rejected
the slogan; that is, the freedom should be based on the Islamic and moral principles.
The `Islamic'
government',

part of the slogan also rejected the separation of religion

from

i. e. the secular' model of government practiced in Iran during the

Pahlavi dynasty. The `republic'

part of the slogan rejected the kingdom

and

monarchy. People remembered all the struggles that occurred in the last century to set

failure.
doomed
`a
to
that
were
up republicangovernment' and
In brief, a new cultural identity was created by the revolution that brought
about new expectations, values and norms that have had much influence on every
aspect of human life in Iran, including the process of translation.

B. Impact of general cultural and ideological

norms on translation

The `independence'of the translator after the revolution can be deduced from two
is
is
the
the
translated
title
the
novels,
other
one
of
pages
visible sources: one
prefaces written by the translators.

The title pagesof all the translatednovels analysedas the corpus of study are
reproduced below:

566Likewise,

a new term was chosen to characterise imperialism:

"estekbnr-e jahnni

('the global

arrogance'). Masses of people under the oppression of autocrats and oppressive global powers
("estekbar-e jahäni or imperialists) were called 'mostaz'afin' ('the weakened or the oppressed').
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1. Data on the title pagesof the corpus
There is no mention of genre (e.g., `fiction', `novel', or `tale') on the title pagesof the
translated novels studied in the corpus. In this regard, the translated texts do not
follow the original source texts, but they conform to the pattern of the Iranian novels.

The books are identified as translations, and the translators' names are mentioned.
Before the revolution, on the cover page, the translators' namesare given under the
authors' names in smaller typefaces. However, after the revolution, the translators'
in
the same typefaces.
the
the
title
names
authors'
on
names appear
pages under

Translators before the revolution, who were under the cultural oppression
exerted

through

the processes of

neo-colonialism

and Western

(particularly

American) dominance, believed to be bound to authors and assumed a lower status,
i. e. inferior to the original author. They regarded themselves not to be so competent
be
This
independent
to
can
connected to the colonial
prefaces.
creative
as
write
hegemony and subjectification that considered them `incompetent' and made them

'inert'. 567After the revolution, the liberated and decolonisedtranslators have felt more
freedom (in being creative) and generally have earned a status equal to (original)
authors. Before the revolution, we are told that such and such translated book is `an

567Scc Robinson,
pp. 22-24 for definitions of `hegemony' and 'subjcctification'.

Some famous studies

on
on post-colonial translation and the influence of `colonial hegemony' and `subjectification'
Post-structuralism,
translation are as follows: Tejaswini Niranjana, Siting Translation: llistory
and
the Colonial Context; Douglas Robinson, Translation and Empire: Postcolonial Theories Explained;
Susan Bassnett and Ilarish 'rrivedi, eds., Post-Colonial Translation: Theory and Practice; and Maria
Tymoczko, Translation in a Postcolonial Context.
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568
book
Persian
`x'.
After the revolution we are told that the
translation'
authorized
of
work is translated by `y'.
After the revolution,

Iranian artists usually make cover designs, and their

names are also mentioned on the title pages, though foreign designs may also be
chosen from different sources that are not necessarily the source texts. sb9

The norm for the number of copies at each print570deduced from the title
pages of the corpus was 2000 to 3000 before the revolution and 3000 to 5000 after
the revolution. Two factors should be taken into consideration regarding copies at
each print. (1) The number of copies doubled after the revolution to fulfil the demand
for novels stimulated by a young fast-growing

population

and improvement

in

571
(2) There was a shortage of paper and other printing materials (usually
education.
imported) due to scarce financial resources affected by the Iran-Iraq War.
Both before and after the revolution publishing was affected by a strong
ideological pressure. Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness was considered an ideal
novel to represent the view of the world as understood by the Islamic revolutionary
system. Saleh Hussaini translated the title as `Del-e Tariki'

568 Franklin

in 1994.572 Safarian

received permission for the translation of novels from the original
holders (the authors or publishers). `Authorization' referred to such permission.
Institute

copyright

569The
cost and copyright do not matter here. The Iranian publishers may decide to use the original
design or a relevant foreign design freely or ask an Iranian designer to make a suitable design. What
matters is the quality of the design that should attract the Iranian readers.
570The law
obliges publishers to state the number of copies (at each print) clearly on the title page.

571Refer to Chapter 5 of this thesis for more information on the improvement
of education and rate of
literacy in Iran after the Islamic Revolution.
572JosephConrad, Heart of Darkness, trans. by Saleh IIussaini (Tehran: Niloofar, 1994).
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in 1976.574

Youth is another long tale by Conrad. However, in the Persian title, it contributed to a

kind of ambiguity with `darkness',as if they went together in meaning.
Javad Peymantranslated `Lord of the Flies' as `Khodävandgär-e Magas-ha'
in 1972 and used the sameterm within the text.575However, after the revolution, this
title was consideredinappropriate and unacceptablegiven the religious sanctities: the
word `Khodävandgdr' that means`Lord' or `God' must not be tarnished and abused.
Association of God with flies sounds unpleasant. Therefore, after the revolution,
another translator, Mahmood Azad (1984) chose a religious terra `Ba'lzabüb'
('Beelzebub') as the title and used `Rabb on-no'e Magas-ha' within the text.576`Rabb
on-no'e' is an Arabic phrase meaning `the god' (with small `g'). Rafi'ei (1984) (as
`Snlar-e
Magas-hä' as the title
two
translators
the
novel)
chose
same
as
other
of
well

573In English, they
used to be included in the same volume

574Joseph Conrad, Youth
by
Darkness,
Muhammad Ali Safarian (Tehran: Jibi in
Heart
trans.
of
and
co-operation with Franklin, 1976).
575William Golding, Lord
of the Flies, trans. by Javad Peyman (Tehran: Amir Kabir in co-operation
with Franklin, 1972).
576In his
preface to A7.ad's translation,

the publisher comments about the choice of these terms as

follows:
`On the title of the book, 'Ba'lzabi4b', it is worth saying that it is the exact meaning of the
original title, Lord of the Flies. Besides it, `Rabb on-no'-e Afagas-10' sounded appropriate
which was used within the text' (in William Golding, Lord of the Dies, trans. by Mahmood
Azad (Tehran: Ebtekar, 1984), pp. 5-7 (p. 7). My translation. )

In his biographical and critical note to Lord of the Flies, E. L. Epstein comments on the term
Beelzebub as follows:
'The "lord of the flies" is a translation of the Hebrew Ba'alzcvuv (Beelzebub in Greek). It has
been suggested that it was a mistranslation of a mistransl iterated word which gave us this
pungent and suggestive name for the Devil, a devil whose name suggests that he is devoted to
decay, destruction, demoralisation, hysteria and panic and who therefore fits in very well
with Golding's theme. ' (in William Golding, Lord of the Flies (USA: Wideview/Perigec
Books, 1954), pp. 185-190 (p. 187). )
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"'
`Salär' means`master' or `superior'. These terms sound
it
the
text.
and used within
acceptableand do not causeany religious offence.
Before the revolution, the norm of appropriate behaviour for the translator
was to make `authorised' translations as it is clearly mentioned on the title pages of
Safarian's translation of Joseph Conrad's Youth and Heart of Darkness (1976) and
Peyman's translation of William Golding's Lord of the Flies (1972). The American
publisher, Franklin, that was the main sponsor of translation projects in the 1950s and
1960s, obtained such `authorisation' (i. e. permission for translation) from the foreign
copyright holders. After the revolution, Franklin stopped operating, and no other
law.
Therefore, translators are
the
the
copyright
of
operates
under
umbrella
publisher
not bound to `foreign sources and authors'.

2. Data gathered from the prefaces of the corpus
Before the revolution it was not customary for the translator to `write' a preface to
the translated novel, though he could translate the preface written by a foreign writer
or critic. After the revolution the translators (as well as publishers) felt free to write
their prefaces to the novel. That is, translators after the revolution have exercised
their creativity more by adding prefaces, commentaries and explanatory notes to
translation intended to make the original texts more intelligible for the readers of a
different culture. Thus, Safarian (1976) and Peyman (1972) (who translated Youth
and Heart of Darkness and Lord of the Flies respectively before the revolution) have
no prefaces of their own. While, Hussaini (1994) and Hajati (1986) (translators of
Heart of Darkness) and Azad (1984) and Rafi'ei (1984) (translators of Lord of the

577William Golding, Lord of the Flies, trans. by I Iamid IZafi'ci (Tchran: Bchjat, 1984).
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Flies) added their own prefacesand commentariesto the novels they translated after
the revolution.
Before the revolution Safarian (1976) translated a preface of seven pages
578
in
his
Youth
Heart
Darkness.
In
by
Russell
Bertrand
translation
of
of
and
written
this preface, the readers, including censors, were assured that Joseph Conrad was an
`aristocratic Polish gentleman to his fingertips'
hated Russia -

`both Czarist and revolutionary'

who loved England romantically,
-

took `a gloomy view of the

future' of China, and rejected international socialism and totalitarianism. It was also
in
`by
interested
`so
Conrad
no
political
systems'
and
was
that
much
was not
claimed
he
`a
that
rigid moralist'
and
was
revolutionaries',
means politically sympathetic with
from
'
This
`discipline
that
the
come
within.
preface gives
should
on
who put emphasis
the theme of the novel as follows:
Of all that he had written I admired most the terrible story called The Heart
horror
idealist
is
driven
by
in
Darkness,
of the
mad
which a rather weak
of
s'9
loneliness
forest
tropical
among savages.
and
The way Joseph Conrad and his novel were described in this preface was quite
acceptable

for the regime before the revolution,

and certainly guaranteed its

`permission for publication' by the censors.
Hussaini translated Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness in 1994. He wrote a
preface of 23 pages to the novel and added two separate reviews at the end of the
book. One is entitled, `Discovery of the Truth at the Depth of Darkness' in 15 pages,

578The original text of this prefacehas also been published in The Autobiography of Bertrand Russell,
207-210.
Unwin,
1967),
Allen
George
(London:
1,1872-1914
pp.
and
vol.
579Joseph Conrad, Youth and Heart of Darkness, trans. by Muhammad Ali Safarian, pp. 2-3. (The
207-8. )
Russell,
Bertrand
from
Autobiography
The
been
has
pp.
taken
text
of
original
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`Buddhist
in
is
thoughts
the Heart of
translated
the
critique
a
other one
and
Darkness' in 9 pages."o
Under a subsection in his preface, Hussaini (1994) considers the Heart of

Darkness as an account of `Christian Imperialism':
In addition to being a miniature of various major literary genres, the Heart of
581
have
imperialism.
Imperialists
is
Christian
Darkness
always
an account of
life's
their
to
their
squeezed
resources and
control,
subjected nations
disseminating
their religion and
the
their
of
pretext
under
plundered
wealth
is
Belgian
faith.
Marlow's
to
the
their
related
account
propagating
imperialism in Congo and the massacre of the indigenous people and plunder
of their wealth. Kurtz goes to Congo as an emissary of the Messiah, a
58'
instead
However,
light,
of planting the
science.
progress and
pioneer of
`Tree of Knowledge', he makes heaps out of the skulls of the aborigines and
in
knows
Conrad,
Congo.
that
this
the
nonetheless,
well
wealth of
plunders
history
have
For
this
throughout
a
share.
and
oppressors
game, all autocrats
reason, while referring to the dark places of the world, Marlow says:
`I was thinking of very old times, when Romans first came here,
day
Light
hundred
this
the
out
of
other
came
ago
years
nineteen
....
it
is
blaze
but
like
Knights?
Yes;
on a
running
a
river since - you say
in
flicker
live
in
We
lightning
flash
like
the
the
clouds.
of
a
plain,
-

580Whose
are these? In his preface, Hussaini writes, 'Parviz Talebzadeh wrote one of the two reviews
IIussaini]
in
English,
[Talebzadch
together
book.
The
we
and
and
the
the
was
origin
at
end of
On
by
The
)
IIussaini,
26.
Darkness,
the
into
it
'
(Heart
trans.
Persian.
emphasis
added.
p.
of
rendered
title page of the critique at the end of the book, the name `Parviz Talebzadch' appears above the title,
'Buddhist thoughts in the Heart of Darkness' without mentioning whether he is the translator or
This
The
title
the
either.
the
are
not
mentioned
may
and
author's
name
original
commentary.
writer of
What about the other one? Nothing is mentioned explicitly about the
indeed be a pseudotranslation.
it.
)
(or
himself
Hussaini
Apparently
translated?
wrote
other one.
581Cedric Watts, too, says, ` "Heart of Darkness" can be related to a diversity of traditions,

generic

and technical, including political satire, protest literature, traveller's tale, psychological odyssey,
it
to
those
who
seek
prophecies,
speaks
while,
readers
symbolic novel, mediated autobiography;
Heart
Darkness,
history.
'
(Joseph
Conrad,
follies
brutalities
the
of
ed
of
subsequent
and
eloquently of
by Cedric Matts (Oxford: OUP, 1998 (1990), p. xv. )
He also adds, ` "Heart of Darkness" remains one of the most vividly intelligent tales of western
imperialism;
literary
Victorian
the
No
era
of
and
great
so
radically
work
addressed
civilisation.
other
into
images
deeply
the
so
questioning
projected
such
probably no other nineteenth-century story
imagination of the twentieth century. ' (Heart of Darkness, cd. by Cedric Watts, p. xxiii)
SgtI Iowcvcr, within the source text, we read, `I Ic is an emissary of pity, and science, and progress, and
devil knows what else. ' (Heart of Darkness, eel. by Cedric Watts, p. 169. )
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may it last as long as the old earth keeps rolling! But darkness was
here yesterday. [... ]'
`They were conquerors, and for that you want only brute force
nothing to boast of, when you have it, since your strength is just an
accident arising from the weakness of others. They grabbed what they
could get for the sake of what was to be got. It was just robbery with
violence, aggravated murder on a great scale [... ]. '
It is interesting that Britain that was once one of the dark places of the earth,
where Romans embarked on massacre and whose wealth they plundered,
becomes the pioneer (of oppression) in the course of time and replaces the
Roman Empire. 583At the beginning of the novel, the Thames is described as
follows: "Hunters for gold or pursuers of fame, they all had gone out on that
stream, bearing the sword, and often the torch, messengers of the might
within the land, bearers of a spark from the sacred fire. What greatness had
not floated on the ebb of that river into the mystery of an unknown earth! ...
The dreams of men, the seed of commonwealths, the germs of empires. s584
Commenting on his translation of the Heart of Darkness, Hussaini (1994)

explains:
Before embarking on the translation of this novel, I taught it seven times,
and I can say that I have read all critiques and reviews written about it.
During discussions, I have found out a lot of its delicate points. I finished its
translation within a few months working eight hours per day, pondering,
writing and rewriting with a lot of difficulty and painstaking effort as well as
enthusiasm and exuberance. Certainly, the transfer of the poetic language of
this work that is a mixture of exalted language and colloquial language is
have
been
if
impossible.
difficult,
If
I
not
able to transfer fifty percent of
very
"'
have
language
into
I
Persian,
received my reward.
such a

583Cedric Watts expressesthis fact as follows:
`During the twentieth century, the word `imperialism' gained increasingly pejorative associations.
Today, so many people (for sound reasons) regard the history of imperialism as a predominantly sordid
saga of imposition and exploitation (.... ) The year of Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee, 1897, was a
time of imperialistic fervour in Britain. England's power extended round the world; a quarter of the
human race was subject to the Queen. ' (Heart ofDarlness, ed. by Cedric Watts, p. viii. )

59' Joseph Conrad, Heart

of Darkness, trans. by Iiussaini, pp. 22-24. My translation, except for two
passagesquoted within the quotation marks that have been taken from the source text, pp. 139-140
and 137 respectively.
585JosephConrad, Heart
of Darkness, trans. by ilussaini, pp. 25-26. (My translation.)
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Hussaini (1994) does not mention the reason(s) for selecting this novel for

translation, but implies that he liked it and taught it at the university and read the
criticism related to it. He also implies the difficulty of translating faithfully, as he
admits that he has managedto transfer at most `filly percent' of `this mixture' of
languages.
In an earlier translation of the Heart of Darkness (1986), Fereydoon Hajati
who chose the title `Dar A'mäq-e

Zolmat'

(literally

meaning `In the Depths of

Darkness', but zolmat has some deep religious connotations, it is the opposite of light
and illumination in its religious metaphoric notion: it implies the rule of satanic forces
not guided by the right path, pagan, uncivilized situation, and dominance of brutality,
barbarism, savagery, cruelty, everything that is corrupt, nihilistic,

malign) has a

preface of seven pages where he discusses different aspects of imperialism in general
and the history of the Belgian colonization of Congo in particular. First he provides a

imperialism,
historical
background
to
general
From the 15`hcentury until the 201hcentury, except for some short periods
imperialism,
have
Europe has been vigorously
against
risen
when people
France,
in
Britain,
Norway, Portugal and
the
colonies
of
expanding
engaged
Spain. Later, Germany and Belgium, too, joined them in a desire to enlarge
the dominion of their empire overseas. There is no doubt that they tried to
116
in
justify
imperialism
one way or another.
acquit and

Regardingthe colonization of Congo, he writes,
The Belgian king Leopold II who thought that his country needed some
colonies in Africa attempted secretly to make some conquests in Congo,
despite opposition from the Belgian people and parliament. To that end and
of course under the pretext of exploring some intact wild regions of that land
that had not already acquired any designations, he formed a group called `the

586JosephConrad, Heart of Darkness, trans. by Fcrcydoon I lajati (Tehran: Ekbatan, 1986), p. 3.
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and Civilizing

Africa'587 which is
most probably identical with `the International Society for the Suppression
of Savage Customs' mentioned by Joseph Conrad in the text. In 1878 it was
reported that the famous English explorer and journalist Henry M. Stanley
had explored [1874-771 all the regions of Congo and made some maps of
those regions. Since Britain was not interested in dominating over Congo at
that time, Mr. Stanley came under the service of Leopold II and led an
expedition travelling in Congo from 1879. till 1884.588Thus, Belgians gained
footholds in Congo. 599
Hajati (1986) maintains that the term `darkness' in the title of the book refers
to colonization, and that Conrad's description of the British conquerors as `hunters
for gold or pursuers of fame' and reference to `sword and torch' is indeed intended to
`disclose the real goals that the "civilized world" has concealed behind the curtain of
missionary evangelism and philanthropic

claims. '590 In addition to other vices of

colonizers, Hajati mentions two significant ones as expressed indirectly by Conrad.
One is the difference between their words and their practice. He says that the last
for
Society
[to
International
in
Kurtz's
the Suppression of Savage
the
sentence
report
Customs] proposing to `Exterminate the brutes! ' contradicts his eloquent noble

587The
exact name is `Association

Internationale

Africainc

(`African

International

Association')

for

which Encyclopaedia Britannica reads,
A society of explorers, geographers, and philanthropists formed in September 1876 at the
Central Africa. [... ] At its
instigation of Leopold II, King of the Belgians, to "civilize"
formation it was intended that the association, with headquarters in Brussels, should be
divided into national committees, each of which was to be organized and financed by the
country to which its committee members belonged. [... ] [It was said that European] `roads
and posts will greatly assist the evangelization of the blacks and the introduction among them
of commerce and modem industry. ('Association Internationale Africainc', in Encyclopaedia
Britannica, 1995. )
588 Under the Conunittee's

auspices, Stanley established stations on the upper Congo and opened

negotiations with local rulers.

sagJosephConrad, Heart of Darkness, trans. by Hajati, p. 5. (My translation.)
590Joseph Conrad, Heart
of Darkness, trans. by Ilajati,

p. 7. Joseph Conrad at the beginning of Heart

fame]
had
for
hunters
[i.
Darkness
`They
of
all
gone out on that stream
or
gold
pursuers
writes,
e.
of
[the Thames], bearing the sword, and often the torch, messengers of the might within the land,
bearers of a spark from the sacred fire. (Conrad, p. 137; emphasis added. )
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indeed
benevolence'
`altruistic
`august
suggests
and
sentiment',
and
words pretending
how `Europeans carried out their ideals merely in words, but in practice they
deemed
those
they
along
with
savagery,
of
course,
and
savagery
annihilated whatever
lies.
lie
is
Marlow
'59'
tells
be
The
telling
a
to
vice
they
second
savage.
assumed
whom
to Kurtz's intended (fiancee). Marlow indeed justifies the whole system of
imperialism with such a lie. This suggests that other people, too, resort to lies in some

be
imperialism,
justify
their
in
not
remarks and reports should
so
cases order to
trusted thoroughly.59'In his review of Conrad's works, Edward Said, too, mentions
Marlow's telling lies to `safeguardKurtz's heroic eloquence'; however, he seemsto
be unable to explain the nature of Kurtz's eloquence and to connect Kurtz's
does;
(1986)
Hajati
lies
the
telling
way
eloquencewith
Marlow [... ] cannot deny his own will to live and returns to Kurtz's fiancee
for
Kurtz's
image
the
lips,
his
lie
nature
created
good
of
an
on
with a
for
longs"3
looking
bear
He
benefit.
too
very
at
reality
cannot
unhappy girl's
He [Marlow] tells a lie that simplifies the dark truth but safeguards the
is
it
It
And
heroic
that
Kurtz's
really?
eloquence-what
eloquence.
power of
is quite impossible to say.s94

Thus, Hajati puts emphasison a lack of ethical values in the imperialist and colonial
systems.

The edition contains a short biography of Joseph Conrad, but it is missing a
for
the
translation
to
Hajati's
reasons
selecting
and
own approach
statement about

591Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness, trans. by Ilajati,

p. 8. (My translation. )

592SeeJosephConrad, Heart of Darkness, trans. by I Iajati, pp. 8-9.
593Edward W. Said, Joseph Conrad and the Fiction
Harvard University Press, 1966), p. 148.

of Autobiography

(Cambridge, Massachusetts:
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Heart of Darkness for translation. But, of course, it is clear from the preface he has

imperialism
about
and colonialism that the book has provided a good
written
opportunity to attack Western colonialism, particularly the British one, at a time when
the revolutionary mood in the country demandedsuch works.
Hamid Rafi'ei's reasons for translating Lord of the Flies in 1984 is clearly

stated in the preface:
I have regarded the Lord of the Flies as an example of modem classics since
the time of learning and school. The fascination of the Nobel Prize of
literature that was granted to William Golding, the author of this tale, this
for
into
incentive
has
been
the
this
the
rendering
of
work
not
only
year
Persian.595

He admits that the award of the Nobel Prize to William Golding was the
major, if not the only, reason for the translation of the Lord of the Flies. Rafi'ei
(1984) does not mention the existence of the previous translation by Javad Pcyman
(1972), which may not be accidental, because one can easily see similarities between
the two translations that could indicate that Rafi'ei consulted the first translation.
On his method of translation, he says,
The rendering of the words of the book was like climbing a rocky mountain.
Alas! I had no `cane of knowledge' suitable for this task and where can you
596
leg?
lame
go with a
Raf'ei (1984), like Hussaini (1994), speaks about the difficulty of translating,
emphasizing the importance of equivalence at the lexical level, and claims that he has

been well acquaintedwith the text for a long time. It is noteworthy to say that, based

594Ibid., p. 113.
595Lord of the Flies, trans. by Rafi'ci, p. 9.
596 Th1d.,

p. 14.
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on the Persian culture and modesty conventions, the Iranian reader interprets the
`difficulty of translation' and the admitted `lack of perfect competence' -

Hussaini

(1994) speaks about his `fifty percent' successand Rafi'ei (1984) refers to his `lame
leg'597-

as understatements which point to their `significant success'.
In the Lord of the Flies, translated by Mahmood Azad (1984), the publisher,

Ebtekar, has a preface of three pages wherein he explains the selection of the book
for translation as follows:

When Ba'lzabüb, written by the English author William Golding, was
introduced as the winner of the literary Nobel Prize in 1983, I [Ebtekar]
intended to ask some friends to render it into Persian. Then I obtained a
copy of this work in English and our colleague Mahmood Moshref Azad
Tehrani, an author and poet, beganat once to translate it. 598
He reiterates the theme of 'difficulty' of translation, but he admires Azad's
success and loyalty to Golding's specific style:
The rendering of Ba'lzabüb seemed very difficult in view of the use of
ethical and philosophical allegories in the form of a science-fiction novel and
the mixture of delicate, sensitive, violent and poetic style with a childish
language. By observing faithfulness to Golding's specific style in justifying
the author's philosophical allegories about life, human nature, childish
behaviour, speech and the clear differences in the mind of people enslaved by
honesty,
Azad
the
that
of
and
good
qualities
wisdom
of
people
with
evil and
has rightfully been successful.s99

The publisher admits to have accessto the existing translation made by Javad
Peyman (1972), but just after Azad began to translate:

597A
modest claim to success is traditional
proud and boastful.
59SLord
of the Flies, trans. by Azad, p. 5.

599Ibid., p. 5.

in the Iranian culture because they do not wish to appear
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It is noteworthy that in the processof rendering Ba'lzabüb, we received an
Khodävandgär-e
Magas-hä that
the
translation
entitled
same
work
of
old
has
honourable
Peyman,
its
(i.
translator,
that
suffered
e.
clearly showed
Now
it
lot
twelve
this
translate
to
after
years
constituted
work.
a
struggled)
600
translation
the
foundation
the
to
of
work.
renew
an effective
The reason(s) for selecting a novel for translation may or may not be given
explicitly by the translator or publisher. However, the selection of a novel certainly
fulfils a need in the target culture.

3. General make-up of the text itself
Chapter divisions: There are chapter divisions both in Heart of Darkness and Lord of
the Flies. In the Lord of the Flies, the listing of the original 12 chapters at the
beginning of the text in the table of contents are preserved by Peyman (1972) and
Rafi'ei (1984), but not by Azad (1984).

Chaptersstart on a new page both in Heart of Darkness and Lord of the Flies.
However, Hussaini (1994) does not follow the original pattern, i. e. starting on a new
in
letters
bears
Flies
Lord
titles
the
as
as
chapter
numbers
well
of
page.
example, `CHAPTER

TWO: Fire on the Mountain'

for

that are preserved by Azad

(1984) and Raft'ei (1984) in their translations, but Peyman (1972) uses Arabic
letters)
However,
Heart
Darkness
in
the
titles.
(in
of
with
of
numbers
place
numbers
bears Roman numerals that are shifted to Arabic numbers within

brackets (in

Safarian's translation) and to numbers written in letters or alphabetical numbers (in
Hussaini's translation).

600Ibid., pp. 5-6
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Paragraph division: There are the same paragraph divisions within chapters in
the Persian translations, except in Azad's translation. Azad (1984) divides long
60'
into
paragraphs
shorter ones.

Quotation marks: Direct speech is indicated by means of single/double
quotation marks in Heart of Darkness and Lord of theflies, and they (as well as most
other punctuation marks) are imitated in the Persian translations. It is noteworthy to
mention that the Persian language did not use punctuation marks in the past, and
began to imitate the European punctuation marks only in the 19th century; however,
with time some modifications have been made.
The data obtained from the general make-up of the set of texts in the corpus
of the study leads to the conclusion that the Persian translators generally follow a
`faithful' approach on the surface level, though the translators after the revolution feel
freer to deviate from the source text.

4. Cultural

expectation and manipulation

of the text

Norms of acceptability are related to values and beliefs prevalent in the society. The
Islamic Revolution

has categorically changed the dominant socio-cultural

Three most debated values in post-revolutionary
despotism',

values.

era are `freedom-seeking and anti-

`independence-seeking and anti-colonialism',

and `social justice and

opposition to exploitation'.
As it was stated earlier, in translation freedom of expression is certainly felt
more after the revolution, whereas silence, imitation, and subordination were more
by
The
before
the translators to their
the
prefaces
written
prevalent
revolution.

601It is worth noting that the publisher introduces Azad as an `author and poet' in his preface to
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translations imply that translators found their own `voice' and utilised their freedom
and `originality'

after the revolution. One of the sentiments they wished to express

was anti-colonialism.

Hussaini (1994) slightly

translating `commonwealth'
`mosta'mere' ('colony')

into 'mosta'merät'

manipulates the original

text by

(meaning `colonies'). He also uses

for the word 'dependency' in the translation of the following

sentence:
'This is my share in the advantages my country shall reap from
602
dependency.
possession of such a magnificent

the

He manipulates the text in such a way as to indicate that the translated novel was a
(1976)
did
hand,
Safarian
On
imperialism.
the
other
clear account of colonialism and
`mosta'merdt'
`mosta'mere'
the
terms
or
not either mention

('colony/colonies')

or

he
`jomhürFTherefore,
`colonialism'
`imperialism'
used
outwardly.
or
spoke about
hä' ('republics')

for `commonwealth' and `tnbe'Tyat' for `dependency'.

Another good example of the relationship between norms and values on the
interpretation,
hand
translator's
manipulation and choices on
the
one
and norms and
is
`Colonialism
by
illustrated
the
be
the
hand,
a
of
phrase
rendering
the other
can
for
following
The
opportunity
a
good
sentence provides
conspiracy against nations'.
hence,
interpret
text
the
manipulate the target text as
and
the translator to
source
he/she wishes in order to point to this conspiracy and reflect the value/belief:
`We want, ' he603began to declaim suddenly, `for the guidance of the cause
intrusted to us by Europe, so to speak, higher intelligence, wide sympathies,
'60'
purpose.
a singleness of

Azad's translation of Lord of the Flies, pp.5-7 (p. 5).
6C2This sentence is expressed by an old doctor who works at the headquarters of a company that
148. )
by
Cedric
Watts,
Darkness,
in
(heart
Congo.
p.
`trade'
cd.
the
of
whole
controls
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After the revolution, Hussaini (1994) has translated `higher intelligence' into
"ettelä'ät-e fogol'ade serri ('top secret information') and `purpose' into `hadaf'
('target', `aim') as if intelligence services (meaning spying) were also involved in
60S
by
information
be
the
to
colonisers. However, Safarian (1976) took
gathering
used
a more positive attitude (perhaps in an ironic way! ) towards colonisers and hence
translated

`tahom-e

blshtar'

and `purpose' into `nazar' ('view',

`opinion')

"higher

understanding')

intelligence'

into

('more

mutual

as if colonisation

dialogue,
that
exchange of views and
required
ground
created a civilised, cultural
mutual understanding. Thus, the active presence of the translator is visible here and
`opacity' is achieved in the target text. 506
Likewise, another belief/value adopted after the revolution is that `exploiting
and plundering nations' wealth are deplorable and similar to, or even worse than

how
'
Below,
this slogan was transformed into the
see
we can
piracy and robbery.
textual practice when operating on a text (i. e., Heart of Darkness) describing

603`Ile' refers to the brick-maker of the Central Station who indeed servesas the manager's spy upon
other agents at the Station. This Station is the representative of a trading company whose headquarters
in
indeed
Congo. An
located
in
Belgium,
the
colonialism
main
arm
of
and
exploitation
and
are
example that indicates he spies on other agents and tries to gather `secret information' is given in the
following passage:
"I had no idea why he wanted to be sociable, but as we chatted in there it suddenly occurred
in fact, pumping me. Ile alluded
to me the fellow was trying to get at something putting leading
constantly to Europe, to the people I was supposed to know there in
the sepulchral city, and so on. " (heart of Darkness, cd.
to
acquaintances
my
questions as
by Cedric Watts, p. 168. )
604heart
of Darkness, ed. by Cedric Watts, p. 169.
605Of course, they were indeed involved, but this notion was not intended in the above passage that
attributed positive notions to colonialism. It is difficult to decide if Iiussaini's translation is the case of
deliberate manipulation or simply a case of mistranslation.
606Theo Hermans uses the term `opacity' to define the interference of the translator and manipulation
of the target text to fulfil

the needs of the target culture. Sec Theo IIcrmans,

`Some Concluding
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colonialism as a context that allows exploitation, plundering and forced labour. The
original passage reads:
There were rumours that a very important station was in jeopardy, and its
608
ill.
it
Mr.
Kurtz,
Hoped607
chief,
was
was not true.
And when Conrad calls the agents of colonial exploitation `buccaneers' and describes

them with adjectives like `sordid, greedy, and cruel' who tear treasures in the
following way:
This devoted band called itself the Eldorado Exploring Expedition, and I
believe they were sworn to secrecy. To tear treasure out of the bowels of the
land was their desire, with no more moral purpose at the back of it than
there is in burglars breaking into a safe. Who paid the expenses of the noble
enterprise I don't know; but the uncle of our manager was leader of that
lot. 609
Hussaini (1994) translates the terms `chief' and `leader' as `sarkarde' and
`sardaste' respectively
-

which are usually used to refer to `chief of pirates' and

`head of a gang of robbers' band of gangsters'
-

and `band' as `dar-o daste' -

usually referring to `a

in the translation of the above sentences. This clearly reflects

the rhetoric used after the revolution. In contrast, Safarian in his 1976 translation uses
neutral or positive terms, 'ra'ts'

('boss'), `rahbari'

('leader') and `gorüh' ('group')

610
leader,
band.
for
English
the
as an equivalent
words chief,
and

Comments on the Debates and the Responses',in Translation and Norms, ed. by Christina Schaffner
(Clevedon: Multilingual Matters, 1999), pp. 133-140.
'07 'Me speaker is the managerof the Central station, and he talks about the chief of the Inner Station
who collects and sends ivory more than all other agents.
608Heart
of Darkness, cd. by Cedric Watts, p. 165.
609Heart
of Darkness, ed. by Cedric Watts, p. 177.
610 After

the revolution,

the word

'lead'

and `leader'

are used in limited

connotations. They are not used in pejorative insulting contexts.

cases with

positive
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Hussaini (1994) takes a negative attitude towards colonialism and hence uses
terms with negative connotations

in order to show his sympathy with the society's

dominant beliefs, values and norms. This is a case of interpretation and manipulation
of the text that creates opacity. For instance, he uses the term `kazä'i

(literally

meaning `as described before', but with a negative connotation) as an equivalent for
the definite article `the' in the original sentence:
In the outer room the two women knitted black wool feverishly. 611
In the following sentence that refers to the same band that called itself `the

Eldorado Exploring Expedition' (mentioned above), we seea similar strategy used.
He carried his fat paunch with ostentation on his short legs, and during the
612
infested
but
his
his
to
the station spoke
time
no one
gang
nephew.
Hussaini (1994) translates the underlined phrase as `dar-o daste-'ash garnrgäh rd be

(H.,
(literally
büdand'
79)
`älüde
meaning`his gang have polluted
gand-e vojüdeshän
the station with the filth of their existence/presence') which is a much more negative
phrase than the original

one. A similar negative emphasis is present in the

interpretation and translation of the following sentence:
He was very anxious for me to kill somebody, but there wasn't the shadow
61'
of a carrier near.

611Heart
of Darkness, ed. by Cedric Watts, p. 146. Marlow (the narrator) says, 'Often faraway there I
thought of these two, guarding the door of Darkness, knitting black wool as for a warm pal, [... ]. '
(Ibid., p. 147. ) Compare the `door of Darkness' with the 'IIeart of Darkness'.

612Heart
of Darkness, ed. by Cedric Watts, pp. 177-8.
613heart

of Darkness, cd. by Cedric Watts, p. 162. 'lie' refers to Marlow's white companion in his
walking journey who got fever during their long journey. Then he had to be carried by black servants
in a hammock, but as he weighed sixteen stone, the carriers dropped him in a bush one morning
-a
sign of `mutiny' - and all sneaked off. The word `anxious' in English has two opposite meanings in
different context: one is `worried, uneasy', the other `willing, eagerly wishing'.
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Hussaini (1994) interprets and translates the word `anxious' as `moshtnq' (H.,

61) ('willing')

as a purposeful wish expressedby a white coloniser to kill black

people. Safarian (1976) interprets and translates this word into `negarän' (H., 99)
('worried'),

a humanistic attitude towards black people.

The result is a textual conflict between the cultural identity of the source and
of the target text. As Maria Tymoczko puts it,
Oppression and enslavement, rebellion and revolution, all have discursive
components. Inevitably, when people and nations speak different languages,
the discursive practices at the heart of their interactions must turn on
translation. 614

In brief, after the revolution, the translator feels more independentfrom the
author and has attained more freedom to make himself visible in translation and if
necessary to manipulate the text. Compared to the pre-revolutionary

times, the

Iranian readershipis better educatedand bigger in size; therefore, there is a constant
demandfor the translatedliterary texts that are meticulously selected.
C. Textual and other appropriateness

norms

In this section, some of the norms that were generally discussed in Chapter 6,
`Models and Norms of Text Production' will be related specifically to the corpus of
study. The following norms will be looked at in some detail:
(1) Impact of anti-Arabism on the Persian spelling and script;
(2) Choice of vocabulary; and
(3) Impact of censorial measures.

614Maria Tyrnoczko, Translation in a Posicolonial Context (Manchester: Saint Jerome, 1999), p. 15.
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on the Persian spelling and script

As it was discussed in Chapter 6, there has been an attempt to simplify the spelling of

in
Persian (in accordance
Arabic
them
to
seem
more
natural
make
certain
words as
in
language).
loan
Some authors and
the
the
of
words/phrases
with
naturalisation
translators have tried to changethe spelling of some Arabic words in Persian,from its
original Arabic to some perceived more Persian-looking spelling. This trend is also
present in the works under consideration.

a. One significant parameter involved in this process is the `broken' or
`abbreviated' type of writing that follows the use of colloquial style in dialogues.This
has shifted some
method of writing that produces peculiar word forms in Persian615
Arabic words:
Original form
liI

L+

Shifted form
YV

(R., 56)
(P. 63)
(H., 38)

b. After the revolution, translators as well as writers try to change the Arabic
letter `t' (`ia') in non-Arabic words into its Persian counterpart `t' (`ý').

The most

conspicuous examples616are listed below:

613It is similar to the English slang style of speechthat combines and contracts words, e.g. 'donna' or
'ain't'.
616In the examplesthat follow in this chapter, A. stands for Azad, II. stands for I-lussaini, P. stands for
Peyman, R. stands for Rafi'ei, and S. stands for Safarian. The numbers that follow them are the page
numbers of their own translations.
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Old Form

New Form

vU-93o (P., 195; R., 329)
ýa

c9ý,
csl.

Cjl_4

(A., 24)

(H.
)
LSU-)L

u

(311.1

U
C.
5-')

(H., 112)

L3ul

(H., 114; R., 34)

c. Rafi'ei (1984) tries to avoid the Arabic adverb suffix `i' (called `tanwin') in

colloquial style of dialoguesby turning them into Persian'ü' (English `n' sound):
Original form

Colloquial form
(R., 34 and 58; P., 202)

;wj
ýl.

xi
"l
L5

al

(R.)
(R., 84)

The use of this `colloquial' form is not consistent. Rafi'ei (1984) sometimesusesthe
original form as well; for exampleon page 77 of his translation he uses `%l--I' twice
in dialogues:
als

L-,.-_i

"

On

the

whole,

: _.,

l..

*)

14S
-

r,

lit.

6S

such de-Arabisation

jl

c klq

!. L 3 i'

attempts

can make

only

minor

modifications at word level, but they do not lead to a major change in the use of the
Arabic script in Persian.
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2. Choice of vocabulary

As the western dominancelost its grip after the revolution and the Iranian westernised
intellectuals, who advocated imitation from the West and, at the same time, took
pride in the pre-Islamic era and its `pure' Persian words, were pushed to the margins
in the new Islamic cultural identity, European loan words and sare ('pure')

Persian

words lost their prestige and went out of fashion after the revolution. Thus, a close
look at the choice of vocabulary used in the corpus of study indicates that,

a. Aßer the revolution, there is a stronger tendency to avoid foreign,
items.
lexical
Still, many English, French
English,
French
and
particularly
and Russian terms can be found in the translated texts. On the whole there

is also a tendency to avoid the Arabic combinations and functional words
as well as Arabic suffixes at the end of non-Arabic words such as the
`-Fn'
`-nt'
`fi'
of
and
and
adverb-making
suffixes
suffix,
plural-making
(called `tanwin')

b. There is less effort to use `sare' or pure Persianwords. However, some
words that were coined by the Language Academy have been used, e.g.
`pezhväk' (R., 54) ('echo') and `vdzhe' (R., 151) ('word').
c. Some vocabulary from the translator's regional dialect can be found in the
translated texts. Evidently the use of regional dialects is not a norm in

translated texts. Furthermore, the terms and expression from regional
dialects noticed in the corpus of study are used sporadically and most
probably unconsciously. This unconscious idiosyncratic use of dialectal
forms (unlike the conscioususe of Tehrani dialect in a consistent manner)
creates some irregularity and inconsistencythat affects naturalness. It is
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interesting that the use of regional dialects in original Persian novels is
indeed acceptable and even recommended by some scholars6' as a way of
for
language
by
future generations,
the
the
assets
of
use
recording cultural
in an attempt to save them from total erasure, enrich the vocabulary of the
language in general (i. e. the standard Persian) or to collect proverbs and
idioms and other figures of speech. Some authors indeed have tried their
hand at using dialects and were quite successful and praised for their
writings. Moreover, in some original (Persian) plays, regional and class
dialects are used skilfully in the service of characterization. It seems then,
that there is a gap in this respect between the original and the translated
texts.
d. The translators sometimes have used different terms that create a lack of
consistency. For example, Rafi'ei

(1984)

uses `pä'

as the Persian

equivalent for `foot/feet' as a measure of length, while using other English
measures such as `inch', `yard' and `mile' (in transliterated form), but
towards the end of the book, he begins to use `foot' (in transliterated
form) (e. g. R., 331 and 341). 618Peyman (1972), too, has used `inch'
besides metric

system and Persian traditional

measures. A lack of

consistency does affect naturalness; however, when the context is different

617For instance, Jamalzadeh in Yeki Bud Yeki Nabud ('Once Upon a Time') (1921). Sec Chapter 5 for
a discussion of his views.

618It is noteworthy to mention that there are three different systemsof measurementsused in translated
texts in Persian: the metric system, like metre, kilometre and so on, the British system, like yard, mile
and so on and the Iranian traditional system like zar'a (almost half a meter), meet (very similar to
English mile), farsang or farsakh (some six kilometres). However, the British system sounds less
important
is
The
Iranian
two.
when
measures
than
the
used
exact
are
not
and
system
acceptable
other
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and the translator uses this technique for certain reason(s) knowingly, it
can be justified, and hence acceptable. For example, the use of English
in original

utterances, whether

form

or transliterated

form,

in the

translated TL (Persian) novels has been regarded as acceptable (i. e. have
not caused any objection from the native speakers who responded to the
intuition judgement

tests held in this study61') because those scarce

utterances were spoken by some foreigners (non-English
show off

that they can speak English,

speakers) to

not as a fluent

string

of

communication.

3. Impact of censorial measures.
Censorship is closely related to bowdlerisation, euphemism, and manipulation of the
text and results from power relations in the socio-political and ideological context of
the target culture. Usually the mere existence of censorship in itself is enough to
influence the translators'

and editors'

choice. That is, with self-censorship and

editorial censorship there is often no need for the direct censorial interference.
and editors practise some form of self-censorship

based on their

knowledge of target culture norms and values and interpretation

of the rules of

Translators

censorship.
Before the revolution, the regime was sensitive to certain political issues,
particularly

publications attacking western imperialism or colonialism as well as

internal despotism. Therefore, over forty percent of the censored or `modified' texts

mainly to make the text feel more archaic, literary or fiuniliar. The metric system is particularly
avoided in poetry and if used, it would sound awkward and unacceptable.
619The results of these tests will be discussedin the
next chapter.
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620
issues
After the revolution, the Islamic system has
to
were related
socio-political
.
provided

grounds

oppression/despotism,

for

the

criticism

of

colonialism/imperialism

while encouraging bowdlerisation

and

of texts for moral and

ethical reasons. Thus, the use of `mosta'mere' and `mosta'mcrct'

by Hussaini (1994)

(as mentioned before) are quite welcome, though it was not so much welcome before
the revolution.
On the other hand, once or twice Hussaini (1994) uses terms that violate the

acceptablenorms of post 1979 morality: For instance,the English clause `he baffled
himself (HD, 168) has been translated as `vagtash rd talaf mikard' (S., 107) ('He
621
his
by
Safarian
(1976),
but as `goh-gije
time')
wasted
(literally meaning `He was shit-confused')

gerefte büd' (H., 68)

by Hussaini (1994). In the view of post-

revolutionary ethics, the latter phrase is immoral and unacceptable. The next examples
show the attitude towards modernity in pre-revolutionary times.

Safarian and Hussaini used different equivalents for the same terms
-

brick

and van:
(b)

Safarian's translation (1976)

(Preferred before the revolution)
(1) "äjor'

Hussaini's translation (1994)
(Could not be tolerated before the revolution)

('baked brick') (S., 106)

`khe.sht' ('raw mud brick') (H., 67)

The term usedin the ST is `brick', but as it is mentionedin the ST that there is
a need for `straw' to make such `bricks', the Persian term `khcsht' is more suitable

620Sec Khosravi, pp. 181-82.
621Safarian's expressionis
moral and acceptableafter the revolution.
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here. However, before the revolution, the more `modem' and `progressive' term,
`äjor, was advocated.

`gärT'('a cart') (H., 85)

(2) `kamiyün-i ('a truck') (S., 126)

In the source text, the term is `a van' used in a simile:
"Imagine a blindfolded man set to drive a van over a bad road. I sweated and

shivered over that businessconsiderably, I can tell you. "6ZZ
In the same way, `a truck' (a sign of modernity) was used before the revolution
instead of `a cart' (a sign of backwardness).
Also,

Hussaini (1994) uses the terms Wild-hazrat'

('Her

Excellency'),

`shähän' ('shahs') (H., 32) in negative connotation, `mobärezc' ('combat') (H., 144),
`tilde-hä ye mtlyüni

(`millions-strong

masses') (H., 46), as well as many religious

terms that were not tolerated before the revolution.
In the Lord of the Flies there are many obscene phrases that have to be
bowdlerized, euphemised, modified or at least `softened' in order to become
acceptableafter the revolution. They mostly refer to the body and bodily functions. A
below:
is
list
given
short
of examples
(c) Peyman's indecent phrases (1972)

Rafi'ei's and Azad's tolerable phrases (1984)

(1) `Oh künam! ' (P., 146)

`Oukh! Kapalam! ' (R., 221; A., 154)

(Oh! my ass!')

(`Oh! My bottom')

(2) `Doros tü krcneshe' (P., 175)

`Neize Tafte 'ünjash' (R., 258)

('Exactly in its arse! ')

('The arrow has gone into `that place' of it')
`Neize to daste t7 mätahteshe'6B (A., 181)

622Heart
of Darkness, ed. by Cedric Watts, p. 184.
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('The arrow is inside its bottom up to its end.')
(3) `Felänam be 'äsmet' (P., 211)

'Gar-e bäbäye 'äsmet' (R., 308)

(`Fuck your asthma!')

'Gar-e pedar-e 'äsmel' (A., 214)
(`Damn your asthma's father')

(4) `Mohkam kruftam tü tokhmash '(P., 218)

(' I hit him strongly in his testes')

`Zadam tü tokhmhäsh' (R., 317)

(' I hit him strongly in his testes')

`Qäyemzadam dorost vasat-epnhnsh' (A., 221)
('I hit him strongly exactly betweenhis legs')
In brief, before the revolution Peyman (1972) could easily use obscene (foul,
direct) language that is considered inappropriate after the revolution. Abusive and
foul words
However,

and expression were apparently used more before the revolution.
their use in pre-revolutionary

translations should not necessarily be

for
be
influence,
therefore
to
the
rejected
political
and
part
of
western
considered

624
(private
for
body
Direct
the
terms
the
certain parts of
reasons after
revolution.
(a
Obscene
`obscene'
functions
their
cultural
norm).
considered
are
parts) and
swearing (or cursing) offered to someone's sister, mother and aunt is also considered
inappropriate and taboo. In real conversation, the use of such curses may cause
brawls and rows. The post-revolutionary trend away from `vulgar' bodily terms also

623One of the methods of euphemism in Persian is the use of relatively unfamiliar Arabic words, just
as English uses Latin. Thus, the Arabic phrase`mdtaht' is used as a euphemistic term in Persian.
624Traditionally, some Persian poets are notorious for using terms referring to bodily functions and
making pornographic descriptions. However, it should be noted that their works wcre intended for a
limited number of adult, mainly male, elite readers, but not children, women or common people. It
seems that the prohibition of the use of obscenities (and indeed its use) has a long history. There is an
interesting study of obscenities in the context of Russian culture wherein prohibitions and taboos, like
those in Iranian culture, prevails. See B. A. Uspenskij, 'On the Origin of Russian Obscenities', in The
Semantics of Russian Culture, ed. by Ann Shukman (Michigan: Department of Slavonic Languages
and Literature, The University of Michigan, 1984), pp. 295-301.
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applies to other forms of literature, not just translations. The translators and authors

after the revolution have beenexpectedto be more `polite' and `considerate' towards
readers. However, pornographic descriptions of sexual intercourse are more overtly
62'
by
and strongly prohibited
religious rules and practice. For a detailed discussionof
the standardsand norms practised in the Islamic context of Iran before and after the
revolution, see Chapter 6.
With the revolution, a new cultural era started and the old tenets and trends

have beenput aside or pushedto the margins.The tendenciesof anti-Arabism and the
have
lost
loan
European
their vigour and prestige and
words
use of sare words and of
hence are not acceptable any more. The emphasis of censorship shifted from political
to moral issues.

In the next chapter, the use of colloquial style and its impact on the choice of
pronouns will be discussed in a linguistic micro-structural analysis of the data
collected from the corpus of study on ellipsis and reference. Moreover, the factors
involved

in deviating ellipsis and reference from the norm of acceptability and

naturalnesswill be extracted.

625Islam
emphasizes ethical codes and morality. Ethics is an important subject of Islamic 'sciences'.
The Persian cultural tradition,
noun.

too, supports moral codes though there are exceptions to this general
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CHAPTER EIGHT

A MICRO-STRUCTURAL

STUDY OF COHESIVE DEVICES,

REFERENCE/ELLIPSIS:

A Linguistic

Analysis

The topic of cohesion, which may have first appeared in Hasan (1968), was
(1975),
&
in
Hasan
Halliday
and revised in Halliday (1985), has
expanded
always appeared to me the most useful constituent of discourse analysis or
626
linguistics
text
applicable to translation.

A. Cohesive devices in translation
`Cohesion is the network of lexical, grammatical and other relations which provide
links between various parts of a text. 1627Halliday and Hasan define cohesion as
follows:

The concept of cohesionis a semanticone; it refers to relations of meaning
that exist within the text, and that define it as a text.

626Newmark 1991, p. 69.
627Mona Baker, In Other Words (London: Routlcdgc, 1992), p. 180.
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Cohesion occurs where the INTERPRETATION
of some element in
the discourse is dependent on that of another. The one presupposes the
other, in the sense that it cannot be effectively decoded except by recourse
to it. When this happens, a relation of cohesion is set up, and the two
elements, the presupposing and the presupposed, are thereby at least
potentially integrated into a text. [... ]

Cohesion is part of the system of a language. The potential for
cohesionlies on the systematicresourcesof reference, ellipsis and so on that
are built into the languageitself. [...J A cohesiverelation is set up only if the
628
has
it
],
[...
to
sameword, or a word related
occurred previously.
They distinguish between `cohesion' and `structure': whereas structure refers
to the relation that links the parts of a sentence or a clause, cohesion is the relation

among the parts of a text -

the sentences,or paragraphs,or turns in a dialogue.629

They also distinguishbetween `cohesion' and `register' that make up 'texture '. 630
Halliday and Hasan identify five main cohesive devices in English: reference,
63'
lexical
Their model of cohesion is
cohesion.
substitution, ellipsis, conjunction and

the best-known and most detailed model available in English, and it will be utilised in
the present study. Based on their model, an attempt is made in the present research to

devise a taxonomy/paradigmfor Persianreferenceand ellipsis categories as observed
in the instancesoccurring in the translated novels under study. Persian grammarians
totally ignore the colloquial style that is widely used in dialogues in the translated

6281lalliday and IIasan, pp. 4-5.
629Ibid.,
p. 6.

630'Texture
results from the combination of semantic configurations of two kinds: those of register
and those of cohesion. The register is the set of semantic configurations that is typically associated
IT
with a particular CLASS of contexts of situation, and defines the substance of the text: WHAT
MEANS,

in the broader sense, including all the components of its meaning, social, expressive,
communicative and so on as well as representational. Cohesion is the set of meaning relations that is
general to ALL CLASSES
of text, that distinguishes text from "non-text" and interrelates the
substantive meanings of the text with each other. Cohesion does not concern what a text means; it
concerns how the text is constructed as a semantic edifice. ' (Ibid., p. 26. )
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novels (as well as in other forms of Persian literature), and do not provide any

taxonomy basedon authentic data in this regard.
Different functions are attributed to cohesion. For instance, Roger Fowler
believes that all linguistic devices that contribute to linkage between sentences
are
vital to `information-continuity'

and to `cohesion'; pronouns and pro-verbs, lexical

cross-references,and question-answersequencesare among these cohesivedevices.632
In translation studies cohesion has not been given much attention. Recently
Peter Fawcett has drawn our attention to this issue:
Cohesion is one of the more interesting aspects of textuality, one that
receives a great deal of attention in certain kinds of literary criticism but
which is often all too easily overlooked in the translation situation. 633
It is also the case that few scholars have worked on the relationship between

cohesion and naturalness. Vehmas-Lehto has dealt with `cohesion flaws' and
634
for
flaws
in
her
accounts
such
case study. She discussesthe relationship between
`naturalness'and `textual cohesion':
The unnaturalness and obscurity of the translations could not be entirely
accounted for by lexical and syntactic factors: there are also flaws in textual
cohesion. Similar observations about translations have earlier been made by
Klaudy (1984) and Kachroo (1984). The former even maintains that most
translation errors and shortcomings are connected with textual cohesion.
The latter found a dependence between the naturalness, "authenticity" of the

631Ibid., p. 180.
49.
632
p.
Fowler,
633Fawcett,
p. 91.
634`The
paper discusses some flaws in the use of intcrsentential

cohesion devices in translations from

Russian into Finnish. The flaws are divided into two categories: those which affect just the style
and
those which also affect the clarity of the translations. The main reason for translation flaws in the
material is the interference from the source texts.' (Vchmas-Lchto, in Empirical Research in
Translation, 1991, p. 171.)
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translations (as assessed by native speakers of the target language) and the
degree of their resemblance to authentic target language texts in terms of the
distribution of cohesion devices. 635
She gives two reasons for `cohesion flaws' in translated (target) texts: `lack
of
transfer' and `interference' that cause unnaturalness. 636
Hatim and Mason have considered the notion of a continuum or a scale of
values `an ideal way' to assess the `degree of textuality'

(including cohesion) from

`the vantage point of users' expectations' and its adherence to `norms of language
637
use'.

Also ShoshanaBlum-Kulka looked at the relationship of cohesionto `shiftsiG38
(a concept closely linked to naturalnessin translation, as discussedin Chapter 3).639

1. Reference (or pronouns)
One of the cohesive devices analysed in this case study will

be `reference'.

Grammarians usually use the term `pronoun' to refer to the process of reference.
Papegaaij and Schubert (1988) define `pronouns' as `syntactic markers having hardly
64°
for
Such linguistic
their
their
any semantic content of
own' and account
uses.

635Ibid., p. 172.
636Ibid., p. 179.
637I latim
and Mason 1997, pp. 27-28.

638'Shifts' occur due to the communicative function of the translated text in
adjusting the text to the
expectationsof the target readers.
639 Shoshana Blum-Kulka,

`Shifts of Cohesion and Coherence in Translation',

in The Translalion

Studies Reader, cd. by Lawrence Venuti and Mona Baker (London: Routledge, 2000), pp. 298-313.
640 'Pronouns,

especially personal pronouns, are words which function almost as syntactic markers
having hardly any semantic content of their own. They occupy the position where a semantically full
element would be expected. (Of course this is an expectation from a theoretical analysis of the
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ignore the cultural contexts and

constraintsin the choice of pronouns.
According to Halliday and Hasan, `exophoric reference' is excluded from
`cohesion', since it does not bind the two elementstogether into a text.64'However,
endophoric reference items are considered as cohesive and can be divided into
`anaphora', referring back to something that came earlier in the text, and `cataphora',
referring forward to something coming later.

In translation studies there has not been enough study on the important
subject of reference and the way it operates at the textual level. Some translation
theorists have emphasised the importance of and need for the study of reference in
translation. For instance, Fawcett considers the use of `reference' as an `understudied
field' in translation studies: `The most interesting problem with reference lies in

possible differences of use between source and target, although again this is an
"4'
field.
Karim Einami, a famous Iranian prose translator and theorist,
understudied
calls for the study of the use of pronouns in the English-to-Persian translating:
You may be surprised to hear that one of the difficulties faced by the
translators who render English texts into Persian is to find suitable
equivalents for some English pronouns. Pronouns as well as verbs are among
the most frequently used items of any languages. If there is indeed any
difficulty as how to find equivalents for the English pronouns in Persian, then

sentence in isolation. A normal hearer, not biased by linguistic analyses, would not expect anything
other than the pronoun. ) Pronouns are used in situations where it is not necessary to use the fully
specific lexical signal for a concept, usually because the context and the syntactic structure of the
sentence provide sufficient information for the reader to be able to reconstruct the full intended
meaning. ' (Papegaaij and Schubert, p. 37. )

"'I lalliday and I Iasan,p. 18.
642Fawcctt, p. 96.
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this is a vital problem that requires urgent attention by the honourable
6"
teachers of translation.
In this study, Halliday and Hasan's category of `comparative reference' is not
covered. Thus, only cohesive personal pronouns and demonstratives are discussed.

2. Ellipsis

Another cohesive device analysedin this case study will be ellipsis. Fawcett defines
`ellipsis' and observes its importance for translation as follows:
Another way to hold text together is, paradoxically, by missing bits out, a
device known as ellipsis. According to Beaugrande and Dressler (1981: 68)
this phenomenon is not very well understood, since most linguistic research
has concentrated on so-called `well-formed sentences'. Consequently,
],
[...
be
it
matter
coverage in grammar books
grammatical
should
a
although
tends to be very patchy. [... ]

From the point of view of translation it is important to know what
eachlanguageis allowed to miss out and in what circumstances.[...]
The phenomenon of whether something is elided or represented
between
languages
feel
difference
that
the need to provide
the
constitutes
the verb with all of its complementary bits and bobs, and other languages
"'
happy
that are
to wield the scissors.
Halliday and Hasan define `ellipsis' as `somethingleft unsaid' `but understood
645
follows:
it
further
They
as
explain
nevertheless'.
We are referring specifically to sentences, clauses, etc. whose structure is
such as to presuppose some preceding item, which then serve as the source

643Karim Emami, `You', Alotarjem (`The Translator'), 26 (1998), 82-85 (p. 82). My on
from Persian.
644Fawcett, p. 92-94.

aasI lalliday and Hasan,p. 142.

translation
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of the missing information. An elliptical item is one which, as it were, leaves
specific structural slots to be filled from elsewhere.
They categorise ellipsis into nominal, verbal and clausal.
In brief, cohesion is of the greatest importance in creating a style, whether in
writing or in translation. It is an interesting topic for research in translation studies,
but at the moment it is an `understudied field'. The search for the relationship of
cohesion to (consistent,

regular) shifts and naturalness draws the researcher's

attention primarily to the two distinct styles of the Persian language used in novels.

B. Norm-abiding:

diglossia:

`oral' language versus `written' language

Style of language in the translation

of novels

As has been discussed in Chapter 6, the first phenomenon that shows itself to the
examiner of a translated novel in Persian is the existence of a kind of diglossia. That
is, the language used by common people, called the language of `speech', or `oral' or
`colloquial'
`literary'

language, has special features that distinguishes it from the `written',

former
is
language.
The
`standard'
considered to be a non-standard
or

language, that can be a `dialect' of certain specific region, but the latter is considered
as a standard language used and understood by every educated Iranian citizen; it is
the official language of education. The official documents and announcements, the
journalistic

reports and the like are all written in this language. In brief, educated

people use it for the `written' material. Moreover, in formal settings and speeches
such as university lectures, scientific, political, economic and parliamentary debates,
news and commentaries on radio and television, court proceedings and the like are

646Ibid., p. 143.
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carried out in the formal language. However, the way people speak at home and in
private daily contexts is different. The literary scholars in Iran generally regard it as
the `simple' language of common people. The translators of novels, just like the
authors of original Iranian (modem) novels who attempt to `record' and reproduce
the speech of people, try to imitate this language of speech in translated texts.
Translators and original writers both try to represent the language of speech in their

into
As
foreign
translated
this `written form' of the
partly
novels are
works.
a result,
languageof speech,and partly into the `written' formal language. "
The blending of the two styles is the primary feature of naturalness or
acceptability in literary translation, and it looks that at present there is a norm
regulating the use of this diglossia. Najaf Darya-bandari describes and formulates the
norm as follows:
Presently we use the language of speech only in stories, in the speech of
the characters, not in the narration of the story, except when the
narration itself is made by one or more of the same characters, such as
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. In non-fiction books, of course,
"8
is
language
the written
always used

In the following tables, the two sets of pronouns observed in the corpus of
study that belong to the standard and colloquial

languages are represented and

investigate
the taxonomy for Persian reference in
to
the
or
show
compared with
view

the translatedtexts.

647See Chapter 6 of the present thesis for a history of tendencies towards the simplification and
colloquialism of the modem Persian language.
648'Interview with Najaf Darya-bandari', p. 90. (My translation.)
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Table 8.1. Subject pronouns in English and Persian
English

Standard

Standard

Colloquial

Colloquial

Pronouns

Verb endings619

Pronouns

Verb endings

I

man

-am

man

-am

You (singular)

to

-F

to

-T

He/she

'ü

No ending (past)

'ü or 'an

(past)
or
no
ending
-esh

vey

(present)
-ad

'än

No ending (past)

It

(present)
-eh
'an

(past)
or
no
ending
-esh

'in

'in

(present)
-eh

We

mä

-im

mä / mähä

-im

You (plural)

shoma

-Id

shomä /

-in

shomähä
They

'Ishän
'änhä
'änän
'inhä

-and

'rshan650

-an

'ünnl
'ünhn
'Fnä

'm an

619 The use
of subject verb endings is obligatory in complete sentences, containing
I iowever, the use of marked pronouns is optional and depends on certain considerations.
650This
colloquial

finite

verbs.

pronoun can only be used to refer to a respectful single person (as a 3`d person
singular pronoun that will be discussed under the subheading `the power-solidarity
relations in
society' below).
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Table 8.2. Object and possessive pronouns in English and Persian65'

Standard

Standard

Colloquial

Colloquial

Detached

Attached

Detached

Attached

Me/my

man

-am

man

-am

You/your (singular)

to

-at

to

-at/ -et

Him/his/her

'ü / vey

-ash

'ü or 'ün

-ash/ -esh

It/its

'än

-ash

'ün

-ash/ -esh

English

Us/our

'fn

'in

mä

mä /mahn

-emän

-amün/
-emün

You/your (plural)

Them/their

shomä

'Fshän
'änhä

-etän

-eshän

shomä

-atrtn/

shomähä

-etün

'Fshün

-ashrtn/

'ünä/ 'ünhd

-eshün

651 As direct
objects, the marked pronouns are usually followed by the object marker `rig' in the
standard language and `ro' or 'o' in colloquial language. For example, 'man' becomes 'man rte' (or
some may prefer to write `marä') in the standard language and `mano' in colloquial language. The
unmarked enclitic pronouns may attach to the verb (after the subject verb-ending) or to a verb particle
in compound verbs. There is a tendency in the standard language to use marked pronouns, and in
colloquial language to use unmarked forms. In colloquial language it is also possible to use both
marked and unmarked forms at the same time, for example, 'inano fiv<7nam kardan. ' ('They made me
crazy. ')
As objects of preposition, the marked or unmarked pronouns follow prepositions such as ' 'az'
'be' ('to'); unmarked pronouns attach to prepositions, and in colloquial
(`from'),
'ba' ('with'),
language they change the form of prepositions to which they have attached, for example, 'bä' + `-ash'
make `bühdsh' and `be' + '-esh' make `behesh', and `baräy' + `-at' make 'barst' (or in Tchrani
dialect `vise-at' meaning 'for you').
As possessive adjectives, the detached forms follow the nouns and the attached forms attach
to the nouns they modify. When the subject and the possessive pronouns refer to the same person, the
detached possessive pronouns - 'man, 'to, etc. - cannot be used, and in the standard language the
words `khod, `khish' or `khfshtan' can substitute the detached possessives. When the third person
singular (or plural) is the subject and ' 'a' or 'vey' (` 'dnhä' or ' 'Cshan' or their colloquial equivalents)
are used as possessives, it indicates that the subject and possessive pronouns refer to different persons.
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Table 8.3. Demonstratives

Study

in English and Persian

English

Standard

Colloquial

This

'Fn/hamin

'in /hamin

That

'än / hamän

'ün / hami7n

These

'in /hamin (as modifier)

'Fn/hamin (as modifier)

'lnhä /'znän (as head)

'ina (as head)

Those
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'än/hamän

(as modifier)

'ün / hamün (as modifier)

'änhä / 'änän (as head)

'find (as head)

The

'an / __652

Wn / -e(h)

Here

'Fnjä

7njä

There

'änjä

'ünjn

Now

hä1ä / 'aknün

'a! 'än

Then

'änvagt / 'rnmoge'

'ünvagt / 'irnmoge'

From the above description, we can deduce that changes from standard to
colloquial sets of pronouns are not haphazard at all. For example, the syllable "'an' in
the standard language becomes "an'

in colloquial style, and `hä' changes to 'a'.

When colloquial verb endings or attached pronouns are used, the verbs, verb
particles, or prepositions to which they are attached change their pronunciation and
spelling. In other words, whole sentences change their pronunciation and spelling.

This is not all. Even the structure of sentencesand the diction are simpler in the
languageof speech.
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This `language of speech' used in dialogues of translated (target) texts seems
to be mainly constituted from the Tehrani dialect that is spoken and comprehended
not only by Tehranis but also by many other people who have ever lived (as seasonal
workers, students, etc.) some time in Tehran. A feature of this dialect is `shekastenevFsi (literally meaning `broken-writing').

One characteristic shift of pronunciation

and spelling in this language is the change of the syllable `än' to `ün' in most words.
(For example, `meidän' changes to `meidün' (`market') in this process of shekastenevisi). Another one is the omission of `h' in a `ha' syllable. Such shifts occur in most
words.
Following

on from the earlier discussion of varieties of Persian and the

dominance of the Tehrani dialect in Chapters 3 and 6, it can be concluded here that
knowledge of the Tehrani dialect is very crucial for the translator because the use of it
in dialogues has become a norm, almost an obligation. However, translators cannot
obtain this knowledge through their formal education.

Persian does not distinguish between sexesin 3'd person singular, but it does
distinguish between singular and plural in the 2'" person, so the translator should
decide whether one person or more are addressed when English uses `you' or `your'.
That is, the Persian translator has some freedom of choice and interpretation

in

changing such implicit information (i. e., the second person pronouns in the ST) into
explicit singular or plural pronouns.

652No
marker is usually used for the English `the' in the standard Persian. However, an enclitic
has developed in colloquial Persian that is attached to the modified noun as suffix.
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Examples of the two sets of pronouns in the corpus of the study
a. The equivalent of the English article `the' in the Persian colloquial language:
1. "There was that pilot. But he wasn't in the passenger cabin, he was up in
front. " (LF, p. 8)
(P., 2)

It ýr

(R., 20)

y
wlS
c3ji:,.

Lr

jL..

115'
L..jl OLL- f:)J"
1
ýý
,
"ýi

"ý.)r
,
)uT
sr
Lýrlr

;, C .5r, t ji tit. L- Lýj"

(A., 18)
Peyman (1972) has used "an'

ý,,,L5L5
before `khalabdn'

('that')

('pilot')

and both

Raf'ei (1984) and Azad (1984) have used the suffix `-eh' attached to `khalabnn' as
an equivalent of the English article the. However, "fin'

implies that there was more

than one pilot in the aircraft. Moreover, the three translators have used "ünjci' as a
colloquial equivalent of the English there. The English pronoun he is not represented
in Persian with a separate pronoun, but the verb `büd' ('was') carries the third person
singular verb ending referring to the pilot.
2. "He says the beastie came in the dark. " (LF, p. 33)
(P., 40)

it UJi aýrt- S 3y
.

(R., 74) .. ýr
cý")I; csy ý;ýrr

(A., 55)

(o o )IjT)

J.;. ü-ia; L55-_)1
Lcj )r

.°-

4

Two of the translatorshave used the suffix -eh as an equivalent to the English
the, but the other one has used no marker which in itself is enough to indicate the
noun jänevar ('beast') is already known or definite for the addressee or readers.

b. The use of possessivepronouns in the standardPersian:
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[He] stood there [ ] with green shadows from the palms and the forest sliding
...
over his skin. He undid the snake-clasp of his belt, lugged off his shorts and

pants and stood there naked, looking at the dazzling beach and the water. (IF,,
P. 10)
L. )L.
-t:;
JL'.. rj3

L. rJL?
JL.,

uT a

>I v t,

zL:-jl

ý: L»

>tJ L)
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i-ý

J
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ü
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In the translations of the above descriptive passageinto the standard Persian,
Azad (1984) has used the attachedpossessivepronoun `-ash' ('his') to the end of the
has
(1984)
Rafi'ei
`shalvär
used `khod' (a general detached
phrase
va zir shalvär',
pronoun equivalent to English himself, etc. referring to the subject, if it is used as a
possessive) and Peyman (1972) has not used any pronouns with this phrase at all.
These three variations are optional in the standard Persian, though only the attached
possessive is used in the colloquial Persian, and when khod is used as a possessive for
emphasis, it is accompanied with the attached possessives such as -esh, etc. It should

be added that like in English, there is no need to have one possessivepronoun
(referring to the same person) for each member in a noun phrase; one is enough for

the whole phrase. Moreover, when the possessivepronoun and the subject of the

-
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sentencerefer to the samereferent (i. e. they are co-referential), it is possible to avoid
the use of the possessive or to use the general pronoun khod or more formal and

literary pronouns khish and khrshtan for any person in the standard Persian. A fourth
variation of the possessive pronoun in Persian is the use of a detached possessive

pronoun when the possessiveand the subject refer to different referents. In the above
translations, Peyman (1972) and Rafi'ei (1984) have used `ü' (the same as he in
Persian but functioning as a detached possessive pronoun) after the phrase `püst-e

badan' ('the skin of body'). An
(equivalent
follows
English
to
the
the
of)
sound
-e
hence
is
by
detached
that
possessive,
and
combines
noun
phrase
modified
a
preceding
them into a genitive phrase. The detached possessivepronouns can be used only
different
to
the
the
subject
and
pronouns
refer
persons or entities.
when
possessive

c. The use of 'ün and 'find in the colloquial language:
"He's not a hunter. He'd never have got us meat. " (LF, p. 115)
(R., 243)

. j,

f

Un is the counterpart of the standard pronoun

'ü in the colloquial

language, though it has not completely replaced 'ü; that is, 'ü is also used in the
colloquial language.
"We'll

have to go back and climb the mountain. That's where th

saw the

beast. " (LF, p. 97)
(R., 205)

(P., 135)

v °a,ý t jº jý 4ayýa

Oyt, fý, °rs 31j f'rs

,,.ý % trJº º>
>ry

ujº (, ý Yt, 15 jº j f'
.

ý ýý

'Zlnä has been used both before and after the revolution more than other
forms of colloquial 3`dperson plural pronoun.
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d. The use of shomähä in the colloquial language:
"I was with him before anyone else was. " (LF, p. 23)
(P., 24)

it

r

ý,

laL

Iý
lmlcý
ji
ýI
,

(R., 50)

SSI

jl J"-

Se

"s'ý ,; ý

Both Peyman (1972) and Rafi'ei (1984) have used shomähä within noun

phrases:kasi 'az shomähä ('any one of you') and shomähi hichkodümetün ('none of
is
literal
(i.
This
the
that
plural form ofshomn or
colloquial
pronoun
shomähä
you').
e.
you) seems to emphasize each and every one of you. It can also be used outside a

compound phrase.
e. The use of mähä in the colloquial language:
"Three of us - if we take more we'd get all mixed, and lose each other - three
"
(LF,
find
p. 22)
and
out.
of us will go on an expedition
aý ,l awls LaL. ji L' a

a-5ýr Oy-

i w.)l
-6;

cA; ý:: ý, -

(R., 49)
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Rafi'ei (1984) has used mähä in the above translation twice in a compound phrase

se nafar/tä 'az mähä ('three of us'), but he has not used this colloquial pronoun
consistently. Mähä is the literal plural form of ma ('we').

The other two have not

used this form.

f.

Use of 'Fshün in the standard Persian
He sought, charitable in his happiness, to include them in the thing that had
happened. (LF, p. 63)

-
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U ý1S pk; jI
-3
.

Rafi'ei (1984) has used 'ishän (along with other standard pronouns, 'nnhä

and 'änän) as a subject or object pronoun of the standard Persian in the description
section of his translation of the Lord of the Flies.

g. Use of vey in the standardPersian
"He has to live in the midst of the incomprehensible, which is also detestable."
(HD, p. 140)
AjLA

(H., 35)
Hussaini (1994) has used vey in the descriptions that represent formal

language,though rarely.

C. Power-solidarity

relations in society and its impact on the choice of

pronouns
There is still another set of alternative pronouns prompted by social differences
between the speakers. `Level of respect' and `power-solidarity'

are two sociological

terms to describe the factors involved in choosing one or the other alternative from
the following setsof pronouns.
Table 8.4. Use of plural pronouns for single persons in Persian
English

Intimate/solidarity-based

Respectful/power-based

I

man

mä

You

to

shomä

He/ She

'ü

'ishnn / 7shün

-
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In an empirical research held in 1977, Nader Jahangiri discovered that his
research subjects frequently used `mä' ('we')

to refer to themselves as singular

speakers (i. e. the first person singular). Jahangiri and Hudson try to give possible
explanations for the occurrence of, and transition between, the alternative variables of
`man' and `mä' for the same referent as follows:
One possible explanation is that all such variables are evidence of codeswitching, but this seems unhelpful unless we can find evidence of other
variables which co-vary closely with each other and which could be
described meaningfully as involving two different `codes'. [... ]
Another

possibility is that the variants have separate contextual
meanings, so that each corresponds to a different way of conceptualizing the
situation, on the lines of the well-known markers of power and solidarity.
For instance, by referring to himself by the word which normally means `we'
a speaker would show that he was seeing himself simply as a representative
of some larger group (cf. The habit of many authors of referring to
themselves as we, as though they were a collective of some kind). 653
Richard A. Hudson says, `There are, perhaps, linguistic

items in every

language that reflect social characteristicsof the speaker, of the addressee,or of the
relation between them.i614He continues to define `power' and `solidarity' relations
between people who are involved in speech:
`Speech may also reflect the social relations between the speaker and
addressee, most particularly the POWER and SOLIDARITY manifested in that
relationship. [... ] `Power' is self-explanatory, but `solidarity' is harder to
define. It concerns the social distance between people
how
much
experience they have shared, how many social characteristics they share
(religion, sex, age, region of origin, race, occupation, interests, etc.), how far
they are prepared to share intimacies, and other factors.
For the English speaker, the clearest linguistic markers of social
relations are personal names, such as John and Mr. Brown. [... ] However,

653 Nader

Jahangiri

and Richard

A.

Hudson,

'Patterns

of variation

in

Tehrani

Persian',

in

Sociolinguistic
Variation in Speech Communities, cd. by Suzanne Romaine (London: Edward Arnold,
1982), pp. 49-63 (pp. 55-6).
654R. A. Hudson, Sociolinguistics.

(Cambridge: CUP, 1980), p. 120.
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other languages have other devices for signalling power and solidarity [... ],
such as the use in French of the pronouns tu and vous, both meaning `you'
and both singular, although vous is also plural. The norms for choosing
between tu and vous in the singular are precisely the same as those for
choosing between first name only and title plus family name in English, tu
being used prototypically to a close subordinate, and vous to a distant
655
in
to
these.
relation
superior, with other situations resolved

More complicated forms of pronouns prevalent among other nations and
cultures have also beennoticed and reported:
According to class, rank, and number, "you" is rendered in sixteen different
ways, and this as well in the language of the journeyman as in that of the
courtier. Profusion is the style of the language. In Siam there are eight
different ways of saying "I" and "we, " depending on whether the master
[...
I
Each
to
the
to
the
the
one of these
master.
servant
speaks
servant or
synonymies is linked to custom, character, and origin of the people; and
656
itself.
human
inventive
spirit reveals
everywhere the

Such examplesindicate a close relationship between pronouns and culture on
the one hand, and pronouns and power-solidarity

relations on the other hand. In

Persian, one may use some noun phrases instead of pronouns `you' and 'I' based on
power-solidarity

'nli
like
'hazrat-e
relations: phrases

and `jenab-e 'äli

along with

2"`' person plural verb ending, and more formal phrases such as 'hazrat-c'

väiä' and

`sarkär khänum' (the last one to address women) along with 3`d person plural verb
(equivalent
English
'you');
to
be
the
to
to
addressee
singular
ending may
refer
used
hagir
(-e
('(this)
'('Fn)
'bande'
humble
like
servant')
and
nirchi )'
and some
phrases
['this little (unimportant) one'] may be used to refer to the l' person singular, i.e. the
speaker. Phrases referring to the addressee may carry some flattering

besides

assigning some higher (real or assumed) rank to the addressee, whereas phrases

655
ibid.,pp.122-4.
656Johann Gottfried Herder, On the Origin of Language, trans. by John 11. Moran and Alexander
Gode (New York: Fredrick Ungar, 1966), pp. 154-55.
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referring to the speakerare often understatementsimplying humbleness.Such phrases
are consideredas noun phrases,but they function like pronouns.
Furthermore, changes in social hierarchy, like the one caused by the Islamic
Revolution

in Iran will

certainly have impact on the choice of power- and/or

solidarity-based pronouns. For instance, the power gap in the servant-master relations
has decreased, if not been totally

removed, and lost its importance

after the

revolution, and hence the use of the above plural forms or noun phrases referring to a
single 2nd person based on power relations has to a large extent decreased. Hudson
says, `It is not hard to relate changes in relative importance of power and solidarity in
choosing pronouns to concurrent changes in social structure. 657Persian is among the
languages that make use of two different forms for the second person singular
pronoun, reflecting power and/or solidarity. Hudson suggests `two possible linguistic
universals' in respect to the `linguistic signalling' of the differences in power and
solidarity. These linguistic signals `could be explained by reference to the extreme
importance of both power and solidarity in face-to-face relations between individuals,
and the need for each individual to make it clear how he sees those relations. 658
He refers to Persian linguistic signals that are sensitive to power-solidarity
follows:

a. Two different forms for the second-personsingular pronoun,
b. A range of noun phrases referring to the speaker and to the addressee,

657Hudson,
p. 124.
658Ibid.,
p. 125.

as
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from

the

"'
having
different
forms,
lexical
but
Verbs
the
same meaning.
c.
with

Examples

of pronouns

reflecting

power-solidarity

relations

taken

corpus of the study
As examples of noun phrases and verbs that reflect power-solidarity

relations,

`hazrat-e `ä1i' (meaning `shomä' or the respectful you for a single addressee) and
`farmöd' (equivalent of `goft' meaning `he said') can be mentioned that have been
used by Hussaini in his translation of Heart of Darkness after the revolution. The 1`
person plural (i. e., `mä') for single persons has scarcely been used in the corpus of
study. This can indicate a special naturalness for the translated (target) texts; that is,
the target texts do not necessarily reflect every detail of intricate power relations in
the target culture, though they reflect some overall power structure.

We commentedadverselyupon the imbecility of that telegraphic style.
(H.,

91)

`..

-64W

JAL

J

S
I
ýS
`,
I.
ýyl

ý

Our-

ru.. p L.

-

(S., 131)

The Persian reader will interpret the mä ('we') used by Hussaini (1994) in the
`powerful'
`haughty'
to
or
speaker ('Marlow').
one
single
referring
above sentence as
However, examples of the use of the 2" person plural pronoun (i. e., `shomd') for a
found
in the translation of Heart of Darkness and will
been
have
indeed
single person
be discussed in the following pages. For instance,

659Scc ibid., pp. 124-127.
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`My dear sir, ' said the fellow, `I don't want to be misunderstood, and especially

by you, who will see Mr. Kurtz long before I can have that pleasure.I wouldn't
like him to get a false idea of my disposition.... ' (HD, pp. 170-71)
1) i"'.) 5' L5L;T as JW
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Lc
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c 1L, v. ý, ýJ°Läsy.
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In the above utterance that the manager's agent addresses to Marlow, there
are some linguistic signals indicating power relations. Both Hussaini (1994) and

Safarian (1976) have used pronouns besides other words to reflect the power
relations. Hussaini has used the noun phrase haarat-c 'ah (meaning `you') and 'ishnn
(meaning `they' but referring to `he'), and Safarian has used shomä (plural `you'
referring to a single person) with plural verbs that indicate unequal power relations.

D. Translators'

criteria

shift (regularities

of measurement

of naturalness:

consistent

vs. idiosyncrasies)

One reliable source of measurementis the use of `regular, consistentshifts' madeby a
translator or a group of translatorssince translatorsthemselvesare the best reflectors
of the socio-cultural norms of the society at a certain period of time. (The assumption
is that regularity in behaviouris norm-governed.66°)However, the native-speakersare

660For instance, Theo Hermans says, `The actual
realization of so-called obligatory shins, to the
extent that it is non-random, and hence not idiosyncratic, is already truly norm-go%,
crncd. So is

-
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not so reliable as a source of measuring the naturalness of a translated (target) text
because they may belong to a different era and have a different language/dialect
and
educational background from those of the intended readership of the target text. In
the following tables, the first 100 instances of the cohesive use of pronouns (except in
regard to `she' that was repeated only 82 times cohesively throughout Heart of
Darkness) have been recorded along with two of their translations (i. e. one rendered
by Safarian (1976) before the revolution and the other by Hussaini (1994) after the
revolution).

There is no intention to be exhaustive and include all the instances

occurring in the corpus of the study.

everything that has to do with non-obligatory shifts, which arc of course more than just possible in
real-life translation: they occur everywhere and tend to constitute the majority of shifting in any single
act of human translation, rendering the latter a contributing factor to, as well as the epitome of
regularity. ' (Hcrmans, Translation in Systems, p. 75. )
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Table 8.5. How English cohesive `I' and `we' have been rendered into Persian"'
English Pronouns

I

I

Translator

H.

S.

Unmarked:

69

We

We

Common

H.

S.

Common

66

58

67

64

54

0

0

0

0

0

0

9 man

16 man

8

15mä

20 ma

11

1 har do

2 har do

1

1 hame-ye man

0

2 sing. man

2 sing. man

1

No Pronoun
Noun

Marked: Pronoun
Other pronouns

1 injaneb

Mod. / trans.

14

11

7

13

5

2

Mod. or trans.

6

4

1

2

5

1

Ellipsis of the

1

3

1

0

1

0

100

100

75

100

100

70

including the
same/another form
of the pronoun or
referent

sentence
Total

661 In the following

tables, 'mod. ' refers to modulation

whole sentence in translation. Also, 'Ellipsis'
translation, not just the pronoun itself.

and 'trans. ' refers the transposition

of the

refers to the omission of the whole sentence in the
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Table 8.6. How English cohesive `you' has been rendered into Persian
English

You (subject)

You (subject)

You (object)

You (object)

You

You

(Gap-

(Gap-

filler)

filler)

Hussaini

Safarian

Pronouns

Translator

Hussaini

Safarian

Unmarked:

27

23

No Pronoun

(13 singular

(10 singular

Hussaini

Safarian

6

7

8

10

verbs &1 pl. verbs)
for single
person)
Noun

0

0

0

0

0

0

Marked:

8

13 shomä (3

5

3

0

0

Pronoun

shoma (2 for for single)

shoma (1 for

single)

single)
5 to

0

0

4

0

0

6

0

Other

4 to

11 to

4 to

shoma

pronouns

1 hazrat-e
äli

1 khodat

1 -at

1 khodetan

3 shomä-ha

1

-etan
Modulation or 7

2

5

-etan
2

transposition

Change

including the

to

same/another

imperative

form of the
pronoun or
referent
Mod. or

6

0

3

1

1

5

Ellipsis

1

1

0

0

7

7

Total

56

56

22

22

22

22

trans.

Table 8.7. How English cohesive `he', `she' and `they' are rendered into Persian
En fish

He

He

She

She

They

The
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Pronouns
Translator
Unmarked: No
662
Pronoun

H.
75

S.
75

H.
57= 69%

S.
46= 56%

Common
41= 50%

H.

S.

58 (3 with
sing, verbs)

47 (2 with
sing. verbs)

Noun

4

2

16= 19%

17= 20%

9= 11%

9 (4 with sing.
4 (1 with

verbs)
Marked:
Pronoun

6 'a

Other pronouns 2 vey

14 'a

4 'a=
4.8%

13 `a,=
15.8%

3= 3.6%

0

sing. verbs)

14

26

2 har do

3 har do
1 'an do
1 'rnhý,
1 di gran

Mod/trans. incl. 8

7

2

2

1

12

8

The same/

another form of
the pronoun or
referent
Mod/trans.

4

2

3

4

2

5

8

Ellipsis

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

Total

100

100

82663

82

56 = 68%

100

100

Table 8.8. How English cohesive `it' has been rendered into Persian

662In English, too, especially spokenEnglish, however much less frequently than Persian, the subject
been
found
have
in Heart of Darkness as
instances
few
be
A
an
ellipsis
of
such
omitted.
pronouns may
follows:
he did it. * Did it very well, too, no doubt. " (p. 139)

1.

"Oh, yes -

2.

" 'The other day I took up a man who hanged himself on the road. Ile was a Swede,
too. ' '* Hanged himsel ! Why, in God's name? ' I cried. "(p. 153)

3.

"He is a very remarkable person. (... J * Sends in as much ivory as all the others put
together. " (p. 159)

4.

"Ile could not wait. * had to start without me. " (p. 164)

5.

"There were rumours that a very important station was in jeopardy,
Kurtz was ill. * Hoped it was not true. " (p. 165)

6.

" 7he chief of the Inner Station, 'he answered in a short tone, looking away. '* Much
obliged, 'I said, laughing. " (p. 169)

7.

'7 delivered a regular lecture. My dear boys, it was no good bothering. * Keep a lookout? Well, you may guess I watched the fog for the signs of lifting as a cat watches a
mouse. " (p. 197)

* The asterisks indicate where the pronouns have beenomitted.

and its chief, Air.
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It (subject)

It (subject)

It (object)

It (object)

Hussaini

Safarian

Hussaini

Safarian

Translator
Unmarked: No Pronoun

44

42

8

7

Noun

12

11

7 (2 with

5 (2 with

(4 with in)

(2 with 'in)

hamcho)

hamcho/chonrn

Marked: Pronoun

1 in

6 'in

1 in

0

Other pronouns

2 hamm

1 chonin

15 'an

7 'an

1 'u

1 'a

7 -ash

1 'anjä

1 'anhame

1 Anja

1 hame-ye

2 'nnha

anhä
6

3

0

0

Modulation/ transposition

1

2

0

2

Ellipsis

1

1

0

0

Total

69

69

31

31

Mod. / Trans. including the
same/another form of the
pronoun or referent

Discussion of the results

Hussaini (1994) usesa special3`dperson singular pronoun, i. e. `vey' twice (pp. 35 &
37) and Safarian (1976), too, uses the colloquial 2"d person plural pronoun, i. e.
`shomähä' only three times (p. 126) but no more throughout the text. Their use

indicates
in
Their
involves
partial
style.
use
a `lack of
shifts
some
certainly
it
have
the
translators;
the
might
arisen from a second thought
part of
consistency' on
break
in
the
time
translator,
the translation
tiredness
or
of
about choosing alternatives,
in
his
(1984)
Rafi'ei
different
translation of Lord of the Flies has
However,
of
parts.

(and
`shomähä'
to some extent mahn) more consistently.
used

663The English cohesive pronoun `she' is repeated only 82 times throughout heart of Darkness.
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It can clearly be seen that the Persian translator determines whether the person
who has been addressed in English as `you', is indeed one person or more, is superior
to the speaker or subordinate. Of course, the degree of respect the speaker conveys
to the addressee (in the source culture and in the target culture) is determined by the
translator and his or her conception of the social expectations and norms.

One obvious result emerging from this study is that in Persian, as the verb
indicates the subject obligatorily, the subject pronoun is often considered redundant.
Therefore, a consistent regular shift takes place and the subject pronoun is omitted in
Persian. However, there is a fluctuation between different subject pronouns in this
process of subject omission. An interesting comparison can be made between the
omission of 'ü'

as an equivalent for `he' and `she'. "Ü'

as an equivalent for 'he' has

been omitted in 75% of the instances, but for `she' in 69% (Hussaini (1994) after the
revolution) and 56% (Safarian (1976) before the revolution). Moreover, in 20% of
instances the common names that refer to the female person have been used whereas
in less than 5% of the instances the referents for `he' have been recovered.

In recovering the intended referent (the presupposeditems), the translator has
some opportunity to `clarify' the situation and make the text more `explicit', that is,
to increase the level of `explicitness' or vice versa, to make it more `implicit'

or

indeed hide some elements. An interesting example encountered in Heart of Darkness
is the explicitation of the pronoun `they' in the following sentence by Hussain (1994)
after the revolution and its hiding by Safarian (1976) before the revolution:
"I left in a French steamer, and she called in every blamed port they have out
there. " (HD, p. 150)
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Hussaini (1994) has translated `they' into `farnnsavihä'

('the French') to

remind the reader of the French colonies in Africa explicitly while Safarian (1976)
(before the revolution) hid this reality by translating the clause `they have out there'
into "än havdh ('thereabouts'). Is it not possibleto speakof manipulation or opacity
of the text by the meansof the translator's choice of interpretation in this case?
In

another

example, where

the

translators

have had the choice

of

interpretation of the following remark addressedto Simon by the Lord of the Flies,
"-

Or else," said the Lord of the Flies, "we shall do you. See?Jack and Roger

and Maurice and Robert and Bill and Piggy and Ralph. Do you. See?" (LE, p.
131)
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rý-=ýý
)
LS L? "fjýAzad (1984) has interpreted `we' as referring to the Lord of the Flies along with
`Jack and Roger and Maurice and Robert and Bill and Piggy and Ralph' and 'you'
as referring to `Simon'; on the contrary, Rafi'ei (1984) and Peyman (1972) have
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interpreted `we' as referring to the Lord of the Flies (the powerful speaker664)and
perhaps to other evil forces in the case of Rafi'ei and `you' as referring to `Simon' as
well as Jack and others. Rafi'ei has used a plural 1" person verb ending for we, but
Peyman has used a singular one. Different interpretation of the two pronouns here has
had an intricate impact on the reading of the whole novel.
One challenging question for the researcher is that if the norm of acceptability
or naturalness is a target language norm and that cohesive devices follow the norms
of the target language; that is, if the naturalness of the use of a cohesive device is
determined by the norms prevalent in the target language and culture, then what is the
relationship between the cohesive devices in the translated (target) text and the
process of translation? Consistent shifts (or regularity of behaviour) represent the
look
for
interference
(positive
The
should
researcher
norm of acceptability.

or

negative) as potential items that may cause unnaturalness. Concerning the use of
interference
is
keeping
the
of
negative
of the subject
pronouns one potential source
determining
factors
involved
be
in
However,
English.
they
other
may
pronouns as
are
in their preservation such as the need for emphasis and the presence of a word, phrase
inappropriate
be
imitation
Nevertheless,
there
them.
some
may
of
or clause modifying
the English pronoun without any other specific reasons to keep the pronoun in
Persian. Some possible cases of unnatural use of pronouns can be: (1) the repetition
of the same pronoun in two consecutive sentences as subject, (2) the preservation of
the order of a conjoined phrase that includes at least one pronoun (for example if the
order in the phrase `Jack, Simon and me/1' is preserved, it will create an unnatural
bring
`I'
beginning),
(3) some
in
Persian
Persian
the
the
to
prefers
at
since
phrase

66"Seediscussion under the subheading`the power-solidarity relations in society' in this chapter.
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cultural phrases such as `my goodness'665(or `my God')' if translated with the
possessive, will be considered inappropriate by many native speakers because as some

does
belong
`God
to me (alone), he is not my property or possession.'
say,
would
not
In order to find out the regularity of behaviour of the Iranian prose translators
with regard to rendering English ellipsis into Persian, all the examples of ellipses
occurring in Heart of Darkness as well as those occurring in two of its Persian

translations have been compared and summarizedin the following table. A taxonomy
of different types of ellipsis has also been developed within the framework of the
model Halliday and Hasanhave proposed in Cohesion in English.
Table 8.9. Cohesive ellipses in Heart

and in two of its Persian

of Darkness

translations
Type of ellipsis &

Number of

Hussaini's

Safaiian's

Ellipted element(s)

occurrences

translation

translation

666

667

Type 1. Nominal ellipsis

32(31)668

8

9

Type 2. Verbal ellipsis

93

70

67

55

39

38

2. a. Ellipsis of `subject + verb'

665Some Iranian translators translate this interjection,

as well as similar expressions like `my God' and
'my Lord' into `khodä ye man' ('my God'). Ilere, the point is not whether this translation is accurate/
adequate equivalent or not, but whether this expression in Persian in itself (without comparing to the
English phrase) is natural and acceptable or not.
666 This column
shows the number of occurrences of cohcsiw

ellipsis

that Ilussaini's

translation

(1994) has preserved or added under each type.
667This column shows the number of occurrences of cohesive ellipsis that Safarian's translation (1976)
has preserved or added under each type.

668One of them is not a cohesiveellipsis.
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2.a. 1. Ellipsis of `subject + verb'

41

28

25

2.a_2. As above in question & answer

14

11

13

25

21

18

2. b. 1. Repet./expansion of the subject

13 (12)669

12

12

2. b.2. Repet. of `subject + auxiliary'

13

9670

6

13

11

11

7

4

4

8 (6)6"

7

7

Type 3. Clausal ellipsis

68

65

68

3.a. Short Wh-question

19

16

16

3. b. Echoing/repeating/adverb

23 (19)672

16

18

3.c. Yes-no short answer

14 (13)673

14

12

3.d. Ellipsis of a dependent clause

24 (17)674

19

22

192

144

144

2b. Ellipsis of the `verb + predicate'

2.c. Ellipsis of the predicate
2. c. 1. with `be' as verb

2.c. 2. with lexical verbs

Total

Examples of different types of cohesive ellipsis used in the translated (target)
texts taken from the corpus of study

for
be
each type
provided
In order to clarify how ellipses occur, an example will
below:
Type 1. Nominal

W) One

Ellipsis:

of them is not elliptical

in English.

670In one instance, I Iussaini makes two elliptic sentences of the same type whereas in English there is
one ellipsis.
671Two of them
are not considered ellipses in English.
°72 Four

of them are not elliptical

in English.

673One of them is
not elliptical in English.
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"'T'hepilgrims could be seen in knots gesticulating, discussing. Several 6'S had still
their staves in their hands. " (HD, p. 170)

Some 31 instances of the nominal ellipsis676were found after the numerative:
'one', 'two' and 'first', the epithet (or pre-modif), ing adjectives): 'yellow', `left' and
'right' and the deictic: 'another', 'each', 'any', 'some', 'several' and 'all' in Heart of
Darkness. In a majority of cases, i.e. 23 or 24 out of 32 instances, the two Persian
translators have 'recovered' and replaced the ellipted elements with their full, nonelliptical equivalents by 'referring'
presupposed elements within

to the text anaphorically and detecting the

the text.

Such 'pre-supposition, '

and 'textual

interpret
for
to
freedom
translator
and choose
the
recoverability' can provide some
the degree of implicitness and explicitness.67 The rest of them where the ellipses have
been kept and no shifts exerted are potential casesof unnaturalness.
Type 2. Verbal

Ellipsis

2. a 1. Ellipsis of'subject

+ verb'

°" Seven of than
are not elliptical in English.
6-5. "Ihe
asterisks in these exrunples indicate where ellipses have occurred.
e*6'Under certain
Head
function
taken
be
the
of
on
and
omitted
may
the
noun
circumstances
common
by one of these other elements [i. e. modifiers that are categorised into deictic, numerative, epithet, and
classifier). (... ) In an elliptical nominal group, this element [i. e. the Head] is not expressed, and one of
the other elements (Deictic, Numerative, Epithet or Classifier) functions as Head. ' (Halliday and
Ilasan 1976, p. 147)
1,77
Halliday and IIasan say,
'An

elliptical
presupposed
presuplx)sition'r

is
which
to
group
it
nominal
is
another
anaphorically
points
nominal group
cohesive;
the
within
by it. But how much of the presupposed group is in fact included

is
by
designated
the
Thing
common
noun
far
'So
%%ehave merely indicated that the
Presupposed But there may be other elements in the presupposed group which likewise do not occur
in the elliptical one. ' (Ilalliday and Ilasan 1976, p. 150.)
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We talked of everything, ' he said, quite transported at the recollection.
*Everything! * Everything!

...

(...)

*Of love, too. ' (p. 217)

In Persian, the verbs have been recovered in 13 instances (by Hussaini) and 16
instances (by Safarian), i. e. between 30 and 40 percent of the total occurrences.
2a2. As above in question & answer
What's this? ' I asked. Ile clapped his hands in wonder. '* The station! ' he cried.
(p. 211)
2. h 1. Repetition or expansion of the subject
What greatness had not floated
unknown

into
the mystery
that
the
river
of
ebb
on

of an

the germs of

earth! ... The dreams of men, the seed of commonwealths,

empires *. (p. 137)

2. b 2. Repetition of `subject + auxiliary'
I believe I undertook amongst other things not to disclose any trade secrets. Well, I
am not going to *. (p. 146)

In Persian, the verbs have been recovered in 4 instances (by Hussaini) and 7
instances (by Safarian), i. e. between 30 and 54 percent of the total occurrences.
2. c. 1. Ellipsis of the predicate (with `be' as verb)
Pardon

my

observation...

questions,

but you

are

the first

Englishman

coming

'I hastened to assure him I was not in the least typical.

said I, 'I wouldn't

'If I were

be talking like this with you. ' (p. 148)

Z&--2 Ellipsis of the predicate (with lexical verbs)
You should have heard him say, 'My ivory. ' Oh yes, I heard him *. (p. 206)
Tyne 3. Clausal Ellipsis
3. a Short Wh_questions

under

my
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Nobody here, you understand, here, can endanger your position. And why *? You
outlast them all. (p. 181)

stand the climate -you

3. b Echoing/repeating/adverb
Echoing another speaker's remarks
We will not he free from unfair competition till one of thesefellows is hanged for an
(p.
181)
*,
'grunted
'Certainly
the
'he
other.
said.
example,
Repeating 'correcting

one 's own remarks

himself
he
I
he
harm,
'
corrected
'Oh, they meant no
said; and as stared

'Not

exacthv.'(p. 213)
Repetition/introduction

of an adverb

'Everybody had behaved splendidly!

*Splendidly!

(p. 162)

3. c. Yes-no short answer

'Is he alone there'?' 'Yes *, ' answered the manager. (p. 179)
3.d Ellipsis of a dependent clause
*.
I
't
know
don't
J.
[...
I
can
I
I had no clear perception of what it was really wanted
tell*. (p. 245)
English
imitate
elliptical sentences
the
original
In brief, the Persian translators
in a majority

the
before
revolution;
both
after
(75%)
and
of cases

sentences are often considered as acceptable according

these elliptical

to the natural manner of

have
their
instances
translators
used
the
in
25
percent of
expression in Persian. Still,
choice of interpreting

and recovering

This
process of
elements.
the presupposed
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interpreting and recovering the implicit information indeed gives rise to the overall
`level of explicitness' 678and `redundancy' in the TL texts.

Explanation and theoretical discussion
The existence of unnatural use of cohesion can mainly be explained by the empirical
law (or general translation law679)of interference from the SL (as well as interference
from the translator's knowledge of a third language or regional dialect) that has been
discussed in chapters 2 and 3. However, as unnaturalness is a relative concept and
constitutes a continuum with naturalness, it is useful to consider the concept of
naturalness (and examples of the adjusted, naturalised use of cohesive devices) along
with the concept of unnaturalness (and examples of unnatural use of cohesive
devices).
There are three different explanatory tools68°that can be utilised to account
for the differences in the use of cohesive devices in the target language and the source

6"' Sec Shoshana Blum-Kulka, in The Translation Studies Reader, pp. 298-313 for a discussion of the
relationship het %een shifts in levels of explicitness and cohesion in translation as well as the
'explicitation hypothesis'.
'" Chesternan dctincs the descriptiw laws
of translation beha%iouras follows:
We can Floss "Iaw" in this sense as 'observable behavioural regularity". Such translation laws are
purely descriptive, and haw the following general form:
Under conditions X, translators (tend to) do (or refrain from doing) Y.
Or as TOUry puts it (1'Y)l : 186):
If X. then the greater/the smaller the likelihood that Y.
Pro%idcd that conditions X can be specified, such general descriptive laws of translation
beha iour could be set
71)
'
(Chesterman,
levels
different
p.
of
generality.
up at many
"I1>en he discusses three general translation laws: the law of interference, the law of
exPlicitation and the law of growing standardization. Concerning the last law, he maintains, 'This
Istandardiz ttiextj law seems to nm counter to the law of interference: whereas interference points to
the dominance of the source language, the law of growing standardization points to the dominance of
the t.uget language system at the expense of specifically source-text features.' (Chesterman, p. 72)
"" I hey
can indeed be considered as translation strategies generally followed by translators
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language: consistent shifts (regularity in behaviour as compared to idiosyncrasies), the
level of

explicitness/implicitness (the law of

hypothesis")

explicitation68' or

`explicitation

and the change of cohesive devices in the process of translation

(cohesion change)."'
There are obvious, though not simple, correlations between the three
phenomena mentioned above (i. e. consistent shifts, explicitness and cohesion change)
and naturalness. Naturalness can be discussed and explained on the basis of the
following assumptions. (1) The regular shifts the translator makes are norm-governed
and indeed they are carried out in order to adapt the target (translated) text to the
norm of acceptability (naturalness). (2) The translator usually renders his or her
translation more explicit according to the requirements of the target language (that is,
he or she tries to enhance the clarity and acceptability of his or her translation for the
readers). (3) In the process of translation, the translator sometimes chooses other
tvpes of cohesive devices rather than the ones used in the original text, due to the
requirements of the target language (so as to conform to the norm of acceptability).
In tables 8.5 to 8.8 the degree of explicitation/implicitation occurring in the
Persian translation of pronouns can be noticed as distributed in three rows of `nouns',

t81 Sec Chest

s man p. 71.

"2 See Toury 1995,
299-302.
Studies
Reader,
Translation
in
The
pp.
226-227,
Blum-Kulka,
and
p.
l3liun-Kulka fonnulates the
explicitation hypothesis as follows:
is a
'it might be the case that explicitation
[i. e., a rise in the target text's level of explicitness]
by
language
language
as
practiced
in
inherent
mediation,
the
uni%rrsal strategy
process of
translators alike. ' (Blum-Kulka,
learners, non-professional
p.
translators and professional
302)
As

Chestcrman

cllip; is, suhstitution,
(Clore tcntt: an, p. 98. )

puts

it,

'A

cohesion

pronominalirrtion

change

is something

and repetition,

that affects

intra-textual

or the use of connectors

reference,

of various

kinds. '
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`marked pronouns' and `no marked pronouns'. The category of `nouns' indicates
more explicitness in the Persian translation of pronouns, that of `no pronouns'
suggests more implicitness, and that of `marked pronouns' indicates no shift, which
includes potential interference. The categories of `modulation and transposition' as
well as `nouns' indicate cohesion change. However, in regard to ellipsis, as it can be
seen in table 8.9, the major process is explicitation and to a lesser degree implicitation
is
(that is, N%here
in
has
Persian,
the
whereas
sentence
an elliptical structure
occurred
non-elliptical in English). The other phenomenon of `cohesion change' is almost
absent in regard to the translation of the instances of ellipsis into Persian.
The consistent shifts in pronouns and ellipsis should be checked under certain
circumstances; for instance the translators' behaviour should be surveyed under each
type of ellipsis. A `no shift' category, however, does not necessarily lead to
interference (negative transfer) though it indicates the domain of potential
interference; it might also suggest positive acceptable transfer. Although such a
category (i. e. `marked pronouns' in tables 8.5 to 8.8 and the `number of ellipses'
preserved by the translators and put under each translator's name in table 8.9) reflects
no shift, it indicates some kind of regularity of behaviour that might have arisen from
the phenomenon of interference or due to the preferences shared by the two
languages. Therefore, although the consistent shifts made by translator point to
naturalness, the `no shift' category does not necessarilyindicate unnaturalness.
Some language-sspecific features of naturalness in Persian
There are some language-specific

structures used in Persian that sometimes require

obligatory shifts in the process of translation from English.

a. Part in place of «hole as the subject of the sentence
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An instance of often obligatory consistent shifts of subject (pronouns) in the process
of translation from English into Persian concerns the Persian preference for the use of
part of a human being when verbs bearing some mental, emotional or physical
functions are involved. In such a rather obligatory shift, a modulation takes place
involving a change of whole (i. e. a human being as the subject functioning as the
subject of the sentence) into part. For example, see the following examples:
"13utyou like it! " shouted Ralph. "You want to hunt! While I -"

(LF; p. 49)

'
tS
Ui
y
r,
:j
Jý
'S»
.
L1

(K., l OS)'....
...

The underlined section of the Persian translation can be back-translated
literally into `l'our heart it-ants (you) to hunt pigs'. Instead of you (the whole), `your
heart' (the part) is the subject.
b.

Pseudo-subject (pronoun)

1. "{W'fuu's tour father.? " (LF, p. 12)
(P., 10)

There is an interesting structure in Persian. that uses a subject pronoun
it; however,

this subject

pronoun is not the subject of the sentence, but the noun phrase following

this subject

corresponding

with the possessive immediately

following

is indeed the subject of the sentence. This subject pronoun is used mainly to introduce
a new topic. The translation made by Peyman (1972) contains this special structure.
Its literal word-to-word

back translation into English gives: You, your dad is what?

2. Roger and Maurice

duty
from
forest.
They
at
were relieved
come out of the

ti Jiro and had come clownfor a swim. (LE,, p.55)
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Rafi'ci's sentence can literally be back-translated as '7hey, their turn of
looking after the fire had finished. ' The real subject is `their turn'. This can be
termed as a language-specific structure in Persian. However, it usually does not
require an `obligatory' shift in translation from English to Persian, as the other two
translations are quite acceptable without such a shift.
c. Combinations of khod f possessivepronouns as substitutes for subject pronouns
As in Persian the subject pronoun is not usually mentioned, the emphatic pronoun
khuxl plus a relevant possessivemay take the position of the subject and function as a
cohesive device. For instance, see the following example:
"I cut the pigs

throat, " said Jack proudly
(R., 137)

rZ

(LE,, p. 63)
l .J-

Nrr:

-

In Persian the verb ending corresponds the number and person of the
subject; however, in the standard Persian sometimes the non-animate (third
person) plural subject may correspond with a singular verb:
the bushes were dark evergreen and aromatic

and the many buds were waxen

green and folded up against the light. (LI, p. 28)

-'

L;; L
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,,.
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(P., 33)
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Lx A.ýý
(R., 6 1)
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Peyrnan (1972) has used the singular verbs bad ('was') and jam' karde
brlcl (`folded up') for the plural non-animate subjects büxe-hä va golhä ye
mo'attar ('aromatic bushes and flowers') and ghonche-hä ye besyäri ('several
buds') respectively. Likewise, Arad (1984) has used the singular verb büd with
the plural subject 'in bite-her, but he has used the plural verb jam ` karde büdand
for the plural subject ghonche-hü. However, Rafi'ei (1984) has used plural verbs
for plural subjects.
Based on the two steps discussed above (the researcher's on
judgenknt

intuitive

items
behaviour/idiosyncrasies),
test
some
the
translator's
and
regular

were chosen out of the instances of supposedly unnatural use of cohesive devices
found in heart of Darkness and Lord of the Flies to check their (un)naturalness on
the basis of native speakers' intuitive judgement. The results will be discussedbelow.
E. Potential

readers'

or native speakers'

The researcher's judgement
judgement,

intuitive

judgement

by
the native-speakers'
be
can
complemented

intuitive

though their knowledge of the kind of language used in the target texts

may vary (as it was discussed under `language variety'

and `speech community'

in

Chapter 3 of the thesis). Nevertheless, a more reliable view can be obtained from the
questionnaires given to the 70 students and lecturers. In total the number of female
students exceeded the male students; 38 out of the total respondents were female.
The classes were
randomly

the
but
chosen
on
type
were
the
of
courses
chosen,
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have
language
literature
a
and
and
the
with
that
acquainted
are
students
assumption
knowledge of English and may have read translated as well as original novels in
English. 'Me following table illustrates the specification of the respondents to the
in
1999:
judgement
intuition
that
tests
given
autumn
were
the
questionnaires or
tests

Table. 8.10. Respondents to the intuition-judgement
No. of respondents

University

Age group

English

18, in I" year

Tehran

18-21

English

15, in 2' year

Tehran

19-22

Graduate in English Literature

9,1" year

Tehran

24-30

Graduate in TEFL

11,1" year

Tehran

24-30

Graduate in the History of

12,1" year

Allame

24-30

Course
Undergraduate

in

Language & Literature
Undergraduate

in

Language & Literature

Ancient Languages

Tabataba'i

Uni%ersity lecturers teaching 5

Allarne

translation

Tabataba'i

40-55

Test results and discussions

Three ditlerent types of tests were given to 70 undergraduate, graduate students as
in
Chapter
4,
discussed
been
has
`''
lecturers.
tests
The
well as
nature of these
'Methodology of the Study'. The results are briefly provided below:
Part A: Underline unacceptableelements and explain.685

"4 ibis

direction

«: u originally

What follows
in
Persian.
given

trat, but nut Ilk: test items themselves.
appktxlix.

this direction

here is the result of the

A copy of the complete test items in Persian will

appear at the
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The problem underlined

how many pointed to it

1. "tint: i' to "tinil'

inir ' to ' 'linhi
to

.

5

yh

2

to... (You... You... )""'

23

(The second one is not necessary.)
2. 'nnarbüt mTshc' to 'marbt7t mishod'

29

(Informal / colloquial) to (standard)G88
21

3. "aiuh1khtand' (plural) to "and«kht' (singular)
'and,! khtancl ' to ' 'andäkhtan '3

9

'b1t"üAvcu1'
to 'hitic d'
'bzicland ' to 'büdan '2

10

'heir-mF,'arclad' to 'bar-migarde'
')-ekl 'tin Ixrnjerehdtash'

46

to }'eki 'a: 'ün panjerehnyash'

punjerchc: vash ' to 'xinjerehdsh

'9

'ntir rci ' to 'mir ro '2
3

'tatcirc rci' to 'ta; tirc ro'
4. "tire, 'nakc, n-c hTntakiinL. '(Ellipsis

"' In It

1%,tI

No rejections

of the verb)

in
to
dillcrent
10
each of them the
underline
asked
and
passages
StUdentS%%ere
given

Persian natural way of
the
clement or elements
against
or
unacceptable
they
as
considered
.%tnich
exp(C' oon. and gi%e their reasons and comments. 'Ittcy were also informed that the passages were
taken troin real published translations of English novels. They were given no other hints whatsoever as
ILA %%;
tu %%
or %hich elements (e. g. ellipsis or pronouns) were
rs meant by 'ruiacceptalle'
or 'unnatural'
intended to tx: te, te. l.
I-, A of comi, tency tkt%%cen t%%ocolloquial
Ret\tition

"

of the 2"' pcrsun singular

terms of the 3`d person plural pronoun:

pronoun 'Win

two consecutive

'rinn and 't nhü.

sentences.

'nr:, rbe;J milke' (colloquial verb ending) looks unnatural in the (formal) narration; 'marbür mishcxi'
or 'm<,rbtiJ mftlý. n, k! ' could be inure natural.
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5. '... man.... man.... man ' (rrn'... my..., my... )
.
,

6. Adieu (hcdrrid)'

No rejections

('Adieu' is extra.)

2

'Good-by' to 'Good-bye'""

2

'Isn't it better to bring these English words in the footnote? '

1

nzh z 'id' to 'migid'

1

'härchad' to 'hüshe '

3

7. 'he-'ash'

12

to 'bchesh'

'he-'ash' to 'be 'ü' (colloquial to standard)

17

8. 'shirtitrcl.i' ('Perhaps! ')

No rejections!

9. 'kho&i ye man' ('My Goodness!')

9 rejected this!

10. '--- ch7 beheshcin nrFgin?
-'

4

Or some have changed one or more of the following verbs:
'he tasativor blydvarid, ' 'b, var bedärim, ' 'khosh darid' and 'dar tasavvor
biyýrvaricl'

39

'heheshirn ' to 'heheshzin ' or 'be 'ünhä '

6

G81
English
in
their
'Adieu' aUk1'Gcxxl"by' %%ere
(target)
texts,
original
\rriting!
in
translated
used the
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Part R Do you agree that the underlined elements are unacceptable (unnatural) in
Persian'?«'hs' or wwhvnot?6

Problematic

Other choices

No problem

No reply

and/or correction

II. 'Jak va STnion va man '
LB1' 1: (Jack and . anon and !)

Original: We Jack, Simon and nie "2
--- we climbed the mountain.
40

62o%

10`0'

2. 'man ti mudrese tanha shegerdi

15%

14

22%

6

bfidam ke 'üsm däsht694

Li3'f: (! ' as the onhvpupil at school who had asthma.695)

"'

Irt I'Jrt 13, the Ntudents tiýerc liven 10 different passages; with an underlined element in each of
t!: cm that VVa; cor., idered as unacceptable or against the Persian natural way of expression. The
students %%erea, kcd t%hettrcr they agreed with such a view (that the underlined elements were
un:rrcchtable according to the 11, norms) or not and on what grounds.
"l Literal tuck"tran; lation
the nun-'tandard 'n: '' is not problematic for Persian because there is not much difference between
the Subject ;ui i object lvunouns for the first person singular. The important point here is that the order
Prc:crred in l?nhlish is not natural in Persian. Are first person pronoun usually comes before other
names or Vrunouns to Persian
"t'Ihey
el,

think the lint 'irr' is unnecessary.

f eý n:. in, h
"i.
'111c 1`f Mein bete is not the ungrartunatical

relative pronoun 'what'.

But it seems that in Persian the

the main
the
of
subject
with
agree
(in
should
this
structure)
clause
specific
'1") rather than with the inunediate noun Preceding the relative clause (i. e. 'the only boy')
h (In Persian, %rrbs carry a subject ending that should agree with the subject of the
they do not agree, an unnatural structure will emerge. ) Suppose that the English sentence
%%creto the hre.. rttt teti. e: '1 am rile only bnty in our school that has asthma, ' said the fat boy with a
touch o/ pride.
in English agrees with 'the only boy', not with T. Likewise, the translator
'liar'
be
that the
I'
However,
can
been
influenced
snig! lt
1?
explanation
by
another
i%e
this
nglish structure.
tran, lator %%antedto compensate the ungrammatical
relative clause 'what' with another ungrammatical
c! cu: rta in persi. ut
crib in the
clause (i e
as in lingli.
If
xrurncc

dependent
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No reply

No problem

Other choices

Problematic
and/or correction

boy
in
I
breath.
the
Can't
our school what
only
was
"%hat's right.
me
catch

Original:

had a th»ur, " said the f rt bot with a touch of pride.

31

6
7""6

51°.ö

22

11%

10

36%

3. '" "in crt'dri t'horricl ke "mosallaman "'
LET: ('lhc other'runtecl that "Certain 1v
Original: '{fie it ill not be free from unfair competition till one of these fellows is
huni'ecl fc)r an eisimple, 'he said. 'Certainly
22

4. "har pt: eshki hcivod bcishad -

15

41%

26'

35%

grunted the other.
24%

7

tci 'andaze-'1'

)
LF3'I': (1_º rt doctor should he
to
extent.
some
ý
-', 1re you an alienist? ' I interrupted.

Original:

ansu er, -d that original,
54

'Every doctor should be -a

imperturbably.

X2°ß,

---

---

13

19%

4

10%

13

5. 'inotevajje hüclum7 !fie büd mr.
LUT: (Was 1 aware? That 1ºras. )
Original: Did I see it? I saw it.
51

89111%

they

s;tv 1-th'dldsi:

l}xy

mleve t otter

---

tanr' and'ckisiu'

---

are correct.

%%Ordsin place of 'mosallantun

6

little,
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Problematic

Other choices

No problem
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No reply

and/or correction

6. "Fn shabih-e... 'ast. '
LBT: (It is like.... )

Original: Light came out of this river since -you

say Knights? Yes; but it is like a

flash
lightning
blaze
like
in the clouds.
on
a
of
running
a plain,
24

49%

3698

06%

45%

22

21

7. 'khodä _e man! ' (My God! )
Original: 'Good God! ' he said, glaring at the wounded man.
33

56%

8. 'Fsh-dävarist.

---

---

44%

26

11

bF tardid. '

LBT: (It is prejudice. Without any doubt. )
Original: In a very few hours I arrived in a city that always makes me think of a
whited sepulchre. Prejudice no doubt.
43

73%

6 6910%

10

17%

11

9. 'man be hach kodäm 'az 'änhä nemiraftam. Man be rang-e zard miraftam. '
LBT: (I was not going to any one of them. 1 was going to the yellow. )
Original: However, I wasn't going into any of these. I was going into the yellow.
Dead in the centre. And the river was there -fascinating
32

57%

---

---

24

698They think ". 5n' (that) or "Fnhn' (these) is better than "Fn' (this).
699They suggest other Persian (so-called non-Arabic) equivalents.

-

deadly
43%

-

like a snake.
14
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No reply

and/or correction

10. 'va rästi ham, cherä na! '
LBT: (And indeed, why not! )
Original: 'After all, ' said the boiler-maker in a reasonable tone, 'why shouldn't we
get the rivets? ' Why not, indeed!

I did not know of any reason why we shouldn't.

They'll come in three weeks, 'I said confidently.
24

43%

9700

16%

22

40%

15

700They
suggest 'cherä ke na' instead of 'cherii na'. I! mtievcr, some native-speakers consider the
former as less acceptable.
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Part C. Rate the following translations according to their degree of acceptability: give
number 1 to the most acceptable (natural) one, number 2 to the less acceptable one,
'o'
item.
in
least
3
to
the
acceptable one each
and number

1.

2.

3.

1u

percent

2nd

percent

3rd

percent

A.

50

75%

14

21%

2

03%

B.

15

22%

41

62%

10

15%

C. 703 1

01%

11

16%

54

82%

A. 704 17

26%

22

34%

25

39%

B.

30

46%

25

39%

9

14%

C. 705 17

26%

17

26%

30

47%

A. 706 3

04%

20

31%

40

63%

B. 707 6

09%

34

54%

23

36%

701 In Part C, the
students were given 10 different

NA702
4

6

7

items; in each item there were three different

translations of the same original passage. The students were asked to grade all the three choices in
each item according to their degree of acceptability; that is, they were supposed to give numbers I to
the most acceptable and 3 to the least acceptable choices in each item. They were also informed that
the passages were taken from real published translations of English novels. They were given no other
hints whatsoever as to what was meant by 'unacceptable' or 'unnatural' or which elements (e. g.
ellipsis or pronouns) were intended to be tested.

702NA=The number of respondentswho did not give any answer for the item.
703It contains ' 'esmamd' (twice) instead of "esmamo'. It seems to be a regional dialect
and quite
unacceptable.
704It contains 'bard hamin'

hamFn' (standard) or 'vase
hammn' (informal).
-ye
There is also inconsistency in style: 'tasmim begirim ke the bekonim' and "asdmi }r yekdiggar' are
has an Arabic plural form that makes it peculiar in a
formal and the rest are informal. ''asdmi
colloquial

in place of 'barüye

style.

705In `Rälf jalase karde. 716tasmfm begirºm chikdr konim' the point (the full stop) is extra; that is we
should have one sentenceinstead of two.
706'hom' (instead
of `bomb') seems unacceptable. The question mark has been forgotten. And 'hame"ye shun' is used instead of 'hama-shGn'.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

C.

54

85%

9

14%

00

00%

A.

9

14%

35

54%

20

31%

B.

50

78%

14

22%

00

00%

C. 708 5

07%

15

23%

44

68%

A. 7°9 11

17%

18

28%

34

54%

B.

38

60%

22

35%

3

04%

C.71° 14

22%

23

36%

26

41%

A.

42

64%

23

35%

00

00%

B. '1 1

00

00%

00

00%

65

100%

C.

23

35%

42

64%

00

00%

A. 712 8

12%

10

16%

45

71%

B.

28

44%

23

36%

8

12%

C.

23

36%

30

47%

10

12%

A.

35

53%

26

40%

4

06%

707The two
sentences 'khalabäne

chi goft? Rdje' be bomb-e atomi7'
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6

7

5

7

5

should be one, that is, the

question mark in the middle is extra.

708'dass nayazid' is an
obsoleteand very formal verb. ' uXdro' and 'badana.sh' disagree in respect to
their number.
709'nemifahmad'

and 'hastim'

are formal verbs. 'häbdt va na hick kas-e chgar. ' as a sentence with it

verbal ellipsis seems unacceptable.

710jazire- äst' (instead
of jazire-'as')
degrees.
711In ''ün
ye pesar'

and 'hishk (instead of 'hichki)

seem unacceptable to some

(P. 20), 'ye' as an equivalent of the English definite

article ('the')

is totally

unacceptable. It seems to be a typographical mistake or taken from the translator's dialect! hic two
other translators have used 'pesar-eh'; that is, in colloquial Persian '-eh' or stressed '-e' tit the end of
a noun is equivalent to the English 'the'.

712'there is a disagreement
of number between two sequential verbs: 'd6shtim' and 'hebinunn'.
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B.

9.

10.

22

33%

24

37%

19

29%

C.713 8

12%

15

23%

42

64%

A. 74

20

30%

19

29%

26

40%

B.

33

50%

19

29%

13

20%

C. 715 12

18%

27

41%

26

40%

A. 716 9

13%

13

19%

44

66%

B.

26

39%

31

47%

9

13%

31

47%

22

33%

13

19%

C.
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5

4

The respondents have largely supported the researcher's judgement, particularly in
type b items where the supposedly unnatural elements were underlined. In type c,
sometimes it is not so clear why they graded an item below or above another one. The
most reliable test type seems to be type a where no clue was given as to what element
was exactly tested in this test of naturalness.
The fluctuations observed in the results may have various reasons. Two major
ones are as follows. Firstly, the students who answered the questionnaires have come

713'betan'

(instead of 'behetün')

can be confused with 'bottin'

(meaning 'cement')

since in Persian

the short vowels, 'a, o, and e', are not written but they are pronounced. So it seems unacceptable. The
(formal style) is a mismatch of style, and it is more natural to have the colloquial
use of janevar
form of jünevari.
74 The sentence 'sakhre-ye
marjän. ' seems to require a verb. And the change of special Arabic script
for the letter '-an' (equivalent of the English '-ly' that makes adverbs) in the word 'qablan' is
an
extreme alteration and seems unacceptable to some degrees.
71''dide-'am'

is in the formal style. The informal and more acceptable one in this context is'didam'.

716The verbal
phrases 'Inzem bäshad' and 'tashkil
speech are formal. Also, the word 'yekbari'

hedahim'

and the pronoun ' Yrnlui' in the direct

seems very formal in the narration.
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from different regions of the country with different mother languages
or dialects; they
are not sure about their knowledge of the Tehrani dialect or even the standard
language. Secondly, the borderline between what constitutes natural and
unnatural is
blurry, and not so clear-cut.

One drawback of the test, as mentioned by some of the students, was the
brevity of the passages that hindered comprehension to some extent. Other
general

views given about the test items, particularly by the lecturers of translation, are listed
below:"'
1. `The verbs do not correspond to each other in respect to their style. Some
of them are shekasteand colloquial, others are `complete' and formal. '
2. `The problem with this translation

[of one of the items] is that the

translator has mixed the colloquial language with the standard language.
Therefore, the translation has little attraction (is not very interesting).'
3. `These passages were neither totally colloquial nor bookish [i. e. written]. '
4. `The narrator's

word should not be colloquial. ' [Tendency to express the

norm]

5. `Some verbs and words were put in formal style and others in informal
style, and consequently the passagesdo not look fluent and consistent
during reading. '

6. `Some of the she/caste ('broken')

and colloquial words caused

misunderstandingsuch as, `be-emän' ('to us'), `betfin' ('to you') and `kü'

717 These
translation.

remarks were written

on the test papers as the respondents'

comments.

All

are my
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('where') that might be confused with `be-amän' ('to the refuge/trust'),
`botün' ('cement') and `küh' ('mountain') respectively.'
7. [On the expression, `my God'] `This combination has become customary
in modern translated (target) texts -

if the standard is idiomaticity, then

we can use some idiomatic terms from the ordinary language in its place,

such as "ey wäy'. (Mrs. FarzanehFarahzad,lecturer at Allame Tabataba'i
University)
8. [On the use, 'bitardid'

('No doubt. '), an adverb as an elliptical sentence]

`If this (the use of a word instead of a sentence) is the manner of
expressionin the source text, then it is necessaryto preserve it in Persian.
One of the featuresof the narrative literature is that it avoids normality in
its syntactic and semanticcombinations.' (Mrs. FarzanehFarahzad)
9. `In general, it is not correct to use [a certain] dialect in translation since in
that case [people of] each region should translate into their own dialect,
then we will have ten different types of translations. ' `Although it is not

do
dialect,
'
(Mr. Saddiqi, lecturer
translators
to
so.
some
a
permissible use
at the University of Allame Tabataba'i University from Mashad)

Other examples of unnatural

use of cohesive devices taken from the corpus of

the study

The corpus of study has beenstudied with a view to find examplesof unnatural use of
cohesive devices. A few instances have been selected and used for the intuitionjudgement tests that have been discussedearlier, but there are indeed more instances
of the unnatural use of cohesive devices. Some representative examples will be given

below:
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a. Lack of consistency (Mixture

of styles)

1. "1 don't care what they call me," he said confidently, "so long as they don't call
me what they used to call me at school." F...l "They used to call me `Piggy="
IF, p. 11

L--l"II"...

j_ý

L. -I 45ý
5,

o,)&

jj*

CU., Aýj-L&

1;
4ý&ij
ý.e
J;

(P., 6-7)
rj_) A, j. AA eta a;..j AS'

ham
l JJl L pL&i
.aL(.
L, j3 .

c-ý ,S

(R., 26)
[...

]

..

1 :S

rLL. o Le, -

i_, W

j,.

i c-L-<,

r'Ja-a

4:.:

&
rj

A-

-L.

4S

Lf"i

4, &; j

U"

(A., 22)

In colloquial Persian, the object marker rd that comes after a direct object is
pronounced (and hence recorded) as -o or -ro, but Peyman (1972), unlike Rafi'ci
(1984) who has used -o, has used-ä after 'esmam('my name') which seemsto be a
regional dialect (perhaps Isfahani) and unacceptable.(See the results of item I of test
type C discussedabove.) Moreover, in colloquial Persian when the direct object is
attached to a verb particle, the particle loses a -y sound or letter at the end, if at all
this sound or letter exists in the standard Persian. However, Azad (1984) has kept -y

at the end of'L ,' (sedä) and recorded it as sedäyam once and removed it in the next
instance of the word sedä in the same sentence that makes the phrase sedum.
Preserving this -y letter and sound is a feature of the standard Persian. Another
feature of the standard Persian used here inconsistently by A/ad (1984) is the third
person plural verb ending in the verbs `nakon-and', `kon-ancf and

`bird-and', while in

another verb in the above example he has used the colloquial third person plural verb

-
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ending `mikard-an' without the last d. Thus, Azad (1984) has mixed some features of
the standard Persian within

a colloquial

utterance in a dialogue that contains

colloquial words such as `mano (equivalent to man + rä in the standard Persian,
meaning direct object me), 'and (equivalent to 'anhä in the standard Persian, meaning
`they'), rüm (equivalent to rüyam in the standard Persian, meaning the object of
preposition `on me' used in a clause literally meaning `the name they had put on me')
and the verb fargi nadäre ('I don't care') with the colloquial verb ending -e(h). Such
inconsistencies create some degrees of unnaturalness and at the same time indicate
some doubts on the part of translators about the `proper' methods of recording the
colloquial language.
2. "We got to let that burn out now. And that was our firewood. " (LF, p. 41)
ui, yam"
(P., 52)

y
ý-2,
r; ý.r-

4s ýuý ý;ý ý),J°ý .ý.. ý.yLA-1-5

i3ir-. LPr.

-s

i i=t)"

(R., 89)
!) c3' J G>jy" c51-,,aS >>, cS'i a Jai . 4, ,, (J yt'

'jý"'

(A., 66)

Peyman (1972) has used standard forms of verbs besrizad (`burn')
khämüsh beshavad ('extinguish')

in a colloquial

colloquial words such as velesh konim ('let'),
('fire')

utterance containing

'find ('they'),

and

several

barcä (`for') and Wach

that have created a mixture of styles and lack of consistency leading to

have
However
translators
the
two
other
used the colloquial forms of
unnaturalness.
the above verbs: besüze and khämüsh beshe.

-
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b. My God!
Safarian (1976) has used khodn ye

man ('my

God')

several times as a direct

translation (or as a result of indirect influence) of the English expression `my Lord'.
He has used this rather unnatural expression as an equivalent for the interjections
`By Jove! ', `(Good) Heavens! ' and `my goodness'

`Good God! ', 'Good Lord',
indiscriminately.

c. Unnecessary repetition of the subject pronoun in two consecutive sentences
Piggy came and stood outside the triangle.
listen, but would not speak; and Pigs

This indicated that he wished to

intended it as a gesture of disapproval.

(LF, p. 71)
A, .x,.Nl, rc, A jI

`J

Lei

I `. ' jI C)j j
)U..,,
..

Uº

jl jl ý_)

>- L' -LL-;

(R., 155)
Some Persiannative speakersconsider the repetition of the subject pronoun `ri
in two consecutivesentencesof the above passageas redundantand unnecessary,and
hence unacceptable.
d. Cataphoiic

demonstratives!

It seemsthat Persiandoes not prefer to use demonstrative pronouns in a cataphoric
way (referring

forward

to something coming later). The following

underlined

719
sentence seems unnatural to native speakers:
Simon was not in the bathing pool as they had expected. (LF, p. 50)
(R., 110)

..5ý.;

718The cohesivetic in this example is a structural one.

ý )-) -L-;L, 641 x::-M.
) )t.I

j-3

vT S ýyý.

-
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(A., 79)

)j..i'L

4

..

(P., 66)

ji
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;ýz

L4T.uS

S-

In the translation of the above English sentenceinto Persian, an obligatory shift has
occurred that has changedthe order of the two clauses;moreover, the verbal phrase
that is omitted after `expected' in English (i. e. him to be there), has been recovered
through an explicitation process. These two changes have been made by the three
translators, but a further shift has been necessarythat has been ignored by Rafi'ei
(1984): that is a shift of the position of the demonstrative pronoun `there' and its
presupposed item (i. e. in the bathing pool).
e.

Ambiguity

When two 3rd person singular (or plural) are mentioned one after another closely,
sometimes an ambiguity arises as to which one of them a following (verb ending
attached) pronoun is referred, and hence, say, the subject of the following sentence
becomes ambiguous. In such cases, Persian translators usually use (proper) nouns to
79
avoid ambiguity and unnaturalness. For instance see the following example:
Jack spoke. "Give me a drink. "

Henry brought him a shell and he drank, watching Piggy and Ralph over the
jagged rim. (LF, p. 136)
iý.

4
U

cýSjl;

a:.

)j
;

I U-2,aJ cs

_,

jl JL

Y
OUP j-2, S-4-:

01

(R., 285)

naturalness and both are considered as target-language norms.

ýI

yl

)-IT LL

_j

719Of course, the
notion of ambiguity is more related to clarity,

L,,.

J-

"
a,

-); Ltq f

ý
:. ý.. Y.

W-

ýsr'

Sy=
1.
"&- )
1 .ýJýý

but clarity itself is closely related to

-
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Ll11

(A., 199) ýr
.

yT

Study

jý

,T

c'

L)T

-

jý j j»T ji

(P., 193)

. z»,?

Rafi'ei (1984) has avoided using a marked pronoun in the sentencefollowing
the one beginning with Henry; hence, he has created an unwanted ambiguity as
regards to the subject of the following two clauses: it is not clear whether Henry or
Jack is the subject of those clauses. His translation can be back-translated into English
as `Henry brought a coconut [full of water] for him and drank it.
has used two (marked) detached pronouns after Henry,

Peyman (1972)

and Azad (1984) has

mentioned Jack (after Henry) to remove such an ambiguity.
f.

Use of regional dialects

"And an airplane, and a TV set, " said Ralph sourly, "and a steam engine. " (L1;
p. 59)
(P., 79)
(R., 128)
(A.,
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Pcyman (1972) seems to have used a regional word form 'o that resembles
and hence confused with the third person singular pronoun `ü in writing. It is also

likely to be a typographical mistake that has changed va (`j') into 'o

but as

-
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Peyman (1972) has used other regional forms (see for example the result of item 6 of
the test type C discussed above concerning the phrase "Gn ye pesar'

as well as

example 1 of section a above), it seems more likely to be chosen from a regional
dialect. Peyman (1972), who translated before the revolution, has occasionally and
sporadically used his regional dialect in his translation. For instance, the underlined
from
dialect
is
in
following
taken
the
a
regional
and seems strange for
sentence
word
the normal reader:
(P., 48)

"
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Peyman (1972) has used the word khlkeh from a regional dialect. However
Rafi'ei (1984) has used khiki(R.,

85), a more acceptable colloquial word.

Conclusion
The norm about the use of colloquial language and its blending with the standard
language in novels that was discussedat the beginning of this chapter needs to be
adjustedand extendeda bit,
of styles in a short passage720will very often appear to be
to the target audience, and if the aim is a `natural'
unnatural
expression, this kind of mixture (of spellings, words or structures) is
best avoided.
A mixture

If there is indeed a consistent mixture, it can serve to highlight or
foreground some stylistic abnormality, thus alerting target readeis to
an unusual feature in the original text.

Therefore, consistency in style in Persian prose translation is of paramount
importance. Lack of consistency is a sign of unnaturalness and the regular, consistent

720 This

refers to idiosyncratic

for instance, the incorporation

of spellings, words, or
mixtures in
language
into
from
language
the
the
a short stretch of text, say, in a
written
structures
colloquial
turn of a dialogue where the relationship between the addresser and the addressee(s) und the context
of situation are constant, or in a paragraph of narration recited by a character or the author.
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shifts from the source to the target language is a sign of the recognition of the
differences between the two languagesand readinessto accommodate the translated
(target) text to the target language/culturenorms. Not only is consistency in using
and keeping a consistentstyle of languageimportant, it is also important to record the
spelling of the words in the colloquial style consistently.
In order to adapt the translated text to the norm of naturalness and
expectations of the readers, translators resort to certain strategies more or less
consciously;

among them are shift, modulation,

explicitation,

implicitation,

and

cohesion change. However, there is a more important strategy, interference, which is
adopted by translators. It constitutes the foundation of translation, but is at the same
time the most influential factor involved in creating unnatural items in the target text.
It is the routine strategy that may create a trap for the translator who translates
without much thought.
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CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Progress in cross-cultural communication will not be born out of slogans
emphasizing only heterogeneity and changeability of cultures and denying
the reality of different cultural norms and patterns (in the name of
"deconstruction, " misguided universalism, or whatever). Progress in crosscultural understanding requires a basis in well-founded studies of different
721
cultural norms.

There is a natural use of linguistic forms common to the native speakers of each
language. The violation of naturalness creates `translationese', `interlanguage' or
`third language'.
However, language is a dynamic entity constantly changing and adopting new
elements, including foreign ones. The point is that each language (or culture) has a
level of tolerance and pace in accepting and appropriating

foreign

elements

(interference from the SL through translation). Translators are often criticised for
violating these thresholds, but they are also praised when they function within the
limits for being creative and expanding the potentials of the language.

721Wicrzbicka, p. 21.
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level, this thesis has blended empirical description,

with

Conclusions
At the methodological

polysystem theory and norm concepts as well as cultural studies and socio-political
analysis. In this way, the combination of descriptive and systemic study made it
possible to study (and proved effective in studying) topics at microstructural

and

macrostructural levels in a single study.

Based on the theoretical discussions,the first major contribution of this thesis
concerns the definition and analysis of various features and aspects of naturalness.
Hence, a rather comprehensive definition is proposed in Chapter 3. There has been
much misconception about this significant parameter in translation, and the present
study has questioned the polarity between naturalness and adequacy raised by Toury
as the initial norm of translation. Naturalness cannot be correlated negatively with
adequacy. These are two different

phenomena. The increase in the degree of

in
its
decrease
in
does
translation
adequacy. The
not
mean
a
naturalness
necessarily
a
degree of one, or both of them can increase or decrease in a translation without
domestication
(as
has
been
that
the
It
notion
of
affecting each other.
suggested
opposed to foreignisation) elaborated by Venuti does not necessarily go along with
`fluency' or naturalness. Foreignisation as the strategy of importing foreign cultural
do
They
not necessarily contradict
expression.
capital can coexist with naturalness of
each other.
From the perspective of polysystem theory, one major conclusion that can be
extracted from this research is the phenomenon of the centrality of translation,
particularly translation of novels, in the Persian literary polysystem throughout the
20th century. It is an undeniable fact that translation has been effective in developing a
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modem `simple' style of writing and in the use of colloquial language in modem
Persian literature.

It seems that when translation attains canonicity,

the original

writers try to imitate the language of translation and write pseudo-translations,

but

when translation is marginal, translators try to be as natural as possible and make
adaptations, or pseudo-originals. Examples of both have been quoted in this study.

As to the conclusionsderived from the norms analysis,it should be noted that
the Iranian prose translator has a choice when faced with norms and models
regulating social, cultural and linguistic factors towards which he or she often has a
conviction and takes a position even before embarking on translation. As there are
different (though limited) paths and trends within these norms, various versions
of the
translated novel in Persian will finally be produced based on the trends chosen and
followed by the translator. Translation scholars often reject a perfect translation and
account for the existence of several different versions of the same original text with
the possibility of different interpretations (readings) of the source text. An important
conclusion from the study of these norms and models is that not only different
interpretations may exist, but also different translations exist because different norms
and models operate on translators, and translators take different positions towards
those norms and adopt different trends and paths within those norms.

Another conclusion of the study of norms and models of text production
suggests that there exists a state of diglossia in the Persian language, the use of which
has increasingly developed through prose translation in the Persian literary system. It
seems that this duality in language has always accompanied the dual paradigm of
Persian culture.
From the cultural

perspective, the problem of encounter with the Vest has

been one of the causes that has contributed to the major social movements during the
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last two hundred years in Iran. Two major trends have been followed
intellectuals and prominent figures at certain periods of time
nativism. After the Constitutional

Revolution

(1905-11)

by Iranian

westernisation and

in Iran the westernised

intellectuals gained the upper hand, but after the Islamic Revolution (1977-79)

the

nativists became dominant. This thesis has reflected the existence of a dual identity
among the Iranian cultural elites, which was emerged through their contacts with the
West. Some intellectuals have totally rejected their own cultural identity and insisted
on the necessity of imitating the West. However, with the Islamic Revolution this
trend of dependency has largely been reversed and a nativist attitude has been
adopted. A `return to the sel'

and intercultural

exchange based on equality and

mutual respect towards each other's culture and civilisation have become the norm,
while domination and dependence have been totally rejected.

From the linguistic analysis,it has been concluded that in order to adapt the
target (translated) text to the norm of naturalness and expectations of the readers,
translators resort to certain strategies more or less consciously; among them are
transposition,

modulation,

explicitation,

implicitation,

and change in the type of

cohesion.
In a translation, a transformation is sometimes required on the basis of the TL
norms and readers' expectations that will lift the semantic/pragmatic

content or

message away from the SL cohesive perspective and orient it in accordance with the
cohesive necessities of a TL text. This study has shown a connection between "TL
norms and the translator's strategies to resolve (supposedly negative) interference. If
there remain any instances of unwanted interference in a translation, it can be
attributed to the translator's `lack of competence, ' `negligence, ' or just because he or
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she thinks that such an interference is necessary,creative and positive for a literary
text.

Particularly, as the distinction between colloquial and standard languages in
the Persian prose translation has rather a short history, and as the methods of
recording the language of speech have not yet been consolidated and completely
fixed, there is not much consensus among translators (and original writers) or within

the works of a single translator or even within a single work.
As regardsthe hypotheses of the research,this study has supported that:
1- `Naturalness has a positive correlation with regularities in micro-level
shifts'. While naturalness is exclusively related to the TL norms, unnaturalness is

connected to SL interference, as well as interference from a third languageor dialect
and an inconsistentmixture of styles in the TL.
2- The TL norms are dynamic processes that change along the lines of power
relations. The Islamic Revolution (1979) was a major social change and turning point

in the Iranian culture that had a significant influence on the system of TL norms of
acceptability/naturalness.
3- A translator's performance in respect to naturalnessis not homogeneous
throughout his translation.

Limitations

and Further Directions

Adequacy of data gathered is often problematic in a descriptive study of translation.
A single researcher of translation is not able to collect large amounts of data as to

generalize safely to every text type and period. Most generalisationsin translation
studies suffer from this deficiency. Corpus analysisbasedon computer readable large
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data and e-texts722 can enhance the `representativeness'

of the data collected on

translators' behaviour. Through this study, it has become clear to the researcher that
each of the three possible methods of establishing the naturalness of utterances has its
intuitive
(i.
judgement as a
drawbacks.
All
the
these
three
methods
e.
researcher's
own
critic, the readers' intuitive judgements as native speakers of the TL gathered through
questionnaires and tests and the translators' regular behaviour and consistent shifts
in
have
been
from
the
this study to complement
the
study)
of
used
collected
corpus
each other. However, it seems that the data collected from the corpus of study can be
is
it
is
drawback
The
this
that
major
with
method
often
more reliable and revealing.
not practical to gather large amounts of data, and researchers tend to rush to reach
in
improvement
Therefore,
tangible
the techniques
conclusions.
an
some
generalizable
of gathering large amounts of data (with the help of computing technology) and
analysis of the translators' regular behaviour (instead of idiosyncrasies) can increase
the reliability and representativeness of the data.
In general, the translation researcher usually bases his or her study on some
fundamental assumptions of homogeneity.

For instance, one such assumption is that

the existence of a book with the name of a translator means that he or she is the only
person directly involved in the production of that translation while indeed other
translators,

editors,

proof-readers

and typesetters are also involved.

Another

assumption the translation researcher makes is that the translator is an organism that
always works at the same level of performance like a powerful computer without any
breakdown or weakness, but human beings have emotions and motives, they may

722The
original novel Hcart of Darkness has been available as an c-text that helped this research it lot,
particularly

in searching all the examples of pronouns.
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sometimes be under time pressure, and the translation of a novel is a prolonged but
interrupted process, it does not take place in one brief sitting through which the
translator is `fresh' and completely conscious. Thus, different moods and states of
mind may produce different levels of performance.

These factors should be accounted for in further studies. That is, the
individuals involved and the role of each of them in the production of a translation as
during
important
different
be
the
translation
as
states
of
mind
process
of
can
also
well
becausethe researcher intends to take all the factors involved in the process and
product of translation descriptively. If a descriptive translation scholar wants to
reflect and represent a `model of reality' as exactly and closely as possible, all the
parametersinvolved should be taken into consideration.
Another limitation of this study seems to be connected to the age-old
`problem' of conceptual binary

distinctions.

Although one of the results of this

study is the rejection of dichotomies in translation studies, ironically this study itself
in
discussion
interference
instance,
For
the
the
of
same
could not get rid of
problem
a
distinction is made between positive and negative transfer. Other dichotomies are also
mentioned,

such as obligatory

vs. optional

shifts, prescriptive

vs. descriptive,

competence vs. performance and macrostructural vs. microstructural. The nature of
these dualities should be carefully analysed and their reality investigated. Are these
dualities just conceptual explanatory tools or do they really exist in the outside world?
A third limitation is that this study has not divided shifts into obligatory and
light
A
further
shed
more
can
on the requirements
optional.
study of obligatory shifts
indicates
language
that
the translator's
to
the
target
shifts
optional
of
as compared
creativity and manipulation of the text. We can only talk of unnaturalness where an
obligatory shift has not been made.
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As it was necessary to narrow down the topic of research at different levels
(microstructural

as well as macrostructural),

this thesis has chosen the topics of

`naturalness' (rather than `adequacy'), `English to Persian' (not the other way),
translation of the `novels' (rather than the `drama', `short story' or `poetry'),

the

in
in
Britain and translated within 15 years before and
20th
the
century
novels written
15 years after the Islamic Revolution in Iran, and the cohesive devices of reference
and ellipsis (rather than lexical cohesion, substitution,

connectives, etc. ). Other

for
further
in
further
My
be
suggestion
studies.
particular
studied
alternatives can
study is a historical and systemic research on the use of colloquial

language in the

Persian translation of dramas since the translation of drama had begun several years
before the translation of novels in Iran and the colloquial

language was first

developed in drama before opening its way into the novel. The drama can be
its
into
literary
that
the
the
open
way
genres
could
of
pioneer
western
considered as
Persian literary polysystem.
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